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PREFACE
This introduction to Hamlet, for the general reader, comes, as
far as I can help it, with no modern literary-critical jargon. Some
will say it also comes with no modern literary-critical knowledge,
but I hope that’s not quite true. If it looks, on the surface, something like old-fashioned “character criticism”, I will, with a few
qualifications, wear that badge proudly. If this play is the imitation
of an action, it’s the imitation of an action by human characters. To
understand the play, you have to know something about human
nature, as well as the nature of plays. Both of those forms of knowledge, in my view, have recently been unjustly neglected inside the
academy. They still, and always will, offer a fertile territory for
exploration and discovery.
For the text of the play I mainly use the magnificent Arden
edition, edited by Harold Jenkins. Though it may need a few
changes—like “too too solid [not sullied] flesh”—some of which
I’ve silently made, it remains my touchstone: perhaps the greatest
single edition of a Shakespeare play ever produced.
The references given briefly in the text refer to the bibliography at the end.
I use a slightly unusual convention for quotes, putting punctuation outside the quotation marks unless it was part of the original
quote.
For valuable comments and criticism I’m grateful to Annmarie
Clarke and Judith Craig.
Contact dvbishop@mindspring.com.
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1
WHO’S THERE?
1. Stand and unfold yourself
More than any other play of Shakespeare, more than any other
play that I know of, Hamlet unfolds all its huge and beautiful complexity out of its first, simple line: “Who’s there?” The characteristic action of Hamlet, repeated over and over again, is an investigation. This play is full of people investigating each other—and in
Hamlet’s case investigating himself—trying to figure out who’s really there, under the confusing or misleading surface. Investigations proliferate like kudzu in Hamlet, they overlap and intertwine,
and sometimes they even come to an end, in the discovery of a
definite truth. The opening investigation, for example, comes to a
quick and comforting conclusion:
Barnardo. Who’s there?
Francisco. Nay, answer me. Stand and unfold yourself.
Barnardo. Long live the king!
Francisco. Barnardo?
Barnardo. He.
I. i. 1-5

Here, maybe for the only time in the play, the question “Who’s
there?” can be given an answer that’s both simple and true. Francisco’s
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next line confirms that what’s happening here is what’s supposed to
happen: “You come most carefully upon your hour.” Two reassuring notes have been struck: a clear identity has been established, of
a man who has arrived on time, with no tardiness, no delay. But
other, unspoken questions have been raised, which make this comfort seem insecure, and fleeting.
If Barnardo has “come most carefully upon your hour”, then
who did Francisco think was coming? And who did Barnardo think
was waiting for him? Their edgy nervousness undermines the surface discovery that all appears to be well. They go on talking as if
all really might be well, except for one line:
Bar.

’Tis now struck twelve. Get thee to bed, Francisco.

Fran. For this relief much thanks. ’Tis bitter cold,
And I am sick at heart.
Bar.

Have you had quiet guard?

Fran. Not a mouse stirring.
Bar.

Well, good night.
I. i. 7-12

In the winter it can be bitter cold even if all is well, inside around
the fire; but in a play the words “bitter cold” sound foreboding, a
promise fulfilled in the rest of the line: “And I am sick at heart.”
Without that sickness, quiet guard could be just quiet, though cold,
guard. With it, the quietness contrasts with something else, something feared. We feel a primal fear of the bitter cold and dark, and
Shakespeare builds on that fear with the sentries’ added fear, of
something else unknown.
Other strange things happen so fast you hardly notice them.
The challenging question, “Who’s there?”, comes from Barnardo,
who is not yet on duty. He challenges the sentry, instead of the
other way around. Then the sentry throws the question back at
him: “Nay, answer me.” It’s his job, not Barnardo’s, to ask this
question. He turns it into a command, and repeats it, showing he
knows how to do his job: “Stand and unfold yourself.” In this case
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everything works out. The question gets answered to both men’s
satisfaction. But for a moment, wasn’t there something a little strange
about that second challenge? What does it mean to “Stand and
unfold yourself ”? Because Barnardo successfully does it, identifying himself with “Long live the King!”, we don’t have to worry
about that question. It just somehow lodges in the mind, like a
little, clinging barnacle of uncertainty. Is “yourself ” something you
can “Stand and unfold”?
The fact that Shakespeare uses that phrase might mean nothing. It might be something a million sentries have said. We don’t
have to unfold every odd metaphor in our speech to understand
what we’re saying. What makes this phrase mysterious comes partly
from its immediate surroundings: the dark, the cold, the sickness,
the nervous investigation. And then, beyond that, it comes from the
rest of the play.
As all the investigations, and investigators, go searching for the
truth about each other, the way they describe the truth they’re looking for builds up a picture of human beings as collections of parts,
parts which can sometimes conflict with each other. When Barnardo
comes on duty the first people he has to identify are Horatio and
Marcellus. Peering into the dark, Barnardo says, “is Horatio there?”,
and Horatio answers, “A piece of him.” When he says this no one
in the audience knows what he means—at least if they don’t already
know the play. As it turns out, he means he doesn’t believe in the
ghost. If he said, “Yes, it’s me”, it might sound like he was enthusiastically supporting this investigation. Instead he says, “A piece of
him”, to show that he has doubts. He’s been dragged up here against
his better judgment. He’s left his rational self back in his room.
When Francisco says, “Stand and unfold yourself ”, the oddness of the phrase doesn’t stand out because you know exactly what
he means at the moment he says it. With Horatio’s “A piece of him”
you don’t know; you’re puzzled; and then the explanation comes,
first in Horatio’s skeptical tone as he asks, “What, has this thing
appeared again tonight?”, and then when Marcellus explains,
“Horatio says ’tis but our fantasy”. Even after you understand what
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it meant, “A piece of him” still sounds like an odd reply to the
question, “is Horatio there?” It’s funny—it shows Horatio’s wit.
And together with “Stand and unfold yourself ”, it begins to create
a sense of human complexity, and mystery, that the rest of the play
will vastly unfold.
The complexity of the human self can be suggested, among
other ways, by talking about people’s actions as the actions of their
possessions. Grammatically, this is a perfectly respectable, and understandable, way of talking. You have your eyes, your ears and your
beliefs. If you wouldn’t believe something if you hadn’t seen it with
your own eyes, you can say, like Horatio, “I might not this believe/
Without the sensible and true avouch/Of mine own eyes.” He means
the same thing, but his way of putting it makes his eyes active: they
“avouch” his belief. When characters talk this way all the time, or
as much as they do in Hamlet, it starts to sound, at least subliminally, a little strange. Horatio “will not let belief take hold of him”.
Here the belief isn’t even his yet. It’s a separate, free-floating entity,
that can grab a man like an arresting officer. Marcellus hopes that if
the ghost appears again, Horatio “may approve our eyes and speak
to it.” Then Barnardo tells the skeptical Horatio to “let us once
again assail your ears,/That are so fortified against our story”. Ears
turn out to be prominent appendages in Hamlet. The ghost tells
Hamlet how “the whole ear of Denmark” is “Rankly abus’d” by the
lie about his death, and how Claudius, to poison him, “in the porches
of my ears did pour/The leperous distillment”. Later, Gertrude, as
Hamlet berates her in her closet, tells him, “These words like
daggers enter in my ears”. Claudius too picks up this attack-on-theear imagery when he tells Gertrude that Laertes “wants not buzzers
to infect his ear/With pestilent speeches of his father’s death”.
The most intense passage in this style, where the attributes of a
person explode apart, comes in the closet scene, when Hamlet’s
rage at Gertrude brings him close to madness:
Eyes without feeling, feeling without sight,
Ears without hands or eyes, smelling sans all,
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Or but a sickly part of one true sense
Could not so mope. O shame, where is thy blush?
Rebellious hell,
If thou canst mutine in a matron’s bones,
To flaming youth let virtue be as wax
And melt in her own fire; proclaim no shame
When the compulsive ardour gives the charge,
Since frost itself as actively doth burn
And reason panders will.

And Gertrude answers,
O Hamlet, speak no more.
Thou turn’st my eyes into my very soul,
And there I see such black and grained spots
As will not leave their tinct.
III. iv. 78-91

Here in this incredibly vivid language human beings vanish into the
phantasmagoric interplay of their parts. Only at the very end does
an “I” simply “see”.
Some might find the explanation for all this in the vividness of
the imagery. A simple “I see this” or “I do that” would be dull. The
imagery of parts-in-action—parts of the body, like the eyes and
ears, or parts of the psyche, like reason and will—only reflects how
Shakespeare writes. This profusion of imagery, making our separate parts actors in the play, stretches our minds as we try to take it
in. It’s one of the qualities that makes Shakespeare a great writer.
While I think that’s true, I also think the wild profusion of this
particular kind of imagery in Hamlet intensifies, and becomes part
of, the central theme of the play: “Who’s there?”
Aside from the autonomous actions of attributes, the other great
contribution to that theme, in the language of the play, comes from
those odd phrases, like “Stand and unfold yourself ”, or “A piece of
him”. Another of those phrases comes after the ghost first appears,
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when Marcellus asks Horatio, “Is it not like the King?”, and Horatio
answers, “As thou art to thyself.” You could explain this as an image
of a man looking into a mirror; but the image isn’t carried any
further, it stays vague. Standing on its own like this, the phrase, to
my ear, has an odd ring to it. It discombobulates your mind a
little—though you hardly notice as the play keeps rushing forward.
You know what Horatio means; you don’t have to pay attention to the
strangeness of what he says—but it’s there. Who is the “thou” and who
is the “thyself ”, that are different enough to resemble each other? This
phrase sounds like a precursor to Polonius’s “To thine own self be
true”, which more clearly, though still very subtly, brings out, by contrast with its confident simplicity, the problem Hamlet faces in trying
to locate a self he can be true to. Claudius describes Hamlet’s “transformation” as having “put him/So much from th’understanding of himself ”; and later describes Ophelia, in her madness, as “Divided from
herself and her fair judgment”. You and yourself are not necessarily
the same thing. Hamlet speaks like an outsider, an onlooker, when he
says to Horatio, “Since my dear soul was mistress of her choice,/
And could of men distinguish her election,/Sh’ath seal’d thee for
herself ”. Not so unusual, maybe; we speak of times when we are
“not ourselves”—as Hamlet does, when he apologizes to Laertes—
and we understand perfectly well, in context, what these phrases
mean, we think, even when Hamlet describes his self as a woman.
We just don’t normally speak this way anywhere near as much, it
seems to me, as the characters in Hamlet do.
We all know the phrase “the divided self.” It may outlast the
memory of its originator, who I think was R.D. Laing. But when it
comes to embodying the idea of the divided self in literature, no
one has ever surpassed Hamlet. In this play, where “your sum of
parts” gets so often divided “inventorially”, it feels all too easy for a
man to get lost, looking for himself, in this swirling space of ears
and eyes, blood and judgment, reason and will, the bravery of grief,
the whirlwind of passion, the pale cast of thought, and the conscience that does make cowards of us all.
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2. The heart of my mystery
Everyone in this play gets caught up in some kind of investigation. At first, “Who’s there?” is only a simple question about who’s
there in the dark: “Barnardo?” “He.” But that question sounds so
urgent because Barnardo has seen something the night before, some
“thing” that comes “In the same figure like the King that’s dead.”
The question of who’s arriving to watch for “this thing”, and Horatio’s
doubt about whether there’s any “thing” at all, quickly turn into the
question of who, or what, this thing is and why it’s walking the
night. “It” might be something different from its “fair and warlike
form”, which it “usurpst”. Hamlet carries the investigation further,
feels he’s answered the question, amazing as the answer is—“would
heart of man once think it”—and closes off the others’ investigation
with “For your desire to know what is between us,/O’ermaster it as
you may.” But his real investigation has only begun. He has sworn
to take revenge. Very soon he’ll be asking why he hasn’t done it yet.
Is he a fat weed on Lethe wharf, a beast devoid of reason, a coward? Who’s really there, inside him? How can he identify his real
self, as opposed—or is it opposed?—to the ass who can only “unpack my heart with words”?
Meanwhile, another investigation gets under way. Hamlet’s “antic disposition”—which adds another layer to the audience’s investigation of what’s going on—sparks a full-scale, if surreptitious,
inquiry into the cause of his apparent madness. Setting the stage for
this investigation, Polonius investigates Ophelia’s relationship with
Hamlet, thinks he’s figured it out, and takes steps to end it; shortly
afterward he sends Reynaldo to Paris, instructing him how to investigate the character of Laertes. Claudius has already started his own
investigation of Hamlet’s “madness” by bringing in Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern to act as deputy detectives. Then Hamlet investigates
both Claudius and the ghost with the same test—the Mousetrap
play—while he tortures himself, not to mention Ophelia and
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Gertrude, with his questions about their faithfulness: “Are you honest?”, “Are you fair?”, “Have you eyes?” His “perfect” chance to kill
Claudius gets interrupted by another investigation, into the consequences of the act: “That would be scann’d”. Then when Hamlet
mistakenly kills Polonius, Laertes comes charging in to revenge his
father, and Claudius persuades him to investigate the truth of
Polonius’s death with the help of his “wisest friends”.
The detectives come up with theories to guide their investigations. Polonius, the self-appointed chief inspector, theorizes that
Hamlet’s madness was caused by “neglected love”. His interview
with the “mad” Hamlet confirms his theory, though the audience
senses there’s more going on with Hamlet than Polonius can fathom—
or than the audience can. Shakespeare makes fun of Polonius by
making him so enthusiastic in the chase. He loves theorizing and he
loves detecting:
If circumstances lead me, I will find
Where truth is hid, though it were hid indeed
Within the centre.
II. ii. 157-9

Polonius’s overconfidence raises doubts about where the center is,
and what might be found within it.
Claudius, investigating Polonius’s theory, is more circumspect.
After the eavesdropping scene, when they’ve listened in on Hamlet
and Ophelia to find out if Polonius is right, and both of them,
pointedly, have “heard it all”, they come to different conclusions.
Polonius heard what he wanted to hear. He wants his theory to be
proved true not only because it’s his theory, but because if it’s true
his daughter might marry the prince. Claudius, on the other hand,
knows something Polonius doesn’t know, which must draw his attention, more than Polonius’s, to Hamlet’s “mad” threat, “all but
one—shall live”.
All these characters’ theories grow from their own particular
knowledge and desires. The motives of the investigators color the
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facts, and also affect the way these detectives apply to the facts their
general theory of human nature. Polonius is proud of his knowledge of the human heart and mind. He’s proud of his wisdom, in
advising Laertes “To thine own self be true”, and explaining to
Ophelia, that “green girl”, the obvious falseness of Hamlet’s “love”.
He’s even more proud of his ability to advise the king and queen on
the true state of Hamlet’s mind, and to diagnose the stages of his
“declension” into madness. His collaboration with the king to investigate Hamlet repeats, on a larger scale, his collaboration with
Reynaldo to investigate Laertes. That investigation of Laertes seems
a bit pointless, since Laertes has been fairly well established as a
loving and obedient son. Its pointlessness helps to show that
Polonius’s real motives lie deeper. He investigates because he loves
to investigate. He loves parading, even before Reynaldo, his knowledge of how to catch “this carp of truth”. And he does have some
knowledge. His investigative methods are not ludicrous. He knows
well the human love of gossip. His imitation of “Your party in
converse”, who “closes with you in this consequence:/‘Good sir’,
or so, or ‘friend’, or ‘gentleman’”, becomes comical because of its
overelaboration. Polonius wants to tell Reynaldo everything he
knows: the information takes second place, as a motive, to the old
man’s doddering pride. His prurient wish to hear about the juicy
escapades of his son also peeks through. But his canny anticipation
of how the party in converse will give out the desired “carp of
truth” echoes Hamlet’s own grasp of human nature, when he acts
out, for Horatio and Marcellus, what they shouldn’t say about him:
“As ‘Well, we know’, or ‘We could and if we would’”. Both Polonius
and Hamlet know how the quarry can be hunted, but Hamlet knows
a little more about how it can evade the hunters.
As he investigates his own motives, searching for the reason he
hasn’t yet taken revenge, Hamlet parries the investigations that are
coming at him from all sides. Though he himself released the
hounds, by putting on “an antic disposition”, he still resents the
way they keep trying to find out what’s made him mad. When
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern push their theory that his madness is
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caused by frustrated ambition, Hamlet denies it: “I could be bounded
in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite space”. Then as
they push on with their theory anyway, he realizes that they’re spying
for the king. At first he plays along, keeping an antic distance without
giving anything away, until later, after the play scene, his anger and
disgust with them breaks out into the open. First he’s only sarcastic,
as he throws their theory back in their faces: “I lack advancement”.
Then he can’t hold it in any more and uses the image of playing the
recorder to pour out his anger on them directly:
Why, look you how unworthy a thing you make of me. You
would play upon me, you would seem to know my stops,
you would pluck out the heart of my mystery, you would
sound me from my lowest note to the top of my compass;
and there is much music, excellent voice, in this little organ,
yet cannot you make it speak. ’Sblood, do you think I am
easier to be played on than a pipe? Call me what instrument
you will, though you fret me, you cannot play upon me.
III. ii. 354-63

It may reflect the tension in Hamlet, between resisting these outside investigations and carrying on his own internal one, that at the
beginning of the scene he praised Horatio as a man “whose blood
and judgment are so well commeddled/That they are not a pipe for
Fortune’s finger/To sound what stop she please.” Hamlet seems to
be saying by this that unlike Horatio, he is such a pipe. Maybe his
“success” with the Mousetrap play changes his mood, and emboldens
him to insist that he’s not a pipe after all. Or maybe his sense of
being played on by Fortune makes him more irritated when
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern try to play on him too. Fortune he
has to put up with; them he can fight back against.
There’s a tinge of madness in Hamlet’s anger at Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, since by putting on the antic disposition he has deliberately brought down this investigation on himself. He may get angrier
because he himself has been forced to search for the heart of his
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mystery, and he can’t find it. At the same time, by exposing his anger at
them so directly, he’s coming out from behind the mask of the antic
disposition. It’s already starting to slip off in the play scene, where
“madness” and anger seem to merge, in his obnoxious commentary,
which disrupts the test he himself has set up. His resentment of all
these investigators comes out in his turning the tables on them, and
instead of staying discreetly silent, rubbing it in at every turn. He
seems to be exposing himself, saying “What this play says about you
comes from me.” He sarcastically takes on the role of investigator
with Ophelia, aping Polonius and the others with his bombastic certitudes. He answers Ophelia’s question, “Will a tell us what this show
meant?”, with an embittered breeziness that betrays his anger at the
detectives on his trail: “Ay, or any show that you will show him. Be
not you ashamed to show, he’ll not shame to tell you what it means.”
His anger comes out in his mockingly exaggerated eagerness to explain, first the play—“marry, how tropically!”—and then the truth
about Ophelia and her lover: “I could interpret between you and your
love if I could see the puppets dallying.”
Hamlet can hardly contain his anger and bitterness in this scene.
His pointed obnoxiousness allows the court to believe that the king
left the play because he’d had all he could take of Hamlet’s rudeness. Gertrude sends him the message that “your behaviour hath
struck her into amazement and admiration”; and when Hamlet goes
to her closet, her first words to him are “Hamlet, thou hast thy
father much offended.” It may be no surprise that seeing his father’s
murder and his mother’s remarriage acted out in front of him should
affect Hamlet emotionally, as it does Claudius. But I think
Shakespeare has prepared us to feel that Hamlet’s emotions by now
involve more than a simple revival of his original anger at the murder and the marriage. He sarcastically shows his contempt for investigators, who do not “shame to tell you what it means”, while he
himself is investigating Claudius with the Mousetrap play. Does he
have contempt for his own investigation too? It’s true that the question he’s asking about Claudius—is he guilty?—has a simple yesor-no answer. The cause of Hamlet’s “madness” is harder to pin
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down. In Gertrude’s closet, though, he talks as if he’s hiding a simple
secret. He doesn’t want her to let Claudius find out “That I essentially
am not in madness,/But mad in craft.” But why is he mad in craft?
The audience doesn’t know, and by the play scene we may be wondering whether Hamlet knows. He’s angry at the investigators who are
clumsily trying to track down “the heart of my mystery”, while he’s
trying to track it down himself, wondering “Am I a coward?” Is he
angry at himself for investigating himself? Maybe he’s angry at the
need for that investigation. Everyone else trying to get at the heart of
his mystery keeps reminding him that there’s a mystery he can’t solve,
when he once thought that what was inside him—who was there—
was pure and simple: “I have that within which passes show”.
As he investigates Claudius with the Mousetrap play, to be quiet,
and act as if Claudius’s guilt has not been decided, might make Hamlet uncomfortable. He’s confronted again with the murder of his father, as described to him by the “honest ghost”, while the reason he’s
looking at it again is that he’s set up this test, supposedly, to find out if
the ghost was telling the truth. If he doubts the ghost, that would make
the ghost angry, and Hamlet may share some of that imagined anger at
himself. His barely leashed anger in the play scene communicates to
the audience that he has no real doubt that Claudius is guilty. So why
is he sitting there watching the play? Why doesn’t he just kill him?
Maybe Hamlet wonders the same thing, and that makes him madder
than ever, at Claudius, Gertrude, Ophelia and himself.
Right after the play breaks up, Hamlet seems delighted with
himself. “Would not this, sir, and a forest of feathers . . . get me a
fellowship in a cry of players?” He acts as if he has cleverly settled
the ostensible question: “I’ll take the ghost’s word for a thousand
pound.” Then Rosencrantz and Guildenstern come in, and bring
out the fact that nothing has changed, except that the king is now
“marvellous distemper’d” with “choler”, supposedly because of
Hamlet’s “behaviour”. Their last attempt to dig out the cause of his
madness hits a wall of fury: “Do you think I am easier to be played on
than a pipe?” But what, we’re wondering, is this madness all about?
Why is he still dancing around that question? Why does he even have
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time to come back to his madness—“My wit’s diseased”—and occupy
himself with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, instead of getting down
to the business of revenge, when supposedly he’s just succeeded in
wiping out all his doubts about the ghost? What happened to “If a do
blench,/I know my course”? His anger at the others seems to be expressing, to be tied to, his anger at himself. His pride in being a good
“player” can only partly obscure his guilt at being a player at all.

3. The hatch and the disclose
The three main lines of investigation in the play—Hamlet’s
investigation of the ghost, and then of the truth of his story; Claudius
and Polonius’s investigation of Hamlet’s madness; and Hamlet’s investigation of himself—all start out pointing in one direction, toward a discoverable truth, and its consequences, and then slowly
turn, like a ship imperceptibly turning onto a different course. By
the end other questions have taken over. One investigation seems to
end, in the discovery that Claudius really is guilty, though the expected consequence of that discovery does not immediately follow;
while the other investigations don’t so much end as evaporate, as
the questions somehow give way to actions.
In the beginning, Hamlet believes the ghost eagerly and without
any question. He vows revenge—but then mysteriously fails to act,
and wonders why. Is he a coward? It seems like he must be. Or
maybe he has some doubt about the rightness of taking revenge.
Maybe the ghost was lying. He sets up the Mousetrap play
supposedly to find out the truth
If Hamlet’s doubt about whether Claudius is guilty seems no
more than barely plausible, it at least gives him a fig leaf, that explains
his failure to take revenge from the end of Act II to the end of the play
scene. On the surface, he investigates Claudius’s guilt, and finds out
the truth. He acts wildly proud of his clever detective work. He says
he could “drink hot blood”. He’s ready for revenge. We expect him to
kill Claudius now, or, if he doesn’t, we expect more self-doubt and
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self-accusation. In a way we get both—and more. Going to his mother’s
closet, instead of drinking hot blood, would point up his continuing
delay, except that on his way there he promises revenge again in the
prayer scene, while giving what might be a plausible reason to refrain
from killing the kneeling Claudius. Then in Gertrude’s closet, unexpectedly, he hears a spy behind the arras, stabs through it and kills
Polonius. That shows he was ready to take revenge—at least when the
right opportunity presented itself. But afterwards, with no more excuse for waiting, he still doesn’t kill Claudius.
I think the audience’s more and more bewildered anticipation
of the promised revenge gets partly satisfied by Hamlet’s killing of
Polonius. It knocks the wind out of our anticipation—and
Hamlet’s—with a sudden, bloody death that shows he would have
killed Claudius, at that moment, if Claudius had been there. This
discharge of pent-up revenging energy helps reduce the pressure for
more revenge, just enough to allow the audience, and Hamlet, to
accept the order to go to England.
Another way Hamlet helps us to ignore his further delay is by
promising that “worse remains behind” and vowing to “delve one
yard below their mines” and blow Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
“at the moon”. He talks as if everything’s out, or almost out, in the
open: “O, ’tis most sweet/When in one line two crafts directly
meet.” His remark about Claudius’s purposes—“I see a cherub that
sees them”—adds to the feeling that Hamlet is moving toward revenge, while on the surface he seems to be sailing away from it. Yet
he still has one more session of self-questioning, and self-accusation—“How all occasions do inform against me”—before he seems
to renew his vow of revenge one more time: “My thoughts be bloody
or be nothing worth.” Then he sails for England.

Meanwhile, the other detectives have been busy too. By the
time Hamlet sails for England, however, their investigation of his
“madness”, which drives the play through the second act and on
into the third, peters out inconclusively, as any conclusion ceases to
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matter. At first, everyone except Hamlet—and maybe Horatio—
believes that he’s somehow gone mad. He ends the first act with a
short display of “madness”—“wild and whirling words”—before
more sanely promising to “put an antic disposition on”. By the time
Ophelia reports the next “mad” episode, in her closet, Polonius
already knows that Hamlet is mad, and that the whole court is
looking for an explanation of his madness. He thinks he’s found the
explanation in “neglected love”. Then Claudius, having sent for
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, fills them in on Hamlet’s “transformation” and asks them to help spy out the cause of it. Polonius
pushes his theory of “neglected love” but fails to prove that he’s
right. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern try their theory of “ambition”
with no more success. Then Claudius and Polonius, working hard
to find out the truth, set up, and eavesdrop on, Hamlet’s scene with
Ophelia. Afterward, Polonius thinks his theory’s been confirmed,
while Claudius, also having “heard it all”, disagrees. He not only
thinks Polonius’s theory has been proved wrong, he no longer even
thinks Hamlet is mad:
Love? His affections do not that way tend,
Nor what he spake, though it lack’d form a little,
Was not like madness. There’s something in his soul
O’er which his melancholy sits on brood,
And I do doubt the hatch and the disclose
Will be some danger . . .
III. i. 164-9

Claudius turns from seeking “the hatch and the disclose” to trying
to avoid it. He goes along with Polonius a little further, but in his
last line of the scene, “Madness in great ones must not unwatch’d
go”, we can feel that Claudius is already starting to cover his tracks,
agreeing with Polonius on the surface while proceeding with his
plan to send Hamlet to England. While Polonius was deaf to it,
Claudius has heard in Hamlet’s words a threat to himself. He may
already be hatching his plot to have Hamlet killed.
By the end of the closet scene, Hamlet and Gertrude already
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know that Hamlet has been ordered to England. Hamlet senses a
plot against him, and welcomes it: “Let it work;/For ’tis the sport to
have the enginer/Hoist with his own petard”. In going to England,
he seems to be saying, he’s just playing along, to deceive the enemy
before openly attacking: “O, ’tis most sweet/When in one line two
crafts directly meet.” But what exactly is Hamlet’s “craft”? He tells
Gertrude that above all she must not reveal “That I essentially am
not in madness,/But mad in craft.”
When Gertrude then tells Claudius that Hamlet is “Mad as the
sea and wind”, and in “his lawless fit” has killed Polonius, it’s hard
to tell how much she’s trying to keep Hamlet’s “secret”, to protect
him, and how much she believes he’s really subject to fits of madness. Maybe both. For Claudius, the question is now irrelevant.
When he realizes that “It had been so with us had we been there”,
he knows all he needs to know. Mad, sane or whatever, Hamlet has
shown he’s a threat that has to be eliminated. From now until the
end of the play, Claudius, with a couple of interruptions, from
Laertes and Ophelia, concentrates on how to get rid of Hamlet, in
a way that will insure “no wind of blame shall breathe” on him.
Hamlet’s “madness” doesn’t quite disappear completely after he
comes back to Denmark. Gertrude uses it to explain his explosion
at Ophelia’s grave, and Hamlet uses it to explain his killing of
Polonius. But both of them ignore the old question of what made
Hamlet mad. Only once does that question of why he went mad
come up again. Hamlet himself asks it of the gravedigger:
Ham.

How came he mad?

Grave.

Very strangely, they say.

Ham.

How ‘strangely’?

Grave.

Faith, e’en with losing his wits.

Ham.

Upon what ground?

Grave.

Why, here in Denmark.
V. i. 151-6
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The investigation that drove so much of the plot of the play for two
acts ends not with a bang but a whimper. Confronted with the
gravedigger, the question simply dissolves, into the insoluble mystery of madness.

From Hamlet’s side, the question “Who’s there?” doesn’t have
much to do with the question of why he went mad, since he thinks
he’s only “Mad in craft”. It’s the question of why he hasn’t taken
revenge that keeps eating at Hamlet. He seems to keep moving
toward revenge, somehow, while at the same time he keeps moving
into delay and doubt. Those two movements, the revenge and the
delay, mysteriously intertwine. At the end of Act II he asks “Am I a
coward” and answers, more or less, yes. Then he defuses the pain
of that answer with his “doubt” of the ghost, and his plan to “catch
the conscience of the king”. Despite this plan, as he waits for the
Mousetrap play to start, he’s still contemplating how “conscience
does make cowards of us all”—as if even now, by still delaying,
he’s acting like a coward. Then, having found Claudius definitely
guilty, he leaves for England. As he leaves, he repeats his question
from the end of Act II. The second time it sounds more elaborate,
more sophisticated, as if he’s been doing a lot of thinking about it
offstage:
Now whether it be
Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple
Of thinking too precisely on th’event—
A thought which, quarter’d, hath but one part wisdom
And ever three parts coward—I do not know
Why yet I live to say this thing’s to do,
Sith I have cause, and will, and strength, and means
To do’t.
IV. iv. 39-46
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Here he doesn’t say he’s a coward. He speculates that he’s been
hindered from taking revenge by a thought which is “three parts
coward” and “one part wisdom”. He doesn’t say what that one part
wisdom is, and anyway it doesn’t seem to answer his question. He
still doesn’t know why he hasn’t acted. Then finally, whatever “wisdom” there was in his delay, he leaves for England while renewing
his vow: “My thoughts be bloody or be nothing worth.”
After he comes back, Hamlet tells Horatio about a further
hesitation, on board ship: “in my heart there was a kind of fighting/
That would not let me sleep.” Yet “Rashly—/And prais’d be rashness for it”, he does act. Almost without conscious thought, “Or I
could make a prologue to my brains”—caught up somehow in pure
action—he forges the commission and sends Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern to their death.
Hamlet never again wonders why he hasn’t taken revenge. Wandering by the graveyard, on his way back, he’s drawn into thoughts
about death, as if an inevitable end were approaching. He talks
about the “divinity that shapes our ends”, and the “special providence in the fall of a sparrow”. If “it be not now”, he says, “yet it
will come. The readiness is all.” Hinting at what he might be ready
for, he says that though Claudius will shortly find out that
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead, “The interim is mine. And
a man’s life’s no more than to say ‘one’.”
Hamlet comes back to Denmark in a new mood of confident
fatalism, mixed with Christian piety. He seems to have settled the
question of who’s there, at the heart of his mystery. He now knows
that “This is I, Hamlet the Dane”, that “I lov’d Ophelia” and that
“There’s a divinity that shapes our ends”. But exactly how this change
came about, where these answers came from, and what they mean,
is hard to say.
His hesitation on board ship shows that Hamlet did not simply decide to carry out his vow—“My thoughts be bloody”—and
then carry it out. Instead he acted “Rashly”, prompted by “a divinity that shapes our ends”, even “When our deep plots do pall”.
What “deep plots” does he mean? Was his original vow of revenge
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moving toward its end, in a deep plot that somehow involved the
antic disposition, until the plot palled? Or was this apparent movement really only a delay, sometimes masked by rationalizations for
waiting a little longer? Does he think “a divinity” will now lead
him to his original “end” of revenge? If he’s now answered the
question “Am I a coward?” with a straight no, what made him
hesitate to take revenge before? What was that “one part wisdom”
that held him back, and what happened to it? In the atmosphere of
the last act, with the secret plot closing in on Hamlet, we may not
even wonder about these questions any more. Hamlet doesn’t seem
to. The bloody tragedy at the end feels, despite its accidents, inevitable, and, in a tragic way, satisfying. Hamlet seems to carry out
his task by killing Claudius, and then, as he dies, he takes the
trouble to stabilize Denmark, as far as that’s possible, by giving
Fortinbras his “dying voice”. But this hasn’t felt like a normal revenge play. Something more has been happening here, and we don’t
quite know what it is. “Had I but time”, Hamlet says, “O, I could
tell you”. What could he tell us? We still don’t feel completely sure
who’s there, inside him. We’ve seen the tip of the iceberg, but
maybe we don’t have the insight, or imagination, to see Hamlet
whole.
Or is there a whole? With the imagery of the divided self, along
with Hamlet’s own insistence that the heart of his mystery is hard to
pluck out, and that he hasn’t told us all he could, “Had I but time”,
Shakespeare points to the permanent difficulty of answering the question “Who’s there?” inside Hamlet—or even understanding what it
means. Maybe the closest we can come to understanding Hamlet is to
“divide him inventorially”: to look at his parts, at how they clash, and
how they mysteriously come to work together at the end.
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2
THE YOUTH
OF PRIMY NATURE
1. I know not ‘seems’
In August, 1965, Peter Hall’s Hamlet opened in Stratford-uponAvon, starring the 24-year old David Warner. With this Hamlet,
Hall and Warner, and the Royal Shakespeare Company, caught the
spirit of the 60s. With Warner playing Hamlet as a student rebel,
disillusioned and disgusted with a corrupt, warmongering establishment, their production became one of the most popular
Shakespeare productions ever, especially among the young.
If I had been living in Britain, I would have been in Stratford
camping out to get tickets too. Watching David Warner skulk disgustedly along the front of the stage, delivering his soliloquies intimately to the audience, I can imagine the Woodstock rush of inspiration and awe, among the young cheering crowd in that theater.
Those cheers may have drowned out some skeptical voices at the
time, but of course the audience was not all young people, and
everyone in it did not wholeheartedly approve of Warner’s performance. Among the older reviewers, J.C. Trewin, for one, though
he did like parts of the production, found Warner’s Hamlet “quite
unprincely”—so that Ophelia’s speech lamenting his lost “courtier’s,
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soldier’s, scholar’s, eye, tongue, sword” gave Hamlet credit for qualities that Warner never revealed to the audience.
Maybe since then I’ve moved toward Trewin’s side because I’ve
gotten older, though I’d like to think that that gradual change of
attitude has also been influenced by getting to know the play a little
better. Not that Trewin or I would say that Warner completely
misrepresented Hamlet. There’s a lot of room for interpretation in
this most mysterious of plays, and plenty of evidence for all sides to
argue about, as they already have, till the cows come home, get
milked and die of old age.
We could start by arguing about Hamlet’s age. It’s a notorious
“inconsistency” that Hamlet, from what the gravedigger seems to
say a 30-year old man, is still a student. He has come home from
Wittenberg for his father’s funeral, and his mother’s remarriage,
and in the beginning he evidently plans to go back. Maybe he’s a
graduate student, or a post-doctoral fellow. Maybe he dropped out
when he was young, bummed around for a while, and went back to
college later. Maybe he’s just an aging dilettante who likes going to
lectures and hanging out around a university. But leaving aside this
questionable speculation, Hamlet, Shakespeare shows, is some
undefined kind of student. He also acts, symbolically, like a rebel,
with his defiant, ostentatious mourning for his father. Beyond his
“suits of solemn black”, he shows his rebelliousness with his sullen
and prickly attitude toward Claudius and Gertrude.
Even before Hamlet finds out that he’s a murderer, Claudius’s
hasty marriage to his brother’s widow, and the somewhat decadent
atmosphere at his court, give Hamlet reasons to be angry at him for
which it’s hard not to feel some sympathy. These reasons can be
played up to turn Hamlet into a rebel hero, as they were by David
Warner and Peter Hall. But it’s also possible for a production, as
many have, to go the other way, and cast doubt on Hamlet’s judgments about Claudius and Gertrude. They can be shown as wisely
trying to cool down the hotheaded young prince, whose extreme
outrage doesn’t quite fit the “crimes” he’s supposed to be outraged
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about. So though I think I would have loved Hall and Warner’s production at the time, and believed they were absolutely true to the
spirit of Hamlet, now, with a little more, shall we say, experience, I
find it harder to believe that Shakespeare wanted us to take Hamlet’s
side so completely. As I read the play now, I feel Shakespeare is trying
to balance our responses. He’s holding us back from wholeheartedly
taking sides either with Hamlet or with Claudius and Gertrude.
Whether or not a man of 30 should be considered young, Hamlet
is marked as young from the first time he’s mentioned, when Horatio
calls him “young Hamlet”. Not counting Horatio, Shakespeare
quickly introduces three young men, from about the same high
social level: Hamlet, Laertes and Fortinbras. Besides their shared
youth and nobility, he also shows some important differences between them. Fortinbras, the Norwegian, is a prince, like Hamlet,
but a far more militant one: he’s an active soldier in command of a
band of rebels, who then get transformed into a legitimate army.
Laertes, though a son of the Danish nobility, stands apart from
Hamlet and Fortinbras because he’s not a prince. He calls attention
to how private a man he is when he tells Ophelia that Hamlet, as a
public man, cannot decide for himself whom he will marry: “for on
his choice depends/The sanity and health of this whole state”. From
what Polonius says, Laertes spends his time in France in the usual
pursuits of a young nobleman who is free to do as he likes. Aside from
his having to listen to Polonius’s precepts, and being reminded by
Ophelia to follow his own advice about chastity, the only hint of any
pressure on Laertes to do anything he might not want to do comes
when Polonius tells Reynaldo, as an afterthought, “And let him ply his
music.” Hamlet, from the beginning, differs from Laertes in another
way too. Shakespeare presents him, in contrast to the pleasure-seeking Laertes, as a particular type of young man: a young idealist.
The ideal that stands out most clearly in Hamlet’s mind, at
first, is the image of his ideal father. Hamlet doesn’t dwell on his
father’s death out of regret that the two of them can’t enjoy any
more of the great times they used to spend together. He never talks
about them fencing, or hunting, or playing tennis. His love for his
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father seems more impersonal than that. Almost every time Hamlet
speaks about him he holds up his father as an image of ideal perfection. He was an ideal husband, in an ideal marriage:
so loving to my mother
That he might not beteem the winds of heaven
Visit her face too roughly. Heaven and earth,
Must I remember? Why, she would hang on him
As if increase of appetite had grown
By what it fed on . . . .
I. ii. 140-45

Beautiful as it may seem to Hamlet, this shimmering vision, in
its bloodlessness, its sexlessness, its perfect purity, stretched to the
poetic limit, with “the winds of heaven” and “appetite had grown/
By what it fed on”, sounds like a nostalgic child’s version of an
ideal marriage. That childishness also comes out, in this first soliloquy, in Hamlet’s bitter, whining tone. His view of the unearthly
“perfection” of his parents’ marriage, and his rage at his mother’s
having married again—not to mention his self-righteous surliness
when he speaks to her—help, it seems to me, to make the audience
a little skeptical about Hamlet’s point of view.
Ideals stand out partly because of their contrast with ordinary
reality. When Hamlet sets up his father as an ideal, he puts him on
a pedestal so high that he himself can never hope to reach it. Nor
can anyone else. Responding to Horatio’s “a was a goodly king”,
Hamlet says,
A was a man, take him for all in all:
I shall not look upon his like again.
I. ii. 187-88

And later on, when he angrily lectures his mother on the absolute
difference between her first and second husbands, he takes the comparison to his usual idealized extremes:
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Hyperion’s curls, the front of Jove himself,
An eye like Mars to threaten and command,
A station like the herald Mercury
New-lighted on a heaven-kissing hill,
A combination and a form indeed
Where every god did seem to set his seal
To give the world assurance of a man.
III. iv. 56-62

His father was a distillation of the pagan gods, a man of a heroic
age now forever gone. Hamlet himself feels like a prisoner in this
newer, fallen world, which in a way means that he feels closer to
Claudius than to his father. Claudius is “no more like my father/
Than I to Hercules.” Since he clearly put his father very close to
Hercules, that leaves Hamlet a long way down on the devolutionary scale.
Ideals shine even more brightly when they’re surrounded by
cloudy night. Like Portia’s candle in The Merchant of Venice, that
shines like “a good deed in a naughty world”, or the gleaming sunlike brightness Prince Hal displays by emerging from the clouds of
his besmirched reputation, Hamlet’s father looks purely radiant in
contrast to the rank “unweeded garden” that is Claudius’s Denmark. It’s a world where Hamlet’s mother has married Claudius,
and the best of the young will never measure up to the best of the
old. The ideal, in turn, by being so high and bright, makes any sin
look that much lower and dirtier. And no sins look worse than the
sins of someone who once seemed ideal. Gertrude once stood on a
pedestal as the female counterpart of Hamlet’s father: “a radiant
angel”. When she marries Claudius she falls off that pedestal, and
drops all the way to Claudius’s level, which in Hamlet’s eyes, and
the ghost’s, is a very long fall: “what a falling off was there”. Besides, as Hamlet sees it, Gertrude does not just fall off her pedestal,
she leaps off it, doing a swan dive into the mud. If she had shown
any hesitation, or any remorse, about marrying Claudius, if she had
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had to be pressured into it, her fall could be pitied. But as it is she
chose freely and without any visible hesitation “To post/With such
dexterity to incestuous sheets!”
The familiar wicked stepmother, of fairy tales like “Cinderella”,
shows how natural we find it for a child not to get along with a
stepmother, or stepfather. Even when the new parent is not all that
wicked, we still expect children, at first, to resent their bereaved
parent’s marrying again, especially when the child dearly loved and
admired the parent who died. It’s natural for the child to feel angrier in a case like Hamlet’s, when the new marriage comes so soon
after his father’s death, and especially when the new husband is
someone he already holds in contempt. You don’t have to take
Hamlet’s side against Claudius, at first, to understand why he’s
unhappy. Yet even allowing for this understandable reaction,
Shakespeare makes Hamlet’s anger at the marriage seem very extreme. No one else complains about the marriage at all, though
Claudius does feel some need to justify it. In the way he justifies it,
among other ways, Shakespeare shows Claudius, whatever his faults,
as a fairly effective king, and a husband who loves his wife. Maybe
Claudius can’t measure up to his brother; maybe his court does
show some signs of decadence; but Hamlet also shows an enraged
resentment greater than the facts seem to justify. He gives the impression that his anger grows more from his naive, and childish,
idealizing of his father, and his parents’ marriage, than from any
great depths of degradation in Claudius and Gertrude. Hamlet’s
character helps explain his emotion, while his emotion helps establish his character: his naive youthful idealism makes him so enraged at his mother and Claudius, while his extreme rage shows
what a naive young idealist he is.
Claudius seems to handle his role as king reasonably well. He
gives a justification for the speed of the marriage that makes some
sense, and that everyone else at the court seems to accept. He may
treat Hamlet a little callously, in criticizing his mourning, and offering to replace his father, but he also treats him, it seems, warmly
and with generosity—he even names him his heir. Gertrude too
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shows some tenderness with Hamlet, though she, like Claudius,
may also push him a little too much to stop mourning for his father.
Their common effort to stop Hamlet from mourning helps make
Claudius and Gertrude seem to fit together as a couple: a cooperating husband and wife.
Meanwhile, it’s hard not to feel that Hamlet is being a bit obstinate about his mourning. It’s obvious that he dislikes Claudius: “a
little more than kin, and less than kind”. This dislike must be helping
to push his mourning beyond its proper limits, while also contaminating his pure grief for his father with a frustrated anger at his mother’s
choice of a new husband—something Hamlet does not seem fully
entitled to judge. He speaks vulgarly of seeing his mother “post/With
such dexterity to incestuous sheets”, when it isn’t quite clear that either
the haste or the incest are serious charges. A son talking this way
about his mother, without better evidence against her, tends to move
the audience toward the mother’s side, though we still sympathize
with Hamlet, who has just lost a father he deeply loved.
Hamlet gives his mourning an excessive, and rebellious, edge
by heaping on the rudeness and sarcasm. Gertrude seems to take
his “Aye, Madam, it is common” as simple agreement, though an
actress could show her feeling what the audience can feel: his disgust with the word “common”. He doesn’t want that word applied
to anything that touches his father; in retaliation he’s turning it back
sarcastically on Gertrude, who makes herself “common” by complacently lumping the highest with the lowest. Claudius picks up
her thought, and deepens the insult, by calling death “as common/
As any the most vulgar thing to sense”. How can they talk about his
father’s death in this vulgar way?
Irritated by Gertrude’s so easily casting off her grief, Hamlet
deepens his own obnoxiousness, in the opposite direction, with his
self-righteous, and tediously naive, speech in praise of his own sincerity. When she asks, about his father’s “common” death, what
Hamlet must hear as the obstinately blind question, “Why seems it
so particular with thee?” he answers,
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Seems, madam? Nay, it is. I know not ‘seems’.
’Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspiration of forc’d breath,
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye,
Nor the dejected haviour of the visage,
Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief,
That can denote me truly. These indeed seem,
For they are actions that a man might play;
But I have that within which passes show,
These but the trappings and the suits of woe.
I. ii. 76-86

He’s insinuating that the hypocritical counterpart of his own sincere grief stands before him in Claudius and Gertrude, whose grief
has never gone deeper than those “actions that a man might play”.
Hamlet starts the play convinced that he, despite the corruption that surrounds him, has still kept himself pure. That’s one
reason I think he calls his own flesh “too solid”—too young and
firm to melt—and not “too sullied”, the popular word among modern editors, including Harold Jenkins. The thought that his own
flesh might be sullied, along with his mother’s, begins to creep in,
it seems to me, during Hamlet’s philosophical, and apprehensive,
interlude on the platform, while he’s waiting for the ghost.
Without being quite sure how far to accept Hamlet’s judgment
of Claudius, at this stage, I can’t help indulging him a little because
of his youthful naivety and the loss of his father; while at the same
time I feel that I’m indulging him, not quite siding with him. His
anger has a sour self-righteousness that gets wearying. By “I know
not ‘seems’” Hamlet means that he, and he only, is sincere in his
grief, when he should already know that sincerity is harder to achieve
than he’s making it out to be. Despite what he says, Hamlet will
soon show that he can’t eliminate even the most obvious gap between
seeming and being in his own life, because he can’t openly say what
he feels: “But break, my heart, for I must hold my tongue.”
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2. That incestuous, that adulterate beast
The audience’s feeling that Gertrude’s “sin” does not fully justify Hamlet’s rage at it comes partly from Hamlet’s obvious youth
and naivety, and partly from the underwhelming evidence against
Gertrude. Claudius justifies their hasty marriage in a way that satisfies the rest of the court, and seems as if it might be reasonable.
Only afterward does Hamlet bring up the charge of incest, and
later the ghost adds the charge of adultery. What are we supposed
to make of these charges? To take them as true would deeply taint
what might otherwise seem like a respectable, if not ideal, second
marriage. If Shakespeare made Claudius and Gertrude literally incestuous adulterers, he would give the audience a strong push into
Hamlet’s camp; but I don’t think he wants us to feel that they are
quite that guilty.
Hamlet makes the charge of incest in his first soliloquy, though
even as he makes it he seems to be more upset about lust than
about incest, which he only refers to in the incidental phrase, “incestuous sheets.” I don’t know what the law about incest would
have been in Denmark, or in England, nor do I think it really
matters. Since a brother- and sister-in-law are not blood relatives,
any law against this kind of marriage would have to seem, I think,
even to the Elizabethans, somewhat technical and artificial. The
Bible itself establishes a contrary precedent in Leviticus, making it
a brother’s duty to marry his dead brother’s widow, to continue the
family line. More immediately, the rest of the Danish court accepts this marriage without any objection. Maybe the rule against
incest Hamlet invokes is supposed to seem old-fashioned, out of
date, a bit archaic—like the ghost—a leftover from a world where
standards of faithfulness were more stringent than in Claudius’s
Denmark, and maybe in this case too stringent. Because Hamlet is
so young, so bitter and so at odds with the general opinion, his
charge of incest seems to say more about his overreaction to
Gertrude’s remarriage, about the depth of his own anger, than about
a terrible sin she’s committed that truly deserves to be condemned.
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Even if the “incest” arouses vague suspicions about Claudius’s perhaps too smooth justification of his marriage, I don’t think we are
meant to get as upset about it as Hamlet gets. The extremity of his
rage undermines the seriousness of his charge.
When the ghost later repeats the charge of incest, that repetition
associates the ghost with Hamlet. It quietly hints that both their accusations may say more about the anger of the accuser than the guilt of
the accused. The ghost links Hamlet’s old, questionable charge of
incest to a new charge of adultery, calling Claudius “that incestuous,
that adulterate beast”. I get the feeling that in a world where marrying
your brother-in-law can be called incest, the word “adultery” too is
here being stretched to fit some equally puritanical definition.
The Oxford English Dictionary finds an old meaning of “incestuous” as “Loosely or more vaguely: Adulterous” (1b). An example
comes from Thomas Heywood’s play, The Iron Age, in 1632: “I
would not for the world, Priam should send Incestious Hellen backe
on tearmes of peace.” As for “adultery”, the OED finds it “by various theologians opprobriously used of any marriages of which they
disapproved”. And it gives this interesting example from Ephraim
Chambers in 1753: “A kind of second marriage, which was esteemed a degree of adultery.”
You don’t have to get very scholarly to feel that in Hamlet these
two words are being stretched beyond their literal meanings. I think
Shakespeare intentionally creates this feeling by the way he uses
them in the play. Though at first the ghost’s awesome appearance,
and the secret of the murder, take center stage, overwhelming the
secondary charges of incest and adultery, I think those charges quietly arouse some skeptical reservations, underneath the audience’s
awe and fear of the ghost. When the ghost tells Hamlet who killed
him neither we nor Hamlet doubt that his story is true. That revelation, that Claudius killed his brother, and his king, would make
the incest and adultery charges more believable, if Shakespeare
didn’t, with the other hand, take some of that believability away.
When the ghost tells Hamlet about “that incestuous, that adulterate beast”, the serpent who stung him and now wears his crown,
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we expect Hamlet to be angry and want to take revenge on the man
who killed his father. But because he was already so angry beforehand, at his mother’s remarriage to Claudius, his new anger at the
murder doesn’t feel securely anchored to the supposed reason for it.
His anger at the murder fuses with his anger at the marriage. He’s
already burning with barely suppressed rage at Claudius and his
mother when the ghost gives him what seems like the perfect reason to let his anger run wild—to wallow in rage and blood.
In this scene the ghost, who has every right to be angry about
being murdered, shows he’s also angry, like Hamlet, about more
than his murder. He’d be right to get more angry if Claudius and
Gertrude had literally committed incest and adultery before the
murder, but it’s not quite clear that they have. His disgust with
“luxury and damned incest” so closely matches Hamlet’s original
resentment of the marriage—before he knew about the murder—
that it raises some of the same doubts about the ghost’s moral judgment that Shakespeare earlier raised about Hamlet’s.
For the ghost, the charges of incest and adultery could be linked:
if the marriage is truly incestuous, then it does not have legal force—
it does not really exist. So if Gertrude’s only legal marriage was her
first one, she must be committing adultery with Claudius even
though they’re supposedly married. Looking at it from another angle,
the ghost, though he’s dead, still feels alive—alive enough to suffer
the torments of his prison house, and to come back demanding
revenge for his murder. If he still feels so alive, it’s natural for him
to feel that his wife is still married to him, and that she can’t truly
be married to Claudius any more than a bigamist can be married to
a second wife. That would also mean that in the ghost’s eyes Claudius
and Gertrude, not being truly married, are committing adultery.
Though pushing it that far may be stretching the point a little, I still
believe that the aliveness of the ghost, made so vivid by his lively
anger, adds force to the suspicion that his charge of adultery may not
be literally true: he may be forgetting that he’s dead, and esteeming
second marriage a degree of adultery. Later Hamlet will imply, by
sympathizing with the player queen in the Mousetrap play, that for a
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widow simply to remarry amounts to unfaithfulness, and even, metaphorically, murder: “A second time I kill my husband dead/When
second husband kisses me in bed.” The piling on of the charges may
be what makes them seem most doubtful. Remarriage, I take it, definitely is not a sin. Lust, in the context of marriage, is at worst forgiveable.
Incest seems here an archaic prohibition. Adultery would be a more
serious sin. But in the revelation scene Hamlet and the ghost don’t
make any distinctions between these charges. They lump them together, along with murder, and seem equally outraged by all of them.
Since I can’t believe that the ghost is simply lying about incest
and adultery, and I also can’t believe that he’s simply mistaken, I
have to look for some kind of exaggeration, or misinterpretation, in
what the ghost says to explain why I feel that what he says isn’t
literally true. But what’s wrong with believing that Gertrude committed simple, straightforward adultery while her husband was literally alive? What difference would it make to the play? Mainly, I
think, it would make it easier to take Hamlet’s side, by making
Gertrude into a far less sympathetic character (though John Updike,
in Gertrude and Claudius, draws a picture of two very sympathetic
adulterers). Shakespeare puts a wedge between us and Hamlet, in
the beginning, by having Hamlet describe his mother as more sinful and repulsive than she has yet shown herself to be. If she’d
committed adultery his reaction would be easier to share, but apparently Hamlet, like the audience, hears about that for the first
time from the ghost. And when the ghost adds adultery to the indictment, it doesn’t seem to make much difference to Hamlet. He
already feels a rage and disgust at Gertrude’s marriage that can
hardly be increased—and that don’t seem to be increased—by this
new hint of adultery. Maybe his lack of reaction to the adultery
charge, in particular, suggests there’s something false about it.
What’s finally most important may be that the ghost’s charge
never comes up again. Even when Hamlet talks as if he thinks
Gertrude participated in his father’s murder, and makes his harshest accusation of all, he never mentions adultery: “A bloody deed.
Almost as bad, good mother, as kill a king and marry with his
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brother.” The part about killing a king, as Gertrude shows with her
baffled reaction, is not true. Even the ghost never said anything
about her helping Claudius kill him. So both Hamlet and his father
seem to exaggerate Gertrude’s sinfulness, making these excessive
charges which they then quietly drop. This argument can be supported by a simpler one, which to me seems decisive by itself: the
Mousetrap play, which we have to believe shows the general outlines of the truth—“something like the murder of my father”—
shows a queen who would never dream of committing adultery.
Some people have believed that Shakespeare just made a mistake in writing the play. He started from a story, or from another
play, where the queen did commit adultery, and at first he was
going to leave the adultery in, but then he forgot about it. As he
worked on the play his conception of Gertrude’s character changed.
He became more sympathetic to her, and he just never got around
to going back over the beginning and cutting the mention of adultery out of the ghost’s speech. I don’t want to believe that. I like to
start with the theory that Shakespeare knew what he was doing. So
I’m looking for a reason why he would have wanted the ghost to
make charges against Gertrude and Claudius that could be true
from the ghost’s point of view but sound suspicious to the audience.
I think one reason was that he wanted to keep us from completely
and wholeheartedly taking sides with the ghost—or with Hamlet.
The ghost’s rage inspires respect and sympathy, at first, because his story of the murder sounds both horrible and true. But as
that story unfolds, Shakespeare creates an undercurrent of doubt.
Both father and son seem to be outraged, not simply at incest,
adultery and murder, but because Gertrude, that radiant angel, broke
her absolute bond to her first, ideal husband by getting married
again. She also added insult to injury by marrying a man as unworthy as Claudius, though she didn’t know he had killed her husband.
This discrepancy, between what the enraged ghost knows about his
murder, and what Gertrude doesn’t know, reinforces the impression that both the ghost and Hamlet are holding up an ideal of
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perfection—the radiant angel—that’s a long way above and beyond
the call of ordinary human duty.
This feeling of exaggeration comes from more than the isolated, and unsupported, words “incestuous” and “adulterate”. It
comes from the ghost’s whole picture of Claudius, and of how
Claudius won Gertrude:
Ay, that incestuous, that adulterate beast,
With witchcraft of his wit, with traitorous gifts—
O wicked wit, and gifts that have the power
So to seduce!—won to his shameful lust
The will of my most seeming-virtuous queen.
O Hamlet, what a falling off was there,
From me, whose love was of that dignity
That it went hand in hand even with the vow
I made to her in marriage, and to decline
Upon a wretch whose natural gifts were poor
To those of mine.
But virtue, as it never will be mov’d,
Though lewdness court it in a shape of heaven,
So lust, though to a radiant angel link’d,
Will sate itself in a celestial bed
And prey on garbage.
I. v. 42-57

This could all very easily be cut out of the play—if the point was
only the murder. The truth about the murder comes out when the
ghost tells Hamlet, “The serpent that did sting thy father’s life/
Now wears his crown”, and Hamlet answers “O my prophetic soul!
My uncle!” The ghost could then go on, “Ay, sleeping within my
orchard . . . ” and tell Hamlet the story of how he was killed. It
would make perfect sense. But instead he goes on, “Ay, that incestuous, that adulterate beast”—as if he’s more enraged by the marriage—or the lust—than the murder.
The ghost’s picture of how Claudius won Gertrude with
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“witchcraft of his wit, with traitorous gifts”, draws us into its story
of intrigue while at the same time it leads us to distrust the storyteller. One of the conventions Shakespeare is using here shows up
again, for example, in Othello. Desdemona’s father, who can’t believe she could have fallen in love with a Moor, accuses Othello of
having won her love by witchcraft. In Shakespeare this accusation
usually raises suspicions, as it does when it comes from the ghost.
His anger at Claudius’s “witchcraft of his wit” seems to overstate
the case. It expresses the ghost’s own mystification at this strange
power in the otherwise beastly Claudius, whom he despises as “a
wretch whose natural gifts were poor/To those of mine.” He didn’t
have natural gifts, so he gave traitorous ones, with a wit like witchcraft. Wit could mean cunning too, which might be a better word
for the kind of wit that Claudius shows in the play. But it sounds
here like something more than just cunning. The ghost wouldn’t
say “witchcraft of his cunning”, because cunning the ghost, straightforward though he is, could understand. To the godlike warriorkings of the heroic world, wit, an amusing cleverness—joined here
perhaps with a sense of what gifts women like—was a somewhat
alien and clownish quality, admirable maybe in a court jester like
Yorick, but not a respected natural gift in a real man. Hamlet’s
plentiful supply of wit, which he partly uses, in the form of the
“antic disposition”, as a tool of his cunning, links him with Claudius
and separates him from his father. It’s a measure of the distance
between the old, heroic world of the ghost, and the new, courtly
world of Claudius, that the ghost expresses his own “plentiful lack
of wit”, and his straightforward faithful honesty, in which he takes
so much pride, by calling this mysterious talent, that Claudius uses
to win over his wife, “witchcraft”.
The ghost’s fury about “luxury and damned incest”, along with
his confusing explanation of what “shameful lust” will do, “though
to a radiant angel link’d”, matches, and encourages, Hamlet’s idealistic extremism—like son, like father. But this somewhat puritanical outrage feels less forgiveable in a ghost of his age than it does in
a naive young man like Hamlet. The ghost also shows an off-putting
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egotism: he’s a little too full of himself, too proud of his own virtues. Claudius can’t compare with him in natural gifts; Gertrude
doesn’t come up to his standard in faithfulness; and the effect of the
poison was to encrust his “smooth body” and corrupt his “thin and
wholesome blood.” He shows perhaps a justified pride but also a
hint of vanity. Though we can’t doubt his central charge of murder,
and so are ready, along with Hamlet, to take the ghost’s side against
Claudius, something about his rage at the “witchcraft” of Claudius’s
wit, the “traitorous gifts”, the “luxury and damned incest” of this
husband and wife cohabiting, creates the impression, which our
outrage at the murder can’t quite overcome, that Hamlet gets his
puritanism from his father. With these little touches, Shakespeare
plants a seed of doubt about the truth, or at least the depth, of the
charges of incest and adultery, and maybe even about the luxury.
Listening closely to what the ghost says, it’s even possible to
wonder exactly what Hamlet is supposed to be taking revenge for.
When the ghost ends his story of the murder, with “O horrible! O
horrible! most horrible!”, he calls on Hamlet to take revenge: “If
thou has nature in thee, bear it not,/Let not”—and here we might
expect him to say, “Let not this murderer of a brother and a king sit
one day longer on the royal throne of Denmark” (or something like
that). Instead he says, “Let not the royal bed of Denmark be/A
couch for luxury and damned incest.” After telling the story of his
horrible murder, the ghost calls on Hamlet to “bear it not”. But
what he calls on him not to bear is not the fact that Claudius lives
unpunished for this murder. Instead he tells Hamlet not to bear the
fact that a widow has married her brother-in-law, and gone to bed
with him—and maybe worst of all, she seems to be enjoying it.
In his next lines the ghost also focuses not on the murder but
on the marriage, and on Gertrude, as if Hamlet might consider her
equally deserving of death:
But howsomever thou pursuest this act,
Taint not thy mind nor let thy soul contrive
Against thy mother aught. Leave her to heaven,
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And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge
To prick and sting her.
I. v. 84-8

Then the rising dawn drives the ghost back to his prison house.
The fact that he can’t stand the daylight also suggests that his moral
judgments may not fully be able to withstand the light of day.
I’ve been trying to show how while Shakespeare builds to
this peak of awe and high emotion in the revelation scene, he inserts a few subtle wedges that keep the audience from fully identifying either with the ghost or with Hamlet. The charges of incest
and adultery fade away because Shakespeare doesn’t show any further evidence for them. The ghost only calls Claudius “that incestuous, that adulterate beast” and then makes his speech about how
Claudius “won” Gertrude “to his shameful lust”, by which he could
mean simply that he convinced her to marry him. The way his
anger at “luxury and damned incest” recalls Hamlet’s earlier, similar rage reinforces the impression that these charges grow mainly
from his anger that his wife married again after he died—and that
she married Claudius. He’s also enraged at the “witchcraft of his
wit”, and the “traitorous gifts”, when we tend to approve of both
wit and gifts. He seems to concentrate his anger on the supposed
unfaithfulness and “luxury” as much as on the murder itself. He
makes an absolute, puritanical distinction between lust and virtue.
He shows an overbearing pride, even vanity, about his “natural
gifts”. And maybe most of all, he gives Hamlet the command to
“Revenge”. That fearful command would make a supposedly Christian audience question the ghost even if in every other way he was
perfect. But by showing the ghost as justifiably angry at his murder,
while perhaps unjustifiably—and puritanically—angry at “incest”,
“adultery” and “lust”, Shakespeare, in a more subtle way, holds the
audience back from taking sides with the ghost. By associating
Hamlet’s anger with the ghost’s, and making the sources of that
anger in both of them questionable, he stops short of showing Hamlet
as the purely good guy, whose only job now is to go find Claudius
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and kill him. That’s why I don’t think the Peter Hall-David Warner
production, siding so wholeheartedly with Hamlet, no matter how
well it played on the stage, at the time, caught the full spirit of
Shakespeare’s play.
Of course it would also take some strange emotional contortions to feel that Hamlet is the bad guy, or to worry too much that
the charges against Claudius are exaggerated. The exaggeration gets
mostly submerged, at first, in the shock of the revelation that
Claudius is a vile murderer—and maybe an incestuous adulterer
too. Like a normal revenge play, Hamlet creates tremendous suspense by having the prince vow revenge on the king, for what seem
like good reasons, while at the same time it creates an undercurrent
of uncertainty in the audience. It’s hard to be sure exactly how to
react, about whether we should be siding with virtue, and taking
our stand against vice, not to mention crime, with a little more
conviction, a little more passion, than we truly seem to feel.

3. Calumnious strokes
In following the theme of incest and adultery through the first
act, I’ve skipped over a couple of scenes, which shift the focus, and
complicate the mood of the play. After that tense moment when
Hamlet looks forward to meeting the ghost—“Foul deeds will rise,/
Though all the earth o’erwhelm them, to men’s eyes”—Shakespeare
shifts to a scene of family harmony. At least it starts with harmony.
Then the specter of that potential serpent of lust, Hamlet, sows its
seeds of discord in the Polonius family.
Laertes warns Ophelia not to trust Hamlet, at least until she
sees the ring. He’s willing to believe that Hamlet’s love for Ophelia
might be sincere, so far, but he knows that however sincere Hamlet
may be, “His greatness weighed, his will is not his own.” When
Claudius speaks, Hamlet, like it or not, will have to obey. From
what we know about Hamlet by now, it’s hard to believe that having given Ophelia “almost all the holy vows of heaven” he would do
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anything, of his own free will, to dishonor her. Yet, like Laertes, we
also know, or think we know, something about young men. As a
young man himself, Laertes may be speaking from experience when
he tells Ophelia that “Youth to itself rebels, though none else near.”
Hamlet has shown his own youthful rebelliousness from the beginning, with his “suits of solemn black” and his angry, impudent replies to the king and queen. Evidently there’s some kind of wisdom
in what Laertes says. His suspicions don’t come from any personal
knowledge of Hamlet’s character, any evidence that Hamlet is monstrously cunning, but from his reasonable belief that any young
man in Hamlet’s position would be vulnerable to the same temptations and constraints. He also has the good grace to admit that he
might be wrong.
Unlike Laertes, the audience has seen Hamlet’s sincerity, and
idealism, close up, so we’re ready to believe that he really does care
about Ophelia. Laertes, however good his motives may be, seems
like he’s being a little hard on Ophelia, and on Hamlet. What then
sets our teeth on edge is when Polonius, at the end of the scene,
high-handedly orders Ophelia not “to give words or talk with the
Lord Hamlet” any more. Polonius here steps into an old, familiar
role: the father who can’t understand young love, and meanly, unjustly, unlovingly, orders the lovers to be kept apart. With that
archetypal prohibition, Polonius leads the audience to expect that
forcing these lovers to break up is bound to cause trouble, and
maybe a lot of grief. If we worry about the damage Laertes might
be doing to Ophelia, by warning her against Hamlet, we positively
hate what Polonius does—which deepens our sympathy for Ophelia,
and for Hamlet.
This short scene with the Polonius family puts into play, especially in Ophelia’s mind, three competing images of Hamlet’s character. First there’s Hamlet the sincere lover, whom Ophelia believes in, or wants to believe in, who has “made many tenders of his
affection to me”, “importun’d me with love/In honourable fashion”, and “given countenance to his speech . . . With almost all the
holy vows of heaven.” We can’t rush Hamlet into marriage by thinking
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that “almost all” is a bad sign, a cynical reservation in his campaign
for Ophelia’s maidenhead. But it does leave a potential gap, between Hamlet’s promise and his performance, which gives the suspicions of Laertes and Polonius just enough room to grow.
A second potential Hamlet, the one Laertes imagines, is a young
man who may want to be sincere, and even be sincere, but who
also wants to have a good time, and may get carried away by his
natural urges—if the girl doesn’t watch out. Laertes, who doesn’t
know Hamlet as well as the audience does, can’t help but worry
that he might be the light and careless type. He imagines him as a
fairly normal, conventional young man—something like Laertes.
And his warning to Ophelia, about the raging appetites of young
men, sounds so plausible that it’s hard to be completely sure Laertes
is wrong. For Laertes, the special danger, in Hamlet’s case, comes
from the fact that he’s a prince, and “subject to his birth”. Hamlet,
sincere as he may be, may be pulled off his sincere course both by
a young man’s primal urges and by his personal, unique duty as the
prince. So even if he sincerely promises to marry Ophelia, he may
be forced to break that promise for reasons of state. Like so many
unhappy princes before him, he may be forced to marry a foreign
princess—say Fortinbras’s sister—to secure international peace.
Laertes’ warning to Ophelia, to wait warily for Hamlet to “give his
saying deed”, has to sound reasonable, especially since he hasn’t
seen the Hamlet we’ve seen: the young apostle of purity enraged by
his mother’s remarriage. To betray Ophelia, Hamlet would have to
join his mother in the sin of faithless lust for which he has been
bitterly condemning her. What Laertes sees as the natural urges,
and weaknesses, of a normal young man in his position would in
Hamlet’s eyes, to judge by his anger at Gertrude, make him a
disgusting, irredeemable sinner.
Finally, through Polonius, Shakespeare introduces a third
possible Hamlet, or, for us, an impossible Hamlet. Polonius sees
the Hamlet that Hamlet himself would hate most: the no-holdsbarred, cunning, faithless seducer. To be fair, Polonius does mix in
a little of Laertes’ Hamlet with his own more extreme version. The
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seducer who cynically uses the holy vows of heaven as “springes to
catch woodcocks”, and “mere implorators of unholy suits”, merges,
in Polonius’s mind, as he would in Hamlet’s, with the young man
whose scruples melt in the heat of his raging blood. Here Polonius
only has to look to his own experience for a model: “I do know,/
When the blood burns, how prodigal the soul/Lends the tongue
vows.” Polonius wants to protect Ophelia from a Hamlet whom he
imagines as a version of himself. But though Polonius might have
behaved that way, would Hamlet? The pure, young, idealistic
Hamlet? Never!
When Polonius gives Ophelia the command to break up with
Hamlet, we can feel it will come to no good. For a father to shut
out a seducer may preserve his daughter’s chastity; but for a father
to shut out a true lover, and falsely brand him a seducer, will bring
conflict, intrigue, pain, probably some comedy, and, in a tragedy,
tragedy. Though Shakespeare could have written a tragedy using
only the plot of revenge, he adds, in the story of Polonius and his
family, a second plot that seems bound to move in the same tragic
direction. The first plot shows Hamlet as a young man purely and
idealistically in love with his father, whom Claudius takes away
from him, while in the second plot he’s a young man purely and
idealistically in love with Ophelia, from whom Polonius cuts him
off. Innocent as she is, Ophelia can’t escape some calumny, in
Hamlet’s mind, for this act of apparent unfaithfulness that may be
driving him mad. From his point of view, she’s the one who refuses
to see him and sends back his letters, even if he knows, or suspects,
that she’s only obeying Polonius’s orders. In each plot, as Hamlet
sees it, the male instigator—Claudius or Polonius—shares the blame
for his act with a faithless female “collaborator”. He’s never cared
much for either of the men, but he loves both the women—though
he used to think he loved them because they were perfect. The
sudden revelation that a “radiant angel” has been unfaithful is, to
Hamlet, the unkindest cut of all—and he gets cut twice.
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4. A spirit of health or goblin damn’d
As Hamlet waits in the cold and dark for the ghost to appear
on the platform, he reveals again his hunger for ideal purity. The
party atmosphere at Claudius’s court offends him. The revelling
they hear going on inside the castle he calls a custom “more honored in the breach than the observance.” Hamlet feels the stain of
his country’s reputation for drunkenness, a reputation he can’t escape, no matter how much he personally disapproves of loud drunken
parties, brayed-out pledges and swaggering upspring reels. Then,
with, “So, oft it chances in particular men,” he turns philosophical.
He muses on how an individual man, like a country, can acquire a
bad reputation from a single “particular fault”, even though “His
virtues else” may be “as pure as grace,/As infinite as man may
undergo”. It’s hard not to feel that in this speech Hamlet is revealing some of his thoughts, and doubts, about himself. The first “particular fault”, or “vicious mole of nature” he mentions is birth,
“wherein they are not guilty/(Since nature cannot choose his origin)”. The second mole is the “o’ergrowth of some complexion/Oft
breaking down the pales and forts of reason”; and the third, “some
habit, that too much o’er-leavens/The form of plausive manners”.
Hamlet feels deeply the pressure of duty conferred on him by
his birth. As Laertes says, he cannot “Carve for himself ”. That
sense of duty forces him to keep his anger bottled up inside: “But
break, my heart, for I must hold my tongue.” His tongue is loosed
in the vow of revenge, in private, but then he quickly comes to
resent the burden he has just passionately accepted: “O cursed spite,/
That ever I was born to set it right.” This vicious mole of his birth
includes more than his rank, with its public duties, or his father,
with the command to revenge; it also involves Gertrude, who taints
him with her “sinful” remarriage: “would it were not so, you are
my mother”.
I don’t mean to say that this speech on the platform is easy to
understand. It sounds strange to talk about one’s birth as a “vicious
mole of nature”, or a “particular fault”. A “complexion” or a “habit”
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might be a vicious mole, or a fault, but is anyone at fault simply for
being born where they’re born? Today it’s harder to feel the weight
of that word, “birth”, as Hamlet and Shakespeare could feel it. Yet
sometimes we may feel it more than we want to admit. Our democratic ideals may more truthfully reflect the wide distribution of
talents and virtues in society than the stricter birth-hierarchies of
Shakespeare’s time did, but they may also underestimate some of
the limits we still face in life.
A sense of birth as a tragic fate hangs over Hamlet in this
speech. Then as he moves on from the “particular fault” of birth to
“some complexion,/Oft breaking down the pales and forts of reason”, Shakespeare raises the question of how well Hamlet might be
acquainted with insanity. This fear of something “breaking down
the pales and forts of reason” foreshadows the “antic disposition”—
a madness he may be putting on, but which also seems to feel, to
Hamlet, like a potentially real “complexion”. Before he hears anything about the ghost, Hamlet has already been brooding over the
horror of what his mother has done. He’s so depressed he wants to
kill himself, and wishes that his “too too solid flesh would melt,/
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew”. From the beginning a melancholy complexion seems to be overgrowing Hamlet: “How weary,
stale, flat and unprofitable/Seem to me all the uses of this world!”
And to the king and queen his manners, soured by resentment and
melancholy, have been overleavened with some very un“plausive”—
unpleasant—habits, like his suits of solemn black.
While on the surface the second half of this speech only makes
a general philosophical point, it also gives the impression that Hamlet
is revealing, indirectly, something about what’s happening inside
him. He’s worried about his reputation, and Denmark’s, but his
worries go deeper. The “vicious mole” that can undermine a reputation can also undermine a soul. Whatever might be hard to understand about this speech, Hamlet conveys in it a melancholy dread
of unavoidable sin. He’s becoming bitterly convinced that no man’s
virtues, “be they as pure as grace,/As infinite as man may undergo,”
will be able to escape either “general censure” or a deeper, more
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guilty kind of corruption, as long as his makeup includes even a
single “dram of evil”—which seems the intended sense of the quarto’s
mysterious “eale”. There is perfect, infinite purity, and on the other
hand there is calumny and corruption. Anything in between, any
gradations of sin and virtue, Hamlet is saying, don’t make much
difference—at least nowhere near the difference they would make
if there were justice in this world. The dram of evil taints, and so
destroys, even infinite purity, let alone relative purity. As he later
says to Ophelia: “I am myself indifferent honest, but yet I could
accuse me of such things that it were better my mother had not
borne me.”
The audience can’t take all Hamlet’s cynicism at face value,
since he neither kills himself nor resolves into a dew, but keeps on
trying “to set it right.” In his speech on the platform he shows both
his idealism, in words like “pure”, “grace” and “infinite”, and at
the same time his melancholy belief that he can never live up to the
impossible standards of his ideals. By linking the “particular fault”
of one man, whose virtues else may be as pure as grace, to the
drunkenness that spoils the reputation of his country, a drunkenness instigated by Claudius, Hamlet subtly associates himself with
Claudius, as a fellow prisoner of this world fallen from grace.
Suddenly his melancholy musing is interrupted by the ghost—
Hamlet calls out to the heavenly guards: “Angels and ministers of
grace defend us!” But then he says he’ll speak to it, “Be thou a spirit
of health or goblin damn’d”. He can have no fear, he says, because
“I do not set my life at a pin’s fee,/And for my soul, what can it do
to that,/Being a thing immortal as itself?” He ignores the possibility that will very soon become obvious to him, that the ghost could
lead his soul into damnation. Horatio at least sees the danger that it
might “draw you into madness”. A man who does not “set my life at
a pin’s fee” sounds like a man whose sanity is already on shaky
ground. In his first passion to find out the truth, Hamlet will speak
to the ghost whether it comes from heaven or hell. Later he realizes
that if it comes from hell it might be lying. He also realizes that a
ghost from hell could do something horrible to his immortal soul.
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What doesn’t occur to Hamlet is that the ghost could be neither a
spirit of health nor a goblin damned, and have come neither from
heaven nor hell, but from someplace in between. Hamlet imagines
only two answers to the question of the ghost’s nature. Is it “a spirit
of health or goblin damn’d”? By the end of the play it turns out that
the ghost was both or neither. Its mixed, uncertain nature reflects
the mixed nature of the world that Hamlet begins to become aware
of as he begins to come of age.
Through both of his two dramatically contrasting moods in
this scene, his melancholy musing before he sees the ghost, and his
explosion of passion when it appears, Hamlet shows a consistent
character: he’s an all-or-nothing, young emotional idealist, for whom
the world, if it can’t be infinitely pure, must be depressingly, maddeningly corrupt. He sees a world that is hellish because it can’t be
heaven: the heaven it once seemed to him, when his father was
alive. The way he talks about how one fault “in particular men”
can corrupt their reputations, and their souls, shows a change from
his earlier self-righteousness. In the beginning Hamlet gave the
impression that the sins of Claudius and Gertrude had suddenly
corrupted a perfect world—turned it into an “unweeded garden”—
and that he himself, who knew not “seems”, being perfectly honest,
had to hold his tongue and could do nothing to set this fallen world
right. On the platform, as he waits for the ghost, he seems to be
coming to the even more melancholy view that he, who once felt so
pure, has in himself some “particular fault” from which the rest of
him must take corruption.
Whether the ghost comes from heaven or hell, or neither, he
does come from heaven in one sense: from the heaven of the old
world, the golden age before Hamlet discovered the corruption in
his mother, and, a little later, in himself. Though Claudius was
there in the old world too, as the serpent in the orchard, Hamlet’s
vision of that golden age tends to ignore him. It’s as if Claudius
hardly existed before he committed the primal sin of killing his
brother, and then he sprang into full-blown evil life. This may be
another reason for not taking the charge of adultery too literally.
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The murder, not any visible adultery, seems to mark Claudius’s
birth as an active character. Though both old Hamlet and Claudius
must share most of the same courtiers, like Polonius, Hamlet sees
a tremendous gulf between the old world of his father and the new
world of Claudius. What widens that gulf most may be that Hamlet
in this new world has become aware of the potential for faithlessness that was always there: “my uncle is King of Denmark, and
those that would make mouths at him while my father lived give
twenty, forty, fifty, a hundred ducats apiece for his picture in little.”
But for Hamlet that new and painful knowledge comes like
poison poured in his ear. His mother disgusts him by leaping off her
pedestal, and then Hamlet feels a tug, as if he’s tied to her in a way he
never felt before, and she’s pulling him down with her.
When the symbol of the old golden world, Hamlet’s father’s spirit,
suddenly appears in the new, “unweeded garden” of Gertrude and
Claudius, Hamlet senses a coming revelation, a command, a chance
to do something that will set things right: “Say why is it? Wherefore?
What should we do?” Pursuing the truth at all costs, while naively
discounting the costs, Hamlet follows the ghost alone, to “a more
removed ground.” Then the ghost’s secret, and his command, exile
Hamlet to “a more removed ground” than he’s ever dreamed of.

5. As swift as meditation or the thoughts of love
Left alone, after the ghost disappears, Hamlet swears to obey
his call to revenge:
And thy commandment all alone shall live
Within the book and volume of my brain,
Unmix’d with baser matter. Yes, by heaven!
I. v. 102-4

But exactly what kind of revenge is Hamlet promising with his
great “Yes, by heaven!”? He could go on “I swear I will not let that
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most foul murderer live to see another hour!” (or something like
that). Instead, his next words are “O most pernicious woman!/O
villain, villain, smiling damned villain!”—again his anger at his
mother comes ahead of his anger at the murderer. Then he immediately breaks his vow to wipe away “All saws of books” by pulling
out his notebook to write down the great lesson he has just learned—
a saw if ever there was one: “That one may smile, and smile, and
be a villain—/At least I am sure it may be so in Denmark.”
Suddenly we may be tempted to laugh at Hamlet. As soon as
he vows to wipe clean the table of his memory he pulls out his
tables to write down the revelation that villains may smile—at least
in Denmark. Or maybe if we can’t switch gears as fast as Shakespeare
we miss the comedy here. But even if we’re among those amused,
for a moment, at Hamlet’s naive astonishment, we still feel the
tension and danger of his vow to take revenge. His mind is jumping
wildly around in the face of that awesome task.
Shakespeare has already hinted that Hamlet’s words might not
turn out to match his actions. When the ghost first demands revenge
for a yet unnamed crime, Hamlet answers,
Haste me to know’t, that I with wings as swift
As meditation or the thoughts of love
May sweep to my revenge.
I. v. 29-31

Sweeping on swift wings to revenge would sound suspiciously literary even if it were not going to happen with a speed “as swift/As
meditation or the thoughts of love”. Such highly unaggressive examples of swiftness would be unlikely to occur to a real bloodthirsty revenger—like Laertes when he first attacks. Before long it
becomes clear that these reflective states of mind so familiar to
Hamlet—“meditation or the thoughts of love”—do not push him
to act, but instead help stop him from taking revenge. He says that
what must be wiped clean (of meditation or the thoughts of love) is
“the table of my memory”. His head is a book. He extends the
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metaphor: “and thy commandment all alone shall live/Within the
book and volume of my brain,/Unmix’d with baser matter.” And
then hardly having said that, he pulls out his tables to write down
the shocking discovery that villains may smile—at least in Denmark. With these words, and actions, Hamlet reveals himself as an
extremely bookish young man, whose passion for revenge doesn’t
quite fit with his meditative imagination.
A sense of strangely confused thoughts and feelings builds
through this scene, with the mixed images of reading and revenge,
meditation and action, not to mention the odd prominence of “luxury
and damned incest” when the revenge is supposed to be for murder.
Then there’s the “radiant angel” who can be “link’d” to a lust that
will “prey on garbage”, while she still remains an angel—as if the
angel were chained to a starving dog. And what about the mother
who is to be left “to heaven” while the man who shares her guilt
must be killed here on earth? Overall, there’s still no question that
Claudius carries a far greater burden of guilt than Gertrude, and
that this scene is about the ghost telling Hamlet to revenge his
murder and Hamlet vowing to do it. Yet Shakespeare won’t let us be
sure we know exactly what’s going on. The ghost’s rage confusingly
shifts its focus from murder to sex—to incest, adultery and lust;
and then Hamlet acts “wondrous strange” with Horatio and
Marcellus, and warns that in the future he might “put an antic
disposition on”. Shakespeare could avoid creating this atmosphere of
doubtful strangeness by keeping the play centered on murder and revenge, and leaving out the book-imagery, the rage at Gertrude’s marrying Claudius, Hamlet’s wild replies to Horatio, and his hint about the
antic disposition. But then he would be writing another play.

6. To put an antic disposition on
After the ghost leaves, Shakespeare adds another layer of moral
confusion with Hamlet’s new “madness”. When Marcellus and
Horatio find him again, Hamlet immediately falls into something
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like an antic disposition. Of course he’s upset, not only because of
what the ghost has told him but because he now has to keep it a
secret—or so he thinks. For him to go a little crazy, with his “wild
and whirling words”, may be a natural reaction for an excitable
young man with a very active mind, who has just vowed to kill his
king. Yet it’s still confusing. The promise of the “antic disposition”,
which he already seems to have “put on”, gives a name to the mystery. We feel we’re losing our fix on Hamlet. He may be upset, and
a little wild and crazy, but he also gives the impression that he’s
playing with Horatio and Marcellus. He’s thinking something he’s
not telling. The antic disposition, that he “perchance hereafter shall
think meet” to put on, hints at a deep plot taking shape in Hamlet’s
mind. What is it? Instead of saying, he just restates the problem:
“The time is out of joint. O cursed spite,/That ever I was born to
set it right.” After the ghost’s revelation, and that first passionate
vow of revenge, Hamlet has quickly sunk back into melancholy.
He hasn’t got the heart any more to exult in his vow. From “Yes, by
heaven!” he’s come down to earth. The rising light of day has put
him into a new state of mind—or back into the old state of mind:
it’s the morning after. He now has to face the reality of what taking
revenge will mean. With the antic disposition—both promising it
and acting it out—Hamlet hints that he has in mind some kind of
plot to set the time right, a plot more secret and devious than just
walking up to Claudius and killing him. What is it? In a normal
revenge play, the author would answer that question. But this is
Hamlet.
In the platform speech and earlier, before the ghost appears,
Hamlet has already done a lot of talking about melancholy, insanity, and a disturbance of his manners. Then as soon as the ghost
disappears he speaks his “wild and whirling words” to a worried
Horatio and Marcellus, and tells them that in the future he might
“put an antic disposition on”. By hinting beforehand at his potential
for insanity, Shakespeare suggests that Hamlet’s antic disposition
might turn into something more dangerous than just a conscious
put-on. The sense that he could go mad gets reinforced even more
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by the terrible pressure on him that’s created by the revelation of
the murder, and the ghost’s demand for revenge. Shakespeare has
prepared the audience to feel how this murder, and the duty to “set
it right”, could start to break down “the pales and forts of reason”
in a young man as vulnerable as Hamlet. And just then he says that
he might “put an antic disposition on”.
In a normal revenge play Hamlet, once he heard about the
murder, and swore to take revenge, would start taking it, or at least
start plotting to take it. In this play, though, the revenger has already, in the very moment of vowing revenge, raised doubts about
whether he will be capable of taking it. Both his melancholy and
his bookish, philosophical streak make him seem a type of young
man not very well suited for taking bloody revenge. Yet his determination in following the ghost alone shows his courage too. If he
doesn’t set his life “at a pin’s fee” what could hold him back from
revenge? Maybe a worry about what it could do to his soul.
Shakespeare hasn’t shown Hamlet worrying much about his soul’s
fate, but he has shown him pitying the ghost, whose tale of his
prison-house “Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood,/
Make thy two eyes like stars start from their spheres”—if he were
allowed to tell it.
Both on and under the surface Shakespeare by the end of the
first act has shown a wide range of potentials in Hamlet’s character:
melancholy, in his desire to kill himself; reverence for God—the
Everlasting, who has “fix’d/His canon ’gainst self-slaughter”; a youthful, puritanical idealism, in his picture of his father, and his parents’ marriage—and in his rage and contempt for Gertrude’s remarriage to Claudius; and a sense of painful, constraining duty: “But
break, my heart, for I must hold my tongue.” Hamlet as he’s appeared up to now could take revenge or he could fail to take revenge. He could go crazy. Shakespeare stretches out the suspense,
making the audience wait, wonderingly, to see what Hamlet will
do. This seems like it must be a revenge play, but it doesn’t feel like
a normal revenge play. Shakespeare has set up what looks like a
straightforward, high-tension plot around a very complicated and
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mystifying central character. He creates in the audience a bewildered anticipation that makes watching Hamlet different from watching any other play. Already we’re beginning to wonder what we
might be missing.

7. A little soil’d i’th’ working
The second act starts out like a comedy. The old snooper
Polonius enters midway through instructing Reynaldo on how to
spy out the truth about Laertes. Alec Guinness may have been the
first actor to play Reynaldo as a supercilious servant, who patronizingly endures the unneeded tutelage of his master. In Kenneth
Branagh’s movie, Gerard Depardieu’s Reynaldo inherits some of
Guinness’s hauteur. It’s interesting how Branagh makes Reynaldo,
who’s being sent as a spy to France, a Frenchman, and more a spy
than a servant—besides possibly being a pimp. Branagh also makes
Polonius a highly competent intriguer, which makes his doddering
moments seem a little out of character. Shakespeare seems to have
seen Polonius as one pole of the old-young conflict in the play, a
conflict that gets a little diluted if he seems too much on the ball. I
think Dr. Johnson expressed this beautifully in his great note about
Polonius, where he says that Shakespeare’s central concept of his
character is one of “dotage encroaching upon wisdom”. But Polonius
also has a self-centered deviousness that’s not quite covered by either “dotage” or “wisdom”—a quality Branagh is right to bring out,
even if he overdoes it a little.
Besides linking Hamlet to Laertes—as two young men being
spied on by the old—this scene presents a view of life in sharp
contrast to Hamlet’s. As Polonius instructs Reynaldo in the subtleties of spying on Laertes, he reminds the audience of something we
already knew, but have almost forgotten after spending so much
time with Hamlet: the character of a young man, and his world,
may fall somewhere in the middle ground, between infinite purity
and irredeemable corruption. Polonius knows that Laertes, in happily
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pursuing the light and careless pleasures of a young man in Paris,
will be likely to stray into activities not quite virtuous but not quite
dishonorable, like fencing, gaming, swearing, even drabbing.
Polonius expects him to show “the taints of liberty,/The flash and
outbreak of a fiery mind, . . . Of general assault.” That “fiery
mind” shows an attractive youthful energy, even if it does involve
him in a few “taints”. While Hamlet’s father tells him to “Taint not
thy mind”, Polonius, with his somewhat prurient and devious interest in spying on his son, would prefer, in a way we can appreciate, that Laertes not remain perfectly pure, but instead get out and
live, plunge into life with caution but passion, sow some wild oats,
and become, without dishonoring himself, “a little soil’d i’th’ working”. This scene gives the audience not just the comic relief of
Polonius’s overripe intrigue, but also the moral relief of his easier,
more tolerant view of life and sin. You don’t have to share Polonius’s
view completely to find it a relief, at this moment, from Hamlet’s,
and the ghost’s, angry, puritanical idealism. Leaving aside the vow
of revenge, a little moral relaxation in Hamlet would, it seems to
me, feel like a good thing, a part of his growing up, his coming of
age. He could use some of Laertes’ willingness to become “a little
soil’d i’th’ working”. At the same time, we expect Laertes, as he
grows up, to move, like Prince Hal, from light and careless youth
to a more healthy and grave maturity.
In Prince Hal and Hamlet, Shakespeare presents two potential
kinds of youthful character, and two paths to maturity that go, in a
way, in opposite directions. Being neither a prince nor a companion of thieves, Laertes, we expect, will take a more normal and
moderate path to maturity than Prince Hal. Or maybe a more straightforward one, since Hal isn’t really dissipated, but just learning about
life, and knows exactly what he’s doing: from what he says, he
doesn’t truly grow and change very much. He starts out pretending
to be immature, and when the time comes he sheds his disguise. In
a way Hal acts like Hamlet, by putting on his own kind of antic
disposition. Even so, Hal, on the surface, more clearly follows the
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progress we look for in a normal young man: from wildness to
maturity.
Seen in this light, Hamlet, in putting on his antic disposition,
does something close to switching, outwardly, from one character
type to another. The mad, antic Hamlet resembles Hal’s madcap
youth, who seems, on the surface, a long way from the puritanical
young idealist Hamlet has so far shown himself to be. Hamlet’s
sense of duty helps restrain his rebellious impulses in the beginning, and then the antic disposition gives those impulses an outlet,
along with an excuse. In his antic mode Hamlet can show more of
the fiery-minded taints of liberty Polonius looks for in the young
Laertes. And Hamlet gets even wilder than Laertes. He takes on
this rebellious persona with “old men have gray beards”, or “I eat
the air, promise-crammed”, or “to show you how a king may go a
progress through the guts of a beggar.” Hamlet takes his rebellion
farther than Polonius would expect Laertes to, but he keeps it concealed, just barely, under a fig leaf of “madness”. His rage shows
through his “mad” banter: the rage for revenge and deeper than that
the rage for perfection.
As soon as Reynaldo leaves, Ophelia rushes in to tell Polonius
about Hamlet’s unexpected and thoroughly improper visit to her
closet. As Ophelia describes him, Hamlet shows the standard marks
of a frustrated lover, but taken to an extreme. The usual love-distracted youth, like Romeo, doesn’t come close to Hamlet’s disintegration. In the unbraced doublet, and the down-gyved and fouled
stockings (“fouled” may or may not just mean tangled), he gives the
impression that his body is bursting out of its clothes, its civilized
restraints, its forms of decorum. Hamlet looks “As if he had been
loosed out of hell/To speak of horrors.” What does he see, what is he
looking at, when he holds Ophelia at “the length of all his arm” and
studies her face “As a would draw it”? Does he see paint? In his letter
he calls her “beautified”. Wantonness? Is he looking reproachfully at a
woman who has been unfaithful, in cutting him off? Does he see in
“the fair Ophelia” a beauty that stirs him not only to pure love but to
lust? Or is he fixing her face in his mind, for the last time, as he says
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goodbye, now that he has sworn to wipe “all trivial fond records”,
like love, out of his memory? Or maybe all of the above.
Knowing something about Hamlet’s state of mind—his rage at
his mother’s remarriage, his disillusionment with “woman”, his vow
to take revenge, and his love for Ophelia, which from his point of
view she has suddenly and with no explanation rejected—makes it
easy to believe that under all that emotional pressure Hamlet really
could be going mad. Except that he said he might “put an antic
disposition on”, which undermines any rising belief in his madness
with the suspicion that he’s only acting a part. He shifts in and out
of “madness”, one time explicitly putting it on, when he tells Horatio,
“I must be idle.” Yet sometimes he also seems very close to real
madness. Ophelia’s shutting her doors on him gives him an excuse
to pretend to be mad, and it also gives him a reason to really go
mad. She cut him off, coincidentally, just at the moment when he
was about to do the same thing to her. He’d sworn to the ghost to
wipe everything out of his brain except the command to revenge. In
Ophelia’s closet he silently says goodbye, as he might have said
goodbye even if she hadn’t shut him out; but because she did, at just
this moment, his strange visit allows him to send a message through
Ophelia, to the court, that he might be going mad for her love. The
message he sends to us, meanwhile, is that he might be putting on
a mad act, and also, perhaps, that he might really be going mad.
Polonius knows more than the audience about the “lunacy”
Hamlet has already, offstage, displayed to the court, and how
everyone’s looking for an explanation of it, so he’s primed to leap at
this suddenly offered explanation of “love-madness”. Would a seducer cut off from the object of his seduction go mad? That’s not
how Polonius sees it. He’s instantly converted to the belief that
Hamlet must truly love Ophelia, and that being cut off from his
true love is making him crazy. Knowing more than Polonius about
the ghost, the murder, and the “antic disposition” makes the audience more cautious: we can’t take this “love-madness” at face value.
While waiting for Hamlet to say more about what his “madness”
means, for the moment we only know enough to know that we
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don’t know. His madness leaves the audience at sea, waiting for an
explanation that never comes. Until, when he gets back from his
interrupted voyage at the end, we slowly come to feel that Hamlet
has stopped either acting mad or being mad, and so we tend to
forget about our earlier mystification, and concentrate on his still
wild, but more understandable, behavior in the last act.
However confusing the mix of real madness and pretend madness that goes into Hamlet’s antic disposition, his “mad” antics
show something about what’s going on inside him. If Hamlet hasn’t
gone completely “love-mad” over Ophelia, he does seem to be lovedisturbed. We believe that he loves her. He didn’t give her “almost
all the holy vows of heaven” just to get her into bed. Maybe his
burning blood lent his tongue vows, but the Hamlet who knew not
“seems” would not have seen it that way. The young idealist had to
believe, originally, that his love for Ophelia was without soil or
cautel, without a trace of the vicious mole of lust, or his rage at his
mother, and this “unweeded garden”, would not be so bitterly selfrighteous. “I know not ‘seems’” comes from a young man who has
not known sin.
As Hamlet sees it later, in Gertrude’s closet, it is her “sin” that
“takes off the rose/From the fair forehead of an innocent love/And
sets a blister there”. What innocent love does Hamlet mean? I think
it’s clear that one love he has in mind is the pure, ideal love between his father and the radiant angel. Gertrude’s remarriage has
set a blister on the memory of that love, and made “sweet religion”
into “A rhapsody of words”, by being unfaithful to the holy vows of
matrimony—apparently just by getting married again. But I think
Gertrude’s remarriage has also set a blister on Hamlet’s innocent
love for Ophelia. Gertrude’s “unfaithfulness” has convinced Hamlet that if even a radiant angel can be unfaithful, then all women
must be fallen, in thrall to their lust, and none can be trusted:
“Wise men know well enough what monsters you make of them.”
Beyond revealing the “frailty” of woman, I think the fall of that
“radiant angel”, Gertrude, gradually brings home to Hamlet his
own frailty, his own potential for the same kind of fall. If Gertrude
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can’t act as a good example, then “To flaming youth let virtue be as
wax/And melt in her own fire”. The blister on the fair forehead of
an innocent love was set on Gertrude’s forehead, and, at the same
time, on Ophelia’s and Hamlet’s. Her “faithless lust” begins to let
Hamlet feel the flame of that same lust flaring up in himself. His
rage in the closet scene gets so extreme partly because he’s painfully
coming to feel his own impurity, in the lustful blood he shares with
his mother. He begins to recognize his potential for sin after he
hears about the ghost. It comes out first in his speech on the platform, about the “dram of evil” that can corrupt even “particular
men” whose virtues are “as pure as grace,/As infinite as man may
undergo”. And then, at just this vulnerable moment, Ophelia shuts
him out.
Hamlet has to feel that sudden shutting-out as unfaithful. At
the same time, I believe he discovers his own faithlessness—the
fire of his “flaming youth”—by coming to feel the lust in his pure,
young, idealistic heart that he’s never acknowledged until now. His
new awareness, of his sexual desire for Ophelia, gets triggered, I
think, by his mother’s fall, plunging Hamlet into despair over the
“frailty” of “woman”, and the corruption of this “unweeded garden”; then by his father’s rage at “luxury and damned incest”; and
finally because right after he meets the ghost Ophelia refuses to
speak to him any more. He may think she’s acting faithlessly by
shutting her doors, but he still wants to see her badly enough to
force his way into her closet. It’s a beautiful irony that Polonius’s
order to Ophelia, to shut Hamlet out because he is nothing but a
lustful seducer, is the source of the sudden shocking “unfaithfulness” of Ophelia—as Hamlet sees it. By thwarting Hamlet’s desire
to see Ophelia, Polonius’s order forces Hamlet, I believe, to ask
what could suddenly be so wrong with him—and to feel the desire,
the lust, the potential for seduction, in himself for the first time.
Being accused of being a seducer leads Hamlet to feel that he might,
potentially, be one. He examines himself and finds something that
shocks him. If Hamlet puts on his “love-madness”, he’s also driven
toward real madness by discovering that his true love is mingled, and,
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as he sees it, contaminated with lust. Somewhere offstage, he may
have begun to struggle with his involuntarily “too too solid flesh”.
As a young puritanical idealist, Hamlet feels the pressure of
lust in himself all the more intensely, once he does feel it, because
of the counter-pressure from his conscience to resist it. A more
normal young man, like Laertes, can get “a little soil’d i’th’ working” without worrying about it too much, and without feeling dishonored. Even the odd bit of drabbing doesn’t have to dishonor
him. If he’s anything like his father he’ll find out for himself how
“When the blood burns, . . . the soul/Lends the tongue vows.” From
his advice to Ophelia, he seems to know something about it already. If
he follows Polonius’s path he will also fall in love, and suffer the pangs
of finding his love disprized. He may moon about, as lovers do, sighing great life-ending sighs, almost to the point of madness. Then maybe
he’ll go out and do some drabbing, and feel better for it. Not Hamlet
though. Hamlet would never dream of playing the seducer, and he
doesn’t go in for drabbing. For him a little soil is a vicious mole that
threatens his whole nature with corruption. He can love, he can sigh,
he can write verses, and, when he’s cut off from his lover, because he’s
suspected of being a seducer, or because she is unfaithful to him, he
can go mad. Only then, in his “madness”, does the lust that the pure
young Hamlet wants to deny begin to rear its grinning head. He would
have come to recognize it eventually, as boys do when they grow up,
but Shakespeare doesn’t give him the luxury of gradually discovering
his own sexual desire. In this play the moment when Ophelia refuses Hamlet is very well, or very badly, timed. It comes as a shock,
like the secret of the murder: he’s cut off from Ophelia just when
the ghost cuts him off from the past.

8. There are the players
Offstage, Hamlet has already put his antic disposition on, and
set off an investigation of its cause, before he bursts into Ophelia’s
closet, but that episode, by suggesting to Polonius his theory of
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“love-madness”, pushes the investigation into a new phase. As soon
as Polonius tells Claudius and Gertrude his theory, Hamlet enters,
and Polonius sends the others away so that he, the psychological
detective, can test the theory by observing the subject. He wants to
diagnose Hamlet as love-mad for more than purely therapeutic reasons. If he’s right, then all it will take to cure Hamlet is for Ophelia
to accept his love. And if his love is so ardent that losing her could
drive him crazy, that could be a good enough reason of state to
justify their getting married. So if Polonius can confirm his theory
of the cause and cure of Hamlet’s lunacy, his daughter may become
the Princess, and in time the Queen, of Denmark, and they can all
live royally ever after.
Like an examining psychiatrist, Polonius greets Hamlet as if he
might or might not be having a mad fit:
Pol.

How does my good Lord Hamlet?

Ham. Well, God-a-mercy.
Pol.

Do you know me, my lord?

Ham. Excellent well, y’are a fishmonger.
Pol.

Not I, my lord.

Ham. Then I would you were so honest a man.
II. ii. 171-6

Calling Polonius a fishmonger gets a laugh because it makes a funny
contrast with his high estate, but Harold Jenkins, among others,
has shown that fishmongers, along with their wives and daughters,
were also conventional figures of bawdiness and lust (Jenkins 4646). This gives more of a point to Hamlet’s wishing Polonius “were
so honest a man.” In the usual modern sense, to be honest means to
be truthful. Polonius easily agrees with Hamlet that “To be honest,
as this world goes, is to be one man picked out of ten thousand.”
But Hamlet also has in mind the other, now almost obsolete, meaning of “honest”, which is sexually chaste. It survives today, barely,
in the expression “to be true”—or to “cheat”. Later, with Ophelia,
he jumps from one sense to the other by associating lying with
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being unchaste: “Ha, ha! Are you honest?” For Hamlet to tell
Polonius “I would you were so honest a man” may speak of the
honesty of truth to Polonius, because honesty as chastity would
have applied more normally to a woman. Yet the sexual innuendo
gives an underhanded irony to Hamlet’s wish that Polonius were as
honest as an unchaste fishmonger.
Hamlet harps on his disgust with lust by associating a woman’s
getting pregnant with maggots growing in the rotting corpse of a
dog. “For if the sun breed maggots in a dead dog” suggests that if
even the pure sun will link itself with a dead dog, by breeding
maggots in it, then how much more would flaming youth breed
offspring in a fishmonger’s daughter? He tells Polonius not to let his
daughter walk in the sun, because let outside she might conceive in
an unblessed way. The fault might be with her, the lustful
fishmonger’s daughter, and with her father the fishmonger, but
Hamlet’s cynicism, in saying that “To be honest, as this world goes,
is to be one man picked out of ten thousand”, suggests that he too
feels implicated in the general dishonesty. He is also, pretty clearly,
being dishonest at this moment. He is playing at being mad. Calling Polonius a fishmonger is too sly an insult to be quite the wild
thought of a madman.
As he moves from the danger that threatens to make Ophelia
pregnant to the weak and decrepit nature of old men, Hamlet’s insults
arouse Polonius’s suspicions. He insults Polonius while hiding behind
the veils of wit and madness. Asked what he’s reading, he says “Slanders”. Yet these “slanders” prove to be true, or what Hamlet in this
sour mood must think of as true: “For the satirical rogue says here that
old men have grey beards, . . . and . . . a plentiful lack of wit, together
with most weak hams—all which, sir, though I most powerfully and
potently believe, yet I hold it not honesty to have it thus set down.”
The powerful and potent truth turns dishonest when it’s loosed from
its secret reserve. We’re led to feel that Hamlet is not reading these
words but making them up; that the satirical young rogue with the
plentiful wit, the strong hams, and the powerful and potent belief so
dishonestly thrust forward says what Hamlet would say if he were
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“dishonest” enough to say openly and directly what he thinks.
Polonius, feeling Hamlet’s insults, yet unable to take open offense
because Hamlet denies responsibility for them, resentfully perceives
that “Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t.”
Insulting as he is to “These tedious old fools”, Hamlet also
knows that he and Polonius are in the same boat: “For yourself, sir,
shall grow old as I am—if like a crab you could go backward.”
Polonius can’t go backward, but then neither can Hamlet. They’re
both going forward, into their graves. For a young man, Hamlet
focuses with unusual clarity on the nearness of the grave—and also,
ironically, on how far away it is: how sadly young and alive he
feels. He’d be happy to give up his life, but he can’t. His too young
and solid flesh refuses to die and release him from his misery. He feels
himself sliding inevitably into aging, and into dishonesty, until life has
become so painful that he finds it sweet to die. Hamlet gives the
impression that while he’s acting mad, he’s not entirely acting. He
feels the corruption of the world, and of himself, dragging him into a
melancholy that comes close to the edge of madness.
When Rosencrantz and Guildenstern appear out of the blue,
seeing these friends from his childhood lightens Hamlet’s mood,
for a few seconds, until his wit seizes the openings they offer to
revive his usual themes of whoredom, dishonesty and disgust with
life. He is imprisoned in Denmark because of his bad dreams. Then
he finds out that his friends are dishonest too. They’ve sold out their
old faith to him and become agents of the king. He knows what they
want to know: why he has “lost all my mirth”, and fallen into a supposed madness that sounds here like extreme melancholy. The ideal
beauty of the world and man appears to him only pestilent vapors and
dust. From this dead end in the dust their conversation twists back to
lust—“Man delights not me—nor woman neither, though by your
smiling you seem to say so”—before turning to the players.
Their talk of the players leads to the news of how the old
actors are being displaced by the young, the “little eyases, that cry
out on the top of question, and are most tyrannically clapped for’t.”
Hamlet wonders what will happen to these revolting young players
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when they inevitably grow older. Won’t they then think “their writers
do them wrong to make them exclaim against their own succession?”
Hamlet was just exclaiming against his own succession by insulting
the old in the person of Polonius, but he also knows, as the young
eyases don’t, that he is moving toward the grave himself, if not fast
enough to suit his melancholy mood. Then it occurs to him that
the children’s displacement of the older and better players might be
explained with the analogy of shifting loyalties in Denmark:
It is not very strange; for my uncle is King of Denmark, and
those that would make mouths at him while my father
lived give twenty, forty, fifty, a hundred ducats apiece for his
picture in little. ’Sblood, there is something in this more
than natural, if philosophy could find it out.
II. ii. 359-64

It is not very strange, and it is very strange: more than natural.
Hamlet wants to be cynically knowing, but he can’t quite absorb
the knowledge of natural unfaithfulness, of how time and loyalties
inexorably move on. Guildenstern’s next line, “There are the players”, unknowingly sums up Hamlet’s speech. The players are here
too, not just there; this world is full of players, including everyone
now on stage. The non-player, the honest man, is scarcely to be
found. Hamlet knows that too well, and plays with the minds of his
former friends by putting on an act of sane madness, or mad sanity.
Who but a madman would confide that he is only mad “northnorth-west”?
Hamlet plays with Polonius too when he comes in again, backhandedly insulting his age by calling him a baby, making fun of his
ancient news, and then coming back to his daughter, this time in
the guise of Jephthah’s virgin daughter, who, as Ophelia will, died
before she could wed. She was sacrificed to her father’s victory in
war, as Hamlet’s love for Ophelia must be sacrificed to the higher
priority of revenge—but maybe that’s stretching the allegory too
far. Hamlet’s first exchange with Polonius about his daughter, and
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how she might conceive, raised the threat of uncontrolled lust; then
he brings up—“Still on my daughter”—a daughter who tragically
died a virgin, the innocent victim of conflict among men. Hamlet’s
imagination focuses on the worst case—at both extremes.
With the entry of the players, Hamlet turns the conversation to
the new subject of playing. He speaks to two of the players personally,
first a man who has grown older since they last met, his age measured
by his beard, and then a boy, who plays the women’s parts:
O, old friend, why, thy face is valanced since I saw thee last.
Com’st thou to beard me in Denmark?—What, my young
lady and mistress! By’r lady, your ladyship is nearer to heaven
than when I saw you last by the altitude of a chopine. Pray
God your voice, like a piece of uncurrent gold, be not
cracked within the ring.
II. ii. 418-25

The old man who comes to beard Hamlet, and the young lady who
may be both growing up and growing false, serve quietly here as
figures of Polonius and Ophelia, taking over those roles from Jephtha
and his daughter, as Hamlet’s attention shifts from Polonius to the
play, and through it back to the theme of revenge. The old man and
the young lady, entering right after Jephtha and his daughter, further associate the players with the “real” characters, suggesting again
that everyone here is playing a part, and quietly creating an expectation that the scenes the players play will have something to do
with Hamlet’s life. Playing and life, along with Hamlet’s thoughts
about the players and his thoughts about his own problems, have
begun to interweave in an intimate and complicated dance.
Hamlet praises an old play which “pleas’d not the million”. His
praise of this play says something about the virtues he looks for in
a man, and wishes he could achieve himself: “an honest method, as
wholesome as sweet, and by very much more handsome than fine.”
Yet there is “cunning” in it too. His description of the play opens a
gap between his ideal and his behavior: this prologue of Hamlet’s
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does not sound much “more handsome than fine”; in the elaborate
rhetoric about “sallets”, among other places, a fineness, an effete
tone, creeps in. Speaking to the players, Hamlet loses all traces of
his “madness”, and talks like a young nobleman who has nothing
more pressing to worry about than whether the play he’s going to
see tonight will be any good. It’s possible that he’s overdoing the
effeteness for effect, confusing the onlookers with his filigreed drama
criticism, but it doesn’t quite feel that way. It feels more as if Hamlet is falling with some relief into the role of the aristocratic student
of drama, a role that comes back to him from his old carefree days
going to plays with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, or hanging out
around the theaters in Wittenberg.
Hamlet’s speech about Pyrrhus seems at first to displace the
images of Polonius and Ophelia with the picture of a bloodthirsty
revenger. But then Priam, whom Pyrrhus ends up “mincing” with
his sword, takes over Polonius’s role as an “old grandsire”. He’s a
“father” with an “antique sword” and a “milky head”. His age, so
emphasized, recalls Polonius, as the nearest representative of the
old. Later Polonius tells Hamlet he once played Caesar, and was
“killed i’th’ Capitol”. The battle of the old against the wild
rebelliousness of the young intersects in this speech with the imagery
of revenge. Hamlet’s interest in Pyrrhus’s mincing of Priam suggests
that his purpose of revenge takes some of its energy from the
archetypal conflict of old versus young. Claudius isn’t exactly old,
but his association with Polonius, and symbolically with Priam,
makes it clear that he is not young either, and makes Hamlet’s
youth stand out by contrast with those two representatives of the
older, governing generation.
Finally, in the “O what a rogue and peasant slave am I” soliloquy, that closes this long scene, Hamlet flagellates himself for his
maddening, mystifying failure to kill Claudius. Like Pyrrhus he has
paused with his sword raised—but he has yet to let it fall again.
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9. The power of beauty
As the third act opens, Claudius enters debriefing Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern, who turn out to be no help at all in explaining
Hamlet’s behavior. Polonius has already put forward his theory of
love-madness, but Claudius hasn’t yet been convinced. So, continuing the investigation, they “loose” Ophelia to Hamlet, and go to
their hiding place to see what will happen next.
Do they then overhear Hamlet’s “To be, or not to be” soliloquy? I don’t think so. I think as Hamlet puzzles over death and
suicide, in his own mind, the rest of the scene is suspended, until at
the end he wakes up from his meditation and sees Ophelia pretending to read her book. Derek Jacobi, onstage, though not in the
BBC video, spoke the soliloquy directly to Ophelia. It was a daring
experiment, but doing it that way, it seems to me, makes the tension of their relationship a distracting overlay on Hamlet’s long,
philosophical speech.
The soliloquy does relate to Ophelia in one way. The “pangs
of dispriz’d love” he mentions must have something to do with the
way Ophelia suddenly cut him off. Earlier, in the letter where Hamlet
calls Ophelia “beautified”—one letter she didn’t send back—he
also tells her he loves her: “O most best, believe it.” I think he tells
her this, just before he says “Adieu”, because he knows she must
have a reason not to believe it. He has some intuition of the truth:
he thinks Ophelia cut him off because she, or Polonius, or both,
disprized his love: they acted as if it was only lust. His letter proclaims his love while making it seem a little doubtful. One way he
calls into question the truth of his love is with the shifting meanings
of that pivotal word, “doubt”:
Doubt that the stars are fire,
Doubt that the sun doth move,
Doubt truth to be a liar,
But never doubt I love.
II. ii. 115-18
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“Doubt” means what we mean by “doubt” in the first two lines;
then, in “Doubt truth to be a liar”, it shifts to the older meaning of
“suspect”. If it doesn’t shift back again in the last line, the last line
would mean, “But never suspect I love.” Hamlet seems not quite to
know what he’s saying here; he may not know what his real feelings
are. The ambiguous “doubt”, along with the overdone gallantry of
the opening, “To the celestial and my soul’s idol”, culminating in
“the most beautified Ophelia”, hint at faithlessness, corruption and
lost innocence on both sides, while the strained earnestness of the
closing lines—“I have not art to reckon my groans”—sounds klutzy
enough be true love. I think Shakespeare means to show that Hamlet’s
love is real, but that he himself feels a little uncertain about it, as if
he’s discovered something insincere, and corrupt, both in Ophelia
and also, more powerfully, in his own desire for Ophelia. In Hamlet’s
mind, sexual desire can’t be anything but faithless lust. When he
feels a dram of that evil desire contaminating his feelings for Ophelia,
he jumps to the conclusion that his whole love for her must be
corrupt, must always have been corrupt, and therefore never really
could have been true love. These shifting feelings, or beliefs, or
moods, sway Hamlet one way and then the other, from “beautified” to “O most best”.
When Hamlet finishes his “To be, or not to be” soliloquy, and
sees Ophelia reading her book, he sees a beautiful woman at prayer:
“The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons/Be all my sins
remember’d.” He tells the beautiful pagan nymph to remember his
sins in her Christian prayers. To remember them so she can ask
God to forgive him? It could be, but it doesn’t sound that way. It
sounds ironic, and vaguely threatening, as if she should tell God
about his sins so that God will remember them and take vengeance.
Remembering, for Hamlet, is linked to revenge. Maybe he imagines her as obsessed with his sins because of the way she cut him
off. It sounds as if, to Hamlet, seeing Ophelia praying recalls his
sins both because of her beauty, which elicited them, and her faith,
which puts them to shame.
The spark that seems to reignite Hamlet’s madness, after he
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first sees Ophelia, is the way she offers to give him back his gifts:
“for to the noble mind/Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind.” Having a lover give you back your gifts can’t be very pleasant, unless you’re trying to hide them from a special prosecutor. But
the truth, as Hamlet sees it, is that Ophelia shut the doors on him
and not the other way around. So he has to take Ophelia’s words as
a lie, which is why he says, “Ha, ha. Are you honest?” Is he right?
Is she lying?
In the scene Ophelia describes earlier, when Hamlet suddenly
appeared in her closet, she sounds as if she felt that Hamlet, as he
walked slowly out of doors again, was saying goodbye to her. He
also wrote her a letter, at about the same time as his visit, which
ended by saying “Adieu”. I wonder if from Ophelia’s point of view
Hamlet might have acted unkindly toward her, by accepting at face
value her refusal to communicate with him. Hamlet may have
thought she refused him because she thought he was just trying to
seduce her, but he still could have gone to Polonius and proved his
good faith by asking for her hand in marriage. Polonius shows he
isn’t absolutely cutting Ophelia off from Hamlet, but allowing for a
serious offer, when he says “Set your entreatments at a higher rate/
Than a command to parley.” It feels like a cutting off because
Polonius shows no doubt that Hamlet is merely a seducer. Then,
instead of coming back to propose marriage, Hamlet shows up
“love-mad” in Ophelia’s closet. He also sends her a letter ambiguously telling her he loves her, and then saying goodbye, as if he’s
going to his death. He does nothing to try to find out why she cut
him off, or to overcome the obstacle. Is that how she feels Hamlet
has been unkind, by giving up too easily? I can’t quite see it that
way, because both Polonius and Ophelia think her refusal has driven
Hamlet mad. How in his mad state can he be expected to act like a
rational suitor? Yet we know he has his sane side too. By calling
him unkind, Ophelia treats him as if he’s sane. Maybe through all
the layers of misunderstanding that come between them, Ophelia,
when Hamlet appeared “mad” in her closet, could feel, through the
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“madness”, his new, cynical attitude toward “woman”, and took his
silent appraisal and departure as a rejection.
I still find it hard to believe that Ophelia blames Hamlet for
his passivity, or thinks that he’s rejected her. Shakespeare hasn’t
developed their relationship enough to support all this elaborate
speculation about her feelings. Sometimes the implications you can
spin out from the words play a part in the dramatic effect
Shakespeare’s trying to create and sometimes they don’t. In this
scene we’re mostly riding the wave of Hamlet’s bitter cynicism and
“madness”. Ophelia’s personal thoughts, feelings and behavior don’t
seem to have much to do with the roiling forces inside Hamlet. So
although I don’t feel sure, I think it’s more likely that Ophelia says
something she knows is not quite true, when she says Hamlet has
been unkind. Maybe she’s accepting his apparent rejection, on the
surface, to give him an opening to contradict her. She may be acting
like a woman handing back an engagement ring and hoping the
man will stop her, and put it back on her finger. Hamlet is supposed to say now that he is not unkind, that she’s the one who’s
been unkind, and that being cut off from her has been driving him
mad. Then she could say it was all a mistake. But she would still
be waiting for the confirmation of Hamlet’s honesty: the proposal
of marriage. Instead, Hamlet goes in the other direction. “Get thee
to a nunnery”, he says, “we will have no mo marriage.” The way he
exits on that note of unkindness, an explicit, though crazy-sounding, refusal of marriage—which he presents as the only way of
saving her soul and her reputation—makes me wonder again if
somewhere in the background Ophelia might have been hurt by his
ambiguous letter, and his failure to come right out and propose to
her. The thought of a possible proposal of marriage hangs in the
air.
Maybe Shakespeare did want to suggest, quietly, that wrapped
in his cocoon of cynicism, and distracted as he is by the command
to revenge, Hamlet has failed to pay close enough attention to what
Ophelia has been feeling. Ophelia has no idea how Hamlet’s faith
in women has been shattered by his mother’s remarriage, and how
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he’s vowed to wipe away “all trivial fond records”, like love, and
get on with his first, life-threatening job of revenge. If she hadn’t
closed her doors on him at the very moment the ghost gave him the
command to revenge—if the situation were only what Ophelia believes it is—maybe Hamlet would have come to Polonius and asked
to marry her.
Even if Ophelia does feel rejected, or neglected, by Hamlet,
Hamlet seems to think that she’s lying, or being coy with him,
when she says he’s been unkind, and this little dishonesty, as he sees
it, triggers again his raging disillusionment with womankind. He
launches into a wild diatribe that swerves from contempt for women
to contempt for himself, and from berating Ophelia for the sinfulness of woman to treating her as innocent—subject to calumny—
and back again to calumniating her. Frances Barber recalls playing
the scene with the “remembrances” represented by “a locket on a
chain that I wore around my neck”:
My costume had the effect of an almost straight-laced
Victorian affair, with a very high neck, buttoned up to the
chin. Undoing the neck of the dress only to the throat, to
reveal the token, produced an effect of “innocent guile.”
Hamlet finds this an irresistible sexual provocation, resulting in a passionate embrace that Ophelia responds to. Roger
[Rees] wanted to show Hamlet’s disgust at his own ardour,
and did so by physically rejecting me, throwing me about
the stage and finally to the floor. He even went as far in one
rehearsal as slapping my face (which gesture unfortunately
remained for the 150 or so performances of the play). . . .
Roger clasped my face, spitting out all his accusations
against women directly at her, implying that women, and
particularly herself, are the direct cause of his troubled mind.
Each of these accusations became pointers later to her feelings of guilt when we see her in the mad scenes. By the time
we reach her lament for his reason (“blasted with ecstasy”),
I wanted to convey not only her horror as she realizes the
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consequences of this, but also to suggest that she is in some
way to blame. I looked down to see the neck of the dress
open, and guiltily buttoned it up as I exited.
Barber 142-3

I love that business with the locket and the dress. The rest of the
action—the embrace, the “physical rejection”, the slapping—get
across Hamlet’s conflicts about love and lust, though maybe a little
heavy-handedly. Part of the tension in Hamlet comes from the pressure of his duty to act like a gentleman and a prince. His “madness”
gives him an excuse to break the rules, but I wonder if Shakespeare’s
Hamlet, even in a “mad” fit, would go as far as slapping Ophelia.
As Gertrude, at the beginning of the scene, sends Ophelia off
on her mission to investigate the cause of Hamlet’s madness, she
tells her,
Ophelia, I do wish
That your good beauties be the happy cause
Of Hamlet’s wildness; so shall I hope your virtues
Will bring him to his wonted way again,
To both your honours.
III. i. 38-42

To Gertrude, love-madness would be a “happy cause/Of Hamlet’s
wildness” because if frustrated love made him mad then his madness can be cured; and also because Gertrude wants Hamlet to be
in love. In love there’s hope that the discord tearing this court apart
can be resolved, and they can all live happily ever after. But
Shakespeare slips in a quiet irony, in those paradoxical words, “good
beauties”. By now, Hamlet would hear “good beauties” as an oxymoron. Goodness and beauty, in his mind, can’t coexist any more
than wood and fire. His new cynical awareness of sin, in the world
and in himself, has convinced him that beauties and virtues will
inevitably clash, and when they do, beauty will win:
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. . . for the power of beauty will sooner transform honesty
from what it is to a bawd than the force of honesty can
translate beauty into his likeness. This was sometime a
paradox, but now the time gives it proof.
III. i. 111-15

If Hamlet were talking about how his mother moved from old
Hamlet to Claudius, it would be a little strange for him to impute
her fall to “the power of beauty”, since he would never call Claudius
beautiful. It could be explained by saying that he’s only using
“beauty” to mean “lust”, but why should he be talking about his
mother at all, except as she, along with every other sinner in the
world, helps to prove this “paradox” of beauty’s power? It’s more
natural to hear Hamlet in these words talking about himself and
Ophelia. The power of her beauty has transformed, or threatens to
transform, Hamlet’s own “indifferent” honesty into a bawd. This
was once a paradox—something inconceivable—back when Hamlet believed in his own invincible purity, and in hers. He believed,
with the ghost, that “virtue . . . never will be mov’d,/Though lewdness court it in a shape of heaven”. Now he has learned to feel the
force of his lust for Ophelia’s heavenly beauty, and to know that he,
along with his mother, plays his part in the world’s corruption. He’s
awakening to the fact that he is not, and has never been, the pure
soul he once thought he was. The man who gave Ophelia those
gifts was not the man he now knows himself to be. “I never gave
you aught” may seem true to Hamlet now because the “I” has
changed—or because the things he gave her, contaminated by his
impure motives, have lost their meaning, waxed poor and become
naught. No longer rich symbols of his love, they’ve been devalued
by his underlying desire.
The same change in Hamlet’s sense of identity may explain his
starker contradiction when he swings from nostalgically remembering, “I did love you once”, to catching himself, recalling the
dirty heart of his desire, and falling back into his newfound cynicism: “I loved you not.” When Hamlet says, “I did love you once”,
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Ophelia answers, “Indeed, my lord, you made me believe so.”
Hamlet responds as if she’s reminded him, maybe without meaning
to, of his seductive manipulations: “You should not have believed
me; for virtue cannot so inoculate our old stock but we shall relish
of it. I loved you not.” Ophelia answers, “I was the more deceived”,
as if Hamlet the seducer was setting “springes to catch woodcocks”.
Ophelia may not mean anything as harsh as that, but in this mood
Hamlet can’t help seeing the worst in himself. He answers,
Get thee to a nunnery. Why, wouldst thou be a breeder of
sinners? I am myself indifferent honest, but yet I could
accuse me of such things that it were better my mother had
not borne me. I am very proud, revengeful, ambitious, with
more offenses at my beck than I have thoughts to put them
in, imagination to give them shape, or time to act them in.
What should such fellows as I do crawling between earth
and heaven? We are arrant knaves all, believe none of us. Go
thy ways to a nunnery.
III. i. 121-30

In this speech Hamlet shows how far he’s come from his early,
naive “I know not ‘seems’”. Now he knows that he’s not just a
coward, as he thought before, but a sinner. It isn’t that he thinks he’s
more corrupt than anyone else. He knows he’s somewhat less corrupt. It just doesn’t matter. One dram of evil is all it takes to “dout”
the noble substance of his character. He accuses himself of pride,
revengefulness and ambition—and whatever else the “old stock”
relishes. The “more offenses at my beck”, which he doesn’t go into,
include, I think, his offensive lust for Ophelia.
The way a dram of evil can instantly turn the innocent corrupt
comes out again in “I am myself indifferent honest, but yet I could
accuse me of such things that it were better my mother had not
borne me.” Here Hamlet speaks as if he, the “indifferent honest”
but hopelessly corrupt man, was born to an innocent mother. For a
moment women become honest: they don’t sin, they only breed
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sinners. Then in the next moment their sinfulness returns, and he
again becomes the accuser: the innocent young Hamlet has “heard
of your paintings well enough. God hath given you one face and
you make yourselves another.” He has seen Ophelia’s face all his
life, and fallen in love with her, and yet he never knew she paints it,
if she does, until he heard how all women paint their faces. The
general corruption, or what Hamlet has heard about it, taints
Ophelia whether she herself uses paint or not. Does she? We don’t
know. But she’s never been shown renaming God’s creatures, or making
a man a monster—unless by making Hamlet a horny monster of lust.
Hamlet’s nostalgic “I did love you once”, and then his snapping
back into cynical “realism” with “I lov’d you not” makes sense, again,
if the “I” has changed: if he means he isn’t the man he once thought he
was, back in his innocent younger days. His love, that once seemed so
true, was in reality corrupted by the lust he’s only now discovering in
himself. At the same time, if his reviving cynicism can make sense of
this apparent contradiction, by changing the meaning of “I”—though
it could also work by changing the meaning of “love” or “you”—on
the surface Hamlet still sounds like he’s contradicting himself—making a sudden jump from one extreme to another. Even if the actor
playing him pronounces those “I”s differently, to convey Hamlet’s
disillusionment with his new self, the abruptness of this otherwise
unexplained jump still feels jarring.
In Shakespeare a character who suddenly jumps from one extreme to its opposite is showing symptoms of madness. Hamlet
makes another of these “mad” leaps between opposites a few lines
later. He tells Ophelia to get to a nunnery because “be thou as
chaste as ice, as pure as snow, thou shalt not escape calumny”, and
then he jumps back to telling her what monsters “you” make of
men. After saying she can’t escape calumny he fulfills his prophecy
by calumniating her himself. With these wild leaps, and his enraged cynicism, a cynicism so extreme it would forbid marriage,
Hamlet already seems to be coming close to madness before he
says “it hath made me mad.” Ophelia, understandably, believes
him: “O, what a noble mind is here o’erthrown!” Whether the
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audience believes him, or what we believe, I’m not sure. His plan
to “put an antic disposition on” casts doubt on the evidence of his
madness. Yet the pressures on him created by his mother’s remarriage, and the ghost’s revelation, and his own delay in taking revenge, and his discovery of the sinfulness he shares with the rest of
the world, make it easy to believe that a highly strung young idealist like Hamlet could be driven by all this sudden disillusionment
to the edge of madness, or over it.
After he tells Ophelia for the second time to go to a nunnery, it
occurs to Hamlet to ask, “Where’s your father?” Some hear in this
question a sign that he’s discovered the eavesdroppers, and that he
is testing Ophelia, forcing her to lie. I go with those who think it’s
a natural question. Ophelia, Hamlet may remember, has already
been locked away from men, or at least from him, as tightly as if
she’d been sent to a nunnery. In his first “mad” scene with Polonius
he told him to “let the doors be shut on her”, which I think shows
he knows, or suspects, that this is what Polonius has already done.
Now when Hamlet gives Ophelia the same command to shut herself up, this time a little more sincerely, and also a little more
madly, he might plausibly wonder where her father is, when he
realizes he’s found her wandering around where he can come across
her alone. Her suspicious freedom may alert Hamlet that something funny is going on—and convince him that Ophelia has joined
Polonius, and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, as another detective
investigating his mystery on the orders of the king. He may even
vaguely suspect that Polonius is listening to him, from somewhere.
In Kenneth Branagh’s movie, Hamlet hears a noise that alerts
him to the eavesdroppers. He asks Ophelia, “Where’s your father?”,
and when she answers, “At home, my lord” he knows she’s lying.
Enraged, he drags her with him as he searches behind a set of
mirrored doors, but he never finds the hidden spies. A lot of productions have Hamlet see the two spies without them realizing
they’ve been seen. If Hamlet is shown exaggerating his “madness”
for the benefit of the eavesdroppers, he appears to be a little more
in control of his emotions than if he just gets angry at Ophelia
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spontaneously. Branagh combines these motivations: his anger seems
spontaneous even though he thinks he’s being overheard. While he’s
immediately angry with Ophelia for collaborating with her father
in spying on him, his anger also seems definitely directed against—
and a threat to—Claudius. Branagh shows Hamlet as so angry he’s
almost out of control—though he can still do a systematic search of
the hiding places. Dramatically compelling as Branagh’s anger is, I
doubt if Hamlet at this stage of the game would knowingly expose
his direct and open rage at Claudius. I think Hamlet saves that for
later. His prohibition of marriage also seems too crazy to coexist
with a conscious awareness that he’s being spied on. To me this
scene reveals more about Hamlet, as Shakespeare saw him, if he
knows nothing at all, for certain, about the eavesdroppers.
Then Hamlet leaves, and Polonius and Claudius come out of
their hiding place. In what Hamlet said to Ophelia, Polonius, who
knows nothing about the murder, has heard what he wanted to
hear: proof of his theory of love-madness. Claudius, who knows
about the murder, though not about the ghost, remains skeptical.
To him, what Hamlet said, “though it lack’d form a little/Was not
like madness”; the message Claudius picked up was that
There’s something in his soul
O’er which his melancholy sits on brood,
And I do doubt the hatch and the disclose
Will be some danger . . .
III. i. 166-9

Shakespeare puts an ironic twist on their clashing interpretations:
Polonius reassures Ophelia that they both “heard it all”, and then it
turns out that they heard different things. There’s nothing true or
false, Shakespeare seems to be saying, but thinking makes it so. To
Polonius Hamlet is mad, to Claudius he’s not mad; together they
sum up our own confused state of mind.
Hamlet shows the same kind of puritanical rage at Ophelia
that he later turns on his mother. He tells Ophelia to go to a nunnery
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and Gertrude to refuse to go to her husband’s bed. In these rages,
Hamlet talks as if sex is the root of all evil. It not only breeds
sinners, it seems to be the primary sin that makes those sinners
sinful. Beauty corrupts honesty with a power our old stock cannot
resist. So Hamlet’s solution is to cut off all intercourse between
beauty and honesty, or between man and woman: “We shall have
no mo marriage.” Lock all the virgins in nunneries. And the already married? Should they all be killed? No, Hamlet decides that
might be a little extreme: “Those that are married already—all but
one—shall live; the rest shall keep as they are.”
Telling Ophelia to go to a nunnery suggests that she might still
have a chance of being saved. Does Hamlet pity her as the innocent
object of his lust, or blame her as the corrupt enticer of young men?
He seems to jump back and forth between those two attitudes; but
when he gets mad at Ophelia, and accuses her of being corrupt, he
seems to be seeing her not as an individual so much as a member of
womankind. The “faithless” act of shutting her doors on him, the
only act he might blame her for personally, gets turned ironically
around. Where before he only alluded to it, with Polonius—“Let
her not walk i’th’ sun”—now he more seriously, and more madly,
tells Ophelia to shut herself up in a nunnery. Both the lust of woman,
through Ophelia, and the lust of young men, through Hamlet, are
straining toward each other, and the only solution Hamlet can see,
in his mad mood, is to shut up the virgins in nunneries and have no
more marriage. At the same time, Hamlet has a lingering sense of
both Ophelia and himself as innocent. Though they might be as
pure as snow they won’t escape calumny. They would like to stay
innocent, and escape both calumny and sin, but they can’t. Men get
their relish for sin from our old stock, while women by nature
make monsters of men. It’s all very confused, and that’s one reason
it sounds so close to madness.
The overall sense of Hamlet’s ranting at Ophelia seems to be
that humans, though they may try to be virtuous, can’t do it, because beauty—and the lust it both represents and inspires—acts
too powerfully on all of us. The only hope for virtue Hamlet can
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see is this crazy locking-away of the unmarried. He’s going mad because he’s being torn apart: his desire for Ophelia and his desire for
purity are pulling him in opposite directions. He can’t find a way to
make peace between them, and he can’t get rid of either one. He’s so
desperate that even the usual outlet granted to the most puritanically
“virtuous”, marriage, would be outlawed in his penitential utopia.
He outlaws it at least for those who haven’t been married yet.
He’ll generously allow those who are married already—“all but
one”—to live, contaminated as they are. The “one” who won’t live
must be Claudius, who from his hiding place hears Hamlet make
this ambiguous threat. If he can’t know for sure that Hamlet is
talking about him, he hears enough to make him suspicious. Hamlet’s
ranting at marriage and lust points to Claudius as his likeliest target, and so does his confession that he is “very proud, revengeful,
ambitious”. It adds up to an atmosphere of danger more than a
clear threat to Claudius, but we can understand Claudius’s quickness to be afraid of Hamlet because we know what both of them
know about the murder. The real threat mixed in with Hamlet’s
crazy sexophobia helps explain why Claudius might think this was
“not like madness”; while at the same time it’s easy to understand
why Polonius would think it confirmed his love-madness theory.
Unlike either one of them, the audience also knows about the antic
disposition, which holds us back from believing that Hamlet is
truly mad. Even so, this scene, especially if it’s not played to show
Hamlet self-consciously performing for the eavesdroppers, shows
the pressure of madness rising inside him.
It would be strange for Hamlet to make a threat even as veiled
as “all but one—shall live” if he knew Claudius or Polonius was
listening. It seems a little reckless, leaning toward madness, just to
say it to Ophelia. At other times, when he’s talking to Claudius,
Hamlet never makes his threats this plain. The recklessness shows
in the effect: when Claudius hears the threat, it sets in motion his
plot to kill Hamlet. Hamlet’s rage at Claudius, and Claudius’s guilt,
help the audience understand what Ophelia and Polonius can’t: why
Claudius does not believe Hamlet is mad. Claudius is right that
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“There’s something in his soul/O’er which his melancholy sits on
brood”, and he’s right to “doubt the hatch and the disclose/Will be
some danger”. Meanwhile, Polonius too has hold of a corner of the
truth, in thinking that Hamlet’s “mad” behavior has something to
do with Ophelia. The revenge theme and the lust theme intertwine
in Hamlet’s mind, and they get tangled up in this scene, as they do
in the whole play. Hamlet wants to avoid a sin he knows he can’t
avoid—unless all the virgins are locked up. But the pervading sense
of sin he feels gets its energy from pride, revengefulness and ambition as well as from lust. A common sinfulness links his desire for
Ophelia with his desire for revenge. Most of the time, at the surface of his mind, he wants to take revenge, and thinks he’s a coward
for waiting so long. Here, in the state he gets into with Ophelia, he
can openly see revengefulness as a sin. At the same time, he is still,
supposedly, waiting to test the ghost’s word with the Mousetrap
play: “If a do blench,/I know my course.”
Hamlet’s “sins” are complex, because his obligations contradict
each other. Revenge, for example, both is and is not a sin. To the ghost
it’s a virtue, and a proof of filial love. What the “sinful” Hamlet never
doubts—maybe the only thing he never doubts, at least until he leaves
for England—is that lust is a sin and he feels it for Ophelia. It may be
tempting to think of Hamlet’s hatred of lust as coming from his Christianity, a religion with a well-deserved reputation for condemning
bodily pleasure as sinful. How far Christianity necessarily condemns
pleasure could be questioned, but the young Hamlet makes it clear
that the God he believes in condemns lust: “Heaven’s face does glow”,
it’s “thought-sick at the act.” What’s unusual in this play is that Hamlet’s
father, who comes back from the grave demanding revenge, a demand
that’s far from Christian, also condemns lust, with a rage against “luxury
and damned incest” that would do credit to St. Paul. At least until
Hamlet comes back from his voyage, on the question of sex Hamlet,
the ghost and God all seem to agree.
Children also tend to shy away from sex, before a certain age,
and this natural shyness of the sexually immature may be an even
deeper root of Hamlet’s antipathy. The image of a young man
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disgustedly rejecting sex appears in other places in Shakespeare
too, like Venus and Adonis, where Venus tells Adonis
I’ll be a park, and thou shalt be my deer;
Feed where thou wilt, on mountain or in dale:
Graze on my lips, and if those hills be dry,
Stray lower, where the pleasant fountains lie.
Within this limit is relief enough,
Sweet bottom-grass and high delightful plain,
Round rising hillocks, brakes obscure and rough,
To shelter thee from tempest and from rain:
Then be my deer, since I am such a park;
No dog shall rouse thee, though a thousand bark.
231-40

And then when the ungrateful tender young man resists her offer,
he provokes her to rape:
Now quick desire hath caught the yielding prey,
And glutton-like she feeds, yet never filleth;
Her lips are conquerors, his lips obey,
Paying what ransom the insulter willeth;
Whose vulture thought doth pitch the price so high,
That she will draw his lips’ rich treasure dry.
And having felt the sweetness of the spoil,
With blindfold fury she begins to forage;
Her face doth reek and smoke, her blood doth boil,
And careless lust stirs up a desperate courage;
Planting oblivion, beating reason back,
Forgetting shame’s pure blush and honour’s wrack.
547-58

This pagan lust of Venus reaches heights, or depths, of passion that
match the radiant angel’s insatiable love: one lusts, one loves, but
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each one in her hunger, of body or of spirit, “feeds, yet never filleth”.
Adonis, faced with Venus’s rapacity, shows a shyness more understandable than Hamlet’s because he’s still a boy. Even so, his refusal
of Venus’s offer, and horror of her “blindfold fury”, makes this adolescent boy seem unusually imbued with the virtue of chastity. With
Hamlet, that boyish attitude of outraged innocence has ceased to
fit. He’s getting a little long in the tooth to make a convincing
Adonis.
I think Hamlet’s hatred of sex becomes so extreme in this play
partly because Hamlet, the young idealist, acting a little younger
than his age, sees lust as such a clear, unambiguous sin; and because
he disgustedly feels the lust in his own heart; but also because that
clear “sinfulness” of lustful sex becomes for him a symbol of all the
conflicting kinds of sinfulness that are tying him in knots. The
overwhelming beauty of woman, first as the radiant angel and then
as the lust-inspiring nymph, along with the extremity of her sudden
leap from perfection to corruption, mirroring Hamlet’s shocked
discovery of his own potential for sin, inflames his rage into
wildness. Sexual purity becomes an emotional symbol for Hamlet
of moral perfection: the only clear channel through which the energy
of his indignation, anger and disgust with the world’s sinfulness can
flow with unimpeded force. He can’t achieve purity in general because
he’s caught in a situation where he can’t define purity clearly: he
can’t be sure what’s the right thing to do. Is revengefulness a virtue
or a sin? With sexual purity, though, he thinks he can see a clear
goal—he just can’t get there. Pride, revenge and ambition both are
and are not sins. Lust is clearly a sin—as even the ghost agrees. So
Hamlet’s rage at all his failures, and the world’s failures, focuses on
sex. It’s like a mob lynching a criminal not just because of their
anger at what he did, but because all their other anger about what
this world is coming to gets concentrated on that particular crime.
Sexual purity becomes for Hamlet a physical sign of a pure soul. It
stands for the moral purity, and the moral certainty, that he feels
being torn away from him. In its ideal unreality—it can only be
achieved by locking the virgins in nunneries—it shows how
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impossible Hamlet finds it to reconcile his ideals with human life
in this world. If purity is so good, why not keep sex out of life
altogether, why not outlaw marriage and breeding? Isn’t marriage at
best a compromise? As St. Paul said, better to marry than to burn.
But better not to marry at all if you can stay perfectly pure. And
then what if you can’t either marry or stay perfectly pure? Condemned
to fast in fires.

10. Passion’s slave
In an odd little conversation before the Mousetrap play starts,
Hamlet praises Horatio for not being passion’s slave. He sounds as
if he admires Horatio because he feels that he himself, unlike
Horatio, is passion’s slave. But is he? If Hamlet here is again doing
more than philosophizing, if he’s talking indirectly about himself,
what passion does he feel enslaved by?
Maybe he’s angry at himself about his wild zigzags, his ups and
downs of mood, his leaps between opposites. He wants to steer a
steady course, to do as he tells the players: “in the very torrent,
tempest, and, as I may say, whirlwind of your passion, you must
acquire and beget a temperance that may give it smoothness.” His
outburst at Ophelia was definitely unsmooth. Maybe that newfound
lust, the symbol of all his sins, is the passion on which he would
like to “beget a temperance”.
Yet when it comes to revenge, Hamlet’s complaints about passion keep coming back to his lack of it. His first meeting with the
players provokes an angry self-criticism of his inability to fire up
his passion at will, as the first player seemed to do in his tearjerking speech about Pyrrhus and Hecuba. After the player’s speech,
he says that if the player had “the motive and the cue for passion/
That I have” he would “cleave the general ear with horrid speech”.
To the ghost, in the closet scene, he calls himself “your tardy son”,
who “laps’d in time and passion, lets go by/Th’important acting of
your dread command”—even though he has just killed Polonius.
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Maybe having killed Polonius by accident, instead of Claudius, he
can’t give himself any credit for his intention. And before that accident, his passion for revenge does seem to have dissipated. At the
Mousetrap play he finds out for sure that Claudius killed his father
and then he doesn’t immediately kill Claudius. So when he’s talking
to Horatio, before the play, Hamlet may mean that he is passion’s
slave because he has to wait for his passion to revive before he can
carry out his vow. Since he made the vow, in passion, his passion
has mysteriously faded, and all the reasons he can consciously come
up with, the motive and the cue for his passion—reasons that should
immediately propel him to act—don’t seem to be enough to get him
to take revenge. His passion seems beyond the control of his will.
In his “rogue and peasant slave” soliloquy, Hamlet praises the
virtue of expressing passion, while with his mother in her closet he
praises the virtue of repressing it—“Assume a virtue if you have it
not”—though both can be seen as complementary ways of controlling passion with the will. He may emphasize these two sides of the
will because the revenging passion doesn’t seem to flare up in him
strongly and steadily enough, while the lusting passion burns way
too hot. But if there’s a passion that Hamlet feels overmastered by,
more than any other, it may be passionlessness, melancholy, bestial
oblivion. He has cause and will and strength and means to act—
everything, it seems, except the passion. The nephew-poisoner in
the Mousetrap play, Lucianus, seems to have no need for passion.
But he has everything he needs: “Thoughts black, hands apt, drugs
fit, and time agreeing”. In this cool inventory, passion, except what
there is of it in “Thoughts black”, doesn’t even have to be mentioned. For Lucianus, everything comes together, all the reasons are
there, will and fate are perfectly aligned, and so, taking the next
logical step, he acts—and kills the king.
By failing for so long to take revenge, Hamlet seems to confirm Polonius’s insight into lustful young men: “When the blood
burns, . . . the soul/Lends the tongue vows.” When it comes to
revenge, Hamlet can’t find a way to set his blood on fire again. Yet
can this passive waiting for passion, or the right passion, to come
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again really be what Hamlet means when he says, “Give me that
man/That is not passion’s slave”? He goes on praising Horatio and
then stops himself with “Something too much of this”. Even in
praising Horatio for not being swayed by passion, Hamlet’s passion
has run away with him.
Though Hamlet may mean that he gets too carried away by his
feelings of the moment, I wonder if there might be something deeper
going on here. He starts his praise of Horatio by saying, “thou art
e’en as just a man/As e’er my conversation cop’d withal.” Horatio’s
justness may contrast with the man who is “passion’s slave” the way
justice contrasts with revenge. Hamlet may feel, somewhere below
his conscious awareness, that being bound to take revenge makes
him passion’s slave. Being born to set right the murder of his father
makes Hamlet a slave to his father’s lust for revenge. His own
passion for it somehow has faded away.
If he’s saying to Horatio that he wishes he could take revenge
out of reason alone, that all his reasons for it would add up perfectly and therefore, like Lucianus, he would act, the trouble is
that his reasons don’t all add up. They can’t add up, because it’s
impossible for Hamlet to believe, wholeheartedly, that revenge is
the right thing to do. Holding Horatio up as a paragon of “justness”, Hamlet may think he’s wishing he could take his “just” revenge, and that some kind of passion, or lack of passion, is interfering. At the same time he may be expressing, unconsciously, the
unjustness of revenge, a reason that underlies his mysteriously fluctuating passion.
Hamlet’s wish that he had more passion, or more reason, or
more will—or whatever conscious wish this speech to Horatio expresses—does make one thing clear: whatever he thinks he ought
to be doing, he believes he’s failing to do it. He is somehow not
living up to his ideals. His rage gets so overheated, I think, because
so much of it comes from his anger at himself, his guilt at failing to
be as pure as he believes he should be, and wishes he could be. He’s
enraged not just at Claudius’s sinfulness, or Gertrude’s sinfulness,
or Ophelia’s, or woman’s, but also at the old stock of “such fellows
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as I”, “crawling between earth and heaven”. Hamlet is a young
idealist enraged by his discovery of the world’s sinfulness, and the
most painful discovery he makes is the discovery of his own
sins.

11. The fruit unripe
The play scene beautifully brings out Hamlet’s inner struggle.
As the audience gets ready for the play to start, he puts on his “idle”
persona, using the excuse of being “mad” to push his wit to the
edge, and over the edge, of rudeness. He gives off a feeling of excited, defiant anger, barely concealed under its cloak of “idle” wit,
a wit more aggressive than funny. He refers to his own desire for
Ophelia—“here’s metal more attractive”; “shall I lie in your lap?”—
but the thrust of his remarks seems more to suggest a cynical
knowingness about Ophelia’s faithless female lust than to implicate
Hamlet in the sinfulness he scorns. He plays the moral scourge
here, baiting and entrapping Ophelia—“Do you think I meant country matters?”—and harping on faithlessness with a rude sarcasm
that excuses itself as madness with little “mad” twists, like turning
months into hours:
For look you how cheerfully my mother
looks and my father died within’s two hours.
Oph.

Nay, ’tis twice two months, my lord.
III. ii. 124-6

Hamlet’s agitated, exaggerated, baiting sarcasm, especially when
it’s directed against Ophelia’s obvious innocence, again reveals the
bitterness of the young idealist enraged at a world that won’t live up
to his impossible ideals. Those ideals are given voice by the player
queen, with her view of second marriage as a kind of murder: “A
second time I kill my husband dead/When second husband kisses
me in bed.”
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A lot of people have wondered whether the “dozen or sixteen
lines” Hamlet plans to insert into the play are among the few speeches
performed before Claudius walks out. I think the fact that we expect some speech in the play to come from Hamlet, but without
knowing which one, helps give the impression that everything in
this play somehow expresses what’s going on inside Hamlet. The
play might give that impression even if he hadn’t asked about inserting a speech of his own, maybe even if he hadn’t requested this
particular play, because it showed “something like the murder of
my father”. But knowing about Hamlet’s plan intensifies the feeling. We’re set up to be looking for Hamlet in The Murder of Gonzago,
and, in some surprising ways, we find him there.
The dumb show summarizes the story of his father’s murder,
though with a conspicuous absence of adultery. Some think Claudius
should reveal his guilt as soon as he sees his crime acted out in the
dumb show. All sorts of theories have been built on his supposedly
not reacting to it immediately, as a guilty man should. I think this
worry about how Claudius reacts, or doesn’t react, to the dumb
show comes mainly from having seen or read the play before. If
you’re seeing it for the first time, you’re too busy absorbing the dumb
show yourself to worry about how Claudius is reacting to it. They
aren’t all that used to plays at Elsinore, as Ophelia shows when she
asks what the dumb show means. Claudius, after having seen it, catches
on to what might be coming up in the dialogue—“Have you heard the
argument? Is there no offence in’t?”—and stops the play when it comes
to the murder again. By his question he shows he did react, and is still
reacting, to this recreation of his crime. For him to leap up and walk
out, or just get upset, when it’s first pantomimed would be a little
oversensitive. A real criminal, it seems to me, would wait, hoping to
bluff his way through, until he couldn’t take it any more.
The play itself starts out with a subtle, but strong, surprise.
The dumb show has prepared us for a little history of Elsinore,
which the play at first seems to be giving. The father who was “so
loving to my mother” could easily be poeticized into this eloquently
loving husband. But what about his worried wife? Why would he
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be sick, and declining? Hamlet’s father seems to have been in perfect
health, at least bodily health, before he died. The player king’s
sickness provokes his wife to say how much she loves him: no hint
of adultery here. Then he says he’s going to die, and hopes that
she’ll find “one as kind/For husband” after he’s gone. The player
queen, desperately in love with her husband, could represent
Hamlet’s mother, as he believes, and wishes, she was. The extremity of her love makes it feel like Hamlet’s wish has been piled on
top of the real thing. But this gentle, kind, dying father figure,
hoping his wife will happily marry again, could not be more different from the ghost.
The player king’s wish that his wife will marry again has a
dramatic effect that suits Hamlet’s purposes. It inspires his wife to
protest, as if to accept his wish would be to accept his coming
death. She’s already said how extreme her love is, and now she
shows it with the extremity of her vow never to marry again.
Hamlet insolently draws everyone’s attention to the player
queen’s vow of eternal faithfulness, but no one else finds her promise as exciting as Hamlet does. Gertrude’s criticism that “The lady
doth protest too much” is putting it mildly. Hamlet’s reply to
Gertrude, “O, but she’ll keep her word”, is false on the surface,
since in the dumb show the queen “accepts” the murderer’s love. It
may be true, though, if Hamlet is slyly referring to the “lasting
strife” she invites to pursue her if she marries again. Maybe he
means that when she does fall off from her impossible ideal she’ll
be punished as she asked to be—with something like what Hamlet
feels he’s now suffering:
Sport and repose lock from me day and night,
To desperation turn my trust and hope,
An anchor’s cheer in prison be my scope
III. ii. 212-14

and so on.
If Hamlet sees her vow as his ideal of faithfulness, it’s a
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standard most people would find pretty inhuman. It’s true, though,
that even now some people still think this way. Like the ideal of
suttee in India—the wife’s ritual suicide on her husband’s funeral
pyre—the ideal of a marriage that cannot be dissolved even by
death lingers in Hamlet’s world, where it can be espoused by a
naively idealistic, angry young man. If he still held this view when
he was ten years older, Hamlet would have become more sourly
puritanical than Malvolio. But the player queen’s stringent ideal,
though it has appealed for a long time to a certain clerkly type, has
always run into opposition from a more realistic, and humane,
view of life, and marriage, since well before the Wife of Bath.
In The Murder of Gonzago, the voice of human wisdom comes
beautifully, and surprisingly, from the player king. He should sound
“something like” Hamlet’s father, since the play is “something like”
his story, but no voice could sound less like the enraged, revengecommanding ghost. If the player queen’s vows go beyond even
Hamlet’s idealized vision of his parents’ marriage, into an unpeopled
empyrean of the pure ideal, the player king’s wisdom pulls our
thoughts in the other direction, back down to earth. His hope that
his wife might find “one as kind” to marry after he dies prompts her
to make her protests of eternal faithfulness wildly extreme, to override his tolerant realism. Then the player king goes her one better:
he’ll tolerate not only a second marriage but the breaking of “deeply
sworn” vows. He even says it is “Most necessary” that we forget our
vows sworn deeply in passion. With surprising, even shocking detachment he says that we don’t know “Whether love lead fortune or
else fortune love.” Is this wisdom or cynicism? It would be cynical
if he said for certain that fortune leads love. If he said that, he
would sound as cynical as Hamlet sometimes does. But the player
king leaves the question open. His examples, like “The great man
down, you mark his favourite flies”, focus on courtiers and friends
who go with the flow of power. He says nothing directly about
romantic, or marital, love. Overall, the player king’s tone sounds
disillusioned, but without bitterness, realistic without cynicism.
He seems to speak with a calm, stoical wisdom that Hamlet would
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do well to emulate. The player king’s view of action, that “the fruit
unripe, sticks on the tree,/But fall unshaken when they mellow
be”, foreshadows Hamlet’s later, older and wiser insight that “the
readiness is all.”
Saying we must inevitably break our vows sworn in passion,
because passion inevitably ebbs, calmly questioning whether love
leads fortune or fortune love, and trusting that action will happen
naturally, of itself, when the time is ripe, the player king expresses
something Hamlet needs to hear but that Hamlet, on the surface,
seems to ignore. It’s hard to imagine Gertrude, or almost any real
woman, swearing absolute fidelity beyond death, like the player
queen. It’s also impossible to imagine Hamlet’s real father speaking
with the player king’s calm, detached tolerance of human frailty.
The player queen’s vow to be faithful beyond death will make her
acceptance, “in the end”, of the murderer’s love seem more faithless, but it will also confirm the player king’s wisdom, and so temper our judgment of her failure to live alone for the rest of her life.
While Hamlet in his excited state concentrates on her vow, and the
faithlessness of woman she supposedly represents, wallowing in his
bitter, leering cynicism, the voice of the player king seems to speak
from a deeper, more hidden source of human sympathy in Hamlet’s
mind and heart.
Something like what happens to Claudius may be happening
to Hamlet too: as Claudius is “struck so to the soul” by this play,
Hamlet absorbs the wisdom of the player king without realizing it.
That voice goes to work in him slowly. He hears it distractedly at
the time, and then it begins to work its way into his consciousness.
Meanwhile, since we know about the “dozen or sixteen lines” that
Hamlet inserted into the play, but without knowing which lines
they are, in a part of our minds we listen to every speech as though
it might be coming from somewhere inside Hamlet. The fact that
Hamlet, whatever he may or may not have written himself, is the
one who chose The Murder of Gonzago adds to the feeling that the
whole play somehow comes from him. Shakespeare creates another level of dramatic tension by giving the player king these words
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of wisdom that sound like just what Hamlet needs, and must want,
to hear, but that go against the stream of his conscious will at the
moment.
I think one reason Shakespeare makes Hamlet so obnoxious in
this scene, and so intent on pointing to the player queen’s vow, is to
bring out the contrast between his state of mind and the player
king’s. Hamlet has a long way to go to get to “the readiness is all”.
And yet what the player king says seems, at the moment, so true,
and so kind, implicitly forgiving Hamlet’s own failure to act on his
“deeply sworn” vow of revenge, that I feel Hamlet can’t help taking
in his words, no matter how vociferously he draws our attention to
the player queen. Hamlet seems obsessed with her vow never to
marry again, as an image of what he wants to believe his mother
promised his father. But in trying to identify his mother with the
player queen he shows the craziness of that ideal, and pushes us
toward siding with Gertrude—a push reinforced by the loving but
temperate voice of the player king.
The player king’s attractiveness makes him seem to represent a
deep wish, in Hamlet, for this kind of philosophical father, instead
of the heroic commander of revenge he has sworn to obey. It helps
create the impression that somewhere inside himself Hamlet knows
that there’s something wrong with following the ghost’s command
to revenge—with carrying out the vow he deeply swore in his moment of passion. The player king says we are not slaves of passion,
or not of that kind of rabid, raging passion; and neither do our
actions come directly from decisions we make with our reason and
carry out with our conscious will. The truest source of our actions,
our truest self, is a mystery to us, a natural process beyond our
conscious control, and yet, despite the desertions of courtiers and
friends, a process that seems ultimately good—a natural ripening.
Nothing we can simply vow to do and then do makes very much
real difference. If we vow too much, or wrongly, in untrustworthy
passion, this mysterious balancing force will keep us from making
good on our vows. We may aim at action all we want, but when the
time is ripe, we just go with the flow.
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As philosophy this may leave something to be desired. To me
the player king seems a little too detached from passion, love and
will. But in Hamlet’s situation this wisdom must seem like water
to a thirsty man, and under the circumstances I think we too have
to hear it as wise. The player king’s tolerance brings out, by contrast, the fanatical extremity of Hamlet’s disgust with moral failure.
When Hamlet later comes to believe that “the readiness is all”, he
is coming around to the player king’s point of view. Our sympathy
with Hamlet, our wish to see him calm down and grow up a little,
also helps make the player king’s speech sound wiser in this play
than it might sound to us in life. It sounds wiser especially compared to the player queen’s impossible ideal of undying faithfulness.
In a way the player king says the same thing Hamlet has been
saying, but with a different attitude toward the same facts. They
both see passionate vows that have not been kept. The player king
sees our forgetting those vows as necessary, natural and good, while
Hamlet sees it as sin, cowardice and unfaithfulness. Hamlet comments eagerly on the vows of the player queen, forcing them on his
mother’s, and everyone else’s, attention, while he listens to the player
king in silence. What the player king says, as Hamlet listens, sounds
both wise in general and especially wise right now for Hamlet,
who is so torn up about failing to keep his own vow of revenge. I
think the way the player king’s speeches sound like such perfect
advice for Hamlet, in his present trouble, helps give the impression
that Hamlet, as he listens, somehow must be taking in the player
king’s message unconsciously. It’s a message he has to absorb in
order to grow up.
Though he never says anything directly about the player king,
in the last act, partly from experience, and partly as if by some kind
of post-hypnotic suggestion, Hamlet comes to the conclusion that
“There’s a divinity that shapes our ends,” and “The readiness is
all.” This discovery, from one point of view, improves on the player
king. It’s more subtle, and in my view closer to the truth, to think
that we “Rough-hew” our ends than to think, with the player king,
that “Our thoughts are ours, their ends none of our own.” Hamlet’s
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“The readiness is all” allows his will to play a part in getting ready.
But this distinction I think is too subtle to comprehend consciously
while watching the play. Hamlet’s later insight, if it can still, at that
distance, carry an echo of the player king, sounds more similar to
his calm wisdom than different from it. In Hamlet’s antic interruptions during the Mousetrap play, and his gleeful triumph right afterward, he distracts our attention from the player king; but I think
we’re meant to feel, without being fully aware of it, that a seed has
been planted, a quiet voice introduced, that will grow into Hamlet’s
own inner voice of wisdom, as he leaves behind the fantasm of
deathless purity, represented by the player queen, and finds a calmer,
humbler and more tolerant relation to his mother, and to himself,
before he dies.

In the play scene, Hamlet’s antic disposition starts to climb
toward its peak of wild youthful rebellion. As Claudius walks out,
Hamlet revels in the triumph of his plot to expose the king’s guilt.
He can’t help breaking into verse, and bragging about his cleverness, though he really, in a way, screwed things up. Hamlet’s antics
during the play were so over the top that his behavior has struck
Gertrude “into amazement and admiration”, and the rest of the
court must be amazed along with her. It seems that everyone believes Hamlet’s obnoxious behavior was what made the king walk
out. Not only did he keep interrupting the play, he harped so rudely
on the player queen’s vows, and the “faithlessness” of woman, that
when Claudius was overcome “on the talk of the poisoning”, no
one would have picked up on that who didn’t already know the
secret of the murder. Even Claudius might not learn from the Mousetrap play that Hamlet knows the truth about him, though it does
confirm his feeling that something weird and dangerous is going on
in Hamlet’s mind. The whole test would have been a much better
experiment if Hamlet had kept quiet, and let the play work on
Claudius without interfering.
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Then why doesn’t he keep quiet? Among other reasons, I think
Shakespeare didn’t want Hamlet to be so calmly rational while he
watches the play. If he just waited quietly to see how Claudius
reacted, we would be concentrating on Hamlet’s test, and think it
was going according to plan. And if Claudius then stopped the
play and walked out, without any prompting, why wouldn’t Hamlet then quickly take revenge? As he said, “If a do blench/I know
my course.” He might still not take revenge, but without this “idle”
wildness to distract us, his failure to “know my course” would be
a little harder to explain. The court would also be more mystified,
and might start whispering suspiciously about why this staged regicide so badly “distempered” the king. If they didn’t do that, they
would seem pretty blind. Instead, Hamlet distracts the court from
the play, and gives them another explanation for Claudius’s distemper. Despite his “triumph”, his rude intrusions have left him, by
the end, as isolated as ever in his solitary—or practically solitary—knowledge of the murder.
The way Hamlet behaves at the play strengthens the impression that his wildness goes beyond simply pretending: his bitter
boorishness, and the way he disrupts his own plan to test Claudius’s
guilt, make him seem a little out of control—a loss of control that
goes beyond his “idle” act. I think his agitation comes partly from
his guilt about “doubting” the ghost, and not having taken revenge
yet, partly from his anger, at everyone else as well as himself, and
partly from his excitement, and fear, at being on the brink of a
confirmation that will give him no more excuses for delay. He
thinks his plan has succeeded when Claudius walks out, but then,
surprisingly—or is it surprising?—he does not immediately resolve
to take revenge. First he has to celebrate his theatrical triumph, as
if life were a play: “Would not this, sir, and a forest of feathers, if
the rest of my fortunes turn Turk with me, with Provincial roses
on my razed shoes, get me a fellowship in a cry of players?” Then
he bitterly mocks Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, needling
Guildenstern about not playing the flute: “It is as easy as lying.”
Hamlet’s understandable coldness toward his old friends is turning
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cruel. It’s hard not to feel some sympathy for the hapless pair,
especially since in a way we’re as ignorant as they are, as Hamlet
reminds us when he says, “you would pluck out the heart of my
mystery”. Though we know more about what’s going on than
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, we’re still trying and failing to get
to the heart of Hamlet’s mystery. It feels like he might be about to
relieve this mystification when he finally says something about
taking revenge: “Now could I drink hot blood”. But there’s nothing personal about it—he could drink hot blood now because it is
“the very witching time of night”? The soliloquy sounds so rhetorical, so melodramatic, that it hints at a parody of a revenger’s
vow. And then suddenly Hamlet changes his tone, and his course:
“Soft, now to my mother.” He tells himself to use only words with
her, not to act; and on that surprising note, of refraining from
action, he exits.
What about wiping away all trivial fond records? What about
getting on with his business? If he now knows his course, what is
it? If he could drink hot blood because it’s night, then why is he
wasting what’s left of the night by going to his mother? But if
Hamlet shows no intention of going after the king right away, providence, or coincidence, intervenes. On his way to his mother’s closet,
without even sneaking up on Claudius, or watching secretly for an
opening, Hamlet comes across him alone, defenseless, with his
eyes closed: “Now might I do it pat, now a is a-praying./And now
I’ll do’t.” So this is what his vow comes down to; this is the course
he knows, having confirmed the ghost: he’ll just wait until chance
hands him Claudius on a silver platter. And then it does. Or does
it? Hamlet’s busy mind instantly parries his thrust toward revenge
with a new reason for delay: to kill Claudius at prayer would not
punish him but send him to heaven. He decides that if he wants
real revenge he’ll have to wait for Claudius to be otherwise engaged—drunk asleep maybe, a condition we expect might be quickly
achieved; yet Hamlet gives no sign that he’s waiting to take advantage of that vulnerability. He’s just waiting. It seems, subliminally,
as if Hamlet has somehow absorbed the wisdom of the player
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king—or the wisdom of the player king has accurately described
Hamlet. And then almost the next moment his chance comes again,
or seems to. He thinks he’s caught the king spying behind the arras, stabs through it and kills Polonius.

12. Black and grained spots
In Hamlet’s character, Shakespeare interweaves two sets of conventional expectations, or stereotypes, of what a young man might
be: the puritanical young idealist and the wild and crazy youth.
Hamlet accomplishes the unusual feat of mixing these two clashing
types together. In his antic mood he can jump from hinting at his
own flaming sexuality—“Let her not walk i’th’ sun”—to ranting
against all sex: “Get thee to a nunnery, farewell.” He’s both “indifferent honest” and an “arrant knave”.
As he does with these stereotypes of youth, Shakespeare also
mixes up our conventional expectations about the old. On the surface, everyone expects the old to show health and graveness, dressed
in their suits of sables: the opposite of light and careless, irresponsible youth, with a ribbon in its cap. The old have their typical vices
too, as we learn from that fount of conventional wisdom, Polonius:
But beshrew my jealousy!
By heaven, it is as proper to our age
To cast beyond ourselves in our opinions
As it is common for the younger sort
To lack discretion.
II. i. 113-117

But the old, it goes without saying, should do their best to be pillars of strength and good examples to the young.
One source of tension in this outlook comes from the contrast
between a standard expectation of what is normal for the old, and
an ideal of how they should behave at their best. The standard
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expectation, which allows for the weaknesses of age, would fall
somewhere in the middle ground, between the ideal of aged perfection and its opposite, the anti-ideal of the old gone completely and
despicably rotten. To go rotten involves acting young for your age,
sometimes very young: “they say an old man is twice a child.” To
avoid going rotten, the old at least have to try to live up to the ideal
of aged wisdom. Through most of the play Hamlet, as usual, doesn’t
make much of a distinction between the merely acceptable and the
corrupt. The weaknesses of Polonius he treats mainly with contempt. And in the closet scene he bitterly criticizes his mother for
not living up to his ideal—and expectation—of how she, as his
mother, and a middle-aged woman, ought to behave:
You cannot call it love; for at your age
The heyday in the blood is tame, it’s humble,
And waits upon the judgment . . .
Rebellious hell,
If thou canst mutine in a matron’s bones,
To flaming youth let virtue be as wax
And melt in her own fire; proclaim no shame
When the compulsive ardour gives the charge,
Since frost itself as actively doth burn
And reason panders will.
III. iv. 68-88

The ghost blamed Gertrude’s attraction to Claudius on the overwhelming power of lust, that “though to a radiant angel link’d,/
Will sate itself in a celestial bed/And prey on garbage.” That lust,
though somehow “link’d” to the radiant angel, mysteriously does
not make her any less of an angel. It’s the lust, not the angel, who
sates itself and preys on garbage. In his speech in Gertrude’s closet
Hamlet also makes it sound as if she has somehow been invaded by
an alien germ. Otherwise, she would act her age. The force responsible for her sin is “Rebellious hell”, who can “mutine in a
matron’s bones”. Hamlet talks to Gertrude as if what happened was
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her fault and yet not her fault. How could she have married Claudius?
Her judgment must have been apoplex’d. She must have been crazy.
At the same time, she should have fought harder against the “Rebellious hell” within—as deep as her bones.
If Hamlet can “make her see” then she can change, to begin
with by acquiring the outward habit of virtue, which to him means
sexlessness: “Assume a virtue if you have it not”, he tells her, “For
use almost can change the stamp of nature”. She can almost change
the natural rebellious hell within—as natural as our old stock—
into the natural virtue of aged wisdom. Acting as if she doesn’t feel
the heyday in the blood will make that heyday go away, or almost
go away. The natural viciousness of “flaming youth” should be displaced, through aging, and if not by aging then by will, with the
natural wisdom of the old. It’s confusing. Which is natural, sin or
virtue? If one is natural for the young and one for the old, why do
the young sometimes show “aged” virtues and the old “youthful”
folly? It seems we’re all expected to do what is “proper to our age”,
even if it doesn’t quite come naturally.
By telling Gertrude to “Assume a virtue if you have it not”
Hamlet links the inner self of “I know not ‘seems’” to the outward
shows from which he once thought that inner self was so immaculately detached. Now the “actions that a man might play” can, by
being played, become, or almost become, part of the man, or the
woman—as speaking passionately about Hecuba brought tears to
the player’s eyes. This hope of redemption through action sounds
like a step on the way to wisdom; though by commanding the will
to take action it seems to go against the wisdom of the player king.
The player king assumed that if you let go, the result would be
good; here, if you let go, you fall. But if you try, Hamlet now says,
you can pull yourself up.
How did Hamlet’s view of the connection between use and
nature begin to change? He seems to have learned that a person can
be more complex than a single, pure essence, and can, over time,
change. Part of the background could be that he has learned how a
man who plays a madman can come close to really going mad. He
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also still hopes he can assume a heroic virtue by taking revenge,
while he knows that not taking revenge, for so long, makes it harder
and harder. As he says of the gravedigger, “the hand of little employment hath the daintier sense.” Since killing Polonius doesn’t
count, he still hasn’t taken real revenge, and he doesn’t seem in any
great hurry to do it now. Still another motive for his coming to
believe that you can reform your nature by changing your behavior
may be that he can’t bring himself to let his mother go to hell. His
vision of a future reconciliation, when he would “blessing beg of
you”, shows that Hamlet still loves Gertrude, even after everything
that’s happened. He doesn’t want to believe that they have to be
permanently estranged.
In his sermon to Gertrude, Hamlet’s extreme rage, shading
toward madness, makes him sound like he’s saying more about
himself than about his mother. “You cannot call it love; for at your
age/The heyday in the blood is tame, it’s humble,/And waits upon
the judgment” takes us a little aback. Of course “matrons” can still
love, we think. Yet conventional wisdom also tells us that lust does
cool down a bit with age. That Hamlet’s speech provokes these
two thoughts points to the tension in what he says. Without
recognizing what he’s doing, Hamlet here mixes together love and
lust. He says “You cannot call it love” as if Gertrude might try to
justify her marriage by saying she loves Claudius. But if love could
justify her, in Hamlet’s eyes, it would have to be true love, and not
lust. “I married him because I love him” would be the justification;
“I married him because I was driven to it by lust”—by “the heyday
in the blood”—would be at best an excuse. Love and lust join
hands in this force of desire, this mutinous heyday, that works against
the cool, sober judgment Hamlet expects the old to demonstrate
for the young. After their aging blood cools down, and they get
their urge to mutiny under control, the old are supposed to restrain
the “Rebellious hell” in “flaming youth”, so that youth does not
give in to love—or lust—while its judgment is “apoplex’d” by its
overheated blood.
Of course Hamlet doesn’t say that in talking to Gertrude he’s
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talking about himself, but he’s so worried about what “flaming youth”
might do that he must feel in those flames a danger that comes
close to home. Would he care so much about Gertrude’s being a
bad role model if he didn’t feel the rebellious hell mutinying in his
own bones? He seems to know what it is to fight desperately, and
alone, against rebellious, mutinous, flaming desire. If the object of
this “compulsive ardour” is not Ophelia, who would it be? Gertrude?
Some productions would make you think so. Freudian interpreters
like to believe that “Lucianus, nephew to the King”, who poisons
his uncle in the Mousetrap play, and then wins his queen, represents Hamlet’s Oedipal wish to kill his father and “marry” his mother.
I see it differently. I think Shakespeare, by making Lucianus a nephew
instead of a brother, like the real murderer, is suggesting that Hamlet, deep inside, feels an uncomfortable similarity between Claudius’s
murder of his king-brother and his own plan to take revenge on his
king-uncle. Regicide, in Hamlet’s mind, no matter how justified,
always somehow has to be villainous.
An inner struggle to resist his incestuous desire for his mother
has been used to explain Hamlet’s anger and disgust with sex in this
scene. But while he does envision a beautiful reconciliation with
his mother, after she reforms—“I’ll blessing beg of you”—and her
reforming would amount, morally, to her choosing Hamlet over
Claudius, I think Hamlet has enough moral problems already
without trying to seduce his mother. He sees their potential future
reunion as a virtuous union in purity. His attraction to Ophelia
pervades the play, while his sexual desire for Gertrude appears, as
far as I can see, mainly in the work of interpreters. I think it’s a
good rule of thumb to stick relatively close to the obvious. Whatever
Hamlet is trying to say about his own desire here is already oblique
enough. To give off much dramatic heat, what inflames the typically
“flaming youth” has to be a more typical object of youthful desire.
If that desire is made to seem too obscure, or perverse, it distorts
the play, with a theory that comes from somewhere outside.
I think our experience of the play—of this play in particular—
involves more than just watching it being performed; the experience
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extends into a later effort to understand and absorb what we’ve
seen. I believe Shakespeare, in Hamlet more than any other play,
was trying to create this experience of lingering curiosity. But to
understand this play, or any play, you’ve got to keep your
understanding rooted, as well as you can, in the real feelings the
play generates. The graveyards of literary criticism teem with the
rotting corpses of theories that have cut themselves off from real
feeling. Even in death, some of them still show up walking, after
midnight, carrying their heads underneath their arms.
So to come back to the point, Hamlet openly shows he’s worried that “flaming youth” will burn itself up in the “Rebellious hell”
of desire. The mixture of love and lust in the closet scene—“You
cannot call it love”—hints that the old lustless love of Hamlet’s
youthful ideal has been tainted with a lust he never expected to find
in himself, any more than he would have expected, in the old,
innocent days, to be talking about himself as “flaming youth”.
The idea that youth can also go wrong, in the other direction,
by being too naively and self-righteously idealistic, almost seems to
occur to Hamlet, when he says “Forgive me this my virtue”. But
then he seems instantly to regret it. He goes on as if he’s disgusted
with himself for being so weak as to ask forgiveness:
For in the fatness of these pursy times
Virtue itself of vice must pardon beg,
Yea, curb and woo for leave to do him good.
III. iv. 155-7

For a moment Hamlet seems to feel he’s overdoing the role of moral
scourge, then his moralizing self applies the whip again. A tenderness toward his mother keeps breaking through—“And when you
are desirous to be blessed,/I’ll blessing beg of you”—and then getting shoved back down by his reviving disgust with lust.
How did he come to feel that pressure of lust, to discover his
own potential for sin? From what he says here, it was Gertrude’s
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fault. She was supposed to act like a good role model, like “frost
itself ”. Instead, she changed the nature of love, he says, with
Such an act
That blurs the grace and blush of modesty,
Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose
From the fair forehead of an innocent love
And sets a blister there, makes marriage vows
As false as dicers’ oaths—O, such a deed
As from the body of contraction plucks
The very soul, and sweet religion makes
A rhapsody of words. Heaven’s face does glow
O’er this solidity and compound mass
With tristful visage, as against the doom,
Is thought-sick at the act.
III. iv. 40-51

Whether the word is “O’er”, as in the quarto, or “Yea”, as in
the Folio—whether the tristful visage belongs to heaven or to earth—
either way the earth’s “solidity and compound mass” stands out
against heaven’s clear, unsolid purity. The “Yea” would emphasize
that even something as compound, or impure, as the earth is
“thought-sick” at Gertrude’s act. But what was her act?
The charge of murder in Hamlet’s worst accusation, “As kill a
king and marry with his brother”, gets quickly refuted. Gertrude
shows by her bewilderment—“As kill a king?”—that she knew nothing about it. And Hamlet fails to follow up on the charge except by
repeating it: “Ay, lady, it was my word.” Besides, even the ghost
never said that Gertrude took part in his murder. There is one
other place, though, where Gertrude has been accused, by proxy, of
killing her husband. The player queen equates remarriage with
murder: “A second time I kill my husband dead,/When second
husband kisses me in bed.” Gertrude’s comment that this lady protests too much is obviously true. The way Hamlet seems to take
the player queen’s remarriage-as-murder charge seriously helps give
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the feeling that his antic act is edging toward real madness. While
he watches the play he’s working himself up into a rage that will
explode in Gertrude’s closet. Hamlet’s puritanical extremism, reinforced by the way he acts at the play, helps the audience to believe
that Gertrude really doesn’t know what he’s talking about when he
accuses her of murder.
If a second marriage can be called murder, how much easier
would it be to call it incest and adultery? The murder charge, by
being so obviously unfair, throws a shadow of doubt on the charges
of incest and adultery too. So then does Gertrude’s great sin come
down to her having married Claudius after her first husband was
dead? That’s the only crime Hamlet seriously accuses her of in the
closet scene. But if that’s all he has against her, why does Gertrude
give in, and say “Thou turn’st my eyes into my very soul,/And there
I see such black and grained spots/As will not leave their tinct”?
She does seem to plead guilty to Hamlet’s charge, at least temporarily. Then the ghost appears, this time only to Hamlet, and
Gertrude says, “Alack, he’s mad.”
Knowing that madness would take the moral sting out of his
sermon, Hamlet warns her to “Lay not that flattering unction to
your soul,/That not your trespass but my madness speaks.” He tells
her not to go to Claudius’s bed, and not to tell anyone his secret.
She reassures him that she has “no life to breathe/What thou hast
said to me”—but what has he said? He says he wants her to keep
the secret that he’s not mad, but “mad in craft”, whatever that means.
And Gertrude then does tell Claudius—how sincerely it’s hard to
be sure—that Hamlet is “Mad as the sea and wind”. But she never
tells Hamlet she won’t go to Claudius’s bed, nor does she apparently ever contemplate not going; nor does Hamlet, after he comes
back from his voyage, ever bring up the subject with her again.
We’re still left with the question, if Hamlet says he’ll “set you
up a glass/Where you may see the inmost part of you”, and then
charges her with the crime of marrying Claudius after her first
husband was dead, and if Gertrude then sees in her soul “such
black and grained spots/As will not leave their tinct”, what are
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those spots she sees, at this moment, under the pressure of Hamlet’s
puritanical rage?
Even Hamlet doesn’t bring up the old charge of adultery now.
Besides, why would Gertrude have to have her eyes turned in to her
very soul to discover that? Hamlet only says that she went from
Hamlet’s father to Claudius. Whether she did it before or after his
father was dead hardly seems to matter to him. When the ghost
interrupts Hamlet’s ranting at Gertrude, he shows, both by interrupting Hamlet, and by what he says, a tenderness toward Gertrude
that’s surprising, coming from the ghost, and would be even more
surprising if it came from a cuckolded husband. After the first act,
no one says any more about adultery for the rest of the play, except
when Hamlet says Claudius “whor’d my mother”—an exaggeration
so extreme it suggests the earlier charges were also only enraged
figures of speech.
What then are those “black and grained spots” Gertrude finds
when Hamlet “turn’st my eyes into my very soul”? I have to believe
Gertrude, when she says she sees them, and look for the answer to
what they are in what Hamlet has just said to her. Gertrude must
know, although she may not feel it the same way Hamlet does, that
her second husband doesn’t measure up to her first. Old Hamlet,
according to his son, was an ideal man, and a godlike king. He was
also, in Hamlet’s view, an ideal husband. Hamlet was expressing a
childlike ideal of his parents’ marriage when he described his father
as “so loving to my mother/That he might not beteem the winds of
heaven/Visit her face too roughly.” As he remembers it, his mother
“would hang on him/As if increase of appetite had grown/By what
it fed on”. Hamlet remembers, reverently, a marriage in which,
according to him, physical appetites played virtually no part. There
was not much beteeming in this marriage. Apparently, once was
enough. In Hamlet’s eyes their marriage was a marriage of true
minds, blessedly free of that vicious mole of lust.
Since the real Gertrude could not quite have been the “radiant
angel” of Hamlet’s ideal, she must be able, under his tremendous
pressure to face up to her sins, to find the same spots in her soul
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that any of us could find if we were so unsparingly forced to face
them. We’re all human, and therefore we’re all sinners, a point
that’s made over and over again in this play. For Hamlet, the thought
that “Use every man after his desert, and who shall scape whipping?” gets brought home most vividly by the fate of the ghost:
“confin’d to fast in fires,/Till the foul crimes done in my days of
nature/Are burnt and purg’d away.” If even the ghost was that guilty,
then how guilty must the rest of us be? But it seems to me that
Gertrude’s discovery wouldn’t have much of a dramatic point if she
didn’t discover some more particular sin hidden in her soul. Her
sins can’t be only generic, or Hamlet’s ranting would be only a
general sermon about sin that stimulated her general response of
remorse.
Whatever Gertrude’s sins may be, the audience hesitates to
give them the same weight Hamlet gives them. We can see that he’s
got his thumb on the scale. Even so, the scale must have something
in it that has real weight, a weight Hamlet’s extra pressure makes
Gertrude feel. It must be a sin that has something to do with what
he accuses her of in this scene. The sins that critics have most often
thought were the “black and grained spots”, adultery and incest,
Hamlet in Gertrude’s closet never mentions. The kind of sins she
finds in the intense, searching contemplation of her soul that Hamlet forces on her, it seems to me, must be less obvious, the more
discreet sins of intention, or omission, that we find it easy to ignore
as long as nobody rubs our noses in them.
Giving up plausible candidates like adultery and incest is a
little dangerous. I don’t want to get supersubtle, and lose contact
with what’s happening on stage, with what these characters know
and feel in the heat of this moment. As it is, a sure answer stays
just out of reach: Gertrude never says what sins she discovers; so
how much can all this thinking about it accomplish anyway? Whatever it might accomplish, I think Shakespeare has made it hard to
avoid thinking about it, by giving this scene an emotional power
that spurs us, or at least me, to search for the source of those
emotions. Gertrude’s sins may be only implied, not named; but to
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bring out what’s implied can reveal something about our response
to her discovery of her guilt. It can sharpen our feeling, and our
awareness of what we’re feeling, as we read or watch the play.
What puts the audience on Hamlet’s and his father’s side more
than anything else is the murder. It’s hard to have much sympathy
for a man who could kill his brother and his king. Yet Hamlet’s
angry condemnation of his mother and Claudius, before he knows
about the murder, already seems so extreme that even when the
murder pushes us so strongly in Hamlet’s direction we resist going
all the way over to his side, though we may resist with a little bit of
guilt. We’d drag our feet even more if like Gertrude we knew nothing about the murder. Forgetting that primal sin, and trying to see
things from her point of view, it’s still clear that there’s a difference
between old Hamlet and Claudius, though not quite the absolute
difference that Hamlet sees. Hamlet in his ranting tells Gertrude
that to marry Claudius was a sin, and that her motive for it is
incomprehensible. Taking our cue from Hamlet, that Gertrude’s
sin is something like what he’s talking about, but not so extreme,
we’re led to feel that Gertrude’s marrying Claudius, sinful as it may
have been, in some way, was not as incomprehensible as Hamlet
thinks it was.
As an audience in the act of watching a play, I don’t think we
ever decide exactly what spots Gertrude sees in her soul. But I
think that Shakespeare does show something about the nature of
those spots. He does it not just by showing what happens in this
scene, and what has led up to it, but also by what comes afterward.
What comes afterward is pretty much nothing. Having discovered
the “black and grained spots”, Gertrude returns, apparently, or tries
to, to her former, normal life. She doesn’t show any sign that she’s
avoiding Claudius’s bed; she speaks to him in a wifely, confidential
way about Hamlet, and defends him against Laertes; and in the end
she acts as if there’s a chance that Hamlet and Claudius might be
reconciled, and tries to make peace between them. After her brief
moment of self-accusation, Gertrude, like Claudius after his confession, and his failed attempt to pray, seems to forget all about the
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sins she discovered in the pressurized heat of that moment. By the
end, Hamlet seems mostly to forget about her sins too—and so do
we. Her emotion in discovering the “black and grained spots” feels
real. She really must feel some sense of sin. It just can’t be a sin that
she, or we, or Shakespeare, or even Hamlet, in the end, would
seriously judge to be horrible, unnatural, or unforgiveable.
Now with this background, and not a moment too soon, I’m
ready to speculate what the sin might be that Gertrude, under
Hamlet’s accusing pressure, discovers in her soul. I think Gertrude
feels, at this moment, under the gun of Hamlet’s rage, that she has
committed a kind of adultery—not literal, but spiritual adultery.
She went from her ideal heroic husband to Claudius, in a fairly
short time, without mourning as long as widows were normally
expected to mourn. Having lost such a paragon, she might have
been expected to mourn even longer than normal. Yet the first thing
she does in the play is tell Hamlet to give up his excessive mourning,
face the fact that fathers die, and get on with his life.
At the Mousetrap play, asked her opinion of the player queen’s
vow of eternal faithfulness, Gertrude sensibly answers, “The lady
doth protest too much, methinks.” Her dismissal of the player queen
seems right, but at the same time maybe a little glib, a little too
sure, for a woman in her position. Then shortly afterward she
begins the closet scene by speaking to Hamlet in the defiant tone of
one who has no sin to be discovered: “What have I done, that thou
dar’st wag thy tongue/In noise so rude against me?” As far as Gertrude
then gives in to Hamlet, and discovers the sin in her soul, it feels as
if she must be discovering some lack of faithfulness to her first
husband, or to his memory. At the same time, there’s something
that feels slippery about this guilt. It can’t be guilt for literal adultery or it wouldn’t be so hard to discover. It can’t be too horrible or
it wouldn’t be so easy to forget. It must be something blameable in
a certain mood, a mood that’s induced in Gertrude by Hamlet’s
rage at this moment.
For me all these suggestions come together in a sense that
Gertrude feels, in a dark corner of her soul, guilty for not loving
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her ideal heroic husband quite enough, and maybe for finding it so
easy, after he dies, to marry Claudius. Claudius, leaving aside the
murder, is a man far less ideal, but therefore also more human, not
to mention witty and gift-giving, than her first husband. Gertrude’s
wrenching discovery of her sins only puts the final seal on a truth
the whole play has made clear: that the “radiant angel” who was
Hamlet’s mother, and old Hamlet’s first wife, was more a figment
of the idealizing imaginations of her husband and son than the real
woman who is Gertrude. She played the part; and she did love her
husband. Only maybe she didn’t love him with quite the purely
spiritual, appetite-renewing, lustless ardor that Hamlet saw through
his childish starry eyes. Maybe she would have liked to feel the
winds of heaven visit her cheek a little more roughly, maybe she
would have enjoyed a little more beteeming, a kind of love more
physical, more sexual, and more human, than her ideal first husband, with his “smooth body”, and “thin and wholesome blood”,
could provide. Maybe in moving from him to Claudius she felt, if
not a greater love, at least a twinge of relief at no longer having to
be the “radiant angel” her first husband adored. Hamlet’s talk about
how her move to Claudius can’t be “love” because at her age “The
heyday in the blood is tame” is so naively, even stupidly childish it
suggests that Gertrude must feel some kind of love, and some kind
of heyday in the blood, for Claudius, just to prove Hamlet wrong.
Caught in his enraged moral orbit, for the moment Gertrude surrenders to the idea that all “heyday” is vicious lust. But when Hamlet calms down, especially after he gets back from his voyage, the
mood that made that idea seem true has mostly dissipated. A tolerance for ordinary human frailty, or just ordinary human desire,
seems to have flowed back into Gertrude, and even into Hamlet.
Before Hamlet gets back, Shakespeare shows again that Gertrude
and Claudius’s marriage involves more than just lust, even if a
forgiveable lust. He has Gertrude the political helpmeet defend
Claudius from Laertes, and Claudius the doting husband express
eloquently his love for Gertrude. Though it’s true that his eloquence
serves his own purposes, when he tells Laertes that “as the star
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moves not but in his sphere,/I could not but by her”, it still sounds,
to me, like he’s speaking something close to the truth. The intimacy
between them appears in the way Claudius can so abjectly confess
his fears to Gertrude: “O my dear Gertrude, this,/Like to a murd’ring
piece, in many places/Gives me superfluous death.” Shakespeare,
with these positive touches, shows that, leaving aside Hamlet’s
puritanical cynicism, there’s no reason to doubt Claudius’s real
fondness for Gertrude, or to dismiss the feeling between them as
only simple sexual lust. If in trying to save his own skin Claudius
has to cut himself off, more and more, from Gertrude, that separation
helps bring out his isolation at the end.
Given a choice between her first, ideal husband and his flawed,
but more human, brother, the young Gertrude chose the ideal. Maybe
she would again. But somewhere in her soul she knows that her
move from the ideal man to the real one was influenced by a loving
desire for Claudius, and, maybe just slightly, by a weariness with
the godlike purity of her first husband. When Hamlet, in his virtuous rage, turns that desire and that weariness into sin, Gertrude
may feel her spiritual unfaithfulness, in this extreme mood, which
quickly passes, sharply enough to discover “such black and grained
spots/As will not leave their tinct.” Shakespeare, it seems to me,
doesn’t take Hamlet’s side in this, or even Gertrude’s. He doesn’t
invite us to condemn her; he shows that she’s only human, and that
in moving on from a dead husband to a living one, her soul has
forgiveably become “a little soil’d i’th’ working”.

13. I do not know why
To get through his coming of age, from “I know not ‘seems’” to
“The readiness is all”, Hamlet has to go through the valley of selfdoubt and self-hatred. His youthful idealistic rage focuses on sex
because sex symbolizes to him everything that is faithless and impure. He believes the moral problem of sexual lust has a clear, if
hopeless, solution—abstinence—while his other problems seem a
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lot murkier. The more his ideals of purity and faithfulness get
embodied in the ideal of abstinence from sex—locking up the virgins and forbidding widows to remarry—the more obvious it gets
how inhuman and hopelessly unrealistic they are. There’s an irony,
too, considering his slowness to take revenge, in how Hamlet’s
ideal of virtue, chastity, involves resisting the temptation to act. His
father commands him to “Revenge”, and Hamlet vows to obey,
while part of him also knows that revenge is a sin—which he is
tempted to commit. A lust for revenge is another kind of lust.
Finally, after his voyage to England gets cut short, and he returns to Denmark, Hamlet begins to show signs of a new maturity.
He says, “I lov’d Ophelia”, as if the lust in his heart no longer
proves that his love was not true. He doesn’t seem so angry any
more at his mother, even if she hasn’t stopped going to Claudius’s
bed. “The readiness is all” echoes the detached wisdom of the
player king. Hamlet says he’s ready to wait for the hand of providence to take its own action, in its own good time. In his new
calmness, he seems to be outgrowing “the youth of primy nature”,
who “to itself rebels, though none else near.” Linda Bamber finds a
clue to Hamlet’s transformation in the way he describes stealing the
commission from Rosencrantz and Guildenstern: “. . . in the dark/
Grop’d I to find out them, had my desire,/Finger’d their packet . . .”
This irrevocable act of rebellion “is vaguely, but unmistakably,
imagined as a rape” (Bamber 90). When he breaks the seal of
Claudius’s commission, forges a new commission, and seals it with
his father’s signet, Hamlet’s guilt about his failure to act gets purged
by a symbolic, aggressive sexual climax, in the pivotal action that
marks his coming of age.
As Hamlet the young Christian prince goes off to fulfill his
vow of revenge, he begins to realize, painfully, that even he has sin
in his heart: he can’t help being contaminated by “our old stock”.
Through the central valley of the play, sexual purity appeals to
Hamlet as a symbol of moral purity. At least with sexual purity the
goal, chastity, is clear. His other ideals, in contrast, turn out to be
maddeningly complex and contradictory. He can envision sexual
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purity but not moral purity. The command to revenge, above all,
taints his mind, because it splits apart his ideal of purity, and
confronts him with the problem of Hamlet’s clashing ideals.
This book tries to show how the ideals that Hamlet wants so
deeply to live up to—their impossible attainment symbolized by
the impossible ideal of sexual purity—split apart into three. Under
the pressure of the command to revenge, what seemed like a single
ideal, of what is “nobler in the mind”, splits into three separate,
though overlapping, ideals: the heroic ideal, the patriotic ideal and
the Christian ideal.
The heroic ideal, incarnated by the ghost, stands for family
loyalty, honor, and above all, in Hamlet’s situation, for revenge.
Clashing with this heroic ideal, and pulling Hamlet away from
revenge, the patriotic ideal stands for justice, reverence for the king,
and upholding the order of the state. In the patriotic part of his
heart, Hamlet can’t bring himself to take revenge on Claudius because
the kingship is sacred, whoever might, temporarily, wear the crown.
The patriotic ideal tells Hamlet that his first duty as the prince is to
preserve, protect and defend the order of Denmark, which does not
include killing the king, especially on the unsubstantiated word of
a ghost. Finally, the Christian ideal sees personal revenge as a mortal
sin. In his Christian soul Hamlet, like every Christian, has to hear
the command to revenge as a voice calling him to hell and damnation.
A faithful Christian should leave vengeance to God, and justice, on
earth, to the king.
To make these three ideals easier to remember, I call the heroic Hamlet the son, the patriotic Hamlet the father, and the Christian Hamlet the holy spirit. Once the pressure of his situation starts
to break apart Hamlet’s three ideal selves, they can’t be seamlessly
reunited any more than Humpty Dumpty can be put back together
again.
Wanting only to do the right thing, Hamlet the angry young
idealist finds he’s no longer sure what the right thing is. He says he
wants to take revenge, and then he doesn’t take it. Most of the
struggle between his clashing ideals goes on under the surface, while
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consciously he’s mystified by the fact that he doesn’t act: “I do not
know/Why yet I live to say this thing’s to do”. The struggle, as I see
it, takes place mainly in Hamlet’s unconscious. Shakespeare of
course did not have a concept of the unconscious as elaborate and
explicit—as conscious—as Freud’s. But he knew that the nature of
our actions depends on something beyond our conscious awareness. Something like providence; but also different from providence,
because it expresses the character of the individual. Call it, maybe,
the ur-unconscious. It’s who’s there, inside Hamlet. This book tries
to show, as well as I can, how Shakespeare creates the ebb and flow
of forces that operate in Hamlet’s heart and mind, and along with
them shapes the conscious, and unconscious, and semi-conscious,
responses of the audience.

3
THE SON
1. A was a man
As a boy, growing up in Stratford, Shakespeare would have
seen travelling players put on some of the old morality plays, where
a young man, or in one, Everyman, was pulled back and forth by
the personified forces of virtue and sin. The tempted young man in
those plays knew what the right way was; his only challenge was to
resist temptation. In writing Hamlet, Shakespeare created a more
complicated character: a young man who isn’t sure what he should
do, who has mysteriously mixed feelings about his clashing ideals.
The naive young Hamlet starts out full of an angry confidence
that he’s on the side of the angels, and that he knows perfectly well
what he thinks and feels: “I know not ‘seems’.” Then he’s plunged into
a situation where his ideals, of what is “nobler in the mind”, begin to
clash. Shakespeare gives Hamlet different roles to play, roles that call
for opposing courses of action, but courses that are not obviously all
right or all wrong. He’s like an actor in a bad dream, who’s been cast
in several parts, and then finds out that more than one of his characters have to be onstage at the same time.
Though the part has been played by men in their seventies,
Shakespeare casts Hamlet, from the first mention of him as “young
Hamlet”, in the role of a young man, with all the sexual and aggressive
urges and energies that come naturally to a young man. He makes
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him, at the same time, a particular type of young man: an idealist,
who wants to do what is noblest in the mind, if only he can figure
out what that is. Hamlet the young idealist is also a prince, who
feels a special duty to preserve “The sanity and health of this whole
state.” Besides being a young, idealistic prince, Hamlet shows in
his first scene that he’s also a Christian, who can’t kill himself, he
says, because “the Everlasting” has “fix’d his canon ’gainst selfslaughter.” Finally, he’s cast in the role of a son, the son of “a dear
father murder’d”, whose duty is to take revenge for that “damn’d
defeat”—while leaving his mother “to heaven”.
Hamlet’s father, more than anything else in his rage for revenge, embodies the heroic ideal. It could be summed up as the
ideal of heroic honor. A man upholds his honor, and his family’s
honor, by taking revenge for every insult, and no insult demands
revenge more urgently than a father’s murder. To learn more about
the heroic ideal, watch any movie about the mafia, or look at ethnic conflict anywhere in the world. Or look at your own impulse to
hit back when someone disrespects you.
For a young nobleman like Hamlet, heroic honor demands that
he prove his manhood on the world stage. Traditionally, he can do
that by proving his courage in battle, and by answering every insult
with quick and lethal revenge: showing that nobody insults him, or
his family, and gets away with it. In this task, of becoming a man,
Hamlet sees a hard road ahead of him even before he finds out his
father was murdered. He has already seen his ideal of heroic manhood achieved, as perfectly as it can be in this world, by his own
father. How can he hope to top his father, or even equal him? He
feels from the beginning that he will never be the man his father
was: “A was a man, take him for all in all:/I shall not look upon his
like again.”
In his mother’s closet, Hamlet eloquently sums up that manly
ideal:
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See what a grace was seated on this brow,
Hyperion’s curls, the front of Jove himself,
An eye like Mars to threaten and command,
A station like the herald Mercury
New-lighted on a heaven-kissing hill,
A combination and a form indeed
Where every god did seem to set his seal
To give the world assurance of a man.
III. iv. 55-62

His curls, his front, his station, “a combination and a form indeed”, all transmit the awe-inspiring nature that shines from his
“eye like Mars to threaten and command”. Here stands the man
every young man of heroic spirit goes out into the world hoping to
become.
His father’s “eye like Mars”, the god of war, shows how the
heroic ideal puts at its pinnacle valor, and victory, in battle. No one
has to tell Hamlet that he can only achieve full-fledged heroic manhood on the battlefield. So what’s a young man to do, if his country
unfortunately happens to be at peace? For Hamlet, the next best
thing to victory in battle, aside from revenge the only avenue of
heroic achievement left open in a peaceful world, is victory in sports.
Here, in Hamlet’s world, the number one sport among young men,
and the one that, by no coincidence, comes closest to battle, is
fencing. In a sense, the play’s action starts with the man-to-man
combat of old Hamlet and Norway. It ends with a fencing match,
that surprises Hamlet by turning out to be another fight to the
death: another battle for the future of the kingdom.
Though Horatio doesn’t say what weapons old Hamlet and Norway used in their combat, it’s a safe bet they didn’t use rapiers. Old
Hamlet, who was “Dar’d to the combat” and slew Norway, also “smote
the sledded Polacks on the ice.” Some editors like “sleaded poleaxe”.
That reading—closer to the text—may be wrong, but it does give a
sense of archaic warfare that fits this story of two warrior-kings fighting man-to-man in place of their armies. It feels almost as if this clash
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of the titans took place in an ancient, heroic age. Though old Hamlet
died only a few months before the play opens, Claudius and his court
already seem to belong to a different world.
In this new world, Laertes, with his country on the verge of
war with Fortinbras—to be fair, a war briefly threatened, then headed
off and forgotten—asks and gets permission to go back to his life as
a free young gentleman in France. But even though he’s not going
off to war, it appears that Laertes’ favorite pastime is fencing. He’s
a champion fencer even among the French. Later, in arranging the
fatal fencing match, Claudius draws Laertes into the plan by flattering
him. He tells him how “Two months since/Here was a gentleman
of Normandy”, a horseman whose skill “Had witchcraft in’t”:
He grew unto his seat,
And to such wondrous doing brought his horse
As had he been incorps’d and demi-natur’d
With the brave beast.
IV. vii. 84-7

Laertes knows him: “Upon my life, Lamord.” Claudius goes on to
tell how Lamord praised Laertes’ skill in fencing, which
Did Hamlet so envenom with his envy
That he could nothing do but wish and beg
Your sudden coming o’er to play with you.
Now out of this—
IV. vii. 102-4

and out of this comes the plan for the fatal duel: the fake fencing
match that is really mortal combat. The admiration for skill with a
sword, the envy, the competitiveness in both Hamlet and Laertes
supply the energy that ends up killing them. Their youthful combative energy gets channelled, in peacetime, into the ambition to
achieve honor in fencing. It’s an honor that Claudius puts down as
“Of the unworthiest siege”, but which he recognizes as
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Yet needful too, for youth no less becomes
The light and careless livery that it wears
Than settled age his sables and his weeds
Importing health and graveness.
IV. vii. 77-80

Claudius skillfully harnesses and rides Laertes’ youthful pride for
his own corrupt, middle-aged secret purposes. He spurs him on
with an image of heroic body and mind united in action, in this
horseman who seemed “incorps’d and demi-natur’d/With the brave
beast”—like a centaur: a horseman whose name is a dangerous
pun: Lamord: the love that means death.
Shakespeare all through the play calls attention to the bubbling
cauldron of youthful energy in these three young men, Hamlet,
Laertes and Fortinbras. All three show their natural aggressive, competitive drive to prove themselves in battle—or some kind of combat—and become full grown heroic men. Fortinbras may think he
has a good reason for leading his “lawless resolutes” against Denmark—to recover his father’s lands—but that “enterprise/That hath
a stomach in’t” sounds like it serves a more primal need: a hunger
for action. An act of war in which a man proves his manhood, and
wins honor by his “enterprise”, appeals to something in a young
man that goes deeper than reason. The desire for aggressive action
wells up in Fortinbras not because he is unusual but because he is
normal, with all the natural urges of a strong young nobleman,
including the urge to revenge his defeated father. That he goes to
war with Poland, after swearing not to make war on Denmark—
instead of working on his fencing—seems to have something to do
with the fact that he comes from that northern, less civilized country of Norway. In his more warlike way, Fortinbras’s “unimproved
mettle, hot and full” matches Laertes’ “savageness in unreclaimed
blood,/Of general assault.” The heroic ideal of manhood achieved
in combat, or competition, absorbs their youthful, manly imaginations. Though it’s true some young men show less of this heroic
energy, or show it intermittently, when they seem completely to
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lack it, like Osric, they also seem to have something drastically
wrong with them as men. Dangerous as it may be, this manly youthful
energy is not supposed to be drained out of young men, but to be
contained and directed: channelled into legitimate action by their
consciences, aided by the guidance of older and wiser figures of
authority.

2. Remember me
The primal aggressive energy of youth can be channelled into
constructive, or relatively constructive, outlets when it’s directed,
with some prompting from an older and wiser authority, at winning honorable fame. To win respect and honor by demonstrating
your manhood in battle, or in competition, you’re supposed to demonstrate it honorably. And then, going further, beyond simple, indispensable honor, there’s the higher heroic end of all this fighting:
the ultimate reward of undying fame. For the true hero, fame is the
name of the game.
Those prototypical heroes, the Greeks, worried about what
would happen to their reputations after their deaths more than they
worried about what would happen to their souls. They did have
some vague ideas about an afterlife of drifting spirits underground,
existing in a more or less neutral state of ghostliness. But this afterlife, though it wasn’t hellfire, wasn’t usually thought of as very pleasant. Even at its most appealing, in the image of spirits wandering
and conversing forever in the Elysian fields, the afterlife was a reflective, not an active, state: the kind of place only a philosopher
could love. For the Greek heroes their afterlife in Hades was an
afterthought. What counted was the afterlife of their fame on earth.
That heroic ideal of fame lives on in Hamlet’s world, though
in a weaker form than when his father was alive. Old Hamlet was
“Dar’d to the combat” by “th’ambitious Norway”, whose heroic
ambition was fame. Norway challenged, and lost to, a man he
would have gained a lot by defeating, a man Horatio calls “our
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valiant Hamlet/(For so this half of our known world esteem’d him)”.
Other ideals offer their own ways of earning fame, by good government or good works, but for the true hero nothing answers the call
of the ideal like victory in battle.
That heroic ideal of undying fame stands behind Hamlet’s outrage that his father has been so quickly forgotten. In the play scene,
he sarcastically insinuates that the only fame left in this new, unheroic world, where he “shall not look upon” his father’s like again, is
an unheroic, and unmanly, kind of fame:
O heavens, die two months ago and not forgotten yet!
Then there’s hope a great man’s memory may outlive his
life half a year. But by’r lady a must build churches then, or
else shall a suffer not thinking on, with the hobby-horse,
whose epitaph is ‘For O, for O, the hobby-horse is forgot’.
III. ii. 128-33

The ideal of heroic fame adds force to the ghost’s watchword,
“Remember me”—even though he’s not talking, at that moment,
about fame. What’s driving him lies at the root of heroic fame: the
heroic bottom line of honor, and even just a pure primal rage for
revenge. His fame hasn’t suffered from his secret murder, but his
honor has. Claudius killed him, and that both dishonors and enrages him—even if no one except himself and Claudius knows about
it. The Christian ideal appears in what the ghost says too: he’s
suffering for his Christian sins in a Christian hell. But that doesn’t
dampen his thoroughly unChristian, heroic demand for revenge.
When he says of his punishment, “O horrible! O horrible! most
horrible!” and goes on, “If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not”, he
doesn’t sound like he’s blaming himself for the sins that got him
sent to hell. It’s all Claudius’s fault. The horror of his punishment
makes his rage at Claudius all the more furious. Claudius didn’t
just kill him; he killed him when he was unprepared to die, and
that’s why he’s being purged in hellfire. It’s as if by sending him to
hell Claudius not only killed him but rubbed his face in the dirt.
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The only memorial he cares about right now is Claudius’s dead
body. Later Claudius will put that desire into words, when he tells
Laertes that Ophelia’s “grave shall have a living monument”—meaning the revenging sacrifice of Hamlet’s life.
Alone among the three ideals, the heroic ideal sees revenge as
a positive duty—not a sin but a virtue. On the other hand, it often
shows distrust, even contempt, for pity. Though heroes may weep
for their fallen comrades, their weeping expresses personal love, in
their pity for the suffering and death of their loved one, as well as
their rage at what was done to him; it’s not so much a virtuous
attitude, extended to all who suffer, as an irresistible personal emotion. And irresistible, even laudable, as it may be, it still has to be
kept in check. Too many tears of pity seem unmanly, moreso perhaps to the Elizabethans than the Greeks. The Greeks probably had
more tolerance for men weeping than the Elizabethans did. Laertes
feels ashamed that he can’t help crying for his dead sister. He says of
his unmanly tears, “When these are gone,/The woman will be out.”
Even if a man might weep for his friend, or his sister, he would
seldom ask pity for himself. To receive pity, you have to fall into an
unheroically pitiable state; heroes want respect, not pity. When the
ghost tells Hamlet about his horrible suffering in hell, he answers
Hamlet’s “Alas, poor ghost!” with “Pity me not, but lend thy serious hearing to what I shall unfold.” Hamlet’s pity isn’t serious, to
the ghost; true heroes don’t ask for it; he wants not pity but revenge.
The heroic values of honor, valor, glory and revenge contrast
with, and sometimes oppose, the Christian values of pity, humility,
charity and forgiveness. This clash of values comes through in the
ghost’s command to “Remember me.” For him remembering and revenge go together. While the heroic man never forgets an insult, and
wants above all to be remembered, as a glorious warrior, and a man of
honor—or, if killed, revenged—the phrase “forgive and forget” sums
up the truth that Christian forgiveness is linked to forgetting.
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3. If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not
If honor, valor and fame stand at the heart of the heroic ideal
for a strong young nobleman like Hamlet, Laertes or Fortinbras,
the honor and fame belong to more than just the young man himself. As sports fans know, your own honor is tied to the honor of
your team. In the heroic ideal, no team, no tribe, no country means
more to the young hero than the honor of his family. An insult to
anyone in your family is an insult to you, and if you don’t take
revenge for it your own honor will suffer along with your family’s.
Friends and comrades in arms sometimes join family at the top of
the list of loved ones the young hero identifies with—as Achilles
and Patroclus become like brothers in the Iliad. But in Hamlet,
none of these three young noblemen has any brothers-in-arms, or
even any equal friends. Truly as Hamlet loves Horatio, he knows,
as Horatio knows, that their friendship will never eliminate the
social gulf that divides them. They never go into battle together,
though they are allies in a kind of fight. Hamlet does refer to Laertes
as a “brother” when he apologizes for killing Polonius, but until
then they have no visible relationship, except as competitors. Without
any friends, or brother-figures, like Patroclus, what remains, to influence the honor of these three young men, aside from their personal
heroism, is family—and especially the honor of their dead fathers.
Brothers-in-arms would cloud Shakespeare’s focus on the heroic duty
of a son to take revenge for his father’s death. The most brotherly
thing about Hamlet, Laertes and Fortinbras, before the end, is their
shared heroic duty of revenge. Each reveals something about himself,
and about the others, by the way he responds to his father’s death.
A son’s bond to his father’s, and his family’s, honor gets summed
up, in this play, in the word “nature”. The members of an immediate family are supposed to love each other. To love each other is
natural. That’s why the ghost calls his murder by Claudius “Murder most foul, as in the best it is,/But this most foul, strange and
unnatural.” “Strange” and “unnatural” here mean the same thing.
The blood tie of naturalness, a brother’s natural love for his brother,
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has been cut. The natural heroic response, for the murdered man’s
son, is revenge: “If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not”.
According to the heroic ideal, that natural bond ties father to
son almost as physically as an umbilical cord. Laertes, when Gertrude
tells him to calm down after his father’s death, says,
That drop of blood that’s calm proclaims me bastard,
Cries cuckold to my father, brands the harlot
Even here between the chaste unsmirched brow
Of my true mother.
IV. v. 117-20

The rage to revenge his father’s death flows in his blood like a
genetic marker. It drives him to revenge with a natural impulse that
goes beyond his heroic duty. You can know your duty but lack the
passion to carry it out. If he didn’t have this passion, Laertes says,
he would literally not be his father’s son. Of course that isn’t always
literally true. Though Laertes doesn’t know it, Claudius has already killed his own brother: it’s the “primal eldest” crime. People
do sometimes act “unnaturally” toward their closest relatives. Yet
Hamlet, even if he doesn’t hear Laertes say these words, knows
they’re supposed to be true. He shares with Laertes a common
heroic wisdom. And to his shame, his blood does become calm,
very soon after the ghost disappears. He can’t understand why. That
calmness, that failure to take immediate, passionate revenge, must
keep alive the fear Hamlet has already hinted at that in some not
quite literal but still real way, he is not his father’s son. The force
of nature does not seem to operate in him the way it’s supposed
to—the way it does in Laertes. His delay intensifies the old feeling
that he will never look upon his father’s like again, and that Claudius
is “no more like my father/Than I to Hercules.” Nothing could
prove Hamlet’s heroic unworthiness more than failing to take revenge
for his father’s murder. It feels strange and unnatural to be failing in
this, almost as strange and unnatural as the murder itself. If he doesn’t
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take revenge, Hamlet will be forgetting, failing to “Remember me.”
He’d be committing the same sin he condemns so bitterly in Gertrude.
Shakespeare also makes the murder strange and unnatural in a
more physical way. Claudius kills his brother with a poison whose
effects the ghost describes with peculiar vividness. It has such “enmity with blood of man” as it “courses through/The natural gates
and alleys of the body”, that it curdles the blood “like eager droppings into milk”, and turns the skin to a “vile and loathsome crust”
that “bark’d about” “All my smooth body.” Hamlet’s father incarnated the heroic ideal with his perfect heroic body: “Hyperion’s
curls, the front of Jove himself ”. To kill him in this way, to take
away his beauty with his life, and make his body “vile and loathsome”, is unnaturalness with a vengeance. It makes Claudius’s murder
of his brother as strange and unnatural, as far from a heroic killing,
as it can possibly get. “Cursed hebonon” has a “natural magic” that
subverts nature: it’s a pointedly, and repulsively, anti-heroic poison.
This heroic ideal of “naturalness”—the ideal of natural love, of
family solidarity—makes consistent what might otherwise seem
like a contradiction: the ghost demands revenge on Claudius and
yet tells Hamlet to leave his mother alone:
If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not,
Let not the royal bed of Denmark be
A couch for luxury and damned incest.
But howsomever thou pursuest this act,
Taint not thy mind, nor let thy soul contrive
Against thy mother aught. Leave her to heaven,
And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge
To prick and sting her.
I. v. 81-8

Here the crime which is not to be borne does not sound like murder. As the ghost tells it, he finds Claudius and Gertrude equally
guilty of “luxury and damned incest”; yet in pursuing “this act” of
revenge Hamlet must not do anything to harm Gertrude. He should
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let her be punished, as she will be, by God and her conscience.
When it comes to Claudius, though, what God and his conscience
will do to punish him is not enough. He has to be killed. The
difference is that Gertrude is Hamlet’s mother. For him to kill her,
or harm her, would be unnatural; that’s why it would taint his
mind. Heroic naturalness demands that Hamlet take revenge on
Claudius—“A little more than kin, and less than kind”—but spare
Gertrude.
In the first sentence he speaks in the play, Claudius shows he’s
willing to depart from the demands of nature:
Though yet of Hamlet our dear brother’s death
The memory be green, and that it us befitted
To bear our hearts in grief, and our whole kingdom
To be contracted in one brow of woe,
Yet so far hath discretion fought with nature
That we with wisest sorrow think on him
Together with remembrance of ourselves.
I. ii. 1-7

Within minutes, Claudius has forgotten that any grief at all is still
required, and criticizes Hamlet for grieving too long. He calls
Hamlet’s continuing to grieve, among other things, “a fault to nature”. He means that Hamlet is wilfully stretching out his grief
beyond its natural limit, and refusing to accept that other great
design of nature, death of fathers. Claudius’s quick change of heart
about what “befits” this stage of grief may be only Shakespeare’s
way of compressing time, like the dawn that in the first scene rises
shortly after midnight; but the way Claudius himself calls attention to this change, by talking first about how grief is still required, and then about how it’s not, tinges him with a suggestion
of unnaturalness, as does his quick “incestuous” marriage to his
brother’s wife. It’s all arguably reasonable, and yet it arouses a
vague suspicion. Claudius seems to be playing a little fast and
loose with nature.
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Later in the play, Laertes too talks suspiciously about “nature”,
when he “accepts” Hamlet’s apology for killing Polonius by saying,
I am satisfied in nature,
Whose motive in this case should stir me most
To my revenge; but in my terms of honour
I stand aloof, and will no reconcilement
Till by some elder masters of known honour
I have a voice and precedent of peace
To keep my name ungor’d.
V. ii. 240-46

By separating nature from honor, Laertes may give away the fact
that he’s lying. If his honor still stands in question, how can his
nature be satisfied? How can his blood be so calm when his mind
still demands revenge? It may sound reasonable, on the surface, but
it also sounds a little strange. And of course the audience knows
that Laertes is being dishonest here, because we know about his
plot to kill Hamlet and make it look like an accident—as Claudius
killed his brother and made it look like an accident.
That it can sound reasonable for Claudius to say that “discretion
fought with nature”, and persuaded him to marry Gertrude so soon
after his brother’s death, depends on the understanding that discretion
should be able, sometimes, to overrule nature. One reason for
accepting Claudius’s excuse, tentatively, is that as the king it’s his
duty to show discretion—to put his personal feelings aside for the
good of the country. With this phrase, and others, Shakespeare
quietly reminds the audience that “nature” is a double-edged sword.
Young men naturally feel filial love, and as naturally are attracted
to dangerous wildness. Laertes’ blood goes wild, when his father is
dishonorably killed, because of that underlying natural energy, that
“savageness in unreclaimed blood”, that Polonius expected to find
in his normal, high-spirited son. One hint, though, sums up the
danger in nature better than any other. It comes from the ghost
himself. He says he’s burning in hell because of “the foul crimes
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done in my days of nature”. He uses the same word to incite Hamlet
to revenge: “If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not”. Hamlet must
act according to nature, when the ghost’s own acting according to
nature got him sent to hell.
What “foul crimes” did the ghost commit while he was alive?
We don’t know. Or do we? His most celebrated actions involved
killing people. He “smote the sledded Polacks on the ice”, and
when he was “Dar’d to the combat” he killed Norway. Were his
“foul crimes” to break, repeatedly, the commandment “Thou shalt
not kill”? Though kings are allowed to break that commandment
when they have to defend their countries, neither of these actions
sounds very defensive. Poland, in this play, is just a place men go to
fight wars; and while Norway did dare him to the combat, it does
seem that he could have refused—except that heroic men don’t refuse
dares, because it would cost them some of their honor.
The idea that the ghost’s “foul crimes” were his victories in
battle may sound plausible today, in our more peaceful and sensitive world, but in the context of the play it seems to me a little farfetched. Though Shakespeare understood the potential futility and
waste of war—Hamlet describes the soldiers marching off to die in
Poland “for an eggshell”—war was too natural an activity, for a
king, for Shakespeare to be holding it up, even this indirectly, as a
“foul crime”. The ghost was plunged into such horrible suffering,
the play suggests, not so much because of his specific crimes as
because he was killed before he confessed those crimes and repented. He died “Unhousel’d, disappointed, unanel’d,/No reck’ning
made”. God would have forgiven him, if he had sincerely asked to
be forgiven. Was this maybe his problem—instead of praying and
repenting he was taking a nap? He didn’t pay enough attention to
getting right with God, so he was caught by Claudius unprepared?
Even that, though again it’s possible, doesn’t quite seem to carry the
weight of those “foul crimes”. When he says those words I think the
audience is too shocked by the murder, and its horrible consequences for the ghost, to be wondering very much about the specific crimes that got him sent, temporarily, to hell. More likely, we
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put his suffering down to a well-known fact that’s repeated over and
over in the play: we’re all guilty. Polonius admits that he sinned in
his youth: “I do know,/When the blood burns, how prodigal the
soul/Lends the tongue vows.” He expects that Laertes has been
sinning in France, and become “a thing a little soil’d i’th’ working”
through the “savageness in unreclaimed blood,/Of general assault.”
His remark to Ophelia, that “oft” we “sugar o’er/The devil himself ”, touches a raw nerve in Claudius: “How smart a lash that
speech doth give my conscience.” Gertrude, under Hamlet’s pressure, discovers the “black and grained spots” in her soul. And Hamlet
knows only too well how “virtue cannot so inoculate our old stock
but we shall relish of it.” “Use every man after his desert,” he says,
“and who shall scape whipping?”
That old Hamlet killed men in non-defensive combat, and had
failed to make his peace with God, may not be completely irrelevant facts; they help reinforce his heroic character. But his horrible punishment in hell seems all the more horrifying because it’s
imposed on this man who stood, like an ideal in the flesh, on “a
heaven-kissing hill”. According to the heroic ideal, Hamlet’s father
had no imperfections. The fact that despite his stature as the ideal
heroic man he was so full of sins that he now has to burn in hell, if
only “for a certain term”, means that his sins were somehow independent of his heroic perfection. There were other ways to be imperfect,
ways he shared with the rest of us less heroic humans. And those foul
crimes, which any of us might have committed, now have to be “burnt
and purg’d away” before he can be admitted into heaven. God apparently doesn’t care about the ghost’s heroic perfection. The Christian
God expects, and demands, some other kind of perfection. The heroic ideal is not God’s ideal—at least not for human beings.
The ghost’s non-heroic guilt reminds us, forcefully, not so much
that God considers war a sin as that he considers revenge a sin.
Vengeance—a horrible vengeance—is God’s; it does not belong to any
man, except maybe an officer of the law, justly punishing criminals for
their crimes. In forbidding revenge, God demands a kind of virtue
that is, from a heroic point of view, unnatural. Yet even the pains of
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hell cannot deter this heroic ghost from calling to his son not for
justice but for revenge. He’s inciting Hamlet to a “natural” act that
would be, in God’s eyes, a foul crime. The ghost simultaneously
imprints on Hamlet’s mind two stark alternatives: the heroic command
to revenge, and the Christian threat of damnation.

4. I dare damnation
The ghost stands for the heroic ideal, pure and simple, above
all because he single-mindedly demands revenge. The way he comes
raging with that demand, out of the unspeakable “eternal blazon”,
shows that even though he’s burning in a Christian hell he cares
nothing at all about Christian values. And the prohibition on revenge is not only a Christian value. Even a secular Hamlet would
be wise to hesitate to obey the ghost. By taking revenge he would
not just be killing a man, he’d be killing the king—an act that at
best would seriously damage both his own reputation and the reputation of Denmark. When Laertes attacks at the head of his surging
mob, he shows that he knows exactly what values he has to throw
away to become a true heroic revenger:
To hell, allegiance! Vows to the blackest devil!
Conscience and grace, to the profoundest pit!
I dare damnation.
IV. v. 131-3

The ghost, who’s more heroic than Laertes, doesn’t recognize any of
these non-heroic values, even so that he can explicitly throw them
away. What makes the ghost such a purely heroic spirit is that he
doesn’t give a damn about the patriotic or Christian consequences
of killing Claudius. He just wants him dead.
The “nature” the ghost expects to find in Hamlet, the proof
that he loved his father with a natural filial love, comes across as
less than completely good, in this play, partly because it’s supposed
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to drive Hamlet to revenge. It’s also not completely bad. A strong
young man whose father is killed will naturally want to take revenge. To eliminate that natural impulse, to go to the other extreme from the heroic, and live purely by the Christian ideal, would
strike most of us, in this case, as almost equally wrong. Years before Hamlet, in Henry VI, Shakespeare had shown a king who was
too Christian—too kind and gentle—to keep his kingdom under
orderly control. Shakespeare knew that that link between Christianity
and weakness, especially in a king, could be fatal—and not only for
the king. Somewhere in between the extremes of raging revenge and a
too-forgiving weakness lies the ideal of a man, and a kingdom, strong
and yet controlled, just and yet merciful, an ideal of order that can be
summed up in the image of a well-tended garden.
In his first soliloquy Hamlet calls this world “an unweeded
garden/That grows to seed; things rank and gross in nature/Possess
it merely.” In the closet scene he tells Gertrude not to “spread the
compost on the weeds/To make them ranker.” And after Hamlet
swears to the ghost that he’ll revenge his murder, the ghost responds with an image related to, if not exactly from, the garden,
when he says, “I find thee apt./And duller shouldst thou be than the
fat weed/That roots itself in ease on Lethe wharf,/Wouldst thou
not stir in this.” Here the image of weedy decadence gets particularly concentrated, with the weed not just a weed, but a “fat weed/
That roots itself in ease on Lethe wharf ”—drinking gluttonously
from the river of forgetfulness. The well-tended garden may represent the garden of memory, where the encroaching weeds stand for
forgetting, or the garden of pure love, where the weeds stand for
lust, or the garden of society, where the weeds symbolize a general
decadence, a falling off from the heroic past, something rotten in
the state of Denmark.
Yet if fatness, ease, lust and decadence make the world “an
unweeded garden/That grows to seed”, the world, as Shakespeare
shows, can also get out of control in another way. There seems to be
something in the very orderliness, the peaceful stability, of the garden
that gives rise to its opposite. Hamlet says of Fortinbras’s invasion of
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Poland, “This is th’impostume of much wealth and peace,/That inward breaks, and shows no cause without/Why the man dies.” The
heroic spirit reacts against dull, peaceful civilization, in a way that can
lead to disorder not through lazy weediness but by getting all the
gardeners killed. Fortinbras’s “unimproved mettle, hot and full”, and
Laertes’ “savageness in unreclaimed blood” show the natural, but dangerous, heroic energy of young men, an energy that if it’s allowed to
run wild can erupt in a more frightening kind of disorder than soft,
forgetful decadence. Pure heroism forgets this danger, but Hamlet,
not being purely heroic, can’t help remembering it.
Whatever contempt he feels for Claudius’s decadence, and
Denmark’s, and for his own failure to take revenge, Hamlet has to
worry about what revenge might do to the state of Denmark, and to
his own soul. Hamlet, Laertes and Fortinbras all show an “unimproved mettle, hot and full”, and at the same time a strong sense of
duty. They share with their elders the common knowledge that
young men can go wrong in the direction of wildness. Polonius
keeps an eye on his son, and advises him to keep his emotions
under control. Laertes dutifully comes home to Denmark for
Claudius’s coronation and then asks permission to return to France.
Laertes also knows that Hamlet, as the prince, has to consider
“The sanity and health of this whole state”, and cannot “Carve for
himself ”. Hamlet berates his mother for failing to show the cool
judgment he expects from a “matron”, in whom “The heyday in the
blood is tame”—or supposed to be. If she can’t set that good example of self-control, then “To flaming youth let virtue be as wax/
And melt in her own fire”. This theme, that society needs the
benign control of good gardeners, who will reclaim and improve
“flaming youth”, comes through in Hamlet’s killing of Polonius,
and Claudius’s fear, when he hears about it, that “It will be laid to
us, whose providence/Should have kept short, restrain’d, and out of
haunt/This mad young man.” That youthful “savageness in
unreclaimed blood”, at its most extreme and uncontrolled, becomes
literal madness. One step short of madness comes heroic revenge.
Confronted with the death of his father, the young hero casts all
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patriotic and Christian values into the pit, and steps forward to
“dare damnation”.

5. When in one line two crafts directly meet
As the beautiful energy of young love brings with it danger, in
the form of young lust, the admirable energy of manly ambition
can, if uncontrolled, unleash a savage and dangerous wildness. This
wildness appears in Hamlet, and throughout Shakespeare—not to
mention life—in three related but individual forms: the triple threat
of aggression, rebellion and revenge. The “mad” Hamlet combines
all three in his killing of Polonius: in a “mad” fury he kills an
authority figure he thinks is the man who killed his father. Fortinbras
too, in the beginning, seems about to combine all three in a single
act. He’s going to satisfy his youthful hunger for action “That hath
a stomach in’t” by attacking Denmark with his “list of lawless resolutes”. He has “Shark’d up” this army of rebels while deceiving his
uncle the king about their true purpose, which is revenge for his
father. Then Claudius alerts Norway to the truth, and Fortinbras,
called to account, promises “never more/To give th’assay of arms”
against Denmark. This sudden conversion of Fortinbras, from a
rebellious, revenging son to a responsible prince, sworn to obey his
king and the law, averts the threat of war between Denmark and
Norway. Everyone, including the audience, breathes easier because
this powerful young man has seen the light, and reigned in his wild
natural impulses. Shakespeare pointedly shows that Fortinbras made
that decision himself: he wasn’t forced to give in to his uncle. That’s
why “old Norway” is “impotent and bedrid”. His age and impotence both explain how Fortinbras got as far as he did without his
uncle finding out, and, more importantly, show that he could overthrow his uncle any time he wants to. Instead, “in brief ”, he converts from lawlessness to lawfulness, and gives up his illegal heroic
“enterprise” of invading Denmark. That free decision, to bow before his uncle the king, and accept his princely responsibility,
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establishes Fortinbras, at the beginning of the play, as a man fit to
inherit the crown of Denmark at the end. He has done what from a
patriotic point of view all young princes planning to take revenge
on the king of Denmark ought to do: restrain their heroic impulses,
and choose the course of princely duty.
As a reward for converting himself into a dutiful prince, Norway lets Fortinbras keep his soldiers, and gives him “three thousand
crowns in annual fee” to lead them instead against Poland. Here
Norway shows his wisdom by giving Fortinbras an outlet for his
natural desire to win honor and fame on the field of battle. Fortinbras’s
first wild impulse toward revenge and rebellion is curbed, while his
heroic energy is channelled into a supposedly legitimate war. His first,
forbidden target, Denmark, gets replaced by a substitute target, Poland, foreshadowing the way Hamlet’s first target, Claudius, gets replaced by that substitute target, Polonius. Polonius hints at this substitution himself, when he tells Hamlet that as a student he once played
Caesar, and was “kill’d i’ th’ Capitol.” In the first quarto of Hamlet,
Polonius is called Corambis. I think this parallel to Poland might
be one reason Shakespeare changed his name.
After Hamlet has sworn to take revenge, and left the stage, he
does not appear again, directly, until the long scene (II. ii) where he
first acts mad with Polonius, and ends by excoriating himself for
not taking revenge—“O what a rogue and peasant slave am I!”
Shakespeare shows Hamlet, through most of this scene, depressed
and angry with himself, apparently for his failure to carry out his
vow of revenge. When he finally gets everyone else offstage at the
end he says with relief, “Now I am alone”: he’s finally free to let
loose his suppressed thoughts and feelings about his maddening
delay. Though he still criticizes himself later on, for continuing to
delay, by that time his delay has been interspersed with actions,
like testing Claudius and killing Polonius. In II. ii., more than
anywhere else, the underlying theme of the scene, from Hamlet’s
point of view, is his mysterious slowness to take revenge—a slowness
which is also a mystery to the audience. To the other characters, the
scene is about the efforts of Claudius, Gertrude, Polonius, Rosencrantz
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and Guildenstern to figure out why Hamlet seems to have gone mad.
And as these detectives investigate what’s going on—who’s really there—
inside Hamlet, Shakespeare weaves those two themes, of mysterious
madness and mysterious delay, through a series of conversations filled
with subtly shifting images of rebellious youth.
Acting mad with Polonius, Hamlet first alludes to the sexual
danger that threatens Ophelia—“Let her not walk i’ th’ sun”. Then
he slyly insults Polonius with the supposed words of the “satirical
rogue”, who “says here that old men have gray beards, that their
faces are wrinkled, their eyes purging thick amber and plumtree gum,
and that they have a plentiful lack of wit, together with most weak
hams”. Polonius’s snoopiness, among other drawbacks, makes the audience ready to sympathize with Hamlet, and yet there’s something a
little too obnoxious about Hamlet here to leave us entirely on his side.
Then Hamlet’s friends from his “young days”, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, arrive. It turns out that they have betrayed his friendship, and willingly laid their services at Claudius’s feet “To be commanded.” These two toadies show again the decadence of this court,
and of modern Denmark, in their lack of rebelliousness, their greedy
eagerness to serve and their failure to stick together with Hamlet.
Hamlet ironically “conjures” them by “the consonancy of our youth”
to tell him they were sent for, but he sees very quickly why they’ve
come. They’ve taken the other side in this battle of the young against
the old, and of the heroic past against the decadent present.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern show that they’re ambitious, with
a decadent courtier’s ambition to achieve preferment by serving the
king, whatever old loyalties they have to dump to do it. So the first
explanation of Hamlet’s madness that occurs to them is their own
motive: ambition. To Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, though,
Hamlet’s ambition has a mysterious rebelliousness: he can’t simply
wait contentedly, as they would, for time to make him king. Then,
after Hamlet wearily denies their accusation—“Oh God, I could
be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite space—
were it not that I have bad dreams”—he makes his great melancholy speech, rhetorically rebelling against Renaissance piety by
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pulling down godlike man, and turning him into “this quintessence
of dust”.
Hamlet’s claim that “Man delights not me” brings out the news of
the players, who have been exiled from the city by a company of “little
eyases” who unwisely “exclaim against their own succession”. Here
rebellious youth, spurred on by their irresponsible writers, have, in a
parody of wild rebellion, failed to wait for an orderly succession and
jumped the gun: the older players, who kept “in the wonted pace”,
did not deserve to be driven out. Finally, after a little more twitting of
Polonius, the players arrive, and at Hamlet’s request one speaks a
speech about Pyrrhus, a young man simultaneously fighting a stealthy
and terrible war and wildly revenging the death of his father. “Roasted
in wrath and fire,” he lets fall his “bleeding sword” on “the milky
head/Of reverend Priam.” War, rebellion and revenge again fuse into
one image, in this horrible slaughter that drives Hecuba to distraction
with grief, a grief that would, if they could see her, make “milch the
burning eyes of heaven/And passion in the gods.”
The suggestions of youthful rebellion, and its dangers, in Act
II, become more than suggestions in Act III. Here, in the nunnery
scene, the play scene, the prayer scene and the closet scene, Hamlet gets further and further out of control, first in words, then in
deeds. His ranting to Ophelia includes the veiled threat, “Those
that are married already—all but one—shall live”. The Mousetrap play ends with the rebel-figure of the murderer, “Lucianus,
nephew to the King”, invoking the dark side of nature with his
spell-enhanced poison: “Thy natural magic and dire property/On
wholesome life usurps immediately.” In the prayer scene Hamlet
almost kills Claudius, but decides, in the name of revenge, to wait
for a time when he’ll be sure to send him to hell. And then in the
closet scene he thinks he does kill Claudius behind the arras—but
kills Polonius instead. He goes off to England promising “My
thoughts be bloody or be nothing worth.” Then at sea he finally
commits his first true act of irrevocable rebellion, where the intention and the action come together, by sending Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern to their deaths. He kills them because, however little
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they know about Claudius’s plot to kill him, they are soldiers of
the king and this is now open war, “When in one line two crafts
directly meet.”
What makes this act more than simple rebellion is that Hamlet now has proof, in the commission, that Claudius is a tyrant.
That gives him the moral right to remove the tyrant from office.
He forges the new commission, seals it with his father’s signet, and
becomes, in his own eyes, “Hamlet the Dane”, transforming himself, symbolically, from rebel to ruler. Finally, as the end approaches,
he becomes patient, detached, aware that “The readiness is all.”
His rebellion, which by this time has come to feel more like justice, and the liberation of Denmark, reaches its final stage when
he kills the king: intention and action merge, though in a mysterious way, and it all happens in public. By the end Hamlet no longer
seems to be playing the role both he and the audience earlier worried that he might be falling into: the young heroic son, following
nature past all obstacles into wild, rebellious revenge.
The command to take revenge on the king forces Hamlet to
confront a problem he can’t solve simply by following his ideals, or
his common sense. He knows that a son should love his father,
with a natural love. But as the designated heir to the throne, Hamlet also has a duty, which he takes very seriously, to preserve and
protect the order of the state. So then what happens if his father’s
spirit tells him to show his natural filial love by killing the king?
One kind of obedience conflicts with another, and each involves
him in a kind of rebellion, against his father or against the state.
Normally a young man’s natural rebellious energies are
constrained by his role as a son, by his filial duty to obey the authority
of his parents. His parents are supposed to use their authority on
the side of order, as Hamlet angrily reminds Gertrude. If she can’t
restrain her appetites, then “To flaming youth let virtue be as wax/
And melt in her own fire.” What makes the normally orderly
constraint of parental authority into a force of disorder in this play
is that for Hamlet, as for Laertes and Fortinbras, his duty as his
father’s son intensifies, instead of restraining, the natural wildness
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of the young man. His father’s command to take revenge pours oil
on the fire of Hamlet’s naturally rebellious “flaming youth”. Though
Claudius also rebelled against the state, by killing his king, he did
it in secret. For all anyone else knows, Hamlet’s revenge for that
crime would have to look, in public, like rebellion against the
king, and that outward rebelliousness would more than cancel
whatever justice, whatever patriotic good, there might be in killing
Claudius. Hamlet strongly feels his duty as a subject, and a prince,
to maintain the order of the state. At the same time, he also feels
his duty as a Christian, which tells him not to take personal revenge
on anyone. He fears damnation. But in this situation those patriotic
and Christian duties clash with his duty as his father’s son. The
ghost, by commanding revenge for a secret murder, forces the
patriotic and Christian ideals to work against their normal ally,
parental authority, to restrain Hamlet’s aggressive, rebellious, fathersanctioned revenge.
Shakespeare puts Hamlet into a very well-baited trap. The bait
is the heroic ideal. It’s the ideal his father stands for, the ideal that
casts him in the role of a heroic son, and the ideal that Hamlet
most clearly and consciously wants to live up to. It’s also an ideal
he shares with the audience. Shakespeare at first seems to make it
easy for the audience to root for Hamlet to take his revenge. He
makes the crime to be revenged a “strange and unnatural” murder,
with no redeeming or even mitigating qualities. And since no one
else knows about the crime but Hamlet, he’s the only one who can
punish it. The only man he could appeal to for justice is the criminal himself. Then, after starting out hell bent on his justified revenge, Hamlet hesitates. He says he can’t understand why he has
failed to act. By focusing on Hamlet’s delay, but without giving any
definite reasons for it, Shakespeare leads the audience, or some in
the audience, to search for those reasons ourselves.
Some people of course don’t like to search, and don’t see why
they should. Many have just swallowed the heroic bait whole, and
criticized Hamlet for failing to take revenge. Some say he’s a coward. Others have explained that he can’t act because his nature isn’t
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heroic enough: he’s too philosophical. But what does that mean? I
think Shakespeare suggests, in this play, and in the whole design of
the play, that blameable forces in Hamlet’s nature might not be the
only ones holding him back. Ideals too can delay, or derail, heroically admirable actions. By following carefully the flow of our
thoughts and feelings as we experience the play, and exploring the
questions Shakespeare has built into it, I think we come to recognize that we too believe, though not quite wholeheartedly, in the
same ideals that make Hamlet both desire, and hesitate, to take
revenge.
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THE FATHER
1. Long live the king!
In the nervous opening moments in the dark, on the platform,
when Barnardo calls out “Who’s there?” and Francisco throws the
question back at him with “Nay, answer me. Stand and unfold
yourself ”, Barnardo knows how to unfold himself when he’s told
to. He gives the password, “Long live the king!”, and Francisco
recognizes him: “Barnardo?” “He.” Then the arriving Marcellus
and Horatio identify themselves with variations of the same password: “Friends to this ground”, “And liegemen to the Dane.” A
sense of majesty runs through the whole play, even when it’s a
majesty that’s conspicuous by its absence. When it’s absent, it’s absent mainly in the minds of the audience, and in Hamlet’s mind.
No one else, aside from Horatio and the ghost, and Claudius himself, knows that the king is a murderer. The trappings of royalty,
the language of kingship, the characters’ attitudes toward the king
and the monarchy, drive home over and over again how that one
man, the king, symbolizes and sustains the state of Denmark, and
Denmark’s place in Europe and beyond: on “this side of our known
world”.
A lot of Shakespeare’s plays can be seen, in one light, as guidebooks for monarchs: lessons in how rulers can go wrong, and how
much it can cost to correct their mistakes, or redeem their sins.
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Hamlet can see that “The time is out of joint”, but he can’t see any
easy way to repair it: “O cursed spite,/That ever I was born to set
it right.” Nothing terrified Shakespeare, and his times, more than
something going wrong with the monarchy, or the monarch.
Growing up in a country with a long history of democracy, it’s
hard to share, or even fully imagine, the attitudes of the characters
in this play, and the political attitudes of the author. Yet though the
age of kings may be past, or passing, that word, “king”, still resonates with romantic power. Productions that dress the king in richly
sumptuous robes, and have him climb the steps to look down on
his court from a lofty throne, make use of the audience’s easily
aroused, maybe too easily aroused, response of awe and reverence
for ceremonial power. Tragedies where the mighty fall heighten
their drama by putting the mighty high up, and giving them farther
to fall. Elected leaders, who can be voted out of office, can’t be
bonded to their jobs, body and soul, the way a king is. In
Shakespeare, kings are crowned for life, and normally they don’t
retire. King Lear tries to retire, and sets off a catastrophe.
Shakespeare could rely on his Elizabethan audience to feel this
reverence for kings, far more than he could rely on a modern audience to feel it. Yet he often wants to bring out that feeling explicitly,
to emphasize it, because, as in Hamlet, it’s a vital ingredient of the
play. When the heir to the throne vows to revenge his father by
killing the king, that vow creates a dramatic conflict whose power,
in Shakespeare’s England, is not easy to imagine. Unspoken as the
assumption may be, Hamlet, along with the Elizabethan audience,
and the author, knows in his bones that regicide will be punished
by death. To carry out his vow to kill the king, even though the
king is a murderer, would violate a taboo as strong, in Hamlet’s
world, as the taboo against incest or fratricide. Maybe stronger.
The sacredness of the kingship comes through in hundreds of
lines, in the whole atmosphere of the play, from “Long live the
king!” to “bid the soldiers shoot.” Though Claudius shows he’s a
bad king, in many ways, directors and actors who make him seem
too obviously bad, in every way, undermine the sense of reverence
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for the king that runs through everything Hamlet and the rest of the
characters know and feel about their world. If there’s one thing that
can trump family values, in this play, it’s royal values. Even a tyrannical king had an authority something like that of a captain on a
ship. The mutineers on the Bounty knew that however just their
cause, their mutiny condemned them to lifelong exile, or to
death.
Political leaders may now be better known for their foibles,
and the jokes about them, than for the policies of their governments. This easy, routine irreverence grows from a lot of democratic seeds: from knowing the leader so well, as a person and a
personality; from the fairly transparent process that gets him or her
into office, and out; and also from a long history of free speech,
from the separation of church and state, and the slow decline of
religious faith. But I think all those seeds grow from the same
psychological soil. Most people today, in the rich west, enjoy so
much political security, and order, in everyday life, that they hardly
notice it, the way fish hardly notice water. Reports of crimes, accidents and incurable diseases still stir up fear, but that fear comes
partly from the way they stand out against a background of assumed
order. The strict rules of censorship in Elizabethan England, the
trade monopolies, the control of the theaters and the guilds, the
enforcement of churchgoing—the lack of political and personal
freedom—grew out of the frightening insecurity of life in those
times. To judge from the widespread reverence for the king or
queen, most people probably took some comfort from those strict
political controls, which gave at least a superficial semblance of
order in this sea of chaos. One person’s oppressive power is another’s
comforting order, and those who felt comforted probably outnumbered those who felt oppressed. In China today, the same kind of
strict political control reveals a fear of chaos westerners can hardly
comprehend.
As Queen Elizabeth got old, and her health declined, the atmosphere of insecurity in London got thicker, but it was already pretty
thick. Some of it came from how much depended on the health, the
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mental health, the pleasures, interests, moods and whims of that
one person at the top of a very steep social pyramid. It also came
from the dictatorial power of local bosses, and just from the sheer
harshness of life. The slops being thrown out of windows into the
street, in Shakespeare in Love, give a clue to the sickeningly noxious, disease-ridden atmosphere of Elizabethan London. Food was
hard to get and dangerous to eat. Disease, on the other hand, was
easy to get. Beds were full of fleas, heads full of lice and rats full of
plague. The authorities shut down the theaters when the plague
broke out, but no one knew any more about the plague, and what
caused it, than they knew about the common cold, or the creeping
epidemic of syphilis, that left all those “pocky corses” that “will
scarce hold the laying in”. Disease, of any kind, was a mystery, full
of dread. Death came earlier, more visibly, more smellably, and
more often. Shakespeare’s son, Hamnet, died when he was 11. In
this miasmic fog of ignorance, insecurity, and fear, the king stood
for more than just “the government”. He, or she, stood, to
Shakespeare, for a mystical hope of order in life that ordinary life
worked to tear down every day.
Despite an assumed awe and reverence for the ruler, there were
still a lot of people, particularly in the great city of London, who
had so little to lose that they became a prime source of the threat of
disorder that the king and the authorities had to work so hard to
keep in check. One reaction to insecurity is to throw out all the
values of order and live for the moment, like Falstaff. Attractive as
he is, in his wild freedom, if everyone were like Falstaff, the staff
stability rests on would fall. The king, and his chief justice, were
supposed to keep Falstaff in order. Shakespeare’s sympathy with
Falstaff, despite its limits, shows his awareness of how the strong
hand of authority required to keep order could also press down too
hard on Falstaff and his crowd, and slide into tyranny, which in
turn could provoke even worse disorder.
A stable balance, of order without tyranny, civility without
decadence, and Christianity without weakness, was especially hard
for a king or queen to achieve in this deeply chaotic and dangerous
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world. Over and over again, in his guidebooks for monarchs,
Shakespeare keeps coming back to the question of how to find that
balance. He shows how the time can get out of joint, and what it
takes to set it right. Of course there’s much more to his plays than
that. But Shakespeare cared, and thought, deeply about how to
keep the time well-joined, as he shows in Hamlet and through all
his work. On one side Hamlet is haunted by the ghost, with his
command to revenge, and on the other by his responsibility for
“The sanity and health of this whole state.” That ideal, of a sane
and healthy state, is what I’m calling the patriotic ideal; and the
patriotic Hamlet, the heir to the throne, who feels a sacred duty to
uphold the order of Denmark, is “the father” in Hamlet.

2. What majesty should be
The figure of the patriotic ideal runs through the carpet of
Hamlet in a pattern so diffused, so pervasive, that it tends to fade
into the background. Common wisdom doesn’t have to be spelled
out all the time. It just has to be referred to once in a while to
remind you it’s there. It’s also shared: you don’t have to be handling
the ball to be part of the game. Hamlet doesn’t need to say anything
specifically about “The sanity and health of this whole state”—
Laertes says it for him. Throughout the play, Shakespeare uses this
trick, which could be called thought displacement. Hamlet wonders whether he’s been “thinking too precisely on th’event”, but
aside from his speculative, metaphysical “To be, or not to be” soliloquy, this mention of “thinking too precisely” remains the tip of
a mostly invisible iceberg of thought. Shakespeare makes the audience guess what Hamlet is thinking, from the indirect clues, and
one of those indirect routes into Hamlet’s mind goes through the
minds of the other characters. As they form their theories, pursue
their plans, and unfold themselves to each other, they drop nuggets
of common wisdom, of all degrees of sincerity, a common wisdom
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which, Shakespeare makes the audience feel, Hamlet both shares
and questions.
The play becomes steeped in a patriotic atmosphere just through
the way the characters address the king. They approach him, and
the rest of the royal family, fearfully, deferentially, even, like
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, toadyingly. The king is “my dread
lord”, on whose “dread pleasures” “depends and rests/The lives of
many.” The fact that Rosencrantz and Guildenstern have selfish
motives for warning about “The cess of majesty”, dishing out highflown flattery to serve their own advancement, doesn’t make their
words untrue. Like many less than admirable characters in
Shakespeare, including most spectacularly Iago, they know how to
wrap themselves, like wolves, in the sheep’s clothing of truth, expressing eloquently, for a false purpose, what everyone knows, or
should know, to be true. These flatterers present the great fear of
the patriotic ideal—the horror of a king’s fall—in a way that shows
both their self-interested sycophancy and, in the cloak they put on,
the shape and colors of the patriotic ideal. Their spoken warning
about the fall of a king echoes the unspoken warning that Hamlet
must be hearing in his own mind.
Insincerity doesn’t have to be conscious or deeply malevolent.
Sometimes a character expresses the common wisdom not with
malign intentions but just without bothering to think about it very
much. Common wisdom comes in formulas that are lying on the
shelf, ready to be mixed with any occasion to make instant truth.
When Polonius starts to tell the king and queen why he thinks
Hamlet has gone mad, the tedious flourishes of his introduction are
not completely insincere:
My liege and madam, to expostulate
What majesty should be, what duty is,
Why day is day, night night and time is time,
Were nothing but to waste night, day, and time.
II. ii. 86-9
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Yet this perambulating sludge opens up, I think, a glimpse of the
knotted questioning that’s “wasting” night, day and time inside
Hamlet’s mind. Polonius can’t imagine how a mind like Hamlet’s
can get tangled in the web of thought when it takes these questions
seriously. He has no idea how his easy formula, “I hold my duty as
I hold my soul,/Both to my God and to my gracious king”, might,
if precisely thought on, reveal a potential conflict of loyalty that
could tear his soul apart.
Hamlet starts the play almost as naive as Polonius, though he
has the excuse of youth. He calls the ghost “Hamlet, king, father,
royal Dane”, not suspecting that these interleaved roles, of king
and father, will become the source of an excruciating fracture in his
conscience. Later, in the “O what a rogue and peasant slave” soliloquy, Hamlet flagellates himself for being able to “say nothing—no,
not for a king,/Upon whose property and most dear life/A damn’d
defeat was made.” That “not for a king” intensifies his disgust with
his delay, because killing a man who was also a king deepened the
evil of Claudius’s crime. Hamlet thinks his father’s royalty should
inflame his passion to take revenge. Yet at the same time, the sacredness that Hamlet invests in that word, “king”, can’t help but
make him hesitate to kill any king, even Claudius.
The hierarchy of the Elizabethan state, with its pyramid topped
by the queen, while it provided a kind of order, also made it easier
for the higher-ups to kill the lower-downs. Hamlet’s princely status
helps give him a little dramatic leeway to kill Polonius, and to send
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, those “baser natures”, to their deaths,
without losing too much of the audience’s sympathy. After he stabs
through the arras and hits Polonius, Gertrude reacts with horror:
“O what a rash and bloody deed is this!” Yet then Hamlet sits her
down to listen to his sermon about her “sin” of marrying Claudius,
and Gertrude, horrified as she is, hears him out. She seems easily
distracted from the body of Polonius bleeding on her closet floor.
She and Hamlet are the Queen and Prince of Denmark. These
positions are not just day jobs. They’re sacred roles, intrinsic to
“the empire and the rule”, which count for more than the life of a
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mere civil servant, like Polonius. Their discussion of the doings of
the royal family—Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius—has an interest
that can for the moment outweigh a dead body. They both know
there’s going to be a political price—which for them will also be a
personal price—to pay for this death. Polonius’s death is “a rash
and bloody deed” not just because it’s a terrible killing of “the
unseen good old man”, but because it’s a political act that involves
extreme danger, and not only to Hamlet. Massy wheels have been
set in motion: “This bad begins, and worse remains behind.”
Claudius confirms the political dimension of Hamlet’s act by
immediately echoing Gertrude’s horror in a political key:
O heavy deed!
It had been so with us had we been there.
His liberty is full of threats to all—
To you yourself, to us, to everyone.
Alas, how shall this bloody deed be answer’d?
It will be laid to us, whose providence
Should have kept short, restrain’d, and out of haunt
This mad young man. But so much was our love,
We would not understand what was most fit,
But like the owner of a foul disease,
To keep it from divulging, let it feed
Even on the pith of life.
IV. i. 12-23

Claudius knows that “this bloody deed” must be “answer’d”, and
he’s already working up his answer. The argument against him will
be that he was not a good king, “whose providence/Should have
kept short, restrain’d, and out of haunt/This mad young man.” He
will tell those critics, he explains to Gertrude, that “so much was
our love,/We would not understand what was most fit”. It was a
mistake, but one that arose from a good and understandable motive. Also a false motive. As the audience, alone, can tell, Claudius
doesn’t really feel this “love” for Hamlet. He’s spinning: coming up
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with the best story he can think of, a story he hopes will convince
both Gertrude and the public.
In glimpses like this Shakespeare exposes what lies behind
Claudius’s public face: a mind churning with the need to present
the public mask of a good king. Though Claudius shows he’s not a
good king at heart, in public he plays the part: he’s the real player
king in this play. And through the part he plays, the public face he
puts on, or tries to put on, an ideal emerges, of a paragon of common
wisdom: what everyone knows a good king should be.
Claudius has layers. On the surface, in public, he plays the
good king, as when he heads off the invasion of Fortinbras. His
explanation for the marriage, too, sounds plausible: to counter the
impression that because the king has died the state is “disjoint and
out of frame”. His drinking, and using the cannons to announce
each “jocund health”, does not enhance his image, though no one at
the court but Hamlet shows any sign of disapproving. Claudius’s
drinking tells the audience, along with Hamlet, even before the
ghost does—and more than the marriage does—that there’s something suspect about his kingship. Then there’s the Claudius who
shows some of his confusion, and his backstage calculations, to
Gertrude. He tells her that explaining Polonius’s killing will take a
lot of spin: “this vile deed/We must with all our majesty and skill/
Both countenance and excuse.” He still holds back from fully confiding in Gertrude, though. With his “so much was our love” he
means to fool her as well as the public—as she may be holding
something back from him when she calls Hamlet “Mad as the sea
and wind”.
With Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, Claudius also lets down
his guard more than he does in public. He talks about his fear of
Hamlet in a way that sounds very personal, even dangerously
personal. So personal that Rosencrantz and Guildenstern have to
fill in the patriotic blanks, by gilding his fear with sanctimonious,
and self-serving, rhetoric: “Most holy and religious fear it is/To
keep those many many bodies safe/That live and feed upon your
Majesty.” After listening to these bloviations, which nevertheless
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say something true about the “boist’rous ruin” that can follow “The
cess of majesty”—and hint at the more deeply sincere concern for
“The sanity and health of this whole state” that Hamlet must be
feeling—Claudius, impatiently, pushes them to get on with it.
Instead of taking their hint to paint his fear in patriotic colors, he
lets it show more nakedly than ever: “Arm you, I pray you, to this
speedy voyage,/For we will fetters put about this fear/Which now
goes too free-footed.” That he says he’ll put fetters on the “fear”,
and not on the cause of it, shows Claudius’s tyrannical panic. He’s
not worried about the welfare of Denmark. His urgent call for
speed also illustrates another rule in Shakespeare’s guidebook for
monarchs: tampering with the tempo of time typifies tyrants.
Claudius knows that “This sudden sending him away must seem/
Deliberate pause”; he just can’t act with a good king’s real “Deliberate
pause”, because of his panicky desperation.
Gertrude suggests the source of that desperation: “So full of
artless jealousy is guilt,/It spills itself in fearing to be spilt.” The
patriotic ideal inspires usurpers and tyrants to feel guilt. Knowing
they’re violating that ideal, they tend to panic. The hand of providence, in Shakespeare, eventually works on the side of order, and
violators of the patriotic order, though they don’t want to acknowledge it, can feel it working. Macbeth approaches insanity when
Birnam wood approaches Dunsinane. The witches misled him into
thinking he could get away with regicide. Claudius, who has kept
his crime more secret than Macbeth’s, works hard to keep his mask of
good kingship in place. The scenes where he confronts the revenging
Laertes (IV. v.) and plots with him to kill Hamlet (IV. vii.) highlight
this disparity between Claudius’s public image, as the good king working to preserve the order of the state, and his secret character, as the
tyrant trying desperately to kill his enemy before his enemy kills him.
When Laertes attacks, he steps into the role of the impassioned
heroic revenger that the ghost wanted Hamlet to take on. As Laertes
demonstrates, to become that full-blown revenger Hamlet would
have to throw away all his other ideals:
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To hell, allegiance! Vows to the blackest devil!
Conscience and grace, to the profoundest pit!
I dare damnation. To this point I stand,
That both the worlds I give to negligence,
Let come what comes, only I’ll be reveng’d
Most throughly for my father.
IV. v. 131-6

Then, like a good king, and more deeply like the good king inside
Hamlet, Claudius tempers this wild revenging frenzy by calling on
Laertes for objective justice. After Ophelia’s madness again inflames
Laertes’ rage, Claudius comes back to the same point, asking Laertes
to “Make choice of whom your wisest friends you will” to “hear
and judge” the case before he takes action. Hamlet brings his own
wisest friend, Horatio, into his confidence for the same reason,
though to investigate Claudius’s guilt they have to use the trick of
the Mousetrap play.
After Laertes has heard the case, and found, as Claudius says,
“That he which hath your noble father slain/Pursu’d my life”, Laertes
still has reason to be suspicious. He wants to know
Why you proceeded not against these feats,
So crimeful and so capital in nature,
As by your safety, wisdom, all things else
You mainly were stirr’d up.

Claudius then explains that though he might be criticized for a
human weakness, it might also be true that he was wise to do what
he did:
O, for two special reasons,
Which may to you perhaps seem much unsinew’d,
But yet to me th’are strong. The Queen his mother
Lives almost by his looks, and for myself—
My virtue or my plague, be it either which—
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She is so conjunctive to my life and soul
That, as the star moves not but in his sphere,
I could not but by her. The other motive
Why to a public count I might not go
Is the great love the general gender bear him,
Who, dipping all his faults in their affection,
Work like the spring that turneth wood to stone,
Convert his gyves to graces; so that my arrows,
Too slightly timber’d for so loud a wind,
Would have reverted to my bow again,
But not where I had aim’d them.
IV. vii. 6-24

I think Claudius’s “two special reasons” for taking no action
against Hamlet, concern for Gertrude and for the political danger,
both to himself and to the state, indirectly reveal the parallel reasons that make Hamlet hesitate to act against Claudius. He knows
that if he kills Claudius the horror of the deed, and the impossible
conflict of loyalty it would create, could kill his mother, as his
killing of Polonius kills Ophelia. And also like Claudius, he’s afraid
of causing chaos in the state. Killing the king would stir up a very
loud wind. Besides feeling his duty to uphold the order of Denmark, Hamlet has to believe that in the chaotic event of the king’s
death he, the regicide, will be killed, and his soul damned.
By asking for an objective investigation, Claudius makes Laertes
pause in his wild rush to revenge. Because of the doubt Claudius
plants in his mind, about the justice of his revenge, Laertes refrains
from hitting the first target set up by those “buzzers” who “infect his
ear/With pestilent speeches of his father’s death/Wherein necessity,” like the ghost, “of matter beggar’d,/Will nothing stick our
person to arraign/In ear and ear.” But after the investigation concludes, Laertes, having objectively determined the truth, or so he
thinks, finds himself still blocked by Claudius’s reasons for not
acting, reasons that have not lost their force. He can’t be satisfied
with this situation:
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And so have I a noble father lost,
A sister driven into desp’rate terms,
Whose worth, if praises may go back again,
Stood challenger on mount of all the age
For her perfections. But my revenge will come.
IV. vii. 25-9

Polonius couldn’t stand “challenger on mount of all the age”, but
Ophelia did, giving Laertes, to spur his revenge, an ideal that echoes Hamlet’s picture of his father, “New-lighted on a heaven-kissing hill”.
Claudius, moving now to content Laertes, while serving his
own deeper purposes, shifts to a more conspiratorial tone:
Break not your sleeps for that. You must not think
That we are made of stuff so flat and dull
That we can let our beard be shook with danger
And think it pastime. You shortly shall hear more.
I lov’d your father, and we love ourself,
And that, I hope, will teach you to imagine—
IV. vii. 30-35

And just then Claudius, as he alludes to his plot to have Hamlet
secretly killed, is interrupted by a messenger with letters from the
all-too-living Hamlet. This means that he has to come up with a
new plot, and the fatal conspiracy gets under way.
Here again Claudius shows his true colors. As the “judicious
king” he stopped Laertes’ rush to revenge by persuading him to
investigate the objective truth of his father’s murder. The investigation was public, open to Laertes’ “wisest friends”. So far the
player king was playing his part perfectly. But now, as Claudius
slips into his conspiracy with Laertes, an incriminating, unkingly
side of his character shows its ugly face. Finding that Hamlet is
coming back, Laertes says, “It warms the very sickness in my
heart”—he’s sick with the desire for revenge—and Claudius
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responds, as a good king might, “Will you be rul’d by me?” But
then this “kingliness” changes:
Laer.

Ay, my lord,
So you will not o’errule me to a peace.

King.

To thine own peace. If he be now return’d,
. . . I will work him
To an exploit, now ripe in my device,
Under the which he shall not choose but fall;
And for his death no wind of blame shall breathe,
But even his mother shall uncharge the practice
And call it accident.

Laer.

My lord, I will be rul’d,
The rather if you could devise it so
That I might be the organ.

King.

It falls right.
IV. vii. 58-69

If Claudius might still say he was doing this for his original
reasons—to avoid hurting Gertrude and causing chaos in the state—
he shows his hypocrisy by the way he inflames Laertes’ passion for
revenge. He works Laertes up to the exploit by elaborately playing
on his vanity as a swordsman, and his youthful heroic combativeness, to juice him up for a match with Hamlet. It’s like a half-time
pep talk. He even brings Laertes back to revenge, as if he needed
reminding, by insulting him:
Laertes, was your father dear to you?
Or are you like the painting of a sorrow,
A face without a heart?
IV. vii. 106-8

Hamlet must be asking himself the same questions. Then, in his
next speech, Claudius again speaks Hamlet’s mind, when he talks
about how passion—the filial love that impels a son to take
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revenge—“hath abatements and delays as many/As there are tongues,
are hands, are accidents”. He sounds like the player king in the
Mousetrap play, except that he takes the opposite point of view. He
says the right thing is not to give in to this mysterious process of
abatement and delay, but to take the bull by the horns, and act in
passion before the passion falls off: “That we would do,/We should
do when we would”. If Hamlet had done that, Claudius would be
dead. In urging Laertes to fight against this natural falling-off of
passion, Claudius again, tyrannically, tries to tamper with the tempo
of time. The way Laertes parallels Hamlet, and contrasts with Hamlet—his matching loss of his father, and his contrasting eagerness to
take revenge—reveal themselves in this dialogue like a body pushing against the other side of an arras:
But to the quick of th’ulcer:
Hamlet comes back; what would you undertake
To show yourself in deed your father’s son
More than in words?
Laer.
King.

To cut his throat i’th’church.
No place indeed should murder sanctuarize;
Revenge should have no bounds.
IV. vii. 122-7

A pun on “place” and social position sharpens the parallel with
Hamlet, and the irony: if no high “place” could “murder sanctuarize”,
Claudius would, again, be dead. “Revenge should have no bounds”
would sound in character coming from the ghost, who feels no
patriotic or Christian inhibitions, and whose thirst for revenge is
unbounded even by death and hell. But no truly just and patriotic
king would speak those terrible words.
Then Claudius and Laertes go deeper into their conspiracy.
The “sword unbated” is not enough. It has to be poisoned; and then
there has to be “a back or second” in the poisoned drink. This
obsession with poison, secrecy and making Hamlet’s death absolutely sure gives their plot an edge of devious, decadent intrigue
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that it wouldn’t get from a cleanly unbated sword. Shakespeare
makes the plot more repulsive by mixing high and low words, setting off the ideal of kingly behavior against the disgusting truth of
what they’re really doing: they’ll make not just a wager but a “solemn wager”; the poison will be offered in a “chalice”; Laertes will
“anoint” his sword with the deadly “unction”—but the mortal wound
will be a vulgar “venom’d stuck”.
After Laertes, when he hears about Ophelia’s death, rushes offstage in tears, Claudius twists his lying manipulations into
“kingliness” again when he tells Gertrude, “How much I had to do
to calm his rage.” In a sense it’s true. To keep this revenge a secret
he has to keep Laertes’ rage close to the boiling point while holding
down the lid on it. By inflaming Laertes, while at the same time
making him colder and more calculating—bringing out the poisoner in him—Claudius makes his plot that much more repulsive,
and at the same time intensifies the play’s suspense. There’s nothing like a cold, secret plot of revenge to keep an audience paying
attention.

3. The sanity and health of this whole state
When danger suddenly breaks through the calm surface of life—
a car accident, a bomb going off, a mugging, a riot—our normal
response, after helping the victims or getting out of the way, is to
look to authority to straighten it out: to call 911. The patriotic
ideal—love for order, respect for authority—gets its power from
the danger of chaos and crime. Sometimes that danger to order
comes up from the people, in the form of a mob, like the mob that
follows Laertes to attack Claudius. In Hamlet, as he does elsewhere, Shakespeare describes the mob using that great image of
chaos, a stormy sea:
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The ocean, overpeering of his list,
Eats not the flats with more impetuous haste
Than young Laertes, in a riotous head,
O’erbears your officers. The rabble call him lord,
And, as the world were now but to begin,
Antiquity forgot, custom not known—
The ratifiers and props of every word—
They cry, “Choose we! Laertes shall be king.”
Caps, hands and tongues applaud it to the clouds,
“Laertes shall be king, Laertes king.”
IV. v. 99-108

Gertrude responds with queenly outrage: “How cheerfully on the
false trail they cry./O, this is counter, you false Danish dogs.” Maybe
she doesn’t stop to think that if it were not counter they’d be after
Hamlet. Yet she also tries actively to protect Claudius from Laertes,
by holding Laertes back; and when he demands, “Where is my
father?” and Claudius replies, “Dead”, she adds, before Laertes can
ask, “But not by him.” Maybe she expects Hamlet’s madness to
excuse his killing of Polonius, but she doesn’t give that excuse to
Laertes until after the fight at Ophelia’s grave. Maybe she wants to
protect Claudius because she thinks he’s protecting Hamlet. Or
maybe none of these questions should really intrude. Maybe at this
moment Gertrude’s role is only to play the queen, confronted by a
revenger, and a mob, trying to lynch the wrong man—who is also
the king.
An Elizabethan audience probably had more sympathy for
Gertrude’s royal anger than a modern audience does. It offends our
democratic sensibilities to hear people, let alone the people—the
working class—being called dogs. If she called them “low bred”
dogs she’d lose more sympathy, but “Danish dogs” runs easily off
the backs of an English audience. If the play were produced in
Denmark, those words would be more dangerous. Nevertheless, as
long as Gertrude doesn’t sound too snobbish, she sounds queenly.
There’s something dramatically thrilling about hearing the queen
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call a rampaging mob “false Danish dogs.” The battle between
high and low is joined. This mob, and Gertrude’s angry response,
show that the state is tottering, and righting it depends on Claudius.
As the king, he’s supposed to preserve “The sanity and health of
this whole state”, and with a virtuoso piece of play-acting, he does.
Nobody in the theater, including the workmen, apprentices and
other potential members of a mob, is expected to have much sympathy for this mob on stage. What sympathy they might have,
Shakespeare is out to squelch. His plays are moral guidebooks for
the people as well as for the monarch.
What makes this mob so unsympathetic is that they have no
visible grievance. They seem to have hooked up with Laertes just
because he’s there. The audience has forgotten long ago about the
invasion that made “the night joint-labourer with the day” and did
“not divide the Sunday from the week.” The reason this mob jumps
to follow Laertes, and choose him king, is the same reason Fortinbras
finds it easy to assemble his “list of lawless resolutes”. Every ordered state in Shakespeare floats like a frail ship on an ocean of
disorderly people, who as individuals may be lovable, funny, loyal
and endearing, but as a group are resentful, unstable and easy prey
to demagogues. They’re always primed for revolt, like kindling
waiting for a match. That’s why Shakespeare’s patriotic ideal of
government is a monarchy. Democracy, which depends on the wisdom of the people, did not have a promising history in his world.
Athens tried it, and the glory of Athens was long gone.
What democracy there is, in the world of Hamlet, Shakespeare
would prefer to get rid of. When Hamlet says that Claudius “Popp’d
in between th’election and my hopes”, he’s talking about the election of the king by the nobles—the noble men. What’s wrong with
that system, as Shakespeare’s plays show, is that the loser can always claim that the election was fixed, or just that it elected the
wrong man. A small coterie of nobles electing a king opens up all
kinds of avenues for intrigue and treachery, for resentful cabals that
can erupt into warfare if the election comes out wrong. That’s why,
when Claudius moves to short-circuit the next election, by naming
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Hamlet his heir—“for let the world take note/You are the most
immediate to our throne”—he is acting the way a good king should,
in Shakespeare. He is reining in democracy, and working to make
the succession depend only on inheritance. The fact that he’s trying
to buy off Hamlet, and curb his rebellious mourning for the old
world by giving him a bigger stake in the new, doesn’t detract,
outwardly, from the kingly wisdom of naming Hamlet his heir.
When a state moves from an elected king to a system of primogeniture, it is moving, as far as Shakespeare is concerned, in a progressive direction. An inherited monarchy, where the oldest son, or if
there are no sons the oldest daughter, automatically inherits the
throne, takes away any doubt about who the rightful heir will be;
and the rightful heir, ideally, will be trained from birth to rule with
justice and wisdom.
If the most peaceful, orderly, best form of government
Shakespeare could imagine, in this disorderly world, was an inherited monarchy, he didn’t imagine that any actual monarchy lived up
to his patriotic ideal. A lot could go wrong with this best form of
government, as Shakespeare knew all too well. That’s why someone like himself, who thought deeply about the pitfalls of monarchy, had to write guidebooks for monarchs. Though the “divine
right of kings” was a cornerstone of the Elizabethan world view,
and the personal version of it Shakespeare created, real life was a
lot messier. The actual English monarchy, whose history Shakespeare
read in Holinshed’s chronicles, and reshaped in his history plays,
did not impress him as a model of sane and healthy stability.
The patriotic ideal, whose outlines Shakespeare extracted from
the messy reality of history, involves a royal family that provides a
firstborn son or daughter to inherit the throne in each generation.
Even this ideally clear and orderly line of succession, though, has
its drawbacks. A clear line of succession tells a potential inheritor
a few steps down the ladder exactly whom to assassinate to climb
to the throne. Richard III, according to Shakespeare’s play, used
this clarity of succession to murder his way up the chart—a method
still used in modern times by, among others, the hero of Kind Hearts
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and Coronets. When the monarch’s death has to be followed by an
election, killing your way to the throne becomes more complicated, though in Hamlet Claudius doesn’t seem to have had much
trouble getting over that hurdle.
Another, and perhaps a greater, danger for an inherited monarchy is that whoever inherits the throne will turn out to be a bad
ruler. Among the dangers that can threaten a kingdom from above
are the weakness, incompetence, corruption and tyranny of the king.
These top-down failings tend to spark rebellion from below—or
invasion from outside. Or, if the king cannot, or will not, uphold a
just order in the state, people with grievances may take the law into
their own hands, and take revenge on their own, in private, or even
in secret. In Hamlet, Shakespeare shows a state under threat from
the whole catalogue of potential dangers: the invasion of Fortinbras;
the youthful rebellion of Fortinbras, Laertes and Hamlet—which
for all three of them doubles up with the threat of private revenge;
the rebellion of the mob; usurpation through assassination; and the
tyranny of a king who will plot to have his own heir secretly killed.
Shakespeare offers no direct solution for these problems, except
the strong, and orderly, hand of Fortinbras at the end.
Fortinbras has “rights of memory in this kingdom”, as well as
Hamlet’s “dying voice”. Shakespeare prepares him for the kingship by
showing him being converted early in the play from rebellion to duty,
by promising “never more/To give th’assay of arms against your Majesty”. In the end, Fortinbras takes over because he is the most legitimate heir to the throne of Denmark left standing. As at the end of all
Shakespeare’s tragedies, the best available ruler takes over. But the
tragedies themselves serve as warnings against everything that can go
wrong when a king does not measure up to the patriotic ideal. In
Shakespeare, losing faith in the king comes close to losing faith in
God. In Christianity, God was like a backup king, who would finally
mete out justice in the afterlife if the king couldn’t, or wouldn’t, do it
here on earth. And in the other direction, it was the king’s job, as King
Lear says, to “show the heavens more just.”
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4. Th’impostume of much wealth and peace
Besides the dangers of an unruly mob, or a bad king,
Shakespeare also points to another source of danger, maybe the
hardest one to defend against: the danger that even if the king keeps
order in the state, there’s a way in which that itself can make everything go wrong. A well-ordered, secure state will create the conditions for peace and prosperity, but too much peace and prosperity
can make the whole state go rotten. Watching Fortinbras’s army
march off to war “for an eggshell”, Hamlet diagnoses the disease:
This is th’impostume of much wealth and peace,
That inward breaks, and shows no cause without
Why the man dies.
IV. iv. 27-9

Then his attitude changes. He decides that he should acquire this
disease himself: that Fortinbras’s militarily meaningless quest should
inspire him, and “spur my dull revenge.” But that disparaging
thought about “th’impostume of much wealth and peace” does not
completely disappear. It’s a part of common wisdom that Hamlet
has brought up before, and will bring up again. It echoes through
the play, in the decadence he sees surrounding him at Claudius’s
court.
Claudius vulgarly orders the cannon to, as Hamlet puts it, “bray
out/The triumph of his pledge”:
This gentle and unforc’d accord of Hamlet
Sits smiling to my heart; in grace whereof
No jocund health that Denmark drinks today
But the great cannon to the clouds shall tell,
And the King’s rouse the heaven shall bruit again,
Re-speaking earthly thunder.
I. ii. 123-8
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It’s a brute part of Claudius to involve heaven and grace, along with
the great cannon, in the vulgar announcement that he’s getting drunk.
He does the same thing in the last act: “Let all the battlements their
ordnance fire:/The king shall drink to Hamlet’s better breath”. It’s
true that Claudius may also have hidden reasons for all this drinking and shooting. In the first act he wants to spin Hamlet’s grudging, rebellious attitude into a “gentle and unforc’d accord”, and
then, perhaps, use revelry to distract the court from any unpleasant
thoughts. In the last act, he wants to get the toasting going so that
Hamlet will drink the poisoned drink. Still, neither of those motives cancel out the decadence of announcing his “healths” with the
warlike noise of drum, trumpet and cannon.
Shakespeare doesn’t draw attention to the fact that this was
Hamlet’s father’s court only a little while ago, and hasn’t had much
time to change. Claudius, not Hamlet’s father, gets the blame for
the present state of his court. Hamlet pointedly says that Claudius’s
drinking customs have been “More honour’d in the breach than the
observance.” But does anyone, even Claudius, deserve all the blame,
or is this decadence an unavoidable consequence of “much wealth
and peace”? The recent warlike history of Denmark, including the
threat of Fortinbras’s invasion, vanishes like cannon smoke, leaving
behind the impression that, except for a secret murder and a wandering ghost, this is a country complacently peaceful and secure.
Not only does peace help create an expectation of decadence; the
sight of decadence suggests that Claudius’s Denmark hasn’t seen
war in a long time.
As peace deepens, and becomes the normal state of affairs, the
law settles into the center of civic consciousness. In Hamlet, the
sense of watching a new world emerging turns on the fulcrum of
the law. The heroic, man-to-man combat of old Hamlet and
Fortinbras took place only after a “seal’d compact/Well ratified by
law and heraldry” was drawn up. Its “article” was “design’d” to
make the outcome of their combat permanent—so that there would
never be any such heroic combat again. Horatio describes this legal
contract to emphasize the rebelliousness of its violator, Fortinbras,
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and his “list of lawless resolutes”; but these rebels soon go through
the same kind of civilizing transformation themselves, and bow
before the authority of the law and the king.
There still remains, in this new world, a potentially dangerous
gap between the law and the king. A king, in Shakespeare, elected
or not, has no explicit responsibility to obey the law. His duty is to
apply the law to other people. He does have some political constraints to worry about: he has to consider his public image, and
the danger of rebellion; but there is no legal procedure for impeaching, trying and removing a king. The monarch is an
unindictable agent of God on earth, with a license to kill, for the
good of the country. That’s why the American revolutionaries broke
so decisively with the past in their Declaration of Independence, by
justifying rebellion against a tyrannical king, “When in the course
of human events it becomes necessary . . . .” Looking for a necessary justice for his father, Hamlet finds that the only person who
could give him justice is the criminal himself. The common knowledge of the king’s absolute power causes some resentment among
the people too. The gravedigger knows that Ophelia is being buried in sacred ground because she was a gentlewoman: “And the
more pity that great folk should have countenance in this world to
drown or hang themselves more than their even-Christen.” The
“churlish priest” complains, more directly, that she wouldn’t have
been buried there except that “great command o’ersways the order.” The divine right of the king, though it contradicts the ideal
of equality under the law, was in Shakespeare’s world the first
article of the law.
Despite this troubling, though also comforting, absolute power
of the king, the law has become a pervasive presence in this new,
wealthy and peaceful world that Hamlet contemplates with so much
disgust. He’s all too familiar with legal language:
Why, may not that be the skull of a lawyer? Where be his
quiddities now, his quillities, his cases, his tenures, and his
tricks? Why does he suffer this mad knave now to knock
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him about the sconce with a dirty shovel, and will not tell
him of his action of battery?
V. i. 96-101

The law works in two ways: to establish peace, and to turn that
peace into decadence.
While the ghost incarnates the heroic ideal, peaceful decadence,
in this play, finds its incarnation in Osric. As the ghost entered,
ominously, on the line, “Peace, break thee off ”, Osric’s cue points
to the condition that created him: “Peace, who comes here?” He
gets his position at court first through the law, because he is “spacious in the possession of dirt”—a dirt inherited and protected by
law—and, in a more underhanded way, because, as Hamlet implies, he pays for his place “at the king’s mess.”
Osric’s absurd deference to Hamlet, keeping his hat off and
refusing to contradict the lord even about the temperature, hardly
rises to the level of flattery. Osric is so steeped in the flattering,
filigreed language of a decadent court that his toadying manners
seem perfectly sincere. He isn’t pretending—this is just the way he
is. And as we can’t help feeling, along with Hamlet, woe to the
kingdom that produces these waterflies.
Woe to the man, too, who must suffer being praised by Osric.
Laertes, that “very noble youth”, doesn’t come off very nobly when
he’s cast as Osric’s ideal:
Sir, here is newly come to court Laertes—believe me, an
absolute gentleman, full of most excellent differences, of
very soft society and great showing. Indeed, to speak feelingly of him, he is the card or calendar of gentry; for you
shall find in him the continent of what part a gentleman
would see.

Hamlet knows this language too, and so does Shakespeare:
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Sir, his definement suffers no perdition in you, though I
know to divide him inventorially would dozy th’arithmetic
of memory, and yet but yaw neither, in respect of his quick
sail. But, in the verity of extolment, I take him to be a soul
of great article and his infusion of such dearth and rareness
as, to make true diction of him, his semblable is his mirror,
and who else would trace him his umbrage, nothing more.
V. ii. 106-120

This virtuoso mockery can be very funny, and it can also get tiresome—as it does to Horatio, who pleads with Hamlet, “Is’t not
possible to understand in another tongue?” When that line is spoken, as in some productions, to Osric, it loses force by becoming
too direct, and too much of a piling-on, with Hamlet and Horatio
together ganging up on this frail lapwing. In Kenneth Branagh’s
film, Hamlet, encouraged by Horatio, seems to get a little snotty,
in his incomprehensible mockery, while Robin Williams makes
Osric so innocent and good-natured, so sweetly loopy, that he steals
the scene, and a lot of the audience’s sympathy, from Hamlet.
Osric, in his anti-heroism, makes an ironic agent of Hamlet’s
death. He’s the one who brings the invitation to the fatal fencing
match, and the news of the wager. The French rapiers and poniards, along with the Barbary horses, show how, in this world,
instruments of war have been reduced to poker chips. Hamlet sarcastically makes Laertes French, and in one stroke taints Claudius
with the same foppishness, by confusing “the French bet” with “the
Danish”. Osric inflates the swords’ hangers into “carriages”, as if
they carried cannons, while what impresses him about them is their
“delicate” artistic design. He adds the crowning touch of overcivilized repulsiveness to Claudius’s court. Dramatically, Osric does
yeoman’s service in this scene, by standing for what Hamlet calls “many
more of the same bevy that I know the drossy age dotes on”. One thing
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern have been doing through the play is
preparing the ground for Osric, to make him easy to recognize, when
he comes in, as a member, and a representative, of this court.
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5. A hideous crash
The anti-heroic Osric shows the wormy underside of the patriotic ideal. His absurd deference to Hamlet carries to a decadent
extreme the respect for order, and hierarchy, that the ruler depends
on to keep peace in the state. If you want peace, you have to respect
the king, and the law; but when you get peace, and wealth, you’re
also going to get Osric. On the other hand, if Hamlet follows the
heroic ideal, and kills the king, he may exchange wealth and peace
for war and chaos.
In the player’s speech, the figure of Pyrrhus acts out that heroic
alternative: revenge carried to its bloody conclusion. Hamlet specifically
asks to hear that scene—“One speech in’t I chiefly loved”—and starts
it himself: “The rugged Pyrrhus, like th’Hyrcanian beast—”; and then
he stops. Characteristically, Hamlet hesitates. He’d thought of Pyrrhus
as a simple, charging lion, but he hadn’t got it right: “’Tis not so. It
begins with Pyrrhus—”; and then he remembers:
The rugged Pyrrhus, he whose sable arms,
Black as his purpose, did the night resemble
When he lay couched in the ominous horse,
Hath now this dread and black complexion smear’d
With heraldry more dismal. Head to foot
Now is he total gules, horridly trick’d
With blood of fathers, mothers, daughters, sons,
Bak’d and impasted with the parching streets,
That lend a tyrannous and a damned light
To their lord’s murder. Roasted in wrath and fire,
And thus o’ersized with coagulate gore,
With eyes like carbuncles, the hellish Pyrrhus
Old grandsire Priam seeks.
II. ii. 448-60

Ironically Polonius, the “old grandsire” that Hamlet will kill, commends his performance: “’Fore God, my lord, well spoken, with
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good accent and good discretion.” But “Old grandsire Priam” does
more than refer obliquely to Polonius. The contrast between “the
hellish Pyrrhus” and the “Old grandsire” reflects the fact that raging revenge is a young man’s game, and the heroic ideal a young
man’s ideal. With its single-minded passion, and its disregard for
the law, revenge shows its wild, rebellious, youthful nature. That’s
why from the beginning there’s been something suspicious—as well
as awesome and fearful—about the ghost’s demand for revenge. He
seems a little old for this bloodthirsty heroic passion. He’s also a
king. Normally both kings and grandsires are supposed to temper
the passions of the young, and guide them, with discretion, toward
wisdom. The patriotic ideal—the father in all of us—resists this
“mincing” of “Old grandsire Priam”.
There’s even something so unrestrainedly heroic about Pyrrhus’s
single-minded drive for revenge that he becomes, in a way, unheroic:
he conceals his purpose “in the ominous horse”, and he attacks a
man far too old and weak to challenge him:
Unequal match’d,
Pyrrhus at Priam drives, in rage strikes wide;
But with the whiff and wind of his fell sword
Th’unnerved father falls.
II. ii. 467-70

In Hamlet’s love for this speech, the tangle of questions in his mind
breaks the surface, like another tip of the iceberg of his hidden
thoughts. Claudius isn’t that old, and has no children, but he’s like
a father, and “reverend”, because he’s the king: the father of his
country. Priam shows the ideal of reverend kingliness that “hedges”
Claudius, the office that Hamlet has to respect, even if he can’t
respect the man. Pyrrhus drives toward revenge with a passion that
breaks through every inhibition, every imaginable reason not to do
it. He won’t be slowed by Priam’s royalty, or by any pity for his age
and weakness. Pyrrhus feels none of the restraints that held back
Fortinbras, and that hold back Hamlet. And yet something, even in
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the mind of this “hellish” revenger, still makes him hesitate. When
Priam falls, from “the whiff and wind of his fell sword”,
Then senseless Ilium,
Seeming to feel this blow, with flaming top
Stoops to his base, and with a hideous crash
Takes prisoner Pyrrhus’ ear. For lo, his sword,
Which was declining on the milky head
Of reverend Priam, seem’d i’ th’ air to stick;
So, as a painted tyrant, Pyrrhus stood,
And like a neutral to his will and matter,
Did nothing.
II. ii. 470-78

In that “flaming” tower of Ilium, and its “hideous crash”,
Shakespeare concentrates the image of patriotic apocalypse that
stands between Hamlet and the unadulterated heroic ideal.
Then the way Pyrrhus gets over his hesitation, and carries out
his revenge, shows the hesitating Hamlet an image of heroic
redemption:
But as we often see against some storm
A silence in the heavens, the rack stand still,
The bold winds speechless, and the orb below
As hush as death, anon the dreadful thunder
Doth rend the region; so after Pyrrhus’ pause
Aroused vengeance sets him new awork,
And never did the Cyclops’ hammers fall
On Mars’s armour, forg’d for proof eterne,
With less remorse than Pyrrhus’ bleeding sword
Now falls on Priam.
II. ii. 479-88

Yet this “Aroused vengeance” does not sound admirable, but terrible. The player goes into a long, histrionic protest against it:
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“Out, out, thou strumpet Fortune!” Polonius, who might be expected to sympathize with Priam, protests—“This is too long”—
but Hamlet wants more, and he knows what he wants: “Say on,
come to Hecuba.”
Describing the distraught Hecuba brings tears to the player’s eyes,
and ends the speech on a note of extreme pity. Finally, left alone,
Hamlet sees in the player’s tears a shaming reminder of his own delay:
For Hecuba!
What’s Hecuba to him, or he to her,
That he should weep for her? What would he do
Had he the motive and the cue for passion
That I have? He would drown the stage with tears,
And cleave the general ear with horrid speech,
Make mad the guilty and appal the free,
Confound the ignorant, and amaze indeed
The very faculties of eyes and ears.
II. ii. 552-60

On the surface, Hamlet sounds like he’s criticizing himself,
understandably, for not having acted. But under the surface there’s
something a little strange about this speech too, because by stopping where Polonius wanted to, Hamlet could have taken his cue
from “Aroused vengeance”. Instead, he pushes the player forward,
to end by weeping for Hecuba, in her pitiful grief after seeing the
bloodthirsty young revenger “mincing” her husband the king. Then
Hamlet describes how a player who had “the motive and the cue
for passion/That I have” would respond: with weeping and with
“horrid speech”, that would “Make mad the guilty and appal the
free”. What makes this strange is that for Hamlet’s “cue for passion” to parallel the player’s, his passion would have to be like the
player’s pity for Hecuba, who seems to stand for Gertrude, in the
pitiful state she’ll fall into after the revenger kills her husband.
Even leaving aside this inhibiting parallel with Gertrude, could
Hamlet’s revenge on the guilty Claudius be to use “horrid speech”
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to make him mad? Hamlet envisions himself here as a player on a
stage, whose only weapons are horrid words.
The player’s picture of Pyrrhus, driving at Priam in a revenging
frenzy, then hesitating, then finishing the job, might seem like the
perfect image to inspire Hamlet to finish his own job of revenge.
But while the picture of Pyrrhus—or the player’s tears for Hecuba—
may inflame Hamlet’s anger at himself for being “Like John-adreams, unpregnant of my cause”, this whole speech, by making
Pyrrhus so hideous, and Priam and Hecuba so pitiable, at the same
time works, underhandedly, against revenge.

6. Grounds more relative than this
Besides telling the player to “Say on, come to Hecuba”, Hamlet also undermines the anger in his “O what a rogue and peasant
slave” soliloquy in another way. He asks the player to “study a
speech of some dozen or sixteen lines” he wants to insert into The
Murder of Gonzago. Then in the soliloquy, after excoriating himself for not having taken revenge, he changes his tune, and comes
back to his plan to insert that speech he mentioned before:
About, my brains. Hum—I have heard
That guilty creatures sitting at a play
Have, by the very cunning of the scene,
Been struck so to the soul that presently
They have proclaim’d their malefactions.
For murder, though it have no tongue, will speak
With most miraculous organ. I’ll have these players
Play something like the murder of my father
Before mine uncle. I’ll observe his looks;
I’ll tent him to the quick. If a do blench,
I know my course.
II. ii. 584-94
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Easy as it seems to understand, as it flies by in the theater, looked at
more closely this speech becomes more complicated. It mixes together two possible outcomes, only one of which comes to pass.
Claudius could publicly proclaim his guilt, or he could secretly
reveal it to Hamlet alone. Hamlet speaks as if he doesn’t realize the
difference between those two possibilities. It’s a crucial difference.
As it turns out, when Claudius reveals his guilt only to Hamlet, and
the discreet Horatio, Hamlet finds himself in almost the same position he was in before. His tardily discovered “doubt” of the ghost
notwithstanding, Hamlet has never shown any real doubt that
Claudius is guilty. Nor does he show any after this. He behaves at
the play like a man convinced of the guilt he’s supposedly trying to
ascertain. He may be able to work up a tentative doubt about the
ghost, especially if he considers how the court, and the public,
might interpret his story; and he expresses his doubt in a way that
sounds plausible to common wisdom: “the devil hath power/
T’assume a pleasing shape”. But Shakepeare has already undermined
the credibility of Hamlet’s doubt by making the audience certain, with
the speech about his “painted word”, that Claudius is guilty. It’s the
hiddenness of Claudius’s guilt, not its reality, that is Hamlet’s underlying problem. To make Claudius blench won’t be enough. What Hamlet needs is a public proclamation of his malefactions.
Hamlet hints at this need toward the end of the speech:
I’ll have grounds
More relative than this. The play’s the thing
Wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the king.
II. ii. 599-601

Exactly what he means by “grounds/More relative than this” isn’t
quite clear. Jenkins (273n.) interprets “relative” as “cogent, material. Having only the word of a ghost, Hamlet seeks evidence more
directly relating to (connected with) the circumstances; perhaps
also . . . relatable (able to be told) to the public.” Confusingly,
Hamlet may mean that he wants grounds more absolute, and less
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relative—to him personally—than the word of a ghost. Looking
back, this may help explain his vision of what the player would do
if he had “the motive and the cue for passion/That I have”: “He
would drown the stage with tears,/And cleave the general ear with
horrid speech”. At the end, following Hamlet’s wishes, Horatio
promises to speak a horrid speech about “carnal, bloody and unnatural acts” from a “stage” to the general ear of “th’yet unknowing
world”. I think this hints at what Hamlet wishes he could do: make
his case to the public, relate it to “the general ear”, with an irresistible power that would drive the guilty one to proclaim his malefactions, and somehow, miraculously, set the time right.
One way of looking at what Hamlet does at the end of this
scene might eliminate, or at least help reduce, the apparent contradiction between his anger at himself for not acting and his plan to
test Claudius’s guilt with the Mousetrap play. It’s possible that when
Hamlet first told the player about the speech he wanted to insert,
he didn’t do it because he had any doubts about the ghost, or about
Claudius’s guilt. What he wanted to provoke may not have been
private proof of Claudius’s guilt, but its public proclamation.
Hamlet’s desire for public proof, though, would not sit well with
the ghost. It exposes the gap, in his conscience, between the heroic
and the patriotic ideals. Under the heroic ideal, Hamlet’s only duty
is to kill Claudius. Under the patriotic ideal, crimes are supposed
to be tried in public, and guilt objectively determined, as far as that
can be done. A Hamlet wavering between those two demands on
his conscience might grasp at the hope that he could solve this
patriotic problem—the lack of objective evidence against Claudius—
by inserting into the play a speech that would provoke him to confess his crime in public. Hamlet’s forlorn hope for this miraculous
confession shows how desperate he is to prove to the public that
Claudius is guilty. To the ghost though, and the heroic ideal, why
should he need any public proof? The truth is enough. So as Hamlet waits to work out his patriotic plan to reveal Claudius’s guilt to
“the general ear”, his heroic inner ear hears a voice that keeps
calling him a coward.
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Because this plan, to reveal Claudius’s guilt in public, would
go against the heroic ideal, by demanding proof of the ghost’s truth,
it can’t become fully conscious in Hamlet’s mind. That suppression
of the patriotic ideal, as a source of delay he can’t fully and consciously recognize, without going against his father, leaves at the
surface of his consciousness only his heroic anger at himself. From
a heroic point of view, Hamlet seems to be doing nothing but delaying. A doubt about the ghost, a doubt about whether Claudius is
really guilty, would give him an excuse for delaying—the same
excuse that delays Laertes later on: he has to wait to find out the
truth. As Hamlet and Laertes both know, an honorable heroic ideal
demands revenge only if the man is guilty. Still, Hamlet gives the
impression that somehow he’s contradicting himself. The two incompletely blended prospects he outlines—the private confirmation of guilt, and the public proof of it—reveal the tension that’s
pulling Hamlet apart. While he supposedly doubts the ghost, he
still believes there’s a hook of guilt by which he can “catch the
conscience of the king”, and convict him on “grounds/More relative” than the word of a ghost. Hamlet feels, not quite consciously,
a clash between the heroic and patriotic demands of his conscience.
The Christian ideal contributes to his inner tension too, with
its common wisdom about the devil and his damning tricks. To the
supposedly Christian audience, what Hamlet says should be true.
There really might be—it seems like there must be—something
devilish about this demand for revenge on the king. But though the
audience shares that belief in a tricky devil, whatever doubt Hamlet’s
speech might raise loses most of its force because we know that
Claudius is guilty. Because the audience has no doubt about his
guilt, Hamlet’s doubt doesn’t seem quite real. It’s a dramatic fig
leaf, of consistency, barely supported by Christian faith, that allows
Hamlet, and the play, to move forward. It doesn’t have the plausibility, or the dramatic weight, of either one of his contradictory
impulses: his anger at himself, for delaying, or his plan for the
Mousetrap play. Hamlet’s anger and his plan get linked in this speech
like enemies in combat: they drive the plot forward as the audience
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waits, in mystified suspense, to see what Hamlet will do: cooly
watch his plan succeed or smash it apart with his anger.
All of Hamlet’s soliloquies reveal these contradictory impulses.
Each pushes in one direction, and then turns in another. In his first
soliloquy, Hamlet’s anger seems about to break out into rebellion,
until duty puts a lid on it: “But break, my heart, for I must hold my
tongue.” In the second, after he swears to “wipe away” “All saws of
books” and “baser matter” from “the book and volume of my brain”,
and think of nothing but “thy commandment” to revenge, his next
thought is of Gertrude, that “pernicious woman!”, and he pulls out
his tables to write down the saw that a villain may smile. The third
soliloquy makes the most abrupt and conscious change of direction,
when Hamlet turns from his anger to his plan for the Mousetrap play
with “About, my brains”; while it incorporates the more subliminal
disparity between the public and private revelations of guilt. The complicated twistings of the “To be, or not to be” soliloquy arrive at a line
that could sum up all these bluntings of revenge: “Thus conscience
does make cowards of us all”. In the fifth soliloquy, the turn from
drinking hot blood comes with “Soft, now to my mother”, and the
calling on his soul to use words, not deeds. In the sixth, his sword is
out when the constraining thought intrudes: “That would be scann’d”.
Then, as in the previous soliloquy, he ends, instead of taking revenge,
by going off to his mother: “My mother stays”. Finally, in the last
soliloquy, discovering honor in what looked like only a straw, he
moves from delay back to revenge—or at least to bloody “thoughts”—
except that at the end of it he boards the ship for England.

7. Some craven scruple
In his seventh soliloquy, his last speech before he leaves for
England, Hamlet uses a phrase that recalls “Thus conscience does
make cowards of us all”. That phrase, “some craven scruple”, comes
at the climax of his self-interrogation:
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How all occasions do inform against me,
And spur my dull revenge. What is a man
If his chief good and market of his time
Be but to sleep and feed? A beast, no more.
Sure he that made us with such large discourse,
Looking before and after, gave us not
That capability and godlike reason
To fust in us unus’d. Now whether it be
Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple
Of thinking too precisely on th’event—
A thought which, quarter’d, hath but one part wisdom
And ever three parts coward—I do not know
Why yet I live to say this thing’s to do,
Sith I have cause, and will, and strength, and means
To do’t.
IV. iv. 32-46

What exactly is that “craven scruple”? What does Hamlet see when
he thinks “too precisely on th’event”?
This soliloquy, printed only in the quarto, was apparently cut
from the later Folio, but it may not have been cut by Shakespeare.
To my ear, it belongs in the play. The soliloquy revives, and deepens,
the old impression of a confused, hesitating Hamlet, which has
been obscured by the flurry of action, and by Hamlet’s energetic
self-confidence, from the play scene through the closet scene, with
the killing of Polonius, and on through the tweaking of Claudius in
the interrogation scene. Hamlet said that if Claudius revealed his
guilt, “I know my course”. Then, when he reveals it, Hamlet talks
as if he does know his course; but since he doesn’t take revenge, it’s
hard to see what his course is. It only appears indirectly, in his
killing of Polonius. Finally, instead of killing Claudius, when it
seems he still has the chance, he obediently sets sail for England. Is
he moving toward revenge, or still delaying? From the end of the
play scene through the closet scene he gives the impression that he’s
confidently moving forward, yet without getting much closer to the
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goal. In his “How all occasions” soliloquy he again sees himself as
delaying; then he vows to go forward again, and goes forward toward
England. How do we feel about this departure?
Another speech about Hamlet’s departure has also been cut
from the Folio. At the end of the closet scene, Hamlet tells Gertrude
how sweet it is “When in one line two crafts directly meet”. Here
Hamlet knows he’s being sent to England, and he intends to go. Yet
he talks as if going to England does not mean he’s again failing to
act. His determination to “delve one yard below their mines,/And
blow them at the moon” makes it sound as if his plan for revenge—
now widening to include Rosencrantz and Guildenstern—extends
right through the trip, as if he already knew it would turn out the
way it does. I think we feel, overall, that Hamlet is moving forward,
somehow, toward confronting Claudius, because Polonius’s death
has set in motion wheels that cannot be stopped. The killing of
Polonius, and the fresh encouragement of the ghost, help us believe
Hamlet’s promise to “blow them at the moon.” We’re expecting
action. Hamlet carries that mood forward into the interrogation
scene, where he can “see a cherub” that sees Claudius’s purposes—
as if he knows what he’s doing in obeying the order to go to England:
it’s part of his plan. Yet Shakespeare is walking a dramatic tightrope
here. Do we question Hamlet? Do we wonder why he doesn’t just
take revenge, instead of following Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
onto the ship? Whoever cut the “blow them at the moon” speech
may have worried about the apparent contradiction between Hamlet’s
tone of action and his act of departure. Or maybe they were just
trying to shorten a long play. But this is Hamlet’s play, so we know
he’ll be coming back soon. His promises of action help distract us
from the fact that he isn’t acting right now. Then in the “How all
occasions” soliloquy his old doubt seeps back in. This speech also
ends on a note of bloody resolve, just before Hamlet leaves; but
here, in contrast to his earlier confidence, Hamlet shows a revived
awareness of his mysterious delay. Despite his final call for “bloody
thoughts”, he gives an impression of hesitation, perplexity and failure
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that in another way helps explain, or at least gloss over, his
unresisting departure for England.
Hamlet knows, under all his bluster, that the Mousetrap play
has failed to give him what the patriotic ideal demands: public
proof of Claudius’s guilt. Even without it, he would have killed
Claudius if Claudius had been where Polonius was. But he wasn’t.
That moment of “madness”, and the golden opportunity to kill
Claudius by “accident”, has passed. Having killed Polonius, he’s
still got no evidence against Claudius, and his charge of revenging
passion has been dissipated by killing the wrong man. He also
knows, somehow, that the king has formally commanded him to
leave for England. Behind his departure stands the weight of that
command. You might also think Hamlet himself would want to
leave Denmark now because he’s just killed Polonius. It’s either
leave or stand trial. But Hamlet never seems to worry about that.
When he comes back, it’s so far from his mind that he can wonder
what he did to offend Laertes: “What is the reason that you use me
thus?” When the reason later occurs to him, he apologizes to Laertes,
excuses himself by saying he was mad when he killed Polonius, and
thinks that should solve the problem. Hamlet never seems to believe that he’s leaving for England because he killed Polonius. He
thinks Claudius has other things in mind, and he’s right. Before he
killed Polonius the plan to send him to England was already decided on. I think in unresistingly obeying Claudius’s order to sail,
Hamlet gives the impression, not that he’s afraid of the consequences
of killing Polonius, but that he’s still not ready to break into complete, open rebellion against the king. It’s not two people who will
meet “in one line” quite yet, but “two crafts”. His eagerness to
blow Rosencrantz and Guildenstern at the moon, and his seeing a
cherub that sees Claudius’s purposes, hint that he has a plan to
thwart those purposes, even though he doesn’t yet know exactly
what they are. This sense that two crafts are about to meet in one
line helps us to accept Hamlet’s departure for England as somehow
a step forward in his plan to take revenge.
Meanwhile, Hamlet’s feelings keep moving in the other direction
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too. However much he may push down his respect for the kingship, it keeps floating back up. He tells his mother unhesitatingly
that he’ll “blow them at the moon”, and then goes on to carry out
that threat by unsealing “Their grand commission”; but in the meantime he again gets chained up in his inhibitions, “like the mutines
in the bilboes”. If Hamlet, on board ship, can still be writhing “like
the mutines in the bilboes” at the thought of “forgetting manners”
far enough to “unseal/Their grand commission”, how much more
must the thought of disobeying a royal command, not to mention
killing the king, hold him back? As long as Claudius isn’t standing
behind a convenient arras, and Hamlet has to kill him openly, the
patriotic Hamlet needs public proof. He doesn’t mention that that’s
what he’s looking for, but he moves forward like a detective who
knows he’s on the trail of something big. He shows a confidence
that carries the audience forward with him, while his confidence,
as always, alternates with that old, guilty sense of delay. Both these
contradictory feelings, in alternation, carry the play forward. We
never quite have a chance to blame Hamlet for not taking revenge.
We have a sense of his delay, but before we can get impatient with
him, the delay is replaced by a new resolution to act, until we
pause again, for the next wave of delay. He describes his final delay,
on board ship, only after he’s already acted. Hamlet spends most of
the play either moving forward or blaming himself for not moving—before we have a chance to blame him ourselves—and then
moving off again with a fresh vow of action.
In his final soliloquy, Hamlet acknowledges his delay one last
time, and ties it, as the ghost might, to cowardice. Earlier, he brought
cowardice into the “O what a rogue and peasant slave” soliloquy
with the explicit question, “Am I a coward?” Before he thought of
doubting the ghost, he answered that question with a slightly ambiguous yes: “it cannot be/But I am pigeon-liver’d and lack gall/To
make oppression bitter”. Then, in the “To be, or not to be” soliloquy, he complicated his cowardice by tying it to conscience: “Thus
conscience does make cowards of us all”. In this last, “How all
occasions” soliloquy, he condenses that complication into the phrase
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“craven scruple”. It’s an oxymoron, one of several key phrases in
the play, like “conscience does make cowards of us all”, where
Hamlet’s clashing ideals grind directly against each other.
How can you accuse a man of cowardice because he won’t do
something he knows is wrong? You can say he’s rationalizing: that
his deepest motive is his cowardice, not his conscience. But what
would make you so sure—especially with Hamlet? Is one motive
definitely the true, the decisive one, or are they intrinsically mixed?
As far as a scruple is truly a scruple, it cannot be craven; as far as
it’s craven, it cannot truly be a scruple. It can’t be a scruple to the
ghost, because being purely heroic, he can’t see any possible scruple
in this case, except maybe one. When Hamlet pours out his rage on
his mother, the ghost interrupts him, and tells him to have compassion for her, to “step between her and her fighting soul”. As the
player’s speech intimates, through its pity for Hecuba, pity for the
pain he’ll cause Gertrude if he kills Claudius forms part of the
picture that slows Hamlet down. When he thinks “too precisely on
th’event” he sees, among other things, Gertrude as Hecuba. The
ghost, I would say, doesn’t think about it so precisely. He can compassionately stop Hamlet from browbeating Gertrude in her closet,
but the pain Gertrude would feel if Hamlet killed Claudius doesn’t
bother him at all.
When Hamlet, in his last soliloquy, wonders again about the
possible reasons for his delay, the first one that comes to his
mind is “Bestial oblivion”. Hamlet contrasts this oblivion with
reasoning:
Sure he that made us with such large discourse,
Looking before and after, gave us not
That capability and godlike reason
To fust in us unus’d.
IV. iv. 36-9

That “godlike reason”, with its small “g”, may be only a Renaissance commonplace, referring not to the Christian God but to the
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pagan gods in whose image he saw his father. Heroic reason, incarnated by the un-Christian ghost, tells him his duty is to kill Claudius.
Yet no one but the Christian God can be “he that made us with such
large discourse”. If “large discourse”, is supposed to work against
“Bestial oblivion”, then God’s gift, “That capability and godlike
reason”, should, according to Hamlet, command him, like the ghost,
to take revenge. Then the soliloquy changes direction. Hamlet
wonders whether what’s holding him back from revenge is lack of
reasoning, “Bestial oblivion”, or too much reasoning:
Now whether it be
Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple
Of thinking too precisely on th’event—
A thought which, quarter’d, hath but one part wisdom
And ever three parts coward—I do not know
Why yet I live to say this thing’s to do,
Sith I have cause, and will, and strength, and means
To do’t.
IV. iv. 39-46

Thinking about “th’event” can inspire fear, and cowardice, because Hamlet strongly suspects that if he kills the king he himself
will be killed. And beyond fearing death, he also must fear what
comes after death. He “that made us with such large discourse”,
“That capability and godlike reason”, also told us how we ought to
reason, about what comes “before and after”. God said “Vengeance
is mine”, and as everyone in the audience would have known, he
saved a special place in hell for regicides. Finally, another fear
comes into it too, which Hamlet mentions at the end of the play:
the fear of leaving behind “a wounded name”. The wound would
be not the reputation of hesitating, like a coward, to kill the king,
but the reputation of having done it. Without better evidence than
the word of a ghost, Hamlet would live in infamy as a regicide,
who killed the king out of usurping ambition—or madness. That
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“wounded name” would taint not only Hamlet, but the whole state
of Denmark it’s his princely duty to protect.
To hesitate because you’re afraid of dying is cowardly, as everyone
including the ghost would agree. But what about hesitating because
you’re afraid of bringing dishonor on yourself, your family and your
country? Or hesitating because you’re afraid of being damned? If you
think about it precisely, the “reason” Hamlet has in mind divides into
at least three parts: heroic reason, patriotic reason, and Christian reason. They all look at “th’event” from different points of view. Every
positive ideal, every good motive, that stands in the way of killing
Claudius, gets compressed by Hamlet into that little “one part wisdom”, that small as it is, and outnumbered by the “three parts coward”, refuses to disappear from the thought.
Watching Fortinbras’s army march toward Poland, Hamlet says
“Examples gross as earth exhort me,” as if they’re dragging his tooprecise reasoning down to earth. Or as if in being “gross as earth”,
but still managing to keep moving, they put to shame his bestial
oblivion. The army seems to have found some heroically ideal
balance, between bestiality and too-precise thinking. And yet, as
his reasoning pushes forward, these examples lead him toward a
strange end. Fortinbras and his soldiers exhort Hamlet to act
because, unlike a beast or a coward, they’re
Exposing what is mortal and unsure
To all that fortune, death, and danger dare,
Even for an eggshell.

For an eggshell? That would be scanned. So Hamlet does scan it,
very precisely:
Rightly to be great
Is not to stir without great argument,
But greatly to find quarrel in a straw
When honour’s at the stake.
IV. iv. 51-6
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Here Hamlet looks at going to war from two opposing points
of view. The bloody act could be called “to stir without great argument” if its object is only an eggshell, or a straw. In his talk with
the captain, Hamlet was amazed that “Two thousand souls and
twenty thousand ducats/Will not debate the question of this straw!”
Surely if Fortinbras thought precisely about the event he would not
go to war. Hamlet explains this thoughtlessness by finding its motive in something deeper than reason, or maybe more bestial: “This
is th’impostume of much wealth and peace,/That inward breaks,
and shows no cause without/Why the man dies.” Yet after the captain leaves, Hamlet begins his soliloquy with another, opposing,
thought: that what’s bestial may be his own lack of action: “How
all occasions do inform against me,/And spur my dull revenge.”
He’s no longer putting down Fortinbras for acting thoughtlessly;
Fortinbras is putting him down for thoughtlessly not acting. The
inward rupture of the “impostume of much wealth and peace” has
now become an inspiring, and humbling, example, to spur his dull
revenge. A shared sense of shame, a fear of turning into a “fat weed”
of “wealth and peace”—along with a young man’s natural need to
prove himself in combat—drives both Hamlet and Fortinbras. But
Hamlet quickly comes back again to seeing Fortinbras’s action as
undertaken “for an eggshell”—a perspective Fortinbras would not
share. Then again the eggshell gets transformed into a token of
something greater, as Hamlet, who thought this action was for a
straw, or an eggshell, now sees, as though suddenly remembering,
that it’s really for honor.
From here on, through the rest of the soliloquy, Hamlet sways
between these poles of interpretation like a straw in the wind of
thought. This honorable action is still “for a fantasy and trick of fame”
and “a plot/ . . . Which is not tomb enough and continent/To hide the
slain.” Honorable as it may be, it also sounds like a meaningless
waste. In fact, the more meaningless it is, the more Hamlet seems to
think it should inspire him. The honor may look greater in contrast to
the straw it’s attached to. Yet it seems strange to concentrate so vividly
on the straw-like nature of the goal, without mentioning the source of
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the honor that gives that straw its war-justifying power. When he ends
with “My thoughts be bloody or be nothing worth”, he’s demanding
that reason come out on the side of blood—and honor. The trouble
is, as this whole soliloquy demonstrates, reason can’t so easily be locked
into a single point of view.

8. Perfect conscience
After he gets back from his aborted voyage, Hamlet asks Horatio
if reason demands that he take revenge:
Does it not, think thee, stand me now upon—
He that hath kill’d my king and whor’d my mother,
Popp’d in between th’election and my hopes,
Thrown out his angle for my proper life
And with such coz’nage—is’t not perfect conscience
To quit him with this arm? And is’t not to be damn’d
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil?
V. ii. 63-70

Horatio answers only, “It must be shortly known to him from England/What is the issue of the business there.” He doesn’t reply to
Hamlet’s argument. Shakespeare leaves the audience to wonder how
Hamlet’s questions ought to be answered. Would killing Claudius
really be “perfect conscience”?
I think Hamlet, typically, does something confusing in this
speech. He does it first by raising again, so vulgarly, his earlier
doubtful charge against Gertrude. “He that hath kill’d my king”
might justify killing Claudius, especially if it were a publicly known
fact. But what about “whor’d my mother”? Is that true? It would be
true if she and Claudius had committed adultery while Hamlet’s
father was alive, which I don’t think they did. At least it isn’t quite
clear. What’s clear is that Hamlet would apply those words, “whor’d
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my mother”, even to the marriage, to Gertrude’s spiritual “adultery”
in marrying Claudius after being married to Hamlet’s father. So
here, as he did earlier in the play, Hamlet ties one charge, “kill’d
my king”, which is clearly true, to another which an objective
observer, like Horatio, would have to distrust.
Hamlet goes on to make a third accusation, one he’s never
made before: Claudius “Popp’d in between th’election and my
hopes”. He could accuse Claudius of that even if Claudius hadn’t
killed his father. If his father had died a natural death, and Claudius
had somehow got himself elected in place of Hamlet, he might
have “Popp’d in between th’election and my hopes”. Yet take away
the murder and what’s left? Nobody has so much as hinted that
there was anything irregular about the election. If Denmark were
already an inherited monarchy, Hamlet might deserve the throne,
but it isn’t quite that yet. When Rosencrantz suggested that his melancholy was caused by frustrated ambition, Hamlet denied it, and
at the time he sounded sincere: “I could be bounded in a nutshell
and count myself a king of infinite space—were it not that I have
bad dreams.” He told Ophelia he was “very proud, revengeful, ambitious”—yet through most of the play his ambition has been even less
noticeable than his revenge. Unless you count his sense of princely
duty, and care for the state of Denmark, as signs of ambition. The best
that can be said for this line is that Claudius may have “Popp’d in
between th’election and my hopes” because he killed old Hamlet while
young Hamlet was still so young. A few years later Hamlet might have
been more electable. By giving him this line, I think Shakespeare is
again showing how Hamlet’s anger mixes with, and deforms, his reasoning. As Hamlet tells Horatio about the plot to kill him, and how
he sent Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to die in his place, his anger
rises to its last peak before the end of the play. As in his earlier moments of impotent anger and bloody vows, he stretches reason to its
limit, and beyond: he throws the book at Claudius. The questionable
accusations detract from the force of the true ones, especially the last
one: “Thrown out his angle for my proper life/And with such coz’nage”.
That Claudius “Popp’d in between th’election and my hopes” would
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be a very bad reason to kill him. It would make the killing a simple
egoistic usurpation of the throne. That elections can give rise to this
kind of resentment, and revolt, when the loser thinks they’ve turned
out wrong, was exactly why Shakespeare didn’t believe in elections.
“Whor’d my mother” is more nebulous, and might have some truth
in it, but it still isn’t a capital offense. And “kill’d my king” is true
but publicly unproven.
This mix of accusations, from the grave and provable “Thrown
out his angle for my proper life”, to the true but publicly unproven,
to the questionable and the false, leaves the audience with mixed
feelings about what Hamlet is saying. His rage against Claudius
again seems to be distorting his reasoning. He’s not being objective,
and so Horatio, the objective observer—the just man—does not
answer the question. I think Shakespeare achieves a double effect
with this speech. He shows Hamlet’s reasoning to be distorted by
passion, which undermines his credibility; and at the same time, by
using this distorted argument, which nevertheless includes all the
true accusations along with the suspicious ones, he creates a doubt
about whether any set of reasons, however objective, could lead
securely to Hamlet’s conclusion:
—is’t not perfect conscience
To quit him with this arm? And is’t not to be damn’d
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil?
V. ii. 67-70

Even Hamlet doesn’t come to a complete conclusion: he puts
his answer in the form of a question. Is it not to be damned not to
kill a king? To answer yes you have to get a long way away from
common sense. Common sense says killing a king is damnable—
which gives Hamlet’s question an ironic twist. He puts it this way,
I think, because up to now “perfect conscience” has been what’s
held him back, and “to be damn’d” was what he expected to happen
to him if he killed Claudius. The speech gets its rhetorical force,
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for Hamlet, by flipping these terms, making them argue in favor of
revenge instead of against it.
Hamlet’s conclusion can’t simply be wrong, because a terrible crime is going unpunished. Claudius has shown the audience that he’s a tyrant, who’s already making plans to engage in
further evil. But Hamlet’s reasons don’t all lead to his conclusion; some of them detract from it. With Horatio’s help,
Shakespeare shows that after all Hamlet has been through, and all
he’s found out, he still can’t logically reason his way into killing
Claudius.
So what should he do? What should anyone do, who knows the
king is a tyrant? As long as his tyranny is a secret, killing him will
look like a crime. If Hamlet kills him, it will look like he did it to
usurp the throne—or if he tells about the ghost it will look like he’s
mad. He can, however, do some of the things he does. He can
gather evidence. He can prepare the ground. Hamlet has prepared
himself to the point where, on the voyage to England, though something in him still resists, like “the mutines in the bilboes”, a providential “rashness” takes over, and leads him, “my fears forgetting
manners”, to “unseal/Their grand commission”. By now, “forgetting manners”, may sound like a minor point. But to Hamlet it
means crossing the line into open revolt against the king. He can
only cross that line outside all legal jurisdictions, on the open sea,
at night. He sneaks on deck with “My sea-gown scarf ’d about me,
in the dark”, and like a rapist: “had my desire”. This rash act
finally gives Hamlet what he’s needed all along: objective evidence
of Claudius’s tyranny, in the commission that he saves and hands
over to Horatio. There’s nothing a king can do more tyrannical
than secretly plotting to murder his heir. Nothing could come as
close, if anything could, to cancelling the “divinity” that “doth hedge
a king”. When Hamlet, his “brains” leading the way, writes out the
new commission and seals it with his father’s signet, he symbolically, and in a way literally, crowns himself king, becoming, in his
eyes, “Hamlet the Dane”.
By using Claudius’s own plot, designed to kill him, to kill
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Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in his place, Hamlet fulfills the prophecy, “in one line two crafts directly meet”. His old friends die
because “they did make love to this employment”: “we . . . here
give up ourselves in the full bent . . . To be commanded.” From
Hamlet’s point of view, they enlisted in Claudius’s service, and now
this is war, a war in which he has taken command as Hamlet the
Dane; so Rosencrantz and Guildenstern can legitimately be killed:
They are not near my conscience, their defeat
Does by their own insinuation grow.
’Tis dangerous when the baser nature comes
Between the pass and fell incensed points
Of mighty opposites.
V. ii. 58-62

As a “mighty opposite”, Hamlet puts himself on a level with
the king. By killing Rosencrantz and Guildenstern he acts like a
man at war, and demonstrates his ability to kill, not by mistake but
on purpose. By killing them he commits an irrevocable act of rebellion, which gives him no way out—no way to avoid confronting
Claudius—and also intensifies the play’s suspense by proving that
he has what it takes to kill Claudius at the end. If a modern audience can’t feel quite comfortable with this sudden toughening of
Hamlet, we get over it. He’s in a tough situation. He hasn’t got
much choice. Shakespeare knew that effective kings could not be
too soft. Getting over the killing of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
works as a necessary toughening for the audience too. But at the
same time, Shakespeare subtly softens, and even justifies, this killing. Hamlet’s act feels a little more forgiveable because of its poetic
justice: he only turns the tables on them, and uses the method of
execution intended for him. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern may not
have known what was in the commission—though Hamlet would
be justified in suspecting they did; but what they’ve revealed about
themselves so far suggests that if they did know, they would have
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gone ahead anyway, since they recognized their “holy and religious”
duty to protect the king. They chose their side, and they lost.
Democratic morality objects that even “mighty opposites” don’t
have the right to kill “baser natures”. But though we wouldn’t put it
the way Hamlet does, I think Shakespeare shows here, with some
Elizabethan bias toward royal privilege, that “Hamlet the Dane”
has assumed a wartime authority that even democracies give to
commanders-in-chief. The fate of a nation rides on the outcome of
this combat between Hamlet and Claudius. In a war, soldiers are
bound to die. And this war is justified: the forces of tyranny, which
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern joined, have to be brought down.
When Claudius tells Laertes “Revenge should have no bounds”, he
gives the audience a dizzying vision of the endless cycle of revenge
that could engulf the country, without a king who stands for objective,
measured justice.
Claudius speaks the truth, from Hamlet’s point of view, when
he says “There’s such divinity doth hedge a king/That treason can
but peep to what it would, acts little of his will”—though his brother’s
“divinity” didn’t stop Claudius. Until he’s got “more relative” proof
of Claudius’s crime, that divinity, that patriotic ideal, has to hold
Hamlet back, because he cares about doing what is really right. He
doesn’t have to speak his thoughts about regicide out loud;
Shakespeare makes the audience feel them. When the system of
justice, in the person of Claudius, doesn’t work, it gives the audience a rooting interest in Hamlet’s revenge—a wish to see Dirty
Hamlet kill the killer, without being held back by the corrupt and
decadent niceties of the law. Yet while we root for Hamlet to take
his revenge, this play forces us, along with Hamlet, to stop and
think.
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5
THE HOLY SPIRIT
1. Why, what should be the fear?
Most of Shakespeare’s plays take place either in a Christian
country, like the England of the English history plays, or else somewhere like ancient Rome, where Christianity has not been heard of
yet. In some plays, like A Midsummer Night’s Dream, hardly a
thought of Christianity intrudes on the magical pagan setting, while
in others, like The Merchant of Venice, Christianity forms the thematic spine of the play. The way The Merchant of Venice wrestles
with what it means to be Christian, or unChristian, or Jewish,
helps make that play different, deeper and darker than most of the
other comedies. Christianity also plays a vital role in several of the
tragedies, including King Lear, a play set in pre-Christian Britain.
In King Lear, Christianity seems conspicuous by its absence: the
missing moral piece in an outwardly pre-Christian world. Cordelia,
the proto-Christian, the proto-Christ figure of the play, hints at the
coming arrival of the good news, now only a dim glow on the
horizon. In the Roman plays, the clearest sign that this world does
not recognize Christian values appears in something that fascinates
Shakespeare: the characters’ attitudes toward suicide. Unlike Hamlet, they’ve never heard that “the Everlasting” has “fix’d/His canon
’gainst self-slaughter.” Both Antony and Cleopatra kill themselves,
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and Shakespeare infuses that act with heroic passion: it’s a last bid
to die in honor and live in fame.
From the first scene Shakespeare leaves no doubt that Hamlet
takes place in a Christian country. Barnardo’s “Long live the king!”
shows that these soldiers are not Romans. If they were serving a preChristian king, like Lear, Shakespeare would indicate the antiquity of
the setting. Instead he makes it seem very contemporary. You can’t get
much more modern than Horatio’s confident refusal, at first, to believe in a ghost. In the ancient, pagan Britain of King Lear, Edmund’s
disbelief in astrology feels a little out of place: it makes him sound
modern. Horatio’s skeptical “Tush, tush, ’twill not appear” has
Christianity behind it, as well as Renaissance humanism. You could
of course be Christian and believe in ghosts, as King James did. Yet
there’s a strain in Christianity, represented by the rational Horatio,
that rejects ghosts as an old-fashioned superstition. By putting a
ghost in the play, Shakespeare vividly shows that Christians, even
in the modern world, remain confused about ghosts. He shows all
beliefs getting confused here, because, he hints, human beings are
helplessly ignorant: modern as these times may be, the metaphysical world can still erupt at any moment, with a fearful mystery.
When he sees the ghost, Horatio brings God into the play—
“By heaven, I charge thee speak”—and then, when the ghost
vanishes, he links God to his modern Renaissance skepticism:
Before my God, I might not this believe
Without the sensible and true avouch
Of mine own eyes.
I. i. 59-61

He seems to think God would not have wanted him to believe in
the ghost without seeing it for himself. But even in using this standard Christian rhetoric, of swearing before God, Horatio unconsciously hints at a potential conflict: God too demands a kind of
unverified faith. Officially Christian as it was, Renaissance humanism combined a rising spirit of scientific observation—of appealing
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to what can be seen with “the sensible and true avouch/Of mine
own eyes”—with the study of the classical, pagan past. Horatio, a
student at the advanced University of Wittenberg, shows how alive
that past still is for him with his long speech about “stars with
trains of fire and dews of blood”, and the “sheeted dead” that “Did
squeak and gibber in the Roman streets” before “the mightiest Julius
fell”. It’s as if seeing the ghost releases in Horatio an underground
stream of pagan superstition that his modern, Christian self has
repressed.
After the ghost comes and goes a second time, without speaking, and Barnardo says, “It was about to speak when the cock crew”,
Horatio takes up the story: “And then it started like a guilty thing/
Upon a fearful summons.” That “guilty thing/Upon a fearful summons” sounds Christian, even maybe specifically Catholic, since
Catholic doctrine, unlike Protestant, recognized purgatory. But none
of these three men really knows what the ghost is, or where it
comes from.
Horatio goes on to recall a vague, not very Christian-sounding
legend about cocks and spirits:
I have heard
The cock, that is the trumpet to the morn,
Doth with his lofty and shrill-sounding throat
Awake the god of day, and at his warning,
Whether in sea or fire, in earth or air,
Th’extravagant and erring spirit hies
To his confine; and of the truth herein
This present object made probation.
I. i. 154-61

After listening to this pagan-sounding theory, Marcellus, to my ear,
replies drily, “It faded on the crowing of the cock.” He’ll give Horatio
only that much. He may be reacting against the pagan turn of
Horatio’s university-educated thought.
Marcellus then recalls another legend, that leaves out the
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pagan “god of day”, and looks instead, for protection, to Christianity. But what he looks to be protected from, by Christianity, are the
unChristian inhabitants of a darker realm:
Some say that ever ’gainst that season comes
Wherein our Saviour’s birth is celebrated,
This bird of dawning singeth all night long;
And then, they say, no spirit dare stir abroad,
The nights are wholesome, then no planets strike,
No fairy takes, nor witch hath power to charm,
So hallow’d and so gracious is that time.
I. i. 163-9

Horatio, skeptic, pagan and Christian at once, answers, “So have I
heard and do in part believe it.” How can anyone, Horatio, Marcellus
or the audience, believe either of these explanations wholeheartedly? Then Horatio speaks those beautiful lines about the dawn:
“But look, the morn in russet mantle clad/Walks o’er the dew of
yon high eastward hill.” Something about that russet, dewy morn,
its affinity with the cock, the way it frightens away ghosts, like
guilty things, the way it “Walks” toward them with the sunlight,
may hint at the coming of Jesus, and the faith he brings, both from
above and from the east, to a benighted world. Christianity is still
only dawning in this world, which has not lost—which is rediscovering—its pagan roots. At night the fears of stirring spirits, striking
planets, taking fairies and charming witches—superstitions classical and medieval mixed—revive in hearts that by the light of day
hold easily to their faith in the loving and protective Christian God.
Shortly after this confusion on the platform, Hamlet shows his
Christian faith in his first soliloquy, when he wishes “that the Everlasting had not fix’d/His canon ’gainst self-slaughter”. He goes on,
“O God! God!/How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable/Seem to
me all the uses of this world!” He also gives evidence of his classical education: classical and Christian allusions come with equal
ease into his mind. His father was to Claudius “Hyperion to a
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satyr”. “Heaven and earth,/Must I remember?”, he asks, how
Gertrude “follow’d my poor father’s body,/Like Niobe, all tears”;
then he shifts again to Christianity with “O God, a beast that wants
discourse of reason/Would have mourn’d longer”, and back to a
classical description of Claudius as “no more like my father/Than
I to Hercules.” This mixture, so typical of Renaissance humanism—which may go back to Dante making Virgil his guide through
a Christian hell—hints at the mixture of beliefs inside Hamlet, a
mixture that so far seems to have caused him no uneasiness. Like
Horatio he’s been able to get away with believing everything “in
part”, while thinking of himself, on the surface, as a faithful Christian. When Hamlet hears the secret of his father’s murder, the pagan and Christian parts of him begin to polarize, and to clash,
though Hamlet can’t clearly and consciously recognize the split he
feels opening up inside him.
In the scenes before the ghost tells him its secret, Hamlet shows
that something in him has already started to work against Christianity. He sounds at first like a Christian, telling Horatio, on the
news of the ghost, “For God’s love let me hear!” Then, convinced
they’ve seen his father’s spirit, he makes a pointedly anti-Christian
vow: “If it assume my noble father’s person,/I’ll speak to it though
hell itself should gape/And bid me hold my peace.” That gaping
hell-mouth would indirectly be speaking for God. “Will you be
ruled by me?” Claudius later says to Laertes, and Laertes answers,
“So you will not o’errule me to a peace.” Claudius won’t—not to an
unrevenging peace—but God would. Hamlet, when he says he’ll
dare damnation to speak to the ghost, has no idea how prophetic
his words—now just emotional rhetoric—will turn out to be.
When he first sees the ghost, Hamlet calls for heavenly aid:
“Angels and ministers of grace defend us!” Then he repeats his
earlier vow to speak to the ghost “though hell itself should gape”:
Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damn’d,
Bring with thee airs from heaven or blasts from hell,
Be thy intents wicked or charitable,
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Thou com’st in such a questionable shape
That I will speak to thee.
I. iv. 40-44

Hamlet’s love for his father shows its power by shoving aside Christianity. The ghost may be “a spirit of health”, who brings “airs from
heaven” with charitable intents, but that sounds like a long shot. It
feels like a hell-mouth is starting to gape, and Hamlet, in his reckless passion, is brushing off the danger.
Horatio and Marcellus take that danger seriously, and urge
Hamlet to stay away from the ghost. He responds with a strange
argument that there is no danger:
Why, what should be the fear?
I do not set my life at a pin’s fee,
And for my soul, what can it do to that,
Being a thing immortal as itself?
I. iv. 64-7

The obvious Christian answer, which Hamlet ignores, is that what
it could do to his soul is damn it. Listening to the ghost, and obeying the command to revenge, could lead him into damnation. It
takes Hamlet a while to recognize this danger, at least in theory: the
danger that the ghost “Abuses me to damn me.” Setting the worth
of his life at “a pin’s fee” sounds almost, but not quite, heroic. The
old heroes didn’t talk that way. On the other hand, this merely
immortal, not damnable, soul sounds almost, but not quite, Christian. Hamlet may not think about damnation because, depressed
and angry as he is, he still believes his soul is pure and unsullied.
Until he meets the ghost, and hears it speak, hell has not come alive
in his imagination except as rhetoric. He makes immortality here
sound vacant, abstract, detached from the question of what kind of
immortality it will be. Then the ghost, fleshing out Hamlet’s idea
of hell, along with the audience’s, tells him enough about “this
eternal blazon”, whose hair-straightening secrets he’s forbidden to
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reveal, to bring home the serious reality of God’s punishment of
sin. If Hamlet’s soul is “immortal as itself ”—as the ghost—that no
longer seems like such a comforting prospect.
Yet even as he confirms the horrible reality of the Christian
hell, the ghost remains the most pointedly unChristian character in
the play. His unChristianness—his heroism—has a power that God
himself seems unable completely to control. The ghost seems to
have sneaked out of hell under cover of darkness; when the dawn
light comes up he starts, “like a guilty thing/Upon a fearful summons.” He does say he’s “Doomed for a certain term to walk the
night”, as if God knew what he was doing; yet the ghost gives the
impression, by the way the light provokes his guilt, and especially
with his command to revenge, that something other than the hand
of heaven is operating through him. Caught by the dawn again
while speaking to Hamlet, he has just enough time to reveal his
secret, and give Hamlet the command to revenge: “Remember me.”
Hamlet calls every power he can think of to witness: “O all you
host of heaven! O earth! What else?/And shall I couple hell?” “O
fie!” he goes on—I think meaning fie on the thought that he would
not remember. Then suddenly he feels the danger of disintegration:
“Hold, hold, my heart,/And you, my sinews, grow not instant old,/
But bear me stiffly up.” The “too too solid flesh” that imprisoned
him in life, against his will, now gives way to a bursting heart and
slackening sinews that threaten him with premature death—a death
that would keep him from completing his heroic mission. For the
first time, Hamlet feels himself beginning to grow old.

2. Sweet religion
Some scholars, in pursuit of the esoteric—an occupational hazard—have found the conflict between Protestant and Catholic Christianity to be a significant theme in Hamlet. Wittenberg, they say,
was identified with Protestantism, as Luther’s university, while purgatory was a Catholic doctrine, frowned on by the new, more
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simplified religion the Elizabethans were supposed to believe in.
The more relevant association, it seems to me, between Wittenberg
and Hamlet, is not Luther and Protestantism but Marlowe’s Dr.
Faustus—who was also at Wittenberg—and the quest, through
knowledge, to become “like a god”. While it may be true that
coming from purgatory gives the ghost a slight tinge of a more
archaic, Catholic Christianity, which reinforces the general archaic
impression of his heroic nature, I wouldn’t go much further than
that. The “Catholicism” of purgatory didn’t bother the Protestant
censors, who a few years later thought “God!” too blasphemous an
oath for the stage—while feeling, oddly for Christian watchdogs,
that “Jove!” was fine. Doctrinal debates among scholars and officials of the church don’t always have much to do with either popular belief or the dramatic uses of purgatory and ghosts on the stage.
What the audience gets most clearly from these characters in the
first act, as far as I can tell, is a feeling of confusion. The clearest
scholarly mind, whether predisposed for or against the doctrine of
purgatory, trembles in the presence of the ghost. Horatio reverts to
pagan superstition. In Hamlet, I would say, competing versions of
Christianity are not the point. What does matter is Christianity’s
anti-heroic opposition to revenge. Christians are supposed to love
their enemies, turn the other cheek, and leave vengeance to God.
The moral dilemmas created by the Christian prohibition of revenge affect Catholics and Protestants pretty much the same way.
It’s not a Christianity of esoteric doctrine, but the most simple and
universal command of Jesus that Shakespeare brings to life, and
explores, in Hamlet.
What’s it all about, this Christian prohibition of personal revenge? Why would a religion make such a point of it, telling people
to turn the other cheek, love their enemies and leave vengeance to
God? A Christian might say that Christianity is about trying to
achieve perfect love, a spiritual love that owes something to “Platonic” love, the Greek agape—and nothing to the body’s unruly
desires. It’s a love modelled more on family love, on a parent’s love
for a child, or on the love of brothers and sisters, than on sexual
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love. Christianity at its purest tries to extend this kind of love to
everyone, family, friend, stranger and enemy alike.
The heroic ideal may embody a part of human awareness that
finds this ideal of Christian love unnatural and unreal. Your heroic
duty to your family, from a long way back, has included taking revenge on anyone who hurts a member of the family. Heroic personal
honor also demands revenge for wrongs, or, as Hamlet says, “defeats”
to yourself. The heroic ideal, in contrast with Christian humility, is
proudly to prove you’re the strongest—either the strongest person or a
member of the strongest group. The hero wants to be number one.
Unrestrained, the heroic ideal can set off an endless cycle of
violence. If the strongest rules, then when the strongest becomes
weaker, or dies, society can fall into chaos, or gang warfare, as
contenders for the title of strongest fight it out, over and over, for
the top spot. The establishment of a state, with a king and a law
designed to judge and punish wrongdoers objectively, instead of
leaving their punishment to those they’ve wronged, points a way
out of the heroic swamp of blood. It points toward an ideal of
order on earth, an ideal that looks something like the order
Christianity envisions God reigning over in heaven—and in hell.
Maybe one seed of Hamlet’s patriotic and Christian ideals can
be found in the way all people feel, at times, that revenge for a
wrong has been carried too far, and become wrong itself. The many
old stories of extreme revenge, like wiping out a whole tribe because of one man’s wrong, feel today, and may have felt even then,
less like glorious tales of honor preserved than like horror stories
of bloody revenge overflowing the bounds of sanity. The soldiers in
the Iliad, who give up so much of their lives, and even give their
lives, because a Greek’s wife ran away with a Trojan, know they
have to fight because they made an agreement, a promise: all for
one and one for all. They all have to fight for one man’s honor.
Without any higher court to judge the case, there’s not much left to
do but pick your favorite side and fight it out—as some gods pick
one side and some the other. The overall judgment that Troy deserves more of the blame may come through in its ultimate
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destruction; but a sense of tragic futility pervades the story. The
Trojans can’t turn Helen over to the Greeks without violating their
own heroic ideal of family solidarity. For honor, the war must be
fought to the bloody end. The counter-stories of wisdom, brutal as
they may be, like Solomon’s threat to cut the disputed baby in half,
communicate a sense that true justice depends not on loyalty, or
favoritism, but on a judge who will seek out, and act on, the objective truth. The modern heroic ideal, even at full heat, recognizes
this need for truth: Laertes stops short when Claudius tells him he’s
going after the wrong man. And even Laertes, heroic as he is, does
not threaten, like Pyrrhus, to kill a man’s whole family—“fathers,
mothers, daughters, sons”—for that one man’s crime.
Revenge that punishes the right person, and only that person,
can still go too far, giving onlookers a feeling that for this crime the
revenger has exacted a cruel and unusual punishment. Almost everyone gets queasy at the way Achilles drags Hector’s dead body
around and around the walls of Troy. That’s why the gods, showing
the pity Achilles lacks, keep the body from being damaged. The
Old Testament also responds to this need to rein in revenge. “An
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth” is in a way a restraining
order. It replaces “A life for an eye, and a family for a tooth.” It says
the punishment should fit the crime.
Like the heroic, the Christian ideal, in its purest form, creates
its own natural opposition. As the heroic value of revenge can be
carried too far, even for the heroic world, the Christian prohibition of revenge has not always inspired Christians to pure, literal
obedience. To refrain, with Christian forbearance, from revenging
an otherwise unpunished crime has the disadvantage, for the time
being, that it leaves the criminal free to commit more crimes. If
you don’t fight back you may be killed. In the face of this fact,
many Christians, it’s true, have shown their faith by becoming, or
revering, martyrs. If anyone objects that making heroes of martyrs
will end by depleting the supply of potential martyrs to zero, Christians may answer that love inspires, and absolute love inspires
absolutely. The haters confronted with nothing but love will
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eventually burn out the fuel of their hate and be converted. Love
conquers all. The way pure love, like the love of a child, or even
an animal, can sometimes touch the hardest heart shows there’s
some truth in this. But overall, it does seem at best a long-term
view.
In a way, Christianity recognizes that its ideal of pure and universal love has limitations, by recognizing that some things should
legitimately be rendered unto Caesar. In Shakespeare, a Christian
king has the duty to punish criminals, justly, and send armies into
battle, to protect the state. In Henry V, the soldiers argue that if the
war is wrong, the king, not the soldiers, will face judgment for that
sin. The soldiers defer to the king’s judgment, as victims of crime
are supposed to defer to his justice. Though a good king’s justice,
to be real justice, has to satisfy some of the emotional demands of
revenge, it becomes justice, rather than revenge, by tempering the
over-emotional—the heroic—demands of personal revenge, and
carefully fitting the punishment to the crime. God alone, being
perfect, and also personally offended by every sin, fuses revenge
and justice in hell in a way they can’t be fused on earth.
People like Hamlet, in literature and in life, often get driven to
revenge because no earthly authority will give them at least the
satisfaction demanded by justice. Dirty Harry wouldn’t be making
his day punishing criminals himself if the system would do it for
him—as a good system should. For a Christian confronted with an
unpunished crime, God stands behind the failed earthly officers of
the law as the ultimate provider of justice in eternity. Turning the
other cheek to your enemy does not mean your enemy will not be
hit back by a much higher, and harder, hand. The same faith that
tells you to love your enemies gives you hope that they’ll be horribly punished in the afterlife. The growth, through the middle ages,
of the vision of an endless torturing of sinners in hell helped to
satisfy a human desire for revenge in believers whose faith told
them not to take revenge for themselves. Hell gives the faithful a
hope of release, in the virtual world of eternity, for the urge to
revenge that God demands they suppress here on earth. It tells
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them all sins will be punished, even though they see, in this life, so
many sinners going unpunished, and dying in their beds. It’s good
to know that God, if he hasn’t yet mysteriously punished the guilty
in life, still waits on the other side to take care of his unfinished
business. Like the afterlife itself, this vision of God’s just vengeance
offers a hope that what would be right and good, but seems beyond
hope, in this world, will be realized in the next.
Through Hamlet, and the other characters, Shakespeare reminds the audience, in a hundred overt and subliminal ways, with
words like “heaven”, “damn”, “pray”, “Everlasting” and “providence”,
of what they already supposedly know. All their lives they’ve been
hearing about God’s justice in the next world. That promise, that
helps make Christianity such a sweet religion, mirrors, with a more
powerful and all-knowing perfection, the ideal justice of the earthly
Christian king. “There is no shuffling,” says Claudius, talking about
what he’ll face “above”:
there the action lies
In his true nature, and we ourselves compell’d
Even to the teeth and forehead of our faults
To give in evidence.
III. iii. 61-4

If the king punished every wrong with perfect justice, who on earth
would need to take revenge? The image of a just God in heaven
may have grown out of the occasional experience of seeing just
rulers on earth; but I would guess that it grew even more from the
vague image of a better way that develops in imaginary contrast
with the imperfectly righted wrongs encountered even in the justest
state. That gap, between the injustices of life and ideal justice,
however wide it remains for us, was even wider in the ancient and
medieval societies where Christianity rose to become the dominant
religion.
The Christian command to leave vengeance to God parallels,
and reinforces, the patriotic command to leave justice to the king.
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Hamlet finds himself in a maddening situation where the king, and
the system of earthly justice he represents, will not punish his father’s
killer. He’s “prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell”, I think,
because he sees heaven as demanding justice and hell as demanding
revenge. He’s not recognizing, at that moment, that heaven demands,
of him personally, that he forgive, and leave vengeance to God. Or
maybe Hamlet feels the prompting of heaven because he already
feels that he’s close to being a king. After all, he is the Prince of
Denmark, and the heir to the throne. As a Christian, who was also
only a private person, Hamlet would either have to leave vengeance
to God or else, sinfully, take revenge himself. He has only one
small hope of finding a middle way to earthly justice. He can obtain
objective evidence of the crime, and then punish it himself, as an
officer of the law. To have the authority to do that, in God’s eyes,
and his own, he would have to promote himself, somehow, to the
kingship, and then, in that quasi-official role, as the self-appointed
king, give justice to Claudius.
Meanwhile, Hamlet, who so far has no publicly presentable evidence of his father’s murder, and who is still only a prince, not a king,
has to feel the clashing demands now being made on his conscience.
The heroic ideal, in the person of the ghost, demands revenge for the
murder; the patriotic ideal demands evidence, and a public, official
due process of conviction and punishment; and the Christian ideal
demands that he forgive, and leave vengeance to God. At different
times, and in contradictory ways, Hamlet’s sense of his sinfulness fits
each of these ideals. He feels heroically sinful—bestial and cowardly—
because he doesn’t take revenge right away. That he can see himself, from another point of view, as sinful for wanting to take revenge at all, comes through in the nunnery scene with Ophelia,
when he tells her he’s “very proud, revengeful, ambitious”. Calling
revengefulness an offense, as Hamlet does here, when he comes
across Ophelia at her Christian “orisons”, would sound to the ghost
like heroic blasphemy. The heroic ideal sees pride and ambition,
along with revenge, as virtues and not sins. While the patriotic
ideal does not ask for the kind of pure humility that Christianity
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idealizes, it agrees with Christianity in finding ambition suspect,
because uncontrolled ambition can cause a lot of trouble in a state.
The patriotic ideal wants the succession of power to be orderly and
aboveboard, not the outcome of a contest between ambitious intriguers murdering each other to take over the throne.
Hamlet’s sense of his sinfulness, in the scene with Ophelia, involves both his newfound awareness of his sexual lust for her, and his
desire for revenge. Lust and revenge, both forms of “compulsive ardour”,
become, for Hamlet, in his Christian mood, matching sins—though
he doesn’t consciously make the connection between them. Sex, as I’ve
tried to show in an earlier chapter, “The Youth of Primy Nature”,
becomes for Hamlet a symbol of sinfulness in general. The “power of
beauty” that can “transform honesty from what it is to a bawd” can
stand for all the kinds of beauty—including his father’s heroic beauty—
that lead a man into temptation and sin. “If thou didst ever thy dear
father love . . . If thou hast nature in thee”, says the ghost, inciting
Hamlet to revenge—while later, speaking about sexual love, Polonius
associates “love” and “nature” with “desperate undertakings”:
This is the very ecstasy of love,
Whose violent property fordoes itself
And leads the will to desperate undertakings
As oft as any passion under heaven
That does afflict our natures.
II. i. 102-6

Sometimes filial obedience commands a son to follow the passions
of nature into “desperate undertakings” prescribed by his heroic
duty. The passion of filial love, and obedience, naturally demands
revenge for a murdered father. To resist that demand, and follow
the Christian ideal, feels to the hero unnatural and passionless,
bestial and cowardly, or, as Claudius says, “flat and dull”. The son
who does not take revenge proves he did not love his father with a
natural love. A young man who never felt “the very ecstasy of love”
for a woman would in another way show himself to be unnatural.
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Polonius sees the danger in these violent passions, while he fails to
consider the heroic link between naturalness and virtue, which makes
heroic duty command what Christianity forbids. To the Christian
ideal the natural passion for revenge, like sexual lust, can lead us
into sin, and even beyond sin to where the will loses control in
madness. The heroic Hamlet lusts for revenge, while the Christian
Hamlet sees that lust as a sin.
Both Hamlet’s lust and his antipathy to lust feel raw in the
nunnery scene. His accusing Ophelia, and women, of being the
root of all sin may distract the audience from his Christian recognition, in “proud, revengeful, ambitious”, that he also, for the moment, knows that revenge, like lust, is an offense. His bitter certainty that “virtue cannot so inoculate our old stock but we shall
relish of it” makes another subliminal connection between lust and
revenge. Hamlet’s father, with his aura of ancient heroism, stands
opposed to sexual lust; but he values another kind of lust, redolent
of what he literally is to Hamlet: “our old stock”. The virtue that
works against the lust of “our old stock”, Hamlet implies, is a
modern, Christian virtue.
Shakespeare didn’t need to do much more than allude to the
Christian God, with his prohibition of revenge, and the threat of
damnation that backs it up, because his audience knew all about it.
They also knew about the demands of heroic honor, and about the
difference between a just king and a tyrant. Other playwrights have
more directly confronted the revenger’s Christian duty to forgo revenge, by having the characters talk about it on stage. Then these
writers have usually gone on to revel in the revenge anyway, or,
more rarely, to revel in the noble Christianity of the man who
refuses to take it. Revelling in the revenge tends to be the more
successful dramatic strategy. Shakespeare too looks like he’s about
to drink hot dramatic blood, with Hamlet’s wild vows and Laertes’
attack, but then each time he turns in another direction, without
pointing out what he’s doing. Hamlet presents the argument for
revenge, and keeps promising a revenge that he can never quite
seem to deliver, without explicitly presenting the argument against
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it. By reminding us of that undelivered revenge, while keeping alive
our awareness of the patriotic and Christian ideals, Shakespeare
makes us, along with Hamlet, wonder what it is we really want.

3. To double business bound
Before the end of the play, Hamlet comes openly to the point
of killing Claudius only once. In the prayer scene he’s ready for
revenge—he’s got his sword out—and then he stops, and thinks.
He realizes, he says, that he can’t kill Claudius at prayer, because
that would send him to heaven: “Why, this is hire and salary, not
revenge.” Hamlet doesn’t seem to worry, at that moment, about
how God may compensate Hamlet himself for taking revenge. Yet
earlier, in his “O what a rogue and peasant slave” soliloquy, he
mentions damnation. The ghost, he says there, “May be a devil”,
who “Abuses me to damn me.” He’s implying, on the surface, that
he will be damned for killing the king if the king is not guilty. But
I think those words also expose Hamlet’s feeling that killing a king,
whether he’s guilty or not, is a damnable act. His fear of damnation
doesn’t only remind the audience of a threat they already know
about as believing Christians. It reminds them of a particular, recent version of it: the spectre of that “eternal blazon” conjured so
vividly by the ghost. Then in the prayer scene, more than anywhere
else in the play, Shakespeare shows the way to damnation, by showing the state of the soul of a sinner, Claudius, as he wrestles with
the question of how he can avoid being damned.
Claudius’s bad conscience has already come out once before, at
the start of the nunnery scene. Just before Hamlet enters, Claudius
and Polonius set out Ophelia, pretending to read, or pray, as bait to
take the carp of Hamlet’s truth. When Polonius calls to mind the
difference between actually reading a prayer book, or praying, and
only seeming to—“with devotion’s visage/And pious action we do
sugar o’er/The devil himself ”—he unsuspectingly hits a nerve in
Claudius:
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O ’tis too true.
How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience.
The harlot’s cheek, beautied with plast’ring art,
Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it
Than is my deed to my most painted word.
O heavy burden!
III. i. 49-54

With this speech Claudius prepares the audience to believe he’s in
real pain when the Mousetrap play again strikes him to the soul,
and to feel some pity for him, in spite of his villainy, as he kneels in
prayer and tries to repent.
Having had their familiar ideas of hell freshened and reinvigorated by the ghost, the audience can feel more sharply Claudius’s
fear, in the prayer scene, of what will happen to him when he dies.
He knows his case is as bad as it can be:
O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon’t—
A brother’s murder.
III. iii. 36-8

But knowing you’ve committed a crime, and truly repenting it, are
two different things:
Pray can I not,
Though inclination be as sharp as will,
My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent,
And like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin,
And both neglect.
III. iii. 38-43

Standing in pause, which may remind the audience of Pyrrhus,
but moreso of Hamlet, has become by now a familiar way of spending
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time in the play. I wonder if Shakespeare meant to hint further at
the similarity between Claudius and Hamlet by writing “like a man
to double business bound”: meaning, subliminally, that the man
Claudius is like, whether he knows it or not, is Hamlet. It’s a
minor point. What really matters is how Shakespeare, with that
“double business bound”, and “stand in pause”, so unmistakably
associates Claudius with Hamlet. Their common bewilderment
reaches across the moral gulf between them. Claudius’s “double
business”, unlike Hamlet’s, involves no ambiguity. He knows that
one course—confession, prayer, repentance—is right, and the other
course—more guilt and crime—is wrong. Hamlet would like to
think he’s in as morally simple a position as Claudius: that revenge
is right and failing to revenge is wrong. But he can’t truly believe
that any more than Claudius can truly repent.
Claudius now brings out, for the audience, what from a heroic
point of view is the most frightening and disturbing message of
Christianity: God can forgive even the most terrible crime if the
criminal sincerely repents. For a criminal that’s not such a bad
prospect. It’s the greatest hope Christianity brings: to be washed
clean and born again morally fresh. But if your father has been
murdered, how can you accept that God could pardon his killer?
Shakespeare underlines this dilemma with special, though ironic,
care, by having Claudius, the criminal himself, eloquently express
the saving grace of God’s mercy:
What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother’s blood,
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow? Whereto serves mercy
But to confront the visage of offence?
And what’s in prayer but this twofold force,
To be forestalled ere we come to fall
Or pardon’d being down?
III. iii. 43-50
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Who, in Shakespeare’s Christian audience, could argue with that?
And who wouldn’t also feel that here a door opens for a criminal to
make his unjust escape? Dramas tend to satisfy, as good kings do,
by showing the heavens more just. If the villain escapes punishment at the end, the play feels incomplete, even wrong. Should the
criminal go free because he says “I repent”?
Shakespeare quickly shows that escape won’t be that easy.
Claudius’s Christian hope, when he tries to apply it to his own
case, runs into a problem:
Then I’ll look up.
My fault is past—but O, what form of prayer
Can serve my turn? ‘Forgive me my foul murder?’
That cannot be, since I am still possess’d
Of those effects for which I did the murder—
My crown, mine own ambition, and my queen.
May one be pardon’d and retain th’offence?
III. iii. 50-56

No, the audience says to itself, with a sigh of relief. Through Claudius,
Shakespeare beautifully expresses the power of mercy, and also makes
clear that Claudius would have to show he repents by changing his
life—maybe going into a monastery and praying for his victim’s soul
for the rest of his life—before God would forgive him. And if he did
that maybe Hamlet would forgive him too. Claudius knows that repentance has to reach to the center of the soul. He can’t fool God:
In the corrupted currents of this world
Offence’s gilded hand may shove by justice,
And oft ’tis seen the wicked prize itself
Buys out the law. But ’tis not so above:
There is no shuffling, there the action lies
In his true nature, and we ourselves compell’d
Even to the teeth and forehead of our faults
To give in evidence.
III. iii. 57-64
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Still, a doubt lingers. Hamlet may be right to believe that
Claudius couldn’t keep up his repentance, but what if, in that first
moment of repentance, he’s killed? Will he then, having made his
peace with God, go directly to heaven, and not have to spend years
on his knees atoning for his crime? If the audience feels some pity
for Claudius in this scene, we also feel, like Hamlet, that he still
deserves to be punished. Having reassured the audience with this
speech about how God will punish unrepented crimes, and how he
himself can’t repent, Claudius, after all, kneels down to pray:
What then? What rests?
Try what repentance can. What can it not?
Yet what can it, when one cannot repent?
O wretched state! O bosom black as death!
O limed soul, that struggling to be free
Art more engag’d! Help, angels! Make assay.
Bow, stubborn knees; and heart with strings of steel,
Be soft as sinews of the new-born babe.
All may be well.
III. iii. 64-72

The audience does not want all to be well for Claudius, and at
the same time it’s hard not to feel a little pity, in this cloistered
moment, for his obviously real pain—accompanied by what seems
like a good intention. He might not repent, but part of him, at
least, wants to, and he does, at this moment, feel afraid. His vulnerability, and his effort to pray, also help make the audience afraid,
in two ways: afraid with a fear that’s “to double business bound”.
When Hamlet comes upon Claudius at prayer, pulls out his
sword and gets ready to kill him, the audience, primed for revenge,
knowing the king deserves to die, also is ready, as supposedly faithful Christians, to share Hamlet’s fear that he might repent in the
nick of time and be sent to heaven. And we also feel another fear, as
Hamlet sneaks up behind the kneeling Claudius: the fear that Hamlet, the hero, may commit an unheroic act, that will partly deprive
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his revenge of the sympathy it deserves: he may kill Claudius in
cold blood, while he’s defenseless, repentant and at prayer. Our
fear divides, and reaches into both the worlds: the afterlife and this
life. And that twofold fear, of God forgiving Claudius in heaven, or
of Hamlet coldly stabbing a defenseless man in the back, works
against the desire to see Hamlet kill Claudius now. In his movie,
Kenneth Branagh echoes Claudius’s killing of Hamlet’s father by
having Hamlet threaten to stab Claudius through the ear—an even
more repellent method than stabbing him in the back.
Is there a more morally confusing scene in the history of drama?
The fact that so many critics have accepted a simple explanation of
what happens here—that Hamlet’s reason for not killing Claudius
is just an excuse for his inability to do the deed—has been called,
by Harold Jenkins, “one of the most remarkable aberrations in the
history of criticism.” Jenkins takes Hamlet at his word. He believes that Hamlet’s desire to send Claudius to hell shows him in
“that savage mood . . . in which he could ‘drink hot blood’”. Jenkins
says that the prayer scene, along with the speech about drinking hot
blood, belongs to “that significant phase of the play in which the
evil of his double-sided nature—and his double-sided task—is temporarily uppermost.” (513-15)
Both sides in this disagreement compare Hamlet’s plan to send
Claudius’s soul to hell with the plans of other literary revengers
who tried to damn their victims’ souls. He either really wants to do
it, like they do, or he really doesn’t. But I think Hamlet is different.
Those other stories cluster at one extreme, and perverse, end of the
spectrum of revenge literature. They’re mainly trying to intensify
the terror of revenge the way horror movies keep trying to top each
other in gruesome cruelty and stomach-churning special effects.
Shakespeare’s motives, along with his imaginative probing of the
situation, in having Hamlet call on his sword to wait—“Up, sword,
and know thou a more horrid hent”—so that Claudius can later go
to hell, go deeper than that.
It takes a moment for the problem to appear to Hamlet. He
gets his sword out before he catches himself:
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Now might I do it pat, now a is a-praying.
And now I’ll do it.

[Draws his sword.]
And so a goes to heaven;

And so am I reveng’d. That would be scann’d:
A villain kills my father, and for that
I, his sole son, do this same villain send
To heaven.
Why, this is hire and salary, not revenge.
III. iii. 73-9

Hamlet doesn’t vow, foam dripping from his mouth, to damn
Claudius’s soul because just killing him would not satisfy his revenging frenzy. His Christian belief in the afterlife tells him punishing Claudius by killing him now would not fit the crime. It would
not be fitting revenge because it would not rise to the level of justice, of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth:
A took my father grossly, full of bread,
With all his crimes broad blown, as flush as May;
And how his audit stands who knows save heaven?
But in our circumstance and course of thought
’Tis heavy with him. And am I then reveng’d,
To take him in the purging of his soul,
When he is fit and season’d for his passage?
No.
III. iii. 80-87

The ghost pointedly told Hamlet how Claudius killed him by
surprise. He’s being purged in hell because he was “Sent to my
account with all my imperfections on my head”. So the ghost himself has set the precedent for Hamlet’s reasoning in this scene. He
was more enraged at Claudius because he didn’t just kill him but
killed him in a way that got him sent, “for a certain term”, to hell.
By having the ghost bring hell so vividly into the play, and making
what happened to his soul seem like part of Claudius’s crime,
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Shakespeare supports Hamlet’s argument for the justice of making
sure Claudius’s soul suffers at least as much as his father’s has. With
this argument, Hamlet’s revenge begins to shade toward justice.
His thoughtful consideration of how to make the punishment fit
the crime shows a habit of mind that subtly pulls him away from
revenge, by associating it with justice. He interposes, between himself and his revenge, a Christian vision of the afterlife that makes
death without damnation neither justice nor true revenge.
Christianity sets up a double response to Hamlet’s argument in
a supposedly Christian audience. Everything he says about the afterlife agrees with standard Christian—Protestant and Catholic—
doctrine. Whether he’d be sending Claudius to hell or purgatory
doesn’t come into it. Claudius’s sin was so mortal that, without
repentance, hell would be the only appropriate punishment. So far
so good. The horrifying vengeance of God in hell, though, is counterbalanced by God’s infinite, and in its way also horrifying, capacity to forgive a truly repentant sinner. Speaking about his mother’s
remarriage, in the first act, Hamlet says, “Would I had met my
dearest foe in heaven/Or ever I had seen that day, Horatio.” A
terrible prospect: that God would forgive a man, or a woman, when
Hamlet could not. Both the desire for revenge and the desire for
justice, as understood by humans—“in our circumstance and course
of thought”—face the danger of being frustrated at the hands of an
all-forgiving God. Yet Christianity commands Hamlet to defuse those
vengeful desires in himself, and leave Claudius to heaven.
The audience, at first leaning forward, expecting, partly wanting Hamlet to take revenge, has their desire simultaneously frustrated, dampened and rewarded as Hamlet stops to think about
what he’s doing, and then resolves to make sure Claudius goes to
hell:
Up, sword, and know thou a more horrid hent:
When he is drunk asleep, or in his rage,
Or in th’incestuous pleasure of his bed,
At game a-swearing, or about some act
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That has no relish of salvation in’t,
Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven
And that his soul may be as damn’d and black
As hell, whereto it goes. My mother stays.
This physic but prolongs thy sickly days.
III. iii. 88-96

What’s wrong with this picture? Morally, as Jenkins says, it
does seem to show Hamlet as a more than bloodthirsty revenger,
hungry for his enemy’s damnation. On a smaller scale, the enraged
Laertes, in the graveyard scene, wishes the same thing on Hamlet:
“The devil take thy soul!” Hamlet, in the middle of wrestling with
him, has a theological answer ready: “Thou pray’st not well.” He
knows Laertes’ “prayer” is wrong, in God’s eyes. To pray for anyone’s
soul to be damned is blasphemous, a prayer to the devil not to God.
Yet within a few minutes Hamlet tells Horatio how he made sure
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern would be “put to sudden death,/Not
shriving-time allow’d.” Hamlet tells this story with a controlled
anger released in sarcasm, until those last lines, when the sarcasm
fades away, leaving only the anger. Hamlet’s anger reflects the mood
of “rashness” in which he sent Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to
their deaths. Laertes too was enraged at Hamlet, not carefully calculating his words, when he wished his soul to the devil.
Many more people than Laertes have spoken those words in
anger: “The devil take thy soul!” That standard curse contains, in a
nutshell, Hamlet’s conclusion in the prayer scene. Yet there’s an
important difference. By the prayer scene, Hamlet, whose angry,
sarcastic, “mad” side was running pretty wild during the Mousetrap play, has calmed down. When he comes across Claudius “apraying”, he first jumps at the chance to kill him; but, fatally for
that impulse, he has the time, and the inclination, to think it over:
“That would be scann’d.” The absolute passion for revenge he’s
claiming gets expressed with the cool logic of a Wittenberg-trained
philosopher. That coolness makes Hamlet’s passion suspect. The
premise of the argument, his drive to take ultimate revenge, gets
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contradicted not only by its companion premise, of Christian faith,
but by its logical form: by the thoughtful, lawyerly way he arranges
his points. If revenge is a dish best eaten cold, it’s also a dish most
damnable when eaten cold. The moral character of Hamlet’s actions, as of anyone’s, depends partly on his state of mind, and heart,
at the moment he acts. Premeditated murder carries a higher penalty than killing someone spontaneously, in the heat of anger. Stabbing a man through an arras, in high agitation, if not madness, feels
more forgiveable—more redeemable with an apology—than stabbing one knowingly, in the back, while he’s praying, or, as Laertes
puts it, “To cut his throat i’th’ church”.
If the audience is at first leaning forward in anticipation, expecting Hamlet to pull out his sword and run Claudius through, something in them also has to be resisting. To be dramatically satisfying,
revenge needs more of an emotional buildup, more of a confrontation, with Hamlet proclaiming to Claudius’s face something like “Thus
diest thou!”—so the villain knows he’s being killed and why. Hamlet
could of course say those words now, except that his emotions of the
play scene have subsided, and a “praying” Claudius cannot revive
them. Hamlet avoids the anticlimax of an undramatic, and heroically
unworthy, revenge, and changes the audience’s mood, along with his
own, when he starts to think. His cool thinking, his ability to argue so
rationally, for a “just revenge”, makes it clear that he’s not caught up in
the spontaneous “madness” that will partly excuse his killing of Polonius.
Yet it would go against Hamlet’s character, and destroy the play, if,
like a good Christian, he said, “O poor Claudius. Look how vulnerable he is, how he’s repenting of his sins—how could I kill him now?
I must forgive.” Instead, in one of the most intricate and beautiful
twistings of the mind in drama, Hamlet both satisfies and frustrates
the audience’s clashing desires: to see Claudius punished, and to see
him, at this moment, spared. Hamlet spares him for now, while promising a more terrible, and more just, punishment later in hell. It’s
possible that Hamlet is talking about the prayer scene, as well as the
“To be, or not to be” soliloquy, when, as he leaves for England, he
wonders if one obstacle to his revenge has been “thinking too precisely
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on th’event”. If he thought a little more precisely he would run into
the paradox, in all this thinking, which he does not acknowledge. It’s
rooted in the idea that human beings have two lives, this life and the
afterlife, or a life of the body and a life of the soul.
Shakespeare creates the paradox of the prayer scene by bringing the heroic and Christian ideals, in Hamlet’s mind, to a simultaneous climax. Both, in Hamlet’s cooly rational argument, reach a
peak of total intensity in the same image: hell. Christianity, while it
forbids personal revenge, even when earthly justice fails, satisfies
the vengeful desires of believers with its vision of God’s horrible
vengeance in the next world. The heroic ideal of revenge, by contrast, demands that the revenger take his revenge personally, on
earth—not leave it to God. Hamlet thinks he can combine the two:
he can personally arrange for God to send Claudius’s soul to hell.
He says sending his soul to hell is the only way to give the ghost
true revenge. After his father recounted so horribly how Claudius
sent him to hell, how can Hamlet take true heroic revenge—“just
revenge”—on Claudius without sending him to the same place?
Here the picture gets a little cloudy. The ghost, while Claudius’s
sending him to hell enraged him, never told Hamlet to make sure
God sent Claudius to hell. He only said “revenge”. Up to now,
Hamlet and the audience have both assumed that revenge only meant
killing Claudius here on earth. The ghost’s telling Hamlet to leave
his mother “to heaven” implied that in Claudius’s case he should
think only of his heroic duty in this world. Heaven will deal with
Claudius after death, as it will with Gertrude, but Hamlet should
not leave Claudius, along with her, to God’s judgment and punishment. Instead, he’s supposed to forget about what God will do to
Claudius’s soul and take revenge on him here and now. The ghost
sees nothing mind-tainting about killing Claudius. Revengers who
cleverly arrange to send their victims’ souls to hell take revenge to a
level that while horrifying, to believers, also seems too complicated, too thoughtful, too cold—and too Christian—to be truly
heroic. It feels perverse: dramatically thrilling but also kind of sickening. It feels that way partly because the heroic attitude to revenge
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contradicts the Christian. The two ideals cannot wholly be reconciled, at least not in cool, rational thought. Trying to picture all-out
personal Christian revenge is like trying to picture fire burning
under water. Maybe that’s why there’s a paradoxical lake of fire in
hell. It’s a place that absolutely lacks the moisture of Christian
compassion. When you go to hell, for a mortal sin, you lose the last
hope for God’s mercy that all sinners can take comfort from as long
as they’re alive, and have time left, theoretically, to repent.
Here is the paradox of the prayer scene: Hamlet can form this
plan to take ultimate revenge on Claudius by sending him to hell
only if he’s a completely faithful Christian. He presents himself as
so faithful that he sees God’s punishments and rewards in the next
life as completely real and clearly understandable: as hard and sharp
as the blade of an axe. If Claudius is kneeling, and appears to be
praying, he must be repenting. So if he’s killed at this moment he’ll
be sent to heaven—automatically. God, in his infinite mercy, would
have no choice but to forgive even Claudius. For the heroic revenger,
God’s mercy is a very inconvenient fact. Here Hamlet presents that
divine mercy in its most extreme conceivable form. After two minutes worth of repentance, God, according to Hamlet, would forgive Claudius for murdering his brother and his king. At the same
time, Hamlet thinks that if he lets Claudius finish this prayer, which
is sincere enough to get him sent to heaven, he will immediately
rush back into his former sins, so that Hamlet can catch him at the
right moment and send his soul to hell. If he’s not sent to hell for
murdering his brother, he will undoubtedly be sent there for drinking
and sex. What will happen to Claudius’s soul in the afterlife is so
predictable, so mechanical, as Hamlet presents it, that controlling his
fate seems as easy as killing a man by pushing him off a train platform
when the precisely-scheduled train is coming through. Hamlet combines faithful heroism with faithful Christianity, in this scene, without
facing the fact that faith in one begets doubt in the other. What Hamlet
denies, in the prayer scene, is that he is ever subject to doubt.
Potentially interfering thoughts only flash here and there, at the
periphery of the mind, like dolphins, or sharks, tracking a ship.
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Should Hamlet consider that if Claudius has repented as sincerely
as Hamlet assumes, he will get up, leave the chapel, renounce his
throne and retire to a monastery to spend the rest of his life in
prayer? Or should Hamlet worry that God may see into his own
heart, and punish him for the sin of trying to use God to get his
personal revenge? Punish him, that is, if Hamlet cannot repent.
Could he repent? If he killed Claudius, he’d put himself in a position even more hopeless than Claudius’s: the fruit of his crime,
revenge, would be impossible to give up afterwards. Later, in the
graveyard scene, he mentions a politician who “would circumvent
God”—something, Hamlet implies, that can’t be done. How could
a man try harder to “circumvent God” than by plotting to use God
to take personal revenge on his enemy’s soul? Hamlet’s plan to use
the Christian God to achieve revenge, his wilfully seeking Claudius’s
damnation, makes perfect sense only if you can believe in two clashing ideals at the same time. Can you stand outside Christianity and
still believe in it? That seems to be what Claudius does—like every
sinner racked with guilt who still cannot repent. Claudius recognizes that he’s “like a man to double business bound”, while the
audience, without quite being aware of what’s happening, uneasily
follows Hamlet into his more complex, and paradoxical, “double
business” of “Christian revenge.”
The ghost, as a bloodthirsty heroic revenger, who steps out of
a Christian hell, puts the heroic and Christian ideals together in a
way that doesn’t quite fit—though at the time nobody notices. He
forces them into a contradictory association whose paradoxical nature blossoms in the prayer scene. The supposedly Christian audience feels subliminally at sea, in this scene, because we hold these
contradictory ideals, the heroic and the Christian, in our minds
and hearts at the same time, without being fully aware of how they
clash. As Christians we can reject our revenging impulses as sinful,
the way Hamlet does: “I am very proud, revengeful, ambitious”.
But when the heroic mood is on, we believe in upholding our
honor, and find it bestial and cowardly not to take revenge.
Shakespeare confuses the audience by turning up the volume of the
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heroic and Christian ideals at the same time, which brings out a
dissonance superficially disguised as harmony.
I can imagine the audience at the Globe leaning forward as
Hamlet’s revenge seems finally about to come—and then all of a
sudden he pauses, and makes this strange speech. What he says is
what they all know, what they’re all supposed to believe, what they
hear every week in church, yet at this moment they don’t know
whether to believe Hamlet or not. As dramatic spectators they were
falling into their heroic mode, rooting for Hamlet to run his sword
through the king. He had just promised it: “Now could I drink hot
blood”. But unsettlingly, Hamlet turns out to be too bloodthirsty,
and at the same time too much of a Christian, to kill Claudius now.
It’s hard to know how to react. You seem to want to push him into
it, yet something holds you back. You know you’re supposed to
believe him, since he’s speaking the Christian truth; but to go along
with him you have to put yourself on the side of unlimited revenge,
which could be hazardous to your soul. By feeling confused you’re
drawn into the guilt yourself—both heroic and Christian guilt. To
question Hamlet’s motives is to question your own.
Hamlet puts Christianity in the service of revenge by ignoring the
fact that God forbids revenge—leaving the audience to remember it
for themselves. Normally, a character, or a person, intent on revenge
would not want to be reminded that they were also a Christian. By
reminding the audience of their own Christianity, using plausible theological arguments to make Christianity serve revenge, Shakespeare
pulls the rug out from under an audience who in one part of their
minds, with Hamlet, are creeping up behind Claudius in bloodthirsty
revenging glee. In picturing himself as the ultimate revenger, Hamlet
throws over the audience the pale cast of Christian thought.
When Laertes, in the fourth act, attacks the castle at the head
of his mob, Shakespeare echoes the paradox of the prayer scene.
Caught up in his revenging fury, Laertes speaks his most powerful
and terrible line in the play: “I dare damnation.” Throwing away
the patriotic and Christian ideals to prove he’s a pure hero, Laertes
says that to fear hell—to fear God—would stop only a coward
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from taking revenge. By giving that line, “I dare damnation”, to a
man whose cause mirrors Hamlet’s, Shakespeare reflects in Laertes
the portraiture of Hamlet’s mind. The heroic Hamlet believes that
to act like his father’s loving, natural son he has to dare damnation:
to go against the command of God and take revenge. But does a
true hero, as Laertes says, really dare damnation? How can a hero,
caught up in the tempest and whirlwind of revenge, at the same time
be a truly believing Christian, with a completely faithful comprehension of what he’s really daring when he dares damnation? Laertes
hasn’t met his father’s ghost, returned from hell, so those words come
more easily to him than they could to Hamlet. But I can’t imagine
Hamlet’s father, in life, saying “I dare damnation.” The thought would
never have occurred to him—especially in a moment of high heroic
passion. For a hero, how could heroic smiting of the enemy be wrong?
As the tide of heroic passion rises, the ground of Christian belief
recedes. The true hero doesn’t worry, or even think, about the fate of
his soul on the other side of death. He only thinks, when he thinks at
all, about his honor, and his immortal reputation: about his name.
Hamlet, along with the audience, has heard what Laertes hasn’t:
firsthand testimony about the pains of hell. By “daring” damnation
Laertes brings out how awesome a dare it would be, in Hamlet’s
imagination, to take revenge on the king. The heat of Laertes’ revenging passion drives him to put into words a heroic defiance of God that
Hamlet has never expressed. Those awesome words reveal in Laertes,
I would say, a constricted imagination, something like “Words without thoughts”. The Christianity Laertes rhetorically casts away to prove
his natural love for his father can’t be vividly present to his enraged
heroic mind. He doesn’t know any more about hell, personally, than
Hamlet did before he heard about it from the ghost. His “daring”
damnation means more than he could know. It means more to the
audience than it does to Laertes. “Daring” God to damn you to hell
can’t be that easy for a believing Christian—especially not for Hamlet.
In saying that he dares damnation Laertes claims he’s defying a
danger that Hamlet’s more potent imagination can more truly
envision. The damnation he defies, with his high heroic rhetoric,
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recalls to the audience’s mind not only the ghost’s “eternal blazon”
but also the last vision of damnation, in the prayer scene, when
Hamlet plots to use God to take his revenge and his plot does not
quite make sense. The paradox of the prayer scene echoes in
oxymorons like “craven scruple”, and its mirror image, “I dare
damnation.” We think we understand Laertes, but there’s something
unfathomable about those words.
A deep heroism and a deep Christianity just will not mix.
When our words say they do mix, the words begin to lose their
meaning. They may sound like they make sense, at first, because
both heroism and Christianity make sense, in their own domains.
The difficulty comes when a moral dilemma cuts to the core of
those ideals, demanding the most from both, and reveals that at
that extreme intensity they separate out: they cannot both make
full imaginative sense at the same time. At the emotional extremes
the tide has to be high or low; it can’t be both at once. When
someone claims they believe in both at once we feel uncomfortable, bewildered: something doesn’t fit. The idea of really daring
damnation for the sake of heroic revenge—really and truly, with a
fully imagined Christian fear of hell: being both a full Christian
and a full hero at the same time—remains ungraspable: a thought
beyond the reaches of our souls.

To present himself, in the prayer scene, as the perfect Christian revenger, Hamlet has to deny more than the incompatibility of
the heroic and Christian ideals. He also has to deny that there’s
something else beyond his imaginative grasp: the mystery, to a human being, of another human soul. Hamlet doesn’t simply ignore
this mystery. He mentions it himself, in talking about his father:
And how his audit stands who knows save heaven?
But in our circumstance and course of thought
’Tis heavy with him.
III. iii. 82-4
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Hamlet’s father, seen through his son’s idealizing eyes, committed
no known particular sins on earth. If it’s “heavy with him” in the
afterlife, as Hamlet knows it is, the only reason must be that he was
a sinner as all of us are sinners: “Use every man after his desert, and
who shall scape whipping?” But the only one, besides the ghost,
who knows exactly why Hamlet’s father deserves to be punished is
God. Claudius, by contrast, committed “the primal eldest” crime,
which makes his “audit” seem clearer “in our circumstance and
course of thought”. Yet when he says of his father, “how his audit
stands who knows save heaven?” Hamlet admits he’s ignorant of
more than his father’s sins. Knowing you don’t know what God
knows about other people should encourage you to feel the justified humility that helps validate God’s commandment to forgo revenge. No human being can know the true moral state of another
person’s soul. No matter how much they’ve done wrong, they may,
for all you know, have repented. Only God, and that person, can
know how their “action lies/In his true nature”; so in honest humility we should leave vengeance to God. Hamlet’s knowledge of his
own human ignorance lies so close to the surface of his mind that
it’s available as an instant comeback to Osric, ready to cut him off
in the middle of a sentence:
Osr.

You are not ignorant of what excellence Laertes is—

Ham. I dare not confess that, lest I should compare with
him in excellence; but to know a man well were to
know himself.
V. ii. 135-8

In making it seem so easy to damn Claudius’s soul simply by choosing his moment, Hamlet denies the absolute ignorance of Claudius’s
audit that he acknowledges when it comes to his father. In that
double standard, Christian ignorance for one, heroic certainty for
the other, Hamlet’s double business again shows its veiled face.
The resemblance between Claudius and Hamlet, which
Shakespeare brings out by describing Claudius as “like a man to
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double business bound”, leads the audience, subliminally, to feel
not only that they’re both “to double business bound”, but that
they’re both bound, somehow, to the same double business. Like
Claudius, Hamlet feels caught between his desire for earthly sin—
and its fruits—and his fear of being damned for that sin in the next
life. Outwardly, if Hamlet killed Claudius, and thereby simultaneously made himself king and freed his mother from her “sinful”
marriage, he would possess, in a way, the same effects for which
Claudius did his murder: “My crown, mine own ambition, and my
queen.”
In expressing his fear of damnation, Claudius shows the similarity between himself and Hamlet—another case of thought displacement—and also the difference. Claudius, who has already
committed a sin, which “is past”, and who in the present “cannot
repent”, feels a justified fear of what is to come. Hamlet, who so
far has only vowed, planned and intended to commit the sin of
killing Claudius, has to worry ahead of time about falling into
Claudius’s unenviable position. If he can circumvent God skillfully
enough to send Claudius to hell, could he also plan to do successfully what Claudius has failed to do—sin now and repent later? But
when his action “lies/In his true nature” that plan would only compound the sin. It’s hard to feel that Hamlet, having killed Claudius,
could truly repent any more than Claudius can. Repentance takes
more than just kneeling down and mumbling a few words: “Words
without thoughts never to heaven go.”
Hamlet, assuming he knows the state of Claudius’s soul, assumes, too easily, that Claudius has repented. And he assumes that
having repented, he will immediately return to his life of sin. Hamlet turns out to be half right. Claudius does return to sin: after this
failed attempt at prayer he never tries it again. His last two lines
tell the audience that the attempt has failed. They show that Hamlet was wrong to think Claudius had repented, however momentarily. If he’d killed him at “prayer”, Claudius’s soul would have
gone to hell. One advantage of being a theater audience is that you
can get a God’s-eye view of a character’s soul. The audience is
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relieved to find out Hamlet was mistaken, though our own beliefs,
supposedly, forced us to believe him at the time. That subliminal
explosion in the conscience, caused by the nuclear fusion of the
heroic and Christian ideals, can now be left behind, or so it seems.
Shakespeare, by showing that Claudius fails to repent, gives the
audience an easy, ironic exit from the scene. He lets us seal off that
morally seasick moment with the comfortable certainty that Hamlet was wrong. He had the perfect chance for revenge—would he
had taken it! This comfortable ending encourages the thought that
Hamlet was only making an excuse for his delay. But a Christian
audience could not easily say why the excuse was false, especially
at the time it was given. We feel an awareness, in the shadows, that
if Hamlet had killed Claudius, he, and we, would not have known
that Claudius did not repent. In trying to consider both the worlds,
and to reconcile the clashing demands of heroism and Christianity,
the audience becomes, like Claudius and Hamlet, “to double business bound”.

4. A divinity that shapes our ends
In the prayer scene, Hamlet blends heroism with Christianity
in a paradoxical dissonant harmony, that echoes a deep underground
explosion in his conscience—which the audience feels like subway
construction underneath the theater. But the terrible possibility that
God will forgive Claudius, which sets off that explosion, does not
seem like the most likely outcome. Claudius has committed a crime,
and God, who judges all actions in their “true nature”, punishes
unrepented crimes.
While it prohibits personal revenge, Christianity gives the impulse to revenge an outlet, in the afterlife, with the promise of
God’s vengeance in hell. At the same time it recognizes the need for
an outlet on earth too. It allows the hope that God will punish the
guilty before they die in their beds—or at least it allows that explanation, when “punishment” somehow does fall on them in this life.
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Human beings may act as the agents of God’s punishment, though
in a mysterious way. To give the true sense of heavenly justice their
avenging acts shouldn’t be brought about simply by their personal
conscious wills. The only exception to this rule is the king, who is
heaven’s anointed agent of justice on earth. In his killing of Polonius,
a fusion of will and accident, Hamlet sees heaven working both
through him and against him:
For this same lord
I do repent; but heaven hath pleas’d it so,
To punish me with this and this with me,
That I must be their scourge and minister.
III. iv. 174-7

That “their” makes heaven sound like an administrative unit, not a
single individual, as you might say a crime is punished by the state—
or by a unanimous action of the pagan gods. Both paganism and
Christianity show how divine justice pursues and punishes the guilty.
Hamlet’s project of revenge, which runs through his killing of
Polonius—an arm of Claudius—then pushes forward in his urging
his mother to conceal the fact that he’s “mad in craft”. His revenge
moves toward its goal, somehow ordained by God, side by side
with his awareness that he himself, like Polonius and Claudius,
deserves to have God punish him.
Is Claudius then the “scourge and minister” who punishes Hamlet in the end? I don’t think so, because it’s hard to feel that villains
are acting for God. Humans have to get some credit too, for their
good and bad acts. But in between pure goodness and pure badness there’s a gray area, of mixed feelings, and mixed motives,
where actions not fully intended and willed can seem to come
partly from a source as unfathomable as God. What humans don’t
know about what they’re doing gives God an opening to work in
his mysterious ways. Laertes, as an arm of Claudius’s villainy, though
he intends to kill Hamlet, and does, has enough mixed feelings
about his revenge, by the end, to qualify him as Hamlet’s “scourge
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and minister”. Hamlet is killed by evil, but also by something
more.
Laertes, in his role as the pure heroic revenger, explicitly throws
God out: “Conscience and grace, to the profoundest pit!” He follows
Hamlet’s lead in the prayer scene by later on, in the graveyard
scene, wishing him to hell: “The devil take thy soul!” By this time
Hamlet more consciously realizes the drawback of that wish: “Thou
pray’st not well.” In seeing “the image of my cause” in Laertes’,
Hamlet may see, along with his motive for revenge, his own earlier
stage of revenging fury, when blasphemy came easily to his lips,
when the rage for revenge overwhelmed any Christian fear of what
God would do to him in the next world. But even in his rage,
Laertes can’t expunge God from his heart any more than he can
expunge him from his words. By the act of throwing God out,
Laertes acknowledges him. He proves his heroic determination by
his willingness “To cut his throat i’th’ church.” Hearing Ophelia’s
last mad Christian prayer, “God a mercy on his soul./And of all
Christian souls”, but going against its spirit, Laertes calls on God
for his revenging justice: “Do you see this, O God?” Shakespeare
lets Laertes’ suppressed Christianity show through, even in his prayer
for God’s vengeance, to allow for the way he comes back to
Christianity at the end:
Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet.
Mine and my father’s death come not on thee,
Nor thine on me.
V. ii. 334-6

They come back to Christianity together, as Hamlet answers,
“Heaven make thee free of it.” He doesn’t have to ask forgiveness
for himself, since Laertes has already made the offer, and Hamlet
earlier asked Laertes’ pardon for killing Polonius. Laertes, in asking and receiving forgiveness, expresses the Christian side of Hamlet. He repents in Hamlet’s place. By taking the Christian view of
death, as he dies, Laertes gives Hamlet a chance to acknowledge
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that pent-up energy of Christian faith: “Heaven make thee free of
it.” Besides, what could do more to earn Hamlet God’s forgiveness,
and the audience’s, than his forgiving the man who killed him in
secret revenge? His not dwelling on his fate in the next world any
more than this, but worrying instead about his “wounded name”,
and the future of Denmark, gives the feeling, I think, that Hamlet
by now has reached a state of readiness. He’s ready to leave his soul
to heaven, as far, at least, as he believes in heaven. He may trust in
God because he now believes he can defend his acts. He has fallen
from innocence to guilt, and come back again to a kind of innocence, though his readiness to die may still show his readiness to be
punished, if God wills it, for what he has done.
Hamlet’s newfound, or newly restored, faith was established
before this, when he saw “heaven ordinant” in his actions on the
ship, in the “divinity that shapes our ends”, and in the “special
providence in the fall of a sparrow”—all his newfound faith that
God will sort things out, which he sums up in his last credo, “The
readiness is all.” The word “readiness” recalls the way his father
was caught unready—and then how Hamlet planned to catch
Claudius unready in turn. But his father was caught unready both
from a Christian point of view—“No reck’ning made”—and in a
heroic way: surprised while asleep by his cunning enemy. If Hamlet’s
“readiness” sounds Christian, partly because of what he’s just said
about “special providence”, it also sounds heroic, because in talking about his readiness to die he’s talking about his readiness to
confront Claudius, which may kill him; and because he doesn’t say
anything, explicitly, about being ready for what will come after
death. He doesn’t call for a priest, or pray for God to forgive him.
He has also, just shortly before, talked about how “The interim is
mine./And a man’s life’s no more than to say ‘one’.”
How could Hamlet be ready to kill Claudius and at the same
time ready to face God? Yet the word seems to combine those two
meanings. Adding a third meaning, or a third shade to the meaning, Hamlet’s patriotic readiness comes into it too, since he has
now found the commission—the proof of Claudius’s tyranny—and
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promoted himself, in his own mind, to “Hamlet the Dane.” He
acts against Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, and through them against
Claudius, with a mysterious “rashness”, in which his “brains” begin “the play”, through what he sees later as the action of “a divinity that shapes our ends,/Rough-hew them how we will”—as if
God’s shaping and his own rough-hewing hands were working both
together and apart. If God has ordained his actions on the ship,
which would otherwise constitute rebellion, God must have implicitly approved his self-coronation.
The change in Hamlet’s attitude expressed by “the readiness is
all” seems to involve a newfound trust in God to do the right thing
on earth, combined with a new trust that his own “rashness”, or his
own “brains”, before he has time to think about it, will impel him
to the right action himself: that he will somehow, in killing Claudius,
become God’s scourge and minister. His will plays at least a part in
being ready; only now it no longer has to carry the old burden of
conscious decision, and guilt. Something outside Hamlet’s consciousness, coming both from above and below it, from God and from his
own unconscious, seems to be working toward a providentially
ordained end. Shakespeare makes the audience feel that Hamlet’s
hand, and God’s, are somehow intertwined.
By the end, Hamlet’s will and his fate seem to be coming together, in his awareness that his fate is swayed by a higher will. All
Hamlet’s conspicuous deferrals to providence in the last act prepare the audience to feel that the ending shows heaven’s hand at
work. Somehow Hamlet’s will to revenge, while not disavowed,
has been mysteriously subsumed into the will of God. His earlier
description of himself as heaven’s “scourge and minister”, and Laertes’
calling to God for vengeance—“Do you see this, O God?”—have
kept alive, ready for dramatic use, the expectation that in the end
the villain will be struck down by some kind of heaven-sent justice
on earth—by something both higher and more profound than
Hamlet’s personal revenge. Hamlet’s resentment of God—“O, that
. . . the Everlasting had not fix’d/His canon ’gainst self-slaughter”—
has turned to fear of damnation and finally to trust. He trusts God,
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not exactly to prevent his revenge, which he still feels coming—“a
man’s life’s no more than to say ‘one’”—but to overrule it, and him,
only, as Claudius tells Laertes, to his own peace. Shakespeare contributes to this feeling of reconciliation by having Hamlet take on
the identity of “Hamlet the Dane”—the de facto self-coronation
that lets him send Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to their deaths,
and puts him, like a king, responsible for earthly justice, in league
with God.
Shakespeare ends with the revenger doing what he’s been planning, and trying, and failing, to do through the whole play: killing
his intended victim; but when it comes, it feels like something
more, and different, than the fulfillment of his original vow of
revenge. There’s no exchange of forgiveness with Claudius at the
end, no prayer for the villain’s soul. Hamlet doesn’t worry about
meeting his “dearest foe” in heaven. He kills him, after all, as he
planned in the prayer scene, in the midst of mortal sin. But Hamlet
no longer feels that he needs a “deep plot” to “circumvent God”.
The sign of his deep plot, his “crafty madness”, fades away after he
comes back from his voyage. He’s somehow come to believe, first
from his rash act of stealing the commission, and finding there the
proof of tyranny, that God is on his side. God’s vengeance, and his
forgiveness, seem apportioned, at the end, between Claudius and
Hamlet, with mysterious justice. Hamlet leads the audience, in
his movement from revenge to readiness, to feel some tentative
faith, through this tragedy, that in God he, and we, can trust.
Or maybe it’s something more, and less, than God. When foul
deeds “rise,/Though all the earth o’erwhelm them, to men’s eyes”,
and murder, “though it have no tongue”, speaks “With most miraculous organ”, what is it that reveals the truth? We have the comfort of God, if we want it, at the end. Yet beyond that, it seems to
me, we have the mystery. Horatio, when he’s not overwhelmed by
his Roman emotions, takes Christianity for granted, without Hamlet’s
surprise. Hamlet tells Horatio, as if he’s just discovered it, that
“There’s a divinity that shapes our ends”, and Horatio instantly
answers, “That is most certain.” His last words to Hamlet sound
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beautiful, comforting, which helps make them sound like a prayer
that comes from Horatio, not from Hamlet: “And flights of angels
sing thee to thy rest.” At the end, Horatio asks for Christian as
Fortinbras asks for military music. Hamlet, who could have said so
much more but ran out of time, is silent.
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THE DOUBTER
1. Thus conscience does make cowards of us all
Along with the three selves who correspond to his clashing
ideals, the heroic Hamlet, the patriotic Hamlet and the Christian
Hamlet, Hamlet has another self, or part of himself, who finds all
ideals subject to doubt. This doubting Hamlet could be pictured
with a skull in his hand, saying “To what base uses we may return,
Horatio!” But the doubter in Hamlet runs, or walks, through the
whole play, like a shadow, lurking around the corner while Hamlet’s
clashing ideals fight it out, over what’s the right thing for a young
idealist to do. Or maybe the doubter lurks at the heart of that fight:
in the empty space, like the space between magnets, where Hamlet’s
ideals pull against each other. Sometimes for a moment that empty
space yawns, as it does in the “To be, or not to be” soliloquy.
This soliloquy takes place in a strange way. Claudius and
Polonius have “closely sent” for Hamlet, though no one mentions
that message again. They want Hamlet to “Affront” Ophelia—which
in more than one way he does—to find out whether he’s been driven
mad by “th’affliction of his love”. Like a director, Polonius positions Ophelia, “reading” her book, and then both men hide, to see
what will happen when Hamlet arrives. Hamlet walks onstage—
and at the same time, for the rest of the characters, he doesn’t walk
onstage.
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A soliloquy is a long, or longish, private speech—a solo. The
character speaks only to himself, or, as it were, to the audience. It’s
very unusual to have another character onstage during a soliloquy,
and so in this scene, with Ophelia sitting there, waiting for Hamlet
to show up, and the two eavesdroppers hidden from Hamlet but
possibly visible to the audience, Hamlet’s soliloquy is like an aside—
a short speech spoken with other characters onstage but unheard by
them. Except that during an aside the other characters may still be
active. Here, as in some asides, time stops; while Hamlet speaks,
the whole scene, which was already under way, goes into suspended
animation. It doesn’t start again until Hamlet, at the end of his
soliloquy, notices Ophelia and speaks to her: “Nymph, in thy orisons
be all my sins remembered.” Those words seem to wake her up.
This strange suspension of the scene around it gives Hamlet’s
soliloquy a magical isolation at the center of the play. It feels
something like a dream.
Maybe that dreamlike suspension has helped make this soliloquy the most famous speech in Shakespeare. What else has kept it
so alive? What if, instead of writing his most famous line, “To be,
or not to be”, Shakespeare had written, “To live, or not to live”?
Would that have caught posterity’s ear, and become his most famous line? Maybe the stark, abstract simplicity of “To be, or not to
be” helps make it stick in the mind. “To live, or not to live” sounds
more like something a particular character might ask, in a particular situation. Hamlet’s question expresses his character and situation, but it also stands on its own. It’s so general you hardly know,
at first, what it means. This whole soliloquy stays so general that
Hamlet never directly mentions anything about himself or his personal problems. Though the audience can feel how it relates to his
problems, the soliloquy, in its tone as well as its place in the play,
has a strangely detached quality. It could be spoken by any of us, or
so we’re tempted to think.
Hamlet’s great soliloquy, so well suited for memorizing by generations of students, seems to be making a simple point: that we’re
afraid of death because we’re afraid of what might come after death.
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In the theater, as Hamlet speaks it, it suggests that the fear of death
has puzzled his will, and delayed his revenge. Like so much else in
Hamlet, though, what at first seems simple turns out not to be so
simple. The shifting meanings of the soliloquy subliminally twist
our minds into knots.
What exactly, for example, is the question? “To be”, unlike
“To live”, sounds not only general and abstract, but passive. “To
live, or not to live” sounds more as if the questioner has to make an
active choice. Hamlet goes on to expand the question, in a way that
makes it sound more active:
Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles
And by opposing end them.
III. i. 57-60

To make it even more active, he could ask, “What should I do?
Should I suffer or should I take arms?” Instead, he asks which
course of action is “nobler in the mind”, which moves a small step
back from action, into philosophical reflection. After he decides
what is nobler in the mind he then has to decide to do it. The two
decisions seem to go together. The second would supposedly follow from the first: if it’s nobler in the mind, then you do it. But the
extra step it takes for one to follow the other, however closely,
makes the first decision, about what is nobler in the mind, more
independent of action; it pushes it, just slightly, but tangibly, in the
direction of pure thought. Facing that crucial step, from thought to
action, there may turn out to be practical reasons that interfere
with doing what is nobler in the mind.
Hamlet could be asking what course of action would be nobler
in the mind for a character in a play, or a character in history, or for
anyone, since the question stays so general. The audience knows
something about what’s happening with Hamlet personally: how
he’s torn between taking, and not taking, revenge. The question
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seems to be about that, because it’s Hamlet who’s speaking, while
at the same time it seems to reach beyond his personal problems.
Does a man killing your father, and going unpunished, sound like
“The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune”? If there’s one thing
that’s usually thought of as different from fortune, it’s crime. How
can you take revenge against fortune? And does one murderer, going unrevenged, sound like “a sea of troubles”? It could be: when
the murderer is the king, and revenge demands that the prince kill
the king, this whole situation becomes a lot bigger than the problems of two little people. Hamlet’s place in society, his revengeinhibiting responsibility as the prince, helps give Claudius’s crime a
larger meaning, like a stroke of bad fortune: “O cursed spite,/That
ever I was born to set it right.”
What some might call Hamlet’s self-dramatizing inflation of
his problem, into “a sea of troubles”, comes naturally to a man
whose royalty inflates the significance of every move he makes.
He’s a role model: “The glass of fashion and the mould of form”.
That’s one reason the soliloquy makes more sense when it’s spoken
by Hamlet, in this scene, than when it’s spoken by someone reciting the speech on its own. For us non-princes, calling our nonprincely problems “a sea of troubles” can sound exaggerated, histrionic, egotistical. And “taking arms” against them would not as surely
bring on death as it would for Hamlet. For him “to take arms”
would mean to kill the king. Hamlet doesn’t explicitly say that, in
this soliloquy, but we know what he’s facing. If he did say it, the
soliloquy would not stand on its own as well as it does. Pushing it
a little, we might say we face “a sea of troubles”, but for most of us
that wouldn’t include the duty to kill a king.
The mob that later gathers behind Laertes, and threatens “The
sanity and health of this whole state”, comes on like a storm-whipped
sea of troubles, an “ocean, overpeering of his list”. The sea tends to
be an image of danger, of chaos, in Shakespeare. In Hamlet’s soliloquy, though, it’s not so much the chaos but the vastness of the sea of
troubles that makes opposing it sound so hopeless. Its hopelessness
suggests there’s only one way opposing those troubles would end
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them. However much acting, by itself, can help alleviate trouble,
because doing something, anything, makes you feel better than just
sitting and brooding, it’s hard to act when you believe you’re bound
to die. The thought that what he means by “end them” is death gets
reinforced by Hamlet’s next words: “To die”. If “and by opposing
end them” sounds, in itself, defiant, as if Hamlet might think he
could “take arms against a sea of troubles” and win, the “sea of
troubles” overwhelms that gesture of defiance. No one can outfight
the ocean. The result of taking arms appears clearly to be death:
not to be.
It’s true that sometimes dying can be glorious. Hamlet could
compare himself to the Greek soldiers at Thermopylae, who, by
opposing the overwhelming sea of the Persian army, ended their
troubles because they were inevitably killed. They were killed, but
they went down gloriously, to live in everlasting fame. Hamlet could
see death as a kind of triumph, since it would end his troubles, and
maybe in some kind of heroic glory. Except that he doesn’t make
choosing “not to be” sound very heroic. An actor who tried to put
glory into “take arms against a sea of troubles/And by opposing end
them” would be working against the irony of those lines, which
comes from how “opposing” his troubles with arms would end
them because they would end him. The lines seem to balance briefly
between death as victory and death as defeat, until their meaning
sinks in, and falls on the side of defeat. The original “To be” turns
out to mean to live, and go on suffering, while “not to be” means to
take arms and therefore die. In “by opposing end them” Hamlet
sees the end as death, not glory.
For Hamlet the young idealist, the word “noble” sounds close
to sacred. It means, to him, ideal. In asking what course is “nobler
in the mind”, he seems to be asking how anyone, ideally, ought to
act, when they’re faced with “outrageous fortune” and “a sea of
troubles”. Since he goes on to say, more or less, that that’s all life
is—nothing but miserable suffering—the question spreads out to
become a constant dilemma for everyone alive. And since “opposing”,
in Hamlet’s mind, leads to inevitable death, taking arms against a
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sea of troubles becomes, at its most general, the simple act of suicide.
The soliloquy invites that association by moving from the indirect
suicide of taking arms—making death inevitable—to the image of
direct suicide “with a bare bodkin”. That train of Hamlet’s thought
gives the original question, “To be, or not to be”, its best-remembered
meaning: to go on living, or to kill yourself.
For the Greeks and Romans, whose stories, in Plutarch,
Shakespeare knew as well as he knew the Bible, suicide was a
noble act. You could go a long way to redeem a whole life of losing
and suffering by making a good end: by nobly killing yourself. To
do it like the soldiers at Thermopylae, to go down fighting, would
add even more glory to your name. To the heroic ideal, taking arms
is noble, even when it means killing yourself, while to live on, in
unending pain and indignity, can only be cowardly or bestial. Heroic
reason has no doubt which course is nobler in the mind. It tells
Hamlet to take revenge, even at the cost of his own life. Hamlet’s
doubt about the heroic ideal comes out, partly, in the way he fails
to make fighting and dying—opposing and ending—sound heroic
and glorious. Meanwhile, back at the Christian ideal, the Everlasting
has “fix’d his canon ’gainst self-slaughter”, and commanded suffering
Christians to suffer faithfully on.
Of Hamlet’s three ideals, Christianity most directly sees suffering as noble. Jesus revealed that Christian nobility demands
turning the other cheek. The patriotic ideal, while it also tells
Hamlet that it’s nobler in the mind to go on suffering, tells him to
suffer for a different reason. It doesn’t say he should suffer because
refraining from revenge is right in itself. It says he should refrain
because in his case revenge would have more ignoble consequences,
in this world, than his personal suffering. If Hamlet opposes his
troubles by taking revenge the state may collapse. To suffer therefore becomes patriotically noble because he subdues his desire for
revenge in order, as a dutiful prince, to preserve “The sanity and
health of this whole state”—not to mention his own reputation as
the prince. By identifying taking arms against his troubles with
ending them in death, Hamlet implicitly identifies revenge with
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suicide: he consolidates those two heroically noble acts. They stand
united, in their heroic nobility, against the patriotic and Christian
ideals, whose opposing idea of nobility tells him both suicide and
revenge are wrong. Whether it’s nobler in the mind to suffer or to
take arms depends on which kind of nobility, which ideal, you
believe in.
Hamlet now selects one ideal, and looks at the consequences of
following it. If he chooses the heroic course, “to take arms”, he’ll die,
which would still be, heroically, the noble course. A hero by now
would have answered the question—if he ever would have asked it in
the first place. Pure heroes don’t worry about what might happen to
their souls after death. Hamlet, not being so pure a hero, does worry
about it. For Hamlet, the question, “To be, or not to be”—meaning to
live or to die—quickly slides into the question of whether anyone
continues, after death, “To be, or not to be”, and what kind of being
that posthumous being might be. The question he doesn’t think about,
openly—the question a hero would ask—is what will happen to his
honor, his father’s honor, and both their heroic reputations, if he fails
to take revenge. In fact he doesn’t say anything at all about what would
make either to be or not to be positively nobler in the mind. To suffer
would mean living on; to take arms would mean dying; but those
practical results, to be or not to be, don’t tell you whether the action
that produced them was noble or ignoble.
After he asks which course is nobler, Hamlet seems to consider a different question. Or maybe he goes back to the original
one, “To be, or not to be”, which turns out to be different from the
question of what’s nobler in the mind. His investigation, it turns
out, tells him not whether suffering or taking arms is nobler, but
which result, life or death, he’s more afraid of. As Hamlet describes it in this speech, the suffering that makes life fearful does
not sound very noble. The “whips and scorns of time” are endured
simply out of a greater fear, of ills “we know not of ”. Hamlet implicitly answers the question, “To be, or not to be”, with “to be”, because
he, like everyone else, according to him, is more afraid to die than to
endure “those ills we have”. He speaks as if we live in a world without
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heroes, even without nobility. Suffering isn’t noble, it’s only painful;
while dying seems only fearful. Taking arms has a noble sound—until
that hopeless “sea of troubles” overwhelms its nobility. Why one course
would be nobler in the mind than the other, Hamlet never says.
Apparently what decides the question, “To be, or not to be”, is not
which course is nobler but which course is more frightening.
While Christianity and patriotism may tell him to live on, and
nobly suffer, Hamlet has, along with those ideals, a less noble reason for suffering, a reason he concentrates on in this speech: he’s
afraid to die. It’s that fear of dying that makes the image of death as
sleep so comforting. Who’s afraid of going to sleep?
To die—to sleep,
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to: ’tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wish’d.
III. i. 60-64

Knowing he fears death, the philosophical Hamlet goes looking for
the reason why he fears it, and finds there’s no reason at all. Death
isn’t fearful, it’s only the end of pain. It’s not bad, it’s good.
It’s one thing—the heroic thing—to overcome, to act in spite
of, the fear of death. It’s another thing to eliminate that fear: to
think it out of existence. Heroic fearlessness is different from Christian fearlessness. For the hero death is death, though his name may
live on in fame. If he weren’t afraid of death, what would be heroic
about taking arms? If Hamlet were to stop now, having “discovered” that death is no more to be feared than a dreamless sleep, he
thinks he could go ahead and take arms and happily die like a hero.
He could act like a hero without being a hero. It’s a coward’s dream:
to think your way into heroism. Except that he wouldn’t be dying like
a real hero, but at best like a philosopher imitating a hero, because
he would have eliminated, instead of overcoming, his fear of death.
Christian faith also eliminates, instead of overcoming, the fear
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of death, by turning death, for the virtuous, into heavenly life. Christian heroism seems possible from the outside, especially because
martyrs overcome a fear of real pain. But the great martyrs overcome not just the fear but the feeling of pain. Faith, we’re told, can
eliminate pain. We hear stories of martyrs who courted pain: “More
weight!” So the purest Christian faith makes heroism impossible,
because it gives the hope that through faith pain, like death, will be
eliminated, not overcome.
If Hamlet briefly thinks he’s eliminated the fear of death, he
has done it, so far, without any help from Christianity. When he
starts to consider the result of taking arms—to die—Hamlet thinks
about death the way one of the ancient Greeks or Romans, or someone more ancient, might have thought about it. He speaks as if he’s
never heard of Christianity. He looks at dying as if no one has ever
looked at it before, and for a moment it looks only like sleep. As
usual, though, before Hamlet goes any further, the little signs of
doubt have already crept into his words.
As he thinks about death with no help from Christianity, in
the tradition of Socrates, using pure reason and nothing else, Hamlet
looks for the reason he’s afraid of death. He considers the fear of
death as a philosophical problem. He doesn’t consider death directly; he does something subtly different: he considers what can
be said about it: he constructs an argument. With the framing words
of philosophical argument he shows his philosopher’s mind at work.
He sets up “the question” and approaches it with what sounds like
methodical logic. He starts with a plausible premise—“To die—to
sleep”—and comes logically to his first conclusion: “and by a sleep
to say we end/The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks/
That flesh is heir to”. That “and by a sleep” reveals a logical implication, and the words “to say” confirm this philosophical, and slightly
tentative, tone. He’s investigating what we can truly say about death.
Hamlet speaks like a thinker, instead of a hero who happens to
be thinking. A hero might think, but he wouldn’t think about what
logically follows if he “says”, for the sake of argument, that death is
sleep. Nor would a hero call that sleep “a consummation/Devoutly
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to be wish’d”. Sleep as a consummation? How far from glorious
action can you get? Hamlet sounds like he’s glorifying Lethe wharf,
maybe with a pun on consummation as being consumed—or consummating a marriage. At the same time, the word “Devoutly”, for
Hamlet and the audience, normally refers to Christian devotion.
The extremity of the word, its religious force, gives it an edge of
conscious irony. It brings out the unlikeliness, the surprise of the
discovery that death is “Devoutly to be wished.” The deeper irony
seems unconscious, though Hamlet earlier prepared the way for it.
How can he wish “Devoutly” for death when “the Everlasting” has
“fix’d his canon ’gainst self-slaughter”? However far from Christianity Hamlet’s mind has wandered, for the moment, the Christian
echo in that “Devoutly to be wish’d” brings his “logical” discovery
that death is good to a doubly, or perhaps triply, ironic climax. It’s
simple, conscious irony, a reversal of common wisdom, to find that
death should be desired. Hamlet seems less conscious that to take
the heroic course, of suicidal revenge, and achieve release from
suffering in death, does not seem very heroic, if it only fulfills a
wish for painless sleep. And the Christian irony comes from death
not being, to the Everlasting, so devout a wish. The word “Devoutly” reveals, like a shadow, Hamlet’s underlying Christianity,
which for the moment he’s forgotten.
The musing philosopher now goes on to explore the implications of considering death as sleep, extending his argument, laying
down its logical tracks as you might lay tracks for a train—except
these tracks take an unexpected curve:
To die, to sleep;
To sleep, perchance to dream—ay, there’s the rub:
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause—there’s the respect
That makes calamity of so long life.
III. i. 64-9
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Logic, expressed in that logical “For”, reveals “the rub”: “the respect/That makes calamity of so long life.” Here logic enters life,
in the form of “the respect”—the thought—that makes the fact of
“calamity” live on.
Now Hamlet fleshes out the bones of his argument with a list
of the particular calamities that add up to the great “calamity” of
life. He argues that the pain of life would be enough to drive anyone
to end it all, if it all could be ended:
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
Th’oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely,
The pangs of dispriz’d love, the law’s delay,
The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of th’unworthy takes,
When he himself might his quietus make
With a bare bodkin?
III. i. 70-76

This kind of suicide doesn’t sound very heroic. Presuming they’re
sufferers and not oppressors, the audience can recognize “the whips
and scorns of time” that Hamlet indignantly lists; but at the same
time the drama of “taking arms” to oppose “a sea of troubles” ebbs
away. The contemplated action shrinks from opposing to escaping.
On one hand this shows Hamlet’s sympathetic side, because he’s
identifying with everyone who suffers unjust oppression, and asking a question that applies, he says, to us all. He opens a window in
the play through which we look directly into our own lives, if we
live lives of quiet desperation. At the same time, with a little stretching, all the “whips and scorns” he mentions could describe his own
troubles. Hamlet still seems torn by the question of whether to take
revenge or not, even though, supposedly, he’s waiting to test
Claudius’s guilt with the Mousetrap play. In all his other soliloquies after meeting the ghost he talks about revenge. In this soliloquy he also seems to be worrying about revenge, because he’s trying
to make a choice: to be or not to be, to suffer or to take arms. He’s
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also concerned, as in the other soliloquies, about fear and cowardice. But the coming test of the Mousetrap play, which holds his
revenge in suspension for the moment, gives Hamlet a breather, the
space to meditate, a little less angrily, on a more general question.
By saying that the fear of death makes us all cowards, putting all of
us in the same boat with himself, Hamlet shifts the focus away
from his personal task of revenge. That move away from thinking
directly about revenge, even away from considering what is “nobler
in the mind”, to asking whether living or dying frightens us more,
can pass unnoticed because the soliloquy engages the audience with
its philosophical investigation. The revenge plot keeps flowing along
in an underground stream, maintaining, in a subdued way, its dramatic suspense, while on the surface we pause, and get caught up in
the philosophical suspense of Hamlet’s very interesting argument.
If death is sleep, then we have to worry about bad dreams. For
most of us, most of the time, sleep means oblivion. Some of the
time it means dreams. Sleep has these two aspects, unconsciousness and remembered dreams, with a borderline between them:
dreams we don’t remember. If death has always looked like sleep,
and if we’ve comforted ourselves with the thought that dying will
be like going to sleep, and those who’ve died are only sleeping, we
don’t usually take the next step Hamlet takes, by extending the analogy to include bad dreams. That step defeats the comforting purpose of making the analogy in the first place. It changes sleep from
good to bad. It also turns away from empirical reason, which assumes, without metaphysical aid, that consciousness ends in death.
It’s the obliviousness of death, from this secular point of view, that
makes it like sleep. If you add bad dreams, sleep suddenly stops
being so much like death. By following sleep into bad dreams,
Hamlet subtly crosses, in his reasoning, from the empirical into the
metaphysical. He opens up, in the form of bad dreams, the thought
that we might experience “something after death”. “Not to be” turns
out to be a form of being. You can’t not be if you try.
At first that thought comes in a secular, empirical form. Bad
dreams seem to belong to this world, and then Hamlet moves them
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into the next. They step across the border without giving notice
that that’s what they’re doing. Dreams belong to this world because
you wake up from them, and you’re back in your remembered life
again. In that sleep of death, if you had a bad dream, what “real
death” would you wake up to? And if you didn’t wake up, how
would you tell one dream from another, and what, in the first place,
would make any of your experiences a dream? Is a dream still a
dream if you never wake up? By moving the familiar image of bad
dreams across the border to the other side of death, Hamlet, without
recognizing what he’s doing, opens up a space for a bad dream that
never ends. That thought, potentially, stretches bad dreams into something like eternal hell. He changes death into a more painful form of
life, where the pain never ends. Bad dreams, though, won’t go all the
way across that border, because dreams are, in an obvious sense, unreal. Because they’re unreal, they can’t be eternal—a dream is something you wake up from; and they also can’t be identified, by a faithful
Christian, with hell. There’s something unfaithful, even blasphemous,
in calling hell a dream. But there’s something more unfaithful, even
more blasphemous, in calling death only sleep. So bad dreams, with
these two clashing implications, of unreality and of a new, metaphysical reality, like a tide with an undertow, move only part way across the
border of the afterlife. Being unreal, they can’t take Hamlet all the way
over, to the shore of Christian faith.
Having stated the argument, Hamlet now sums it up, with
penetrating eloquence:
Who would fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover’d country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will,
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
III. i. 76-82
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Again he puts his answer in the form of a question. Yet the question, in the summing up, again has subtly changed its direction.
What before was “the rub”—bad dreams—now gets turned into the
more general “something after death”—something that might be
even worse than bad dreams. That might be hell; and yet these ills
“we know not of ” don’t sound very Christian. In another mood
Hamlet does know, more than he wants to know, about the “eternal
blazon” where his father’s spirit—who did, in a way, return from
“the undiscover’d country”—now fasts in fires.
If bad dreams are a boat that can’t take him all the way to the
Christian shore, Hamlet gets close to shore and jumps out: he’s
close enough to stand, but too far out to stay dry. He makes the
jump by changing bad dreams into “something after death”. Some
kind of consciousness continuing after death would be metaphysical, but would not have to be, like bad dreams, unreal. Hamlet
doesn’t move forward all the way to dry land. Death remains, to his
ignorant, empirical reason, “The undiscover’d country, from whose
bourn/No traveller returns”. Like the thought of bad dreams after
death, those words also pull in opposite directions. In Elizabethan
England, barely a hundred years after Columbus sailed, an
“undiscover’d country” was easy to imagine as a geographical fact.
Yet it’s still undiscovered. No one we know of has been there.
Except the unknown “traveller”, who has never been heard of again.
With that traveller a thought crosses the border into the undiscovered country. And at the same time the traveller, like the dreams,
loses some of their identity as a traveller, becoming more like an
emigrant, by never coming back. There’s something paradoxical,
oxymoronic, about a dream that never ends, or a traveller who
never returns.
Bad dreams open up for Hamlet the image of death as experience: after losing consciousness in this world, we find ourselves
still conscious somewhere else—and in pain. He speaks like a man
who knows what it is to have bad dreams. To him bad dreams are
so bad that he would fly them as he would fly death. In Shakespeare,
bad dreams may be a premonition of evil, or danger. On a less
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metaphysical plane, they usually express a character’s guilt. The
guilty don’t always have bad dreams—many villains are as happy in
their villainy as Iago; and even the innocent sometimes have bad
dreams, like Hermia’s on a midsummer night; but the characters
who have bad dreams almost always feel in those dreams the weight
of a guilty conscience. I think Shakespeare may quietly suggest this
when Claudius says about Hamlet,
What it should be,
More than his father’s death, that thus hath put him
So much from th’understanding of himself
I cannot dream of.
II. ii. 7-10

Shakespeare may be hinting that he can’t dream of anything else.
This could be an early intimation of Claudius’s guilty conscience,
before he openly expresses it in the speech about “my most painted
word.” The worst villains don’t have bad dreams because they don’t
feel their guilt. Bad dreams normally come to those who still have
some goodness in them, a conscience that remembers all their sins.
The torments of a guilty conscience, that pursue the sinner
even into sleep, foreshadow the torments of hell, that punish
unrepented sins on the other side of death. The way guilt, in
Shakespeare, engenders bad dreams hints that in imagining the
dreams that “may come” “in that sleep of death” as fearful, Hamlet,
in the midst of this philosophical meditation, reveals his guilty
conscience. For bad dreams to come from, and punish, sins, associates those dreams, when they’re imagined on the other side of death,
with hell—except that dreams aren’t real. By taking the next step,
from bad dreams to “something after death”, Hamlet retains, by
association, the fearfulness of bad dreams, while his mind moves a
step beyond dreams, in the direction of reality. He raises the possibility that real pain, not just bad dreams, may await us in the next
world. By taking that step he moves closer to the Christian vision,
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because the fearful “something after death” could be hell, which to
Christianity is a real place.
While changing bad dreams into “something after death” opens
up the possibility of a Christian hell, the speech also pulls away
from that vision, in Hamlet’s list of “the whips and scorns of time”.
From “Th’oppressor’s wrong” to “the spurns/That patient merit of
th’unworthy takes”, all these “whips and scorns” sound like oppressive fardels heaped on the innocent by the guilty. Like “The slings
and arrows of outrageous fortune”, they fall upon “us”—the innocent victims—because life is outrageously unjust. It’s the innocent
sufferer from oppression, not the oppressor, who could make “his
quietus” “with a bare bodkin”, but hesitates because he’s afraid of
bad dreams, or “something” else at least as terrible. If that fear of
“something after death” might arise from the guilt we all share, as
sinful humans, the guilt here gets revealed only indirectly, by the
fear. Hamlet does not directly connect our sins—or any particular
sins—to the pain we might suffer in the next life. That pain remains only a vague mystery. The particular pain he concentrates
on here is the pain caused by others—the sinful oppressors—in
this life: the pain that makes the sufferers want to die, if by dying
they could escape it. He’s back to “O that this too too solid flesh
would melt”, except that here he seems to have forgotten that “the
Everlasting” has “fix’d/His canon ’gainst self-slaughter”. The Christian vision comes vaguely into view in this soliloquy, so far, only
through a thick cloud of skeptical unknowing. Hamlet discovers a
reason for not killing himself, a reason that comes, he thinks, not
from Christianity but from pure thought. His philosophical investigation of death reveals the potential, non-moral dangers of the
next world: unknown dangers that threaten the innocent for unknown reasons.
Christianity then comes into the soliloquy, directly, in one word:
“conscience”:
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Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pitch and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry
And lose the name of action.
III. i. 83-88

Aside from that one line, “Thus conscience does make cowards of
us all”, the soliloquy puts the blame for our fear only on thought. It
might be possible to take the Christianity out of “conscience”, if
the conscience Hamlet talks about were only his patriotic conscience—except that the patriotic conscience concentrates on the
fate of the state in this world. It connects to Christianity through
the “divinity” that hedges a king, a divinity that helps make killing
a king a worse crime than killing a man. It makes the killer’s conscience guiltier, and his punishment that much more horrible in the
next world. But that next world, for the Christian patriot, is the
province of Christianity. The king takes care of this world, and
God takes care of the next. If God does good in this world, we take
it as a gift, but we don’t require it. If injustice in this world showed
God did not exist, or if allowing injustice made him a bad God, as
allowing injustice makes a king a bad king, where would Christianity be? Hamlet’s concern, in this soliloquy, with the next world,
with “something after death”, makes it hard to avoid hearing Christianity—and the threat of hell—speak quietly, but distinctly, in that
one word, “conscience”.
Some critics have tried to take the Christianity out of “conscience” by arguing that in this speech Shakespeare gives it a more
secular, even non-moral, meaning. As he uses it here he only means
“thought”. They point, for another example, to a speech in Timon
of Athens (II. ii. 176-7): “Canst thou the conscience lack/To think I
shall lack friends?” It’s a fairly weak argument, except for the fact
that in the rest of the soliloquy Hamlet seems to be talking about
thinking rather than conscience. “Thus conscience does make
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cowards of us all” suggests thought because so far Hamlet has been
pointing to thought, not conscience, as what “makes cowards of us
all”. Then after mentioning conscience he immediately goes on,
“And thus the native hue of resolution/Is sicklied o’er with the pale
cast of thought”.
The drawback for this argument, the rub, is that Shakespeare
almost always, and everywhere else in Hamlet, means conscience by
“conscience”. Harold Jenkins, who thinks “conscience” here also means
conscience, says that in “Thus conscience does make cowards of us
all” Hamlet only means that the way conscience inspires fear of the
next world is one more confirming example of how thought inhibits
action. He means something like, “Thus, with the thought of something after death, conscience also makes cowards of us all. And thus,
whatever ills we fear after death, whether they’re the unknown dangers that pure reason warns us about, or God’s punishment of sin,
revealed by Christianity, both those considerations sickly o’er the native hue of resolution with the pale cast of thought.” The secular
thought of bad dreams, or “something after death”, works the same
way as the Christian conscience, with its fear of hell: they both show
us dangers after death that we run away from like cowards.
Is that all there is to “conscience”? Does Hamlet really introduce the whole Christian vision of the afterlife in that one word,
and then immediately move on to his more general conclusion,
equating non-Christian and Christian visions of the afterlife as simply two different forms of “the pale cast of thought”? And if he
does, do we agree with him?
The way Hamlet, as he thinks about death, moves from oblivious sleep to bad dreams, then to “something after death”, and finally to “conscience” may suggest, subliminally, that reason, when
it goes far enough, eventually discovers Christianity. It may hint
that Christianity somehow inheres in the nature of reality—that
Jesus revealed a moral law that was there already, like the structure
of DNA. In a sense it must have been there, since God was there
before Jesus. More likely, though, mingling bad dreams and “something after death” with conscience suggests that conscience, and
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with it Christianity, somehow takes its place among all our other
beliefs, or superstitions, the way the cock sings all night long in the
time of “our Saviour’s birth”, so that “no planets strike,/No fairy
takes, nor witch hath power to charm”. Or maybe the movement of
Hamlet’s thought only shows that Hamlet, along with every other
Christian, can forget his Christianity sometimes, but that if he stops
to think long enough about the consequences of heroic action, he’ll
eventually remember hell. With the right prompting, so will the
audience. When Hamlet brings out our fear of what may come after
death, and then says “Thus conscience does make cowards of us all”,
the supposedly Christian audience may nod sagely, accepting this, on
the surface, as an obvious truth. But the easy transition from “something after death” to “conscience”, like the earlier transition from sleep
to bad dreams, quietly derails the train of Hamlet’s thought.
The question is, what is Hamlet really afraid of? All he seems
to know, the only assumption he starts with, is that he is, undoubtedly, afraid of death. If he won’t take revenge because he’s afraid of
death, then heroically speaking he’s a coward. But in being afraid
of death what exactly is he afraid of? He says he can’t be afraid of
death if it’s only the end of life, because life is so bad it would be
good to end it. He can’t be afraid of death itself because there’s no
good reason to fear death itself—and who could fear anything without a good reason? What he’s really afraid of, he thinks, must be
something after death. If it’s bad dreams, or some other “ills” that
afflict the innocent as well as the guilty, then he would still be a
coward to run away from that pain. But if what he fears after death
is being punished in hell for the particular sin he’s contemplating,
of suicidal revenge, the moral nature of his case changes.
If conscience makes Hamlet a coward, then Shakespeare has
again introduced a concept with a divided sense. From a Christian
point of view, to fear God’s punishment, and therefore refrain from
sin, cannot be cowardly. Instead, it’s noble. A coward lets fear stop
him from performing a noble action. But from a Christian point of
view, “taking arms”, which for Hamlet would mean a combination
of revenge and suicide, would be sinful, not noble. The noble course,
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to Christianity, would be “to be”: to go on suffering. The nobility
of that course may come less from the fear of hell than from faith in
God, and the desire to live eternally in heaven; but to fear God, as
Claudius claims to in the prayer scene, does not, to a Christian way
of thinking, make a man a coward.
The heroic point of view, meanwhile, gives Christianity no
more reality—maybe less reality, morally speaking—than a bad
dream. Laertes, in his heroic rage, casts “Conscience” “to the
profoundest pit”. For him, at that moment, it’s unquestionably nobler in the mind to take revenge “most throughly for my father”
than to suffer, and let his father’s spirit suffer, from an unrevenged
crime. Revenge is so noble he says he’s willing to go to hell to
achieve it: “I dare damnation.” He’s still Christian enough to know
that conscience stands in the way of his revenge, but he’s not Christian enough to let that stop him. His “I dare damnation” exactly
counterbalances Hamlet’s “Thus conscience does make cowards of
us all.” The difference between them, brought out so vividly when
Laertes attacks, is that Hamlet hesitates while Laertes leaps to revenge. With Laertes, the weight of his divided conscience falls, at
this moment, on “dare”. I get the feeling that at full heroic heat,
damnation can’t come to vivid life in his imagination, the way it can
in Hamlet’s. Laertes’ vow conceals the same unexplored contradiction as Hamlet’s first vow of revenge: “Yes, by heaven!” Since then
Hamlet, unlike Laertes, has heard about hell directly from the ghost.
Laertes, at this moment, I would say, can’t really think of taking
revenge as wrong—as damnable—or like Hamlet he would hesitate. Yet in his high heroic rhetoric he still assumes that the Christian God has the final word. The ghost, in Laertes’ position, would
not have mentioned Christianity at all. Damnation would never
have entered his mind, when he pulled out his sword to kill Norway. The ghost is so purely heroic that even though he comes from
hell, to speak of horrors, he cares nothing about God’s opposition
to revenge. Laertes, who in mentioning conscience and damnation
shows he’s less single-mindedly heroic than the ghost, also doesn’t
think, as Hamlet says, “too precisely on th’event”.
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Hamlet’s “too” disparages this thinking. The disparagement
comes from the heroic ideal as the precision comes, among other
places, from the Christian. That’s the burden of being a faithful
Christian: cowardice and Christianity can produce, outwardly, the
same action. You can only know what produced that action inwardly, conscience or cowardice, if you know absolutely how your
action “lies in his true nature”: if you perfectly know yourself.
Hamlet seems to answer that’s he’s a coward: the hero’s way of
calling Christianity unreal. Yet the meaning of “Thus conscience
does make cowards of us all” divides in the same way as the
oxymoronic “craven scruple”. If the “conscience” he speaks of is
really conscience, and not a rationalization of cowardice, then that
little “one part wisdom”, in the quartered thought, remains wisdom
and not cowardice. The same act can’t come from conscience and
cowardice at the same time. The heroic ideal and the Christian
ideal cannot, in Hamlet’s situation, both be true at once, though he
does his best to deny it. He tries to make Christianity real, and at
the same time subordinate it to heroism; but real Christianity won’t
obey orders.
The reason taking arms is nobler in the heroic mind has something to do with the fact that it would mean dying: “not to be”. The
action would be heroically noble partly because it demands that the
hero overcome a serious fear. If the worst imaginable ill after death
is hell, what could be more heroic than overcoming the fear of
hell? The fear of God, like any kind of fear, will be overcome by
the hero, if he is not a coward. That’s the flaw in the argument: if
you believe in God, then overcoming the fear of God can’t be noble,
because any act that would inspire the fear of God can’t be noble; it
has to be a sin. Conscience can only make us afraid to do, and be
punished for doing, what is not noble.
At the start of the soliloquy, the heroic imagery of taking arms
appears and then immediately disappears, swallowed by the sea of
troubles, until it comes back at the end in “the native hue of resolution” and “enterprises of great pitch and moment”. With these heroic phrases—echoing Fortinbras’s “enterprise/That hath a stomach
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in’t”—Shakespeare closes off the soliloquy in a misleading way,
that doesn’t quite reflect what came before. It’s like the way he
closes off the prayer scene, with the revelation that Claudius never
sincerely repented. By bringing “thought” back in, as the pale, cowardly disabler of heroic action, he allows us to forget the fleeting
paradox of “Thus conscience does make cowards of us all”. Or
allows us to forget it on the surface. Like the “craven scruple”, or
Hamlet’s “Christian revenge”—sending Claudius to hell—the
conscience that makes us cowards lodges uncomfortably in the
mind.
I’ve been trying to show that if pure oblivion, metaphysical as
well as physical death, stands on one side, and the Christian afterlife of moral justice on the other, Hamlet sets up stepping stones
across the stream, in bad dreams and “something after death”. Going from each stone to the next, though, involves an unacknowledged leap. Moving from sleep to bad dreams seems logical, but
underhandedly it turns death—oblivion—into life: experience.
Moving from bad dreams to “something after death” also seems
like an easy step, but it turns something unreal, dreams, into something that might be real. Finally, moving from “something” to “conscience” turns the ills we may face after death from mysterious
afflictions of the innocent to just punishment of the guilty. When
the pain after death becomes justified punishment a line is crossed,
and “something” turns into the Christian hell. Cowards run from
noble action out of fear, while conscience fears only ignoble acts.
That single word, “conscience”, changes taking arms from noble to
sinful, and suffering from contemptible to noble, like one of those
pictures that can be a rabbit or a duck but not both at the same
time. In Hamlet’s picture, cowardice switches with conscience. To
say “Thus conscience does make cowards of us all” is like holding
up that picture and saying, “Look at the duck-billed rabbit.”
If Hamlet can’t reach the positive Christian ideal—the moral
beauty of forgoing revenge, and its reward in heaven—then Christianity, like thought, can only reveal the danger after death. Thus
“Christianity”—a truncated Christianity—makes him a coward.
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But Christian “conscience” stubbornly gives that pain after death a
moral nature, as the just punishment of sin, and as long as that
morality lives the heroic ideal cannot win any more than the Christian can.
Hamlet’s incompleteness as a hero comes through in his description of his two opposing choices. A pure hero would not think
of himself as oppressed by a sea of troubles. He’d focus on the one
who really got oppressed: his father. He would say I do this, not to
end a sea of troubles, but to get revenge, to restore my father’s, and
my family’s, honor. Hamlet’s “sea of troubles” sounds like a sea of
guilt, or the fear of guilt—guilt both heroic and Christian. He has
to face that sea of guilt, on both sides, as long as he doesn’t make a
noble choice either to suffer or to take arms. “Thus conscience
does make cowards of us all” balances tantalizingly between ideals:
between those two sources of guilt.
For the philosophical Hamlet, it’s not enough just to fear death.
He wants to discover the reason why he fears death. If he can
discover that reason maybe he, thinking for all of us, can refute it.
If he can reason our way out of the fear of death, we could act
outwardly like heroes without being heroes. But then he, and we,
wouldn’t be defying the same kind of death, in our own minds, that
the hero defies. When there’s nothing to fear, what’s heroic about
defying death? It’s imitation heroism—like a video game.
When he “discovers” that the fear of “something after death” is
the real reason behind the mysterious fact that we fear death, Hamlet believes his original question has been answered: to be. It’s been
answered, but not by discovering what is “nobler in the mind”.
He’s found that if he can’t eliminate the fear of death, he can never
overcome it. He can never become heroic enough to take arms, and
face not being, as long as he’s afraid he’d still be in pain. If the fear
stops us, Hamlet says, we’re permanently stopped, because we can’t
reason our way out of the fear: the unknown after death won’t go
away. Heroically speaking, the decision “to be”, made from fear, is
cowardly. But Christianity turns that unknown after death into a
fate known by faith. It gives a moral shape to the fear of what
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comes after death. In exploring the heroic course, to take arms and
die, Hamlet crosses, in his imagination, into the afterlife, and comes
up at the end against his Christian conscience, which makes taking
arms a sin that will be punished by God. When what we fear after
death is God, our fear becomes noble. Conscience can only make
cowards of us all if we don’t really believe in God.

2. Of the chameleon’s dish
For Hamlet, true conscience makes cowardice impossible, and
true cowardice makes conscience fake. In “Thus conscience does
make cowards of us all”, “conscience” and “cowardice” shift their
meanings back and forth, each cancelling the other out, as the heroic or the Christian ideal gets the momentary upper hand. This
incompatibility of conscience and cowardice uncovers a layer of
awareness where words and the truth don’t quite hook up. Here, in
Hamlet’s “To be, or not to be” soliloquy, the uncovering happens
very subtly. You hardly feel the sting when “conscience” brings up
the subject of your own guilt, and the punishments that may be
waiting for you because of it; nor do you realize, right away, that
being afraid of those punishments can’t be true cowardice. This
paradoxical ambiguity, of conscience and cowardice, falls somewhere in the middle of a spectrum that runs from “wild and whirling words”, that “carry but half sense”, to clear perceptions of how
things really are in the real world.
Again and again, more in Hamlet than anywhere else,
Shakespeare gives ordinary language, ordinary phrases and
distinctions, a poetic and philosophical intensity that uncovers gaps
in the net of concepts we throw over the world as we know it.
When Polonius first approaches Hamlet, to find out the cause of
his “madness”, he starts his investigation with a question of identity:
“Do you know me, my lord?” Hamlet’s first sally of “madness”
starts, “Excellent well. You are a fishmonger.” Under the surface
falsity, or craziness, of that answer there’s a hidden truth. The way
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fishmongers were associated with lustful sex gives it a moral edge:
it underhandedly accuses Polonius of dishonesty. Hamlet answers a
question deeper than the one Polonius intended to ask.
Polonius finds Hamlet “far gone”, and tries to bring him back
to his senses with a question about what he’s reading. A madman,
he may think, cannot read. Focusing Hamlet’s mind on the sense of
printed words should help pull him away from madness:
Pol.

. . . What do you read, my lord?

Ham.

Words, words, words.

Pol.

What is the matter, my lord?

Ham.

Between who?

Pol.

I mean the matter that you read, my lord.
II. ii. 191-5

There are the words and there is the matter—a matter which depends, among other things, on how the words are meant.
Polonius, having straightened out Hamlet’s misinterpretation,
and communicated his true meaning, gets this reply:
Slanders, sir. For the satirical rogue says here that old men
have gray beards, that their faces are wrinkled, their eyes
purging thick amber and plumtree gum, and that they have
a plentiful lack of wit, together with most weak hams—all
which, sir, though I most powerfully and potently believe,
yet I hold it not honesty to have it thus set down. For
yourself, sir, shall grow old as I am—if like a crab you could
go backward.
II. ii. 196-204

Slanders are not true, so how can Hamlet “most powerfully and
potently believe” them? Because he moves—his meaning slides—
from “untrue” to “dishonest”. When he holds it “not honesty” to
write down certain things he believes, he defines slanders as dishonest but not untrue. As “slander” slides into truth, the meaning
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of “honesty” slides from truth to virtue, and then back again. It
won’t stand still. If slander is the vicious act of writing down unpleasant truths, then the truth can make slanderers of us all.
It’s insulting to put down an old man by calling him old, and
Polonius feels the insult under the “madness”: “Though this be
madness, yet there is method in’t.” Trying to lead Hamlet to a
supposedly healthier place—indoors—Polonius the straight man
sets him up again:
Pol.

. . . Will you walk out of the air, my lord?

Ham.

Into my grave?

Pol.

Indeed, that’s out of the air.—[Aside] How
pregnant sometimes his replies are—a
happiness that often madness hits on,
which reason and sanity could not so prosperously be delivered of.
II. ii. 206-11

To Polonius that pregnant reply delivers a prosperous truth, and
reminds him that his words were a figure of speech: “out of the air”
doesn’t mean that far out of the air. By taking them too literally,
Hamlet pulls the meaning of those innocent words in the opposite
direction from health. With the image of pregnancy, Shakespeare
also again links Hamlet’s “madness” to Ophelia. Even though
Polonius doesn’t realize it, and Hamlet doesn’t pick up on it, the
audience may hear, if only subliminally, an echo of Hamlet’s earlier
play on the word “conception”: “Conception is a blessing, but as
your daughter may conceive—friend, look to’t.” One conception
can reveal the lack of another conception: “you’ll tender me a fool.”
Used with Hamlet’s pregnant wit, conception can make fools of us
all.
Wit, or one kind of wit, plays with the figures in language by
understanding words in a way that’s different from the way they
were meant. A word with two possible meanings can act like a fork
in the road of communication. Hamlet’s wit typically works by
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taking the wrong, or unintended, fork: by picking up on the literal
meaning of a word meant figuratively, on the figure in a word meant
literally, or just on a different figure from the one the speaker intended: “How fares our cousin Hamlet?” “Excellent, i’faith, of the
chameleon’s dish. I eat the air, promise-crammed. You cannot feed
capons so.” Wit shows a ranging mind, that hears the style of words
along with their substance, the art along with the matter. It can also
be a sign of madness. Considering too curiously the ambiguities of
words, taking them too much in the wrong sense, or too far afield,
you can lose contact with the unambiguous reality of the world.
Hamlet’s words get “wild and whirling” when he acts “idle”—
when the motor of words disengages from the wheels of communication. Yet truth, along with method, glimmers through the “madness”. “What means this, my lord”, Ophelia asks about the
dumbshow, and Hamlet answers, “Marry, this is miching malicho.
It means mischief.” No one knows exactly what Hamlet means by
“means” here: does he mean the mischief about to be seen in the
play, or the mischief Claudius did to his father, or the mischief
Hamlet is doing with the play now, or that he’s planning to do later
to Claudius? The word “mean” comes up again in the interrogation scene, right after he makes another pun, on “Alas”. Hamlet
takes Claudius’s ostentatious lament, “Alas, alas” as “A lass”, and
answers by telling how “A man” may consume a king: “A man may
fish with the worm that hath eat of a king, and eat of the fish that
hath fed of that worm.” If Hamlet takes “A lass” as describing
himself, then by coming back with “A man” he may subtly identify
himself with that man who may, at third hand, or third stomach,
consume a king. He also may echo this pun, at the end of the
scene, by turning Claudius into a woman: “Farewell, dear mother.”
After the play with “Alas”, and the dig about king-eating, he answers Claudius’s angry question, “What dost thou mean by this?”
with another meaning of “mean”: meaning to show: “Nothing but
to show you how a king may go a progress through the guts of a
beggar.” You can mean something by a word, and at the same time
you can mean to do something with it. What Hamlet means to do
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is insult Claudius, but in his antic disposition he skips mockingly
away from the insult direct.
When Ophelia asks about the player, “Will a tell us what this
show meant?”, Hamlet answers “Ay, or any show that you will
show him. Be not you ashamed to show, he’ll not shame to tell you
what it means.” Here Hamlet dissolves the barrier between plays
and life, making Ophelia’s showing and the player’s telling part of
the same world. And maybe in his anger at being chased by all
these detectives, trying to pluck out the heart of his mystery, Hamlet insinuates that both showing, and explaining the meaning of
shows, ought to inspire shame. He goes cynically beyond shame
when he claims he’s ready to explain her himself: “I could interpret between you and your love if I could see the puppets dallying.” But he mocks his explanation in advance by calling the lovers—maybe including himself, as her love—“puppets”, who have
no interior mystery to explain. It’s possible he’s sarcastically taking
over the role of the “lawful espials”, who could not agree on the
meaning of what passed between Hamlet and Ophelia in the last
scene. Even if Hamlet didn’t know they were listening then, he
knows they’re listening, watching, and interpreting, the way he’s
dallying with Ophelia now. Again the method in his madness involves insulting his pursuers, even when they’re not sure they’re
being insulted.
Hamlet makes another one of his “mad” plays on words after
the play scene. When they’re left alone, Horatio says he saw how
Claudius reacted: “I did very well note him.” Hamlet wildly picks
up on “note”, and his mind turns to music: “Ah ha! Come, some
music; come, the recorders.” Like “A lass”, this quibbling on “note”
seems closer to madness because it seems so pointless: punning for
the sake of punning. It’s so pointless it’s hardly more than background noise: you may not notice the pun. Yet at the same time that
pun has a very subtle method in it, though the method may not be
Hamlet’s so much as Shakespeare’s. Using “note” as the cue for “the
recorders” sets up Hamlet’s tweaking of Guildenstern about his two
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inabilities: to play the recorder and to “pluck out the heart of my
mystery”. Looking back, “I did very well note him” holds the seed
of that dialogue, in the idea that Hamlet’s test has plucked out the
heart of Claudius’s mystery: Hamlet’s playing Claudius like a recorder. With Horatio he’s put Claudius’s guilt on record—though
so far only a private record.
Madness and method intertwine in Hamlet, as they do, less
consciously, in Ophelia: “A document in madness: thoughts and
remembrance fitted.” In Ophelia’s madness words “carry but half
sense” but they still carry the heart’s truth:
Her speech is nothing,
Yet the unshaped use of it doth move
The hearers to collection. They aim at it,
And botch the words up fit to their own thoughts,
Which, as her winks and nods and gestures yield them,
Indeed would make one think there might be thought,
Though nothing sure, yet much unhappily.
IV. v. 7-13

Ophelia “speaks things in doubt/That carry but half sense” while
“her winks and nods and gestures yield”, through the feeling in
them, the significance of her mad speech. Her words communicate
no clear meaning, but they have an unhappy sound. As nearly meaningless as her speech is, its “unshaped use” can still “move/The
hearers to collection”: at a level beyond meaning, they get it. Laertes
gets angrier because her meaningless words reveal that her grief has
driven her mad, which demands even harsher revenge: “This
nothing’s more than matter.” At the other extreme, of happiness,
the feeling in words also goes beyond their meaning, in “words of
so sweet breath compos’d/As made the things more rich.” When
Gertrude swears to keep Hamlet’s secret, she gives her vow more
weight by rhetorically turning words into life:
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Be thou assur’d, if words be made of breath,
And breath of life, I have no life to breathe
What thou has said to me.
III. iv. 199-201

A minute later, Claudius tells her to translate back in the other
direction, from breath to words: “There’s matter in these sighs,
these profound heaves,/You must translate.”
Hamlet comes down to earth, his “madness” fades away, gradually, after his sea voyage. His first words after that voyage come in
his letter to Horatio, where he promises, “I have words to speak in
thine ear will make thee dumb; yet are they much too light for the
bore of the matter.” The mad lose touch with that heavy “matter”
of reality, a reality independent of words. As he says to Gertrude
when she suspects him of being really mad, “Bring me to the test,/
And I the matter will re-word, which madness/Would gambol from.”
Sanity keeps its sharp hooks in the matter, while madness spins off
on the slippery ice of words.
Frank Kermode follows through the language of the play a figure he calls “doubling”. It’s a conjunction of two terms that mean
the same thing, or close to the same thing, as in “Angels and ministers of grace defend us”, where there’s no difference between angels
and ministers of grace. The play is full of these repetitions—“rogue
and peasant slave”, “hire and salary”—so full that Kermode calls
this doubling the “tune” or “undersong” of the play. He puzzles over
the meaning of this undersong. Does it show “a concern with questions of identity, sameness, and the union of separate selves”? Maybe
it “reflects the great and obvious topics, adultery and incest”.
Though he finds models for this doubling in the Bible, the Book of
Common Prayer, and in earlier drama, it’s tempting to follow him
in seeing doubling as of the “very essence” of Hamlet. He sees it in
the structure as well: the multiple revengers, the play within the
play—and the dumbshow within it, like a Chinese box. Yet like
Kermode I’m still not sure what all the doubling means. Maybe it’s
a way of slowing things down, or driving points home, of giving
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“the impression of covering all cases”. Or maybe it makes the point,
again and again, by rewording the matter, that the matter remains
beyond the words.
Grabbing the words and squeezing their intended matter out of
them, by taking a figure in language literally, sometimes makes you
feel you’re moving closer to reality. The only other wit in the play
besides Hamlet, the gravedigger, catches him with his own tricks. No
woman will be buried in the gravedigger’s grave, only “One that was a
woman, sir; but rest her soul, she’s dead.” Hamlet feels in this witticism a push toward “absolute” precision: “How absolute the knave is.
We must speak by the card or equivocation will undo us.” But Hamlet also sees decadence in the gravedigger’s wit: “By the Lord, Horatio,
this three years I have took note of it, the age is grown so picked that
the toe of the peasant comes so near the heel of the courtier he galls
his kibe.” The kind of court wit that Hamlet here puts down, with
ironic admiration, when it’s pushed too far comes close to madness.
Recognizing the wit of the gravedigger, Hamlet calls him a “mad knave”,
as the gravedigger calls the jester Yorick “a whoreson mad fellow”.
But that “picked” decadence also comes without wit, in the form of
Osric, who has no figures at his command: “Exceedingly, my lord, it
is very sultry—as ’twere—I cannot tell how.”
Osric, without any wit at all, stretches words away from their
normal meanings in the other direction: away from the absolute, off
the card. As he follows Hamlet’s lead on the weather, he shows he’s
picked up “the tune of the time”: the affected decadence of this court.
He uses figures without being aware that they’re figures. He calls
sword hangers “carriages”, prompting the irritated Hamlet to ask for
simpler, more literal language: “The phrase would be more german to
the matter if we could carry a cannon by our sides—I would it might
be hangers till then.” Hamlet can’t have much faith that it will stay
hangers for long. Sourly, he sends Osric off to deliver his message:
“To this effect, sir, after what flourish your nature will.” Osric and his
kind, though they’re all too far from being mad, will fail when brought
“to the test”, something like madmen, because they have no contact
with the solid reality, the matter, that words don’t change:
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Thus has he—and many more of the same bevy that I know
the drossy age dotes on—only got the tune of the time and,
out of an habit of encounter, a kind of yeasty collection,
which carries them through and through the most fanned
and winnowed opinions; and do but blow them to their
trial, the bubbles are out.
V. ii. 184-91

This tension between yeasty words and solid reality runs through
the whole play. Hamlet comes down on different sides depending
on his mood and whom he’s talking to. Osric’s precursors as standard issue courtiers, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, try to show
their wit with Hamlet—“Faith, her privates we”—but find themselves overmatched. The figure of Denmark as a prison passes the
limit of their playfulness. They simply deny it: “We think not so,
my lord.” Hamlet responds by tying the truth of “Denmark’s a prison”
to his own state of mind: “Why, then ’tis none to you; for there is
nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it so. To me it is a
prison.” Taking up the point, they start a courtly argument with
Hamlet, but trip over their own hidden agenda. Trying to lead
Hamlet to admit that ambition has made him mad, they stretch
their figures of dreams and shadows past the breaking point:
Guild. Which dreams indeed are ambition; for the
very substance of the ambitious is merely
the shadow of a dream.
Ham.

A dream itself is but a shadow.

Ros.

Truly, and I hold ambition of so airy and light
a quality that it is but a shadow’s shadow.

Ham.

Then are our beggars bodies, and our monarchs and outstretched heroes the beggars’
shadows. Shall we to th’ court? For by my
fay, I cannot reason.
II. ii. 257-65
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Escaping their bumbling “reason”, and denying that he’s just
insulted the king, Hamlet invites them to the court, where they
belong—or would like to belong. He’s sick of this courtiers’ conversation, and wit that reveals an underlying agenda of ambition
and flattery. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern trip up through transparent hypocrisy: they try too hard to deny the weight of their own
central motive—the motive they naturally think must be driving
Hamlet. By protesting too much against ambition they show they’ve
become spies: would-be “recorders” of Hamlet’s mystery. They’re
visiting Elsinore “in the beaten way of friendship” only because
their friendship has been beaten to death by ambition.
The way words can run off the tracks of reality, through madness, wit, decadence or dishonesty, makes Hamlet, and the audience, aware of an abyss of potential meaninglessness that falls off
in front of them like the edge of a cliff. “I will find/Where truth is
hid, though it were hid indeed/Within the centre” sounds like
satire, not only because it comes from Polonius, but because that
kind of absolute confidence shows the opposite of the wisdom it
claims. Hamlet’s early confidence in his own direct connection to
reality—“I know not ‘seems’”—makes him the target of a matching satire, his young, idealistic brashness echoing, in its naivety,
Polonius’s old, devious “wisdom”. Yet clinging above the abyss of
meaninglessness, the ideal of grasping the true meaning of things
holds on.
Between the two extremes, between standing on solid ground,
in the center of clear truth, and falling off the edge into madness,
the slipperiness of words tantalizes our minds while it sometimes
serves our purposes. How you say something colors what you say.
When he angles for the truth by “laying these slight sullies” on
Laertes, Reynaldo should “breathe his faults so quaintly/That they
may seem the taints of liberty”. When the players arrive, words and
thoughts will display their connection: “the lady shall say her mind
freely—or the blank verse shall halt for’t.” When Claudius prays,
though, they divide: “Words without thoughts never to heaven go.”
Hamlet gets angry that he can only “unpack my heart with words”,
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not “Suit the action to the word”, but as he exits, after the play
scene, he vows to detach his words from his actions:
My tongue and soul in this be hypocrites:
How in my words somever she be shent,
To give them seals never my soul consent.
III. ii. 388-90

Then when he gets to her closet, Hamlet condemns Gertrude for
an act, and an attitude, that failed to fulfill her earlier promise:
such a deed
As from the body of contraction plucks
The very soul, and sweet religion makes
A rhapsody of words.
III. iv. 45-8

Here the rhapsody—a beautiful but meaningless sound—contrasts
with the missing matter: the solidity of true faith.
With naive self-righteousness, Hamlet at first despises the divide that separates words from actions, outer shows from the inner
reality, the ideal from the real. Then through the central part of the
play, doubt about his own inner reality eats at him from the inside.
He wants to know “Am I a coward?” and thinks for a moment he
knows the answer: “’Swounds, I should take it”; then he moves on
to a new action, that involves some suppressed doubt about the
heroic ideal: testing the ghost. He can’t get a clear fix on his inner
reality, on who’s there, inside him. Does he finally trust death to
remove all meaning—“my bones ache at it”—or God to restore it:
“There is special providence in the fall of a sparrow”? Hamlet the
doubter loiters around every corner in the play, ready to believe
that man is “this quintessence of dust”, because he thinks it, and
“thinking makes it so.” The doubter stands amorphously, like a
ghost, beside Hamlet the idealist. If the doubter can be seen, in one
light, as an idealist, whose ideal is the plain truth, spoken “Truly . . .
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and with no addition”, giving false “assurance” to no one, that skeptical ideal of truth contrasts with his three other clashing ideals
because it demands no action. The doubter’s kind of truth, which
removes all “addition”, can only subtract. The doubter can’t find a
good, undoubtable reason to do anything. Meanwhile, from somewhere, an impulse to live, and act, keeps pushing Hamlet to break
free of that doubter’s prison, even as he keeps getting caught and
dragged back again.

3. And it must follow as the night the day
In his parting advice to Laertes, Polonius speaks some of the
most beloved, and best remembered, words in Shakespeare:
This above all: to thine own self be true,
And it must follow as the night the day
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
I. iii. 78-80

It’s supposed to be a reassuring, even inspiring, piece of advice. If
you stop to think about it precisely, it may be hard to understand
what it means to be true to yourself—at least it must be hard for
Hamlet to understand. But on the surface it sounds like “Be honest, and stay down to earth. Don’t get stuck up, hypocritical and
decadent. Your self is good: stay true to that goodness.” Or maybe
the best translation is simply, “Be good.”
Polonius’s advice has been played by some to sound foolish and
by some to sound wise. However wise it may sound, though, I
think the way it’s given has to raise at least a small flag of doubt.
First of all, it comes from Polonius, who’s kind of a dodderer, though
also a man who once was genuinely powerful. As Dr. Johnson said,
he’s declined from a considerable height. The advice, coming late,
when the father unexpectedly returns to chide his tardy son, seems
like it must be superfluous if it’s offered this way, as an afterthought.
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Polonius likes to hear himself talk sagely. He takes every chance he
can get to play the wise adviser. But more suspiciously, besides the
problem of understanding “to thine own self be true”, there’s also
the unacknowledged difficulty of that middle line: “And it must
follow as the night the day”.
His telling Laertes what “must follow as the night the day”
reinforces the feeling that what’s mainly questionable about
Polonius’s advice is its overconfidence. Like the Hamlet of “I know
not ‘seems’”, Polonius shows his fallibility by being too sure he
knows what’s going on, or that he knows how to find out. He
proclaims his own wisdom much too much. When he thinks he’s
been proved wrong about Hamlet—“But beshrew my jealousy!”—
he gives up his old theory with admirable quickness, but instantly
puts another one, just as sure, in its place. Shakespeare warns the
audience against Polonius’s theory of Hamlet’s madness in the same
way he warns against taking too seriously his advice to Laertes: by
making it too confident, too elaborate, too glib:
And he, repelled—a short tale to make—
Fell into a sadness, then into a fast,
Thence to a watch, thence into a weakness,
Thence to a lightness, and, by this declension,
Into the madness wherein now he raves
And all we mourn for.
II. ii. 146-51

In this chain of cause and effect, each effect becomes the cause of
the next effect, a domino that knocks down the next domino, in
what Polonius calls “this declension”—like a ball rolling inevitably
down a decline. Polonius’s diagnosis of Hamlet’s madness is a classic Shakespearean speech of quackery. It gives itself away by making madness so understandable, with all those clear stages of “declension”, with its confident, even bouncy rhetoric of “Thence to a
watch, thence into a weakness”, and the way it wraps up so neatly:
“And all we mourn for.” Polonius has the theory down pat; it’s the
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reality that eludes him. By making us skeptical of Polonius’s diagnosis, Shakespeare undermines “expert” opinions, and hints that
the truth about Hamlet’s madness will not be so easy to pluck out.
Polonius’s speech gives a beautiful example of how Shakespeare
casts doubt on the link between cause and effect. Even if words,
with their chameleon’s dish of ambiguities and shifting meanings,
could be held steady and clear, and establish “just the facts”, there
would still be this uncertainty about the connection between those
clear facts, about how one “follows” from another. When you approach a man in a certain way, Polonius says, “He closes with you
in this consequence”—and just at that moment his mind runs off
the track and he forgets what comes next. Almost every case of
what “follows” in this play gets called somehow into question.
Only physical links between cause and effect remain firm:
poison “On wholesome life usurps immediately”. Psychological
causes get cloudier: “That hath made him mad.” Moral causes
produce their own kind of morally necessary effects. A young man
whose father has been killed must take revenge, “If thou didst ever
thy dear father love”—unless his conscience, or cowardice, holds
him back. Physical, psychological and moral necessity can work
together: “That drop of blood that’s calm proclaims me bastard”.
And the moral necessity of carrying out a vow of revenge can be
undermined by another, mysterious necessity: “Most necessary ’tis
that we forget/To pay ourselves what to ourselves is debt”. Is this
necessary forgetting psychological or moral, or something different from both? Here, in the player king’s speech in the Mousetrap
play, may be one of the few places where we’re led to believe that
what’s called necessary really is necessary, even if we have no idea
why. Something about this necessity seems deeply natural, far different from the “forc’d cause” Horatio speaks of at the end. Another case of deep, natural necessity may be how “Foul deeds will
rise,/Though all the earth o’erwhelm them, to men’s eyes.” But is
even that true—or does it only express a hope, a moral optimism,
that happens to be fulfilled in this play?
The rather priggish Hamlet who complains about those perverse
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players, who “will themselves laugh, to set on some quantity of
barren spectators to laugh too, though in the meantime some
necessary question of the play be then to be considered”, shows his
priggishness, in part, by imposing an imperious “necessity” on a
play. He sounds like he’s taking himself, and plays, a little too
seriously—except if we remember that he has just set up his own
“necessary question” to be answered by the Mousetrap play. But
then right away he acts like one of the clowns he was criticizing: he
disrupts, with obnoxious “humor”, the play he requested, supposedly,
for this very serious purpose.
In Hamlet’s critical parlance, leaving aside his personal plot, a
“necessary question of the play” might be called dramatic necessity. When a father in a play steps between his innocent daughter
and her true love, it could signal the start of a comedy or a tragedy.
Normally other clues, starting with the title—“The tragedy of . . .”—
would have set up one expectation, one kind of dramatic necessity, or
the other. In a more particular way, the audience also has to follow
every “necessary question” of the play to understand the action. If
the hero’s father is killed, revenge necessarily follows—or does it?
The play has to follow a necessary course to fit into a genre—or
does it? What happens when the play is a play-within-a-play, and a
character in the audience disrupts it, or when the play’s genre turns
out to be “tragical-comical-historical-pastoral, scene individable,
or poem unlimited”? What happens if it turns out to be Hamlet?
Necessity in a play has to resemble necessity in the real world,
for the play to “hold as ’twere the mirror up to nature”. All these
kinds of necessity resemble each other, whether physical, like the
action of poison, psychological, like the cause of madness, moral,
like the duty to revenge, or dramatic, like the death of the tragic
hero. The order of the world comes from these necessary connections: how one thing must follow another “as the night the day”.
Students of philosophy, like Hamlet and Horatio, would add one
more kind of necessity to the list: the most necessary kind of all:
logical necessity. It’s so necessary that it doesn’t depend on anything in the world (they would say). Like 2+2=4, it’s true by
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definition. Nothing can slip between that cup and that lip; nothing
can stop those counted chickens from being hatched. That kind of
necessity, while it acts as a framework for knowledge, by establishing the meanings of words, has a limited usefulness because it
conveys no further knowledge about the world. When Hamlet says,
“There’s never a villain dwelling in all Denmark/But he’s an arrant knave”, Horatio, his fellow student, tells him, “There needs
no ghost, my lord, come from the grave/To tell us this.” “Why,
right,” says Hamlet, “you are in the right.” He then adds a mocking “logical implication”, in the word “so”: “And so without more
circumstance at all/I hold it fit that we shake hands and part”.
Bare logical truths, like “if the king like not the comedy, why then,
belike he likes it not perdie”, mock the form of logical thought, as
do “logical” deductions like “a king may go a progress through the
guts of a beggar”, or “Father and mother is man and wife, man and
wife is one flesh; so, my mother.” Shakespeare also mocks logic,
more subtly, with false disjunctions, that seem to sum up all the
possibilities, but don’t. Is the ghost “a spirit of health or goblin
damn’d”? It turns out there’s more in heaven and earth than those
two simple alternatives.
Hamlet’s play with logic shows his skill in philosophy. It reinforces the impression that he must be thinking very precisely, if not
“too precisely”, about the potential “event” of revenge. When Horatio
accuses him of thinking “too curiously”, about how the “noble dust”
of Alexander could now be “stopping a bung-hole”, Hamlet comes
back with an instant logical reply:
No faith, not a jot, but to follow him thither with modesty
enough, and likelihood to lead it. Alexander died, Alexander
was buried, Alexander returneth to dust, the dust is earth,
of earth we make loam, and why of that loam whereto he
was converted might they not stop a beer-barrel?
V. i. 200-5
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Hamlet himself implies that logic is not enough. Bare logic has to
be coupled with “modesty” and “likelihood”. But the rules for judging those qualities aren’t as clear as the logical rules that funnel
Alexander into a bung-hole. Long before this, Hamlet’s nitpicking
logic has already made him the butt of a little Shakespearean joke:
“one may smile, and smile, and be a villain—/At least I am sure it
may be so in Denmark.”
What necessarily “follows” comes through most clearly, and
gets mocked most mercilessly, in sentences where a “then” follows
an “if ”. If-then sentences, the stock in trade of logic, are old familiar friends to Horatio and Hamlet. The mysterious gap between
the “if ” of murder and the “then” of revenge—that violation of
heroic moral logic—helps unhinge Hamlet’s faith in every “consequence”. By the end he can even play with this uncertainty in a way
that comes dangerously close to home:
I am constant to my purposes, they follow the king’s pleasure. If his fitness speaks, mine is ready. Now or whensoever, provided I be so able as now.
V. ii. 197-9

Hamlet’s play with logic, his curious considering, helps mark him
as a student, and young; but his concern with correct logic also
marks him as an idealist, who wants the world to live up to his
conception of how it should be. When the wrong thing follows,
like the wrong second husband—“Look you now what follows”—
Hamlet gets mad. He can’t understand the thought processes that
could lead to such a choice. It doesn’t make sense. If she could
follow her first husband with her second, Gertrude’s “sense” must
be “apoplex’d”: madder than madness itself.
In his own “madness” Hamlet picks up on unintended
implications the way he picks up on unmeant meanings, playing
with “necessity” the way he plays with words:
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Pol.

If you call me Jephtha, my lord, I have a daughter
that I love passing well.

Ham. Nay, that follows not.
Pol.

What follows then, my lord?

Ham. Why,
As by lot God wot,
and then, you know,
It came to pass, as most like it was.
The first row of the pious chanson will show you
more, for look where my abridgement comes.
II. ii. 407-16

What does follow then? “As by lot God wot” makes God’s will
indistinguishable from chance, draining away all comprehensible
connection between what was and what then came to pass. The
“pious” song will show more of this nonsense, for Hamlet now
faces, like a song, his “abridgement”—a failure to follow. With that
not very funny sally of wit, Hamlet shows he’s reached a low point.
Under its mask of madness, his philosophy can’t get much more
melancholy than this.
Logical necessity has its uses in investigating the world. It highlights consistency, or a lack of consistency, in a story. Detectives
typically notice when things don’t add up. Like a cross-examiner,
Hamlet leads Horatio into what seems like a telltale contradiction,
but turns out not to be:
Ham.
Hor.
Ham.
Hor.

Arm’d say you?
Arm’d, my lord.
From top to toe?
My lord, from head to foot.

Ham.

Then saw you not his face?

Hor.

O yes, my lord, he wore his beaver up.
I. ii. 226-9
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But the hopes of logic, and of philosophy, to understand the world
more often get upset: “’Sblood, there is something in this more
than natural, if philosophy could find it out.” “Nature” combines
moral and psychological forces in a “natural” necessity: if you don’t
personally respect a man, you won’t pay for his picture; if a man is
your brother, you will not kill him. To violate rules like that would
seem unnatural, strange, if not impossible: a paradox. At least it
would be a paradox in the old Denmark, before decadence set in.
Necessity becomes a figure for play as philosophy loses its grip in
Hamlet’s mind:
Hor.

O day and night, but this is wondrous strange.

Ham.

And therefore as a stranger give it welcome.
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
I. v. 172-5

To see how one thing follows from another gives the impression of a hierarchy. Understanding the cause of an effect, following
it back up the river to its “head and source”, increases knowledge,
and knowledge is power. Polonius goes looking for the “origin and
commencement” of Hamlet’s antic disposition. He will find “Where
truth is hid, though it were hid indeed/Within the centre.” Gertrude
hopes finding the cause, or as Hamlet says, the “ground” of his
madness will bring a cure:
And for your part, Ophelia, I do wish
That your good beauties be the happy cause
Of Hamlet’s wildness; so shall I hope your virtues
Will bring him to his wonted way again,
To both your honors.
III. i. 38-42

Following the river to its source, where you might be able to change
its course, seems so promising, and yet, in this play, so hopeless.
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Even when it seems that what’s to come can be known, what
follows slithers away from predictability. Horatio brings out the
knottiness of our connection to the future in his paradoxical
command to the ghost:
If thou art privy to thy country’s fate,
Which, happily, foreknowing may avoid,
O speak . . . .
I. i. 136-8

On stage those lines fly by without causing any trouble, on the
surface. Under the surface, we hear what we don’t need to pay
attention to, but if we do pay attention, the surface order begins to
dissolve. In this play there only seems to be one thing sure to follow, one foreknown event, impossible to avoid. It shows its face
even through the most purely logical language:
If it be now, ’tis not to come; if it be not to come, it will be
now; if it be not now, yet it will come. The readiness is all.
V. ii. 216-18

4. Our wills and fates do so contrary run
The spirit of the player king’s speech, about the necessity of
forgetting, seems to come from somewhere inside Hamlet, from a
wish he can’t allow himself to recognize. A kinder, wiser, more
loving father than the ghost might speak this way, might comfort
Hamlet by telling him to relax, that he can’t force action with his
personal will alone. The right action will come when it’s ripe:
Purpose is but the slave to memory,
Of violent birth but poor validity,
Which now, the fruit unripe, sticks on the tree,
But fall unshaken when they mellow be.
III. ii. 183-6
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He might have said, “The mellowness is all.”
Consciously, Hamlet can’t yet agree with that philosophy, or
even understand it. His attitude, on the surface, comes closer to
what Claudius says later, in his pep-talk to Laertes:
That we would do,
We should do when we would: for this ‘would’ changes
And hath abatements and delays as many
As there are tongues, are hands, are accidents,
And then this ‘should’ is like a spendthrift sigh
That hurts by easing.
IV. vii. 117-22

Claudius says something like what the player king says, but he
takes a different attitude toward the same facts. They agree that
“That we would do” is not always what we will do. But why not?
What is the barrier that comes between the would and the will?
There may be more than one barrier. Comparing himself unfavorably to Fortinbras, Hamlet mentions two sources of the “would”
that could fail separately, and each by itself prevent the would from
becoming the will:
How stand I then,
That have a father kill’d, a mother stain’d,
Excitements of my reason and my blood,
And let all sleep . . .
IV. iv. 56-9

“Excitements of my reason and my blood” should go together, to
produce the act of heroic will: revenge. But reason and blood have
their own distinctive ways of interfering with the will. In saying
that both reason and blood are excitedly pushing him to revenge,
Hamlet may be showing a little too much heroic optimism.
From a heroic point of view, “a father kill’d, a mother stain’d”
gives Hamlet all the reason a son should need to take revenge. But
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that questionable charge, “a mother stain’d”, taints his reasoning
here, as it does through the whole play. Our doubt about how
guilty Gertrude really is detracts from the force of “a father kill’d”.
It already detracted from Hamlet’s first condemnation of Gertrude,
for remarrying too quickly: “a beast that wants discourse of reason/
Would have mourn’d longer”. Later it again distances the audience
from him when he condemns Gertrude, in her closet, for having
married Claudius after being married to his father. He can’t understand how reason could allow her to do that, though here he calls it
“sense” and “judgment”:
You cannot call it love; for at your age
The heyday in the blood is tame, it’s humble,
And waits upon the judgment, and what judgment
Would step from this to this? Sense sure you have,
Else you could not have motion; but sure that sense
Is apoplex’d, for madness would not err
Nor sense to ecstasy was ne’er so thrall’d
But it reserv’d some quantity of choice
To serve in such a difference.
III. iv. 68-76

Here “sense” combines reason with literal sensation, to mean a
clear awareness of how things really are in the world. Hamlet the
young idealist counts on age to sharpen reason and subdue blood.
Gertrude shouldn’t have been able to do what she did because at
her age “The heyday in the blood is tame”. It’s “flaming youth”
that’s subject to “compulsive ardour”—a natural tendency his
mother’s example unnaturally promotes, “Since frost itself as actively doth burn/And reason panders will.” It must pander with
false reasons. True reasons should instead keep the will virtuous.
Reason, sense and judgment are supposed to be our bulwarks against
“the compulsive ardour” that leads us astray. But how does that
“compulsive ardour” differ from the excited blood that’s supposed
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to drive Hamlet to take revenge? Is it just that blood supposedly
works with true reason, and “compulsive ardour” against it?
The archetypal force of passion that works against reason is
lust—sometimes known as “will”. Hamlet wants to separate love
from lust, the pure passion from the impure; his problem is that all
passion involves some kind of lust. The philosophical Hamlet would
like to escape from this unsettling condition of life. He sees his
ideal in “that man/That is not passion’s slave”—who acts, supposedly, only out of pure reason. Yet the heroic Hamlet knows that
action takes both reason and blood. Reasons are like frozen food:
they have to be heated up to be used. Some reasons should fire the
blood by themselves: knowing your father has been murdered should
make you want to take revenge. That is, if he’s your real father, and
if you loved him, and if you’re not a coward. In his role as the pure
heroic revenger, Laertes knows what his blood should be doing:
“That drop of blood that’s calm proclaims me bastard”.
Hamlet’s blood goes wild too, for a moment. And then it calms
down. He never becomes that pure heroic revenger. Heroic reason
tells him what to do: “If a do blench,/I know my course”; in the
meantime, compulsively thinking it over, he finds there are more reasons in heaven and earth than heroic reason will admit. To the heroic
mind, Hamlet’s cause, the excitements of his reason and his blood,
should automatically produce revenge; but he has “cause, and will,
and strength, and means”—he says—and still doesn’t take it. To reason is not enough; it may be too much. When his blood calms down,
and he starts reasoning, Hamlet finds reasons, like that “craven scruple/
Of thinking too precisely on th’event”, that interfere with taking revenge. That slight change, from “reason” to “thinking”, seems to indicate a contamination of the heroic mind. The hero reasons, but he
doesn’t think. At least he doesn’t think “too precisely on th’event”.
Heroic reason considers what’s happened in the past, and what it
demands in the present. It’s a “slave to memory”. But “reason”, to the
philosophical Hamlet, looks “before and after”, and when it looks
after, and thinks “on th’event”, “the pale cast of thought” “puzzles the
will”, by coming up with reasons to avoid the event.
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How much of Hamlet’s “tardiness” in taking revenge comes
from “thinking too precisely” and how much from “That drop of
blood that’s calm” is hard to tell. Thinking too precisely can produce the same outward delay as “bestial oblivion”, or cowardice.
How can you really know the inner cause of that delay? Hamlet’s
delaying thoughts never quite come into clear focus, which makes
it even harder to pinpoint their role in his actions, or lack of action.
In the “craven scruple” he grudgingly recognizes that heroic success
would mean patriotic and Christian failure. The “craven” attached
to the “scruple”, like the “cowardice” attached to “conscience”,
makes the phrase an oxymoron, a paradox we can’t quite get our
minds around. It suggests a thinking process under the surface,
down where reasons never become smooth and clear because they’re
mixed with blood in ways we cannot fathom.
The player king, in his subliminal wisdom, tells Hamlet that
the fruit of action will “fall unshaken when they mellow be”. To
hear that as wisdom, I think you have to feel that this mellow
action will somehow bring about justice, though maybe not revenge. Some benign force, according to the player king, seems to
be working to make things come out right. The player king’s tolerant attitude toward his wife’s remarrying reinforces the impression
that his wisdom clashes with the heroic ideal, as Hamlet has been
interpreting it. But if mellow action will come when it’s ripe, and
bring some kind of justice, why would that not be what a good will
would will? Only a specifically heroic will, that sees its metaphysical opposition as “fate”, and willed action as glorious, would hate
to wait for that slow-blooming moment of ripeness. The heroic
ideal commands a revenger to take his own revenge. The player
king’s natural ripening process, by supplanting the will as the cause
of action, robs the will of its heroic glory. Hamlet’s heroic pain,
through most of the play, comes from feeling that he should be
taking revenge now, proving the virtue of his pure heroic will. When
Laertes attacks, the only thing he says can stop him is “My will, not
all the world’s.” Ironically, when Hamlet goes to meet the ghost,
and his friends try to stop him, he shakes them off with the words,
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“My fate cries out”, subordinating his heroic will to fate in the
moment of its birth. Later, when the player king’s point of view
reaches ripeness in him, Hamlet realizes that he doesn’t need to
take that last step into action through his purely personal will.
Seeing that the best he can do—all he can really do—is be “ready”
to let the “divinity that shapes our ends” play out the end game
through him, he calms down, and stops berating himself for failing
to act.
Going backward from this trusting “readiness”, through the
guilt of “tardiness” and failed will, the opposite pole of Hamlet’s
mind appears as the cynicism of the disappointed idealist. It comes
out in bitter jokes, about how “As by lot God wot”, or in his quip
to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, “What have you . . . deserved at
the hands of Fortune that she sends you to prison hither?” That’s
funny because Fortune is a strumpet, who wouldn’t be a strumpet if
she gave us what we deserved. You can’t get more cynical than looking
to Fortune as the agent of justice.
After he kills Polonius Hamlet names fortune, with a small f,
as a just result, not a cause, of the act: “Take thy fortune:/Thou
find’st to be too busy is some danger.” Implying his own guilt in
this killing, Hamlet repents what he’s done, while he still sees the
hand of providence working through his sin:
For this same lord
I do repent; but heaven hath pleas’d it so,
To punish me with this and this with me,
That I must be their scourge and minister.
III. iv. 174-7

Here’s another moral paradox: heaven punishes Hamlet by making
him its instrument. In giving heaven the credit for his act, Hamlet
foreshadows his later discovery of the “divinity that shapes our ends”.
But despite these words, Hamlet stays so angry, so intent on concealing his “secret” sanity, and so disrespectful of “the guts” he
drags away, that his repentance, and his acceptance of “heaven”
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working through him, seem less than wholehearted. What he says
isn’t untrue; it just seems confused, and maybe a little rhetorical.
Will and heaven mix together, as the causes of this act, in a selfjustification that still demands repentance. “Take thy fortune” confuses the issue too, since heavenly justice isn’t usually called “fortune”. If Hamlet feels justice mysteriously taking its course, as a
spy gets what he deserves, Polonius’s unintended death causes a
fateful thickening of the plot. It’s the first time Hamlet has killed a
man. This killing makes both him and the audience feel, even
more acutely than his father’s murder, or the Mousetrap play, that
forces have been set in motion which will leave Hamlet no escape:
“This bad begins, and worse remains behind.”
If some ordering power does bring about justice, on earth, it may
be providence, or maybe something besides providence. Does God
make sure that “Foul deeds will rise,/Though all the earth o’erwhelm
them, to men’s eyes”, or that “murder, though it have no tongue, will
speak/With most miraculous organ”? This sounds more like proverbial wisdom than religious faith. What proverbially works to expose
foul deeds, along with the mysterious natural working of justice, seems
to be the force of bad conscience. Gertrude knows all about it:
To my sick soul, as sin’s true nature is,
Each toy seems prologue to some great amiss.
So full of artless jealousy is guilt,
It spills itself in fearing to be spilt.
IV. v. 17-20

Claudius feels his bad conscience too—“O heavy burden!”—but
he thinks he can conceal it. He can’t because a ghost, the victim of
his perfect crime, comes back from hell to expose him, if only to
Hamlet. Claudius’s desperation, as he plots to kill Hamlet with an
official order—“Do it, England”—suggests that even if he succeeded
his crime would not stay hidden very long. Laertes says he’s “justly
kill’d with mine own treachery”, and that the king “is justly serv’d./
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It is a poison temper’d by himself.” Only then does he bring God
into it, with “Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet.”
Something, whether it’s God, nature or human nature, seems
intent on exposing guilt, and exposed guilt, we somehow feel, can’t
go on living in the open air. But if that’s true, if this mysterious
force pushes so inexorably for justice, then what makes life so unjust? Where do all those oppressive “fardels” come from, that afflict
the innocent? It might be that strumpet, Fortune, but in Hamlet, as
in most plays, injustice seems to grow more from the ever-renewing temptation of crime, or sin. Without crime, there’d be no need
for justice. Crime goes back, in a long lineage, to “the primal eldest” crime. The temptation to it grows inevitably out of “our old
stock”. Is conscience then younger than our old stock? Did it only
appear after God gave Moses the ten commandments on Mount
Sinai, or Jesus revealed his amendments to the commandments, in
the Sermon on the Mount? If a guilty conscience gnaws at the guilty,
so that “Some must watch, while some must sleep”, is that because
they know enough to be afraid of what God will do to them in the next
life, where “There is no shuffling”? Or is it something more primal?
Whatever the answer, the deserved suffering of the guilty is
only justice, not tragedy. The suffering of the innocent, on the
other hand, isn’t exactly tragedy either, in the literary sense, though
it’s tragic in life. Literary tragedy combines the two. It’s about someone who isn’t innocent, but who suffers unjustly. They deserve to
suffer, but they suffer more than they deserve.
Why does Hamlet deserve to suffer? What did he do, except to
be born who and what he was, and then get caught by Claudius’s
crime: “O cursed spite,/That ever I was born to set it right”? The
guilty part of a tragic hero used to be called a “tragic flaw”. That
term may owe something to Hamlet himself, who brings it to mind
with his speech about a “particular fault” that contaminates the
whole life of a man who in every other way stays perfectly pure. He
calls that “fault” “Nature’s livery or fortune’s star”, which makes it
sound more like a fate than a fault. Hamlet does have faults, of
course, when you look at him from the point of view of any single
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ideal. He’s too heroic to be purely Christian, too Christian to be
purely heroic, and too patriotic to be either purely heroic or purely
Christian. He’s also too much of a doubter to be a pure idealist,
and too much of an idealist to be purely a doubter. Maybe that’s the
sin that contaminates him: his impurity. But it may be his impurity
that makes him pure: his refusal to give up the goodness in any of
his ideals, and the honesty that makes him doubt them. And then
there’s that other kind of impurity: the dishonesty that won’t let him
bring his doubts into the open of full consciousness. His complicated impurity makes him seem less like a literary character and
more like a human being. He would not be so sympathetic, he
wouldn’t be the tragic hero he is, if any one of his clashing selves
won out, and became his only self.
Part of tragedy involves the fall from a high position. Hamlet
stands so high in this society that as Laertes says, whatever “The
virtue of his will”, “his will is not his own.” Laertes sees two ways
for Hamlet’s will to fail: through too little virtue, in the seducer, or,
from Ophelia’s point of view, too much virtue, in the dutiful prince
who marries as the state demands. If “every man hath business and
desire”, Hamlet has “double business”—more than double business—and more than double desire. In his “wild and whirling words”
he says, wonderingly, “would heart of man once think it”, showing
how odd it sounds when blood and reason go so closely together.
Nothing shows the clash of business and desire, duty and inclination, honesty and beauty, reason and blood, more powerfully than
princely responsibility clashing with personal honor, and both of
them clashing with love.
If a combination of justice and injustice makes tragedy tragedy, injustice, as the supposedly Christian audience knows, isn’t
only negative. There’s a positive kind of injustice too, called mercy.
Sometimes it’s called grace. You can deserve to be punished for a
particular crime, and be given mercy. You can be generally sinful,
an arrant knave, and be saved by God’s grace. Christianity promises God’s just vengeance and holds out the hope of God’s mercy.
Swearing the men who saw the ghost to silence, Hamlet expresses
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his Christianity in a standard phrase: “So grace and mercy at your
most need help you.” Claudius too knows the power of mercy:
What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother’s blood,
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow? Whereto serves mercy
But to confront the visage of offence?
III. iii. 43-7

It sounds like there’s hope even for him, but Claudius hits a roadblock on his way to redemption. Mercy goes beyond normal justice
by taking justice inside, into the soul. Mercy, to be justly unjust,
requires repentance. When you repent sincerely, and receive mercy,
you don’t get off without any punishment. You suffer from the knowledge of your crime. God sees whether you truly repent. Claudius
can’t repent, so he can’t pray for mercy, and he knows he can’t expect it. Hamlet, seeing Claudius from the outside, thinks he has
repented, and plots to kill him later, after he’s sinned again, but
before he has another chance to repent.
Christianity opens a loophole for escape even here, in grace.
Jesus at his most extreme took mercy beyond repentance. He asked
God to forgive his unrepentant killers: “Father forgive them, for
they know not what they do.” They knew they were killing a man;
he meant they didn’t know they were killing the son of God. Like
his command to turn the other cheek, this prayer of Jesus stands at
the farthest border of what humans can morally conceive. The
heroic ideal will have nothing to do with this one-sided forgiveness—on principle; the patriotic ideal has more practical objections: it can’t afford to be too liberal with mercy, or the people will
lose faith in the king’s justice. When Hamlet kills Polonius, Claudius
knows he’ll be criticized for not having been tough enough, and
gives the excuse of too much love:
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It will be laid to us, whose providence
Should have kept short, restrain’d, and out of haunt
This mad young man. But so much was our love,
We would not understand what was most fit . . . .
IV. i. 17-20

Later, when he has to explain to Laertes why he let Hamlet go, as it
seems, he cites his love for Gertrude, not Hamlet, and adds the
patriotic excuse that punishing him would have caused “so loud a
wind” of chaos in the state. He does not offer the justification of
mercy.
Hamlet knows about this extreme kind of grace, at the far edge
of pure Christianity. He knows that those who profess to be Christians claim Jesus as their ideal guide to action. He also knows that
in our world this won’t work. Christians can recognize the theoretical goodness of absolute mercy, but they’re so far from being able to
live by that ideal—or from really believing in it—that most of the
time, for practical purposes, it can only sound ironic. When Hamlet sends Polonius off to “see the players well bestowed”, he first
gives him a selfish reason for treating them well: “After your death
you were better have a bad epitaph than their ill report while you
live.” Polonius responds judiciously, “My lord, I will use them
according to their desert.” Then Hamlet comes back with the purest possible Christianity, an ethic so pure it sounds ironic to the
point of madness:
God’s bodkin, man, much better. Use every man after his
desert, and who shall scape whipping? Use them after your
own honour and dignity: the less they deserve, the more
merit is in your bounty.
II. ii. 524-8

Even God doesn’t live up to that ideal. But then God wasn’t told to
leave vengeance to God, or to turn the other cheek. Hamlet is
demanding that Polonius act like a saint.
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Hamlet’s irony here plays on the distance of this ideal from
real life. When he comes at life from the other direction, mockingly espousing corruption, his purely cynical tone also sounds ironic.
“Why should the poor be flatter’d?” he asks Horatio, making a joke
of cynicism. That’s the ethic he sees at the court: why do anything
that won’t pay? Hamlet can’t be cynical without showing the anger
of the disappointed idealist. Yet his non-flattering truth about Horatio
shows his idealism still lives: “Horatio, thou art e’en as just a man/
As e’er my conversation cop’d withal.” The ideal of justice stands,
more firmly—less ironically—between the extremes of pure cynicism and pure Christianity.
Though Christianity stays open-ended by allowing for absolute, mysterious grace, its most morally satisfying revelation may
be the vision of God’s justice, tempered with mercy, after death,
and sometimes in life. If the patriotic ideal tells Hamlet not to take
revenge, and the Christian ideal tells him to forgive, they justify
these commands with their promise that the higher authorities, the
king and God, will justly punish all crimes, both on earth and in
the next life. But if God will never fail, sometimes, in this life,
the king will—and there is Hamlet’s loophole: his chance for
some kind of resolution of his clashing ideals. When the king
fails, Hamlet the prince can take over as acting king, and receive a king’s dispensation from God to punish the guilty on
earth.
God’s involvement in the final outcome, as Hamlet recognizes
in the “divinity that shapes our ends” and the “special providence in
the fall of a sparrow”, takes “our ends”, at least partly, out of the
hands of fate. By bringing in God, Hamlet goes beyond the player
king, for whom ripeness seemed to come by a mysterious natural,
perhaps fateful, process. At the same time, the player king starts
Hamlet moving in this direction: he brings fate a step closer to
God, by making it seem friendlier than fate usually seems to the
hero. That older, will-vanquishing force of fate, that cuts down
heroes, still seems to play a part at the end: “this fell sergeant,
Death,/Is strict in his arrest.” But in the last act the heroic ideal
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gets tempered, downplayed. Hamlet’s killing of Claudius does not
quite feel like the fulfillment of his original vow of revenge. The
ghost does not come back to triumph at the end.
The player king’s admonition, “Our wills and fates do so contrary run”, seems to oppose heroic will to fate, and give Hamlet the
subliminally reassuring message that he can’t be purely heroic. It’s
beyond his power. And even if he could be, to be purely heroic
would not be purely good. The player king may fuse moral and
psychological necessity, a kind of will and fate, when he says to his
wife, “So think thou wilt no second husband wed,/But die thy
thoughts when thy first lord is dead.” That “die thy thoughts” could
be a prediction of what will necessarily take place, but it sounds
more like a wish, if not a command. When he first mentions her
remarrying he speaks in a softer tone: “and haply one as kind/For
husband shalt thou—” and she cuts him off with “O confound the
rest./Such love must needs be treason in my breast.” She opposes
him with Hamlet’s purest, most stringent heroic ideal—reinforced
with the patriotic metaphor of “treason”. But the player king does
not see life that way. His “haply one as kind” gives her permission
to violate her chaste ideal, and in “die thy thoughts” permission
may become a positive command.
By the end, with “The readiness is all”, Hamlet makes the
audience feel that his will and fate have come together. Somehow,
as fate fades into the player king’s “necessity”, and then into providence, it ceases to oppose the wise and good will. Of course this
wouldn’t be a tragedy if Hamlet didn’t die—or if he didn’t wish not to
die. He dies, in a way, against his will. But in being “ready” he reconciles his will to the will of providence, or some benign necessity that
does not violate his will, under the circumstances, as violently as a
contrary fate. The player king hints at this potential reconciliation by
rhyming “Our wills and fates do so contrary run” with its preceding
line, “But orderly to end where I begun”. Hamlet shares that will to
order, at the end. By giving his “dying voice” to Fortinbras he helps
bring out of this bloody chaos the best order that still remains possible
in Denmark. Hamlet imposes his will, as far as he can, on the fate of
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his country and his name. His own death becomes part of the tragic
but mysteriously orderly pattern of the play.

5. The undiscover’d country
When you cross the border between two countries, you become subject to a new set of laws. You go through a subtle, and
sometimes not so subtle, reorientation. You may have to drive on
the other side of the road. You can feel constrained by the new
laws, or you can feel liberated. Hamlet only commits his first direct act of rebellion after he’s sailed outside Denmark’s borders—
outside any borders—onto the open sea. Just after he forges the
commission, and sends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to death, he
fights the pirates, and then finds out he has something in common
with them.
We cross figurative borders too, in our internal states. Some
aren’t very clear cut, like the borders between youth, maturity and
age. Hamlet starts the play young, and by the end grows into some
kind of maturity. Claudius, despite his drinking, and his “upspring
reels”, is a mature man, while Polonius is noticeably old. Everyone
in this play shares, more or less, a standard package of ideas about
what the old and the young are like, but reality doesn’t always match
their ideas. Hamlet scolds his mother for sinfully failing to act her
age—an age when, according to him, “The heyday in the blood is
tame, it’s humble,/And waits upon the judgment”. Meanwhile, some
kind of “judgment” helps keep Hamlet’s supposedly “flaming youth”
from charging headlong into revenge the way Laertes does. His
“unnaturally” tame and humble blood gives Hamlet fits of bewildered rage.
According to everyone’s common knowledge, the old, with their
sables and their weeds, “Importing health and graveness”, are supposed to be wise, and keep the “light and careless” young under control, though without overdoing it. Polonius overdoes it with Ophelia,
when he orders her not to “give words or talk with the lord Hamlet”;
but he promptly explains his failure as a characteristic sign of age:
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By heaven, it is as proper to our age
To cast beyond ourselves in our opinions
As it is common for the younger sort
To lack discretion.
II. i. 114-17

By setting up these two poles of youth and maturity, with old age
waiting in the wings, or behind the arras, Shakespeare helps suggest how Hamlet changes from the beginning to the end: he grows
up. This play tells the story of, among other things, a difficult
coming of age. By the end Hamlet has crossed the border between
youth and maturity. He’s different from the young man he was in
the beginning.
This series of border-crossings, from youth to maturity to a
declining old age, seems to operate in Denmark too. The kingdom
spent its heroic youth and maturity under the rule of Hamlet’s father, and has now fallen into a decadent, declining age under
Claudius. Like the other great borderlines, in human and national
life, this one is marked, among other ways, by the way crossing it
dislocates language, introducing new words and giving old words
new meanings. As the kingdom slips into decadence, people change,
and their language changes with them. Hangers become “carriages”,
the age becomes “picked”, and overrun with “waterflies”. Like a
person, though—maybe moreso than a person—a kingdom can also
change for the better, renew itself. It can be born again, chastened
but also strengthened, as Denmark is when Fortinbras comes to the
throne. Fortinbras brings back “The soldier’s music and the rite of
war” to indicate a revival—a somewhat more civilized revival—of
the heroic spirit of old Hamlet.
Denmark’s decadence helps push Hamlet into a rite of passage
he has to go through to come of age: his disillusionment. The
faithless way the country and the court have forgotten his father,
and now pay big ducats for Claudius’s “picture in little”, echoes the
way his mother faithlessly forgot his father and married Claudius.
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In his mother, he thinks he sees the faithlessness of all women—
and more generally he feels in her the faithlessness of everyone: the
natural forgetting that goes with the inexorable moving on of time.
Then his disillusionment goes deeper when he finds out that Claudius
killed his father, and that “a villain may smile”. It seems like it
couldn’t go any deeper, but it does. When he fails to take revenge he
feels like he’s falling into faithless decadence himself. From his
angry certainty that “I know not ‘seems’”, he gets mired in the selfdirected anger of “Am I a coward?” and “it cannot be/But I am
pigeon-liver’d”. He gets disillusioned even with himself. Discovering the lust he feels for Ophelia takes that disillusionment another
step deeper: “we are arrant knaves all”. “I did love you once” gets
mixed up with “I loved you not”. With love gone, Hamlet’s remembrances lose their “perfume”. But Hamlet crosses back and forth
over this border of disillusionment: he can’t stay put in cynicism.
Despite his delay, he still believes he will take revenge; and he can
still tell Ophelia “I did love you once”, and “virtuously” rebuke his
mother for marrying Claudius.
Laertes warns Ophelia not to cross the border of sex with Hamlet. Losing her virginity, before marriage, could destroy her reputation. In getting married, on the other hand, she would cross a different
border, a border both legal and theological. Applying strict logic to
the words of the Bible, Hamlet proves that Claudius is his mother:
“man and wife is one flesh; so my mother.” He’s insinuating that if his
mother was one flesh with his father, she couldn’t have been severed
from him. Even death couldn’t nullify her first marriage, so that by
marrying Claudius she was committing bigamy—combined with incest, since that first marriage made Claudius, permanently, her brother.
To the cynical Hamlet, women take men across another borderline within marriage, by making “monsters” of them. He claims
that crossing from innocence to disillusionment, with his discovery
of the way women ruin men, “hath made me mad”, calling attention to another great borderline, between sanity and madness, that
dislocates language into “wild and whirling words”. But exactly
where is this borderline? Polonius claims to have crossed from
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mystification to understanding with his discovery that “neglected
love” has made Hamlet mad. Claudius, hearing “all” that Polonius
hears, thinks that what Hamlet said, “though it lack’d form a little,/
Was not like madness”, and that Hamlet’s “affections” do not “tend”
toward love. Polonius, also having “heard it all”, disagrees. Hamlet
tells Gertrude not to believe he’s mad, because that would allow
her to believe “That not your trespass but my madness speaks.”
He’ll prove he’s sane by showing he can “re-word” “the matter”,
“which madness/Would gambol from.” Then later he tells Laertes
that not his trespass but his madness killed Polonius. Crossing into
madness takes away our moral seriousness, our responsibility for
what we do and say. It means “we” are not “ourselves”.
The chameleon of character changes color again when a crime
is committed. Claudius’s guilt threatens him with damnation, which
can only be avoided by repentance. But that’s a border Claudius
can’t cross. He can say the words he needs to say, but he can’t make
them true: “My words fly up, my thoughts remain below.” He’s
stranded in the state of guilt.
The question of whether Ophelia is guilty of suicide inspires
pseudo-logical confusion in the gravedigger. His logic bites its tail:
“Argal, he that is not guilty of his own death shortens not his own
life.” Shakespeare is doing more here than making fun of the
gravedigger, who when the occasion arises is pretty sharp with the
logical spade. The gravedigger’s mangled inquest, translating Ophelia’s
death into mock legalisms, arouses a suspicion that the coroner—the
“crowner”—himself does not know much more, and may know less,
about the nature of this case than the gravedigger. Underneath the
comic relief of some of the funniest dialogue he ever wrote, Shakespeare
hints that Ophelia’s life, and death, will never be comprehended by
the machinery of the law, nor by the most meticulous “logical”
reasoning—and neither will Hamlet’s. The gravedigger’s argument,
“an act hath three branches—it is to act, to do, to perform; argal, she
drowned herself wittingly”, sounds almost real: close to something a
lawyer might actually say. What’s being called into question here is
not the legal abilities of the gravedigger as much as the power of
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logical reasoning itself, confronted with the mysteries of free will,
madness and death. With his clown imitating a lawyer Shakespeare
slyly hints that all lawyers, in a way, are clowns.
We may see death as the final borderline, for an individual,
though the heroic and Christian ideals draw another one further
on. The most important kind of heroic survival after death is in
memory. You die the death that counts most when you’re forgotten.
For a Christian, on the other hand, being remembered on earth is
immaterial. The big decision comes at the start of the next life,
when God decides whether you go to heaven or to hell.
Hamlet, in the graveyard, at first sees death so purely as death
that his bones “ache to think on’t.” It sounds like Hamlet thinks
even with his bones. But the ache doesn’t come just from looking
death in the face. It comes from the gulf between worldly rank and
the ultimate levelling that leaves all bones looking alike: “Here’s
fine revolution and we had the trick to see’t. Did these bones cost
no more the breeding but to play at loggets with ’em? Mine ache to
think on’t.” What gets to Hamlet isn’t that death comes to everyone,
but that death comes even to persons of rank, wealth and power, to
“a politician”, “a courtier”, “my Lord Such-a-one”, or “a lawyer”,
now subject to “my Lady Worm”. What could rank lower than
“your whoreson dead body”? Finally, Hamlet takes it all the way up
to the greatest heroes in history: “To what base uses we may return,
Horatio! Why, may not imagination trace the noble dust of Alexander
till a find it stopping a bung-hole?” He brings in Caesar too, and
then suddenly interrupts himself: “But soft, but soft awhile. Here
comes the King,/The Queen, the courtiers.” Though he’s just followed Alexander into a bung-hole, and turned Caesar to clay, rank
still fascinates Hamlet. He notices both the rank of the corpse and
the disrespect being shown to it in death:
Who is this they follow?
And with such maimed rites? This doth betoken
The corse they follow did with desp’rate hand
Fordo it own life. ’Twas of some estate.
Couch we awhile and mark.
V. i. 211-15
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“The corse . . . did . . . Fordo it[s] own life.” We know what he
means, but it’s strange the way he puts it. But how can you put it?
Gertrude sounded just as subtly strange when she talked about “the
body he hath kill’d”. The gravedigger sounded stranger when he
made Hamlet “speak by the card”: “One that was a woman, sir; but
rest her soul, she’s dead.”
If rank is the great borderline you cross going upward, so that
becoming king makes things happen that are “more than natural”,
death is the great downward borderline, whose downward thrust
shows its power by collapsing rank into clay. It dislocates words
like “he”, “she” or “body”. Shakespeare brings out this strangeness,
twisting our minds through the convolutions of “thoughts beyond
the reaches of our souls”. After running through the changes on
death as sleep, Hamlet can’t resist playing on the stillness and “gravity” of Polonius’s corpse:
This counsellor
Is now most still, most secret, and most grave,
Who was in life a foolish prating knave.
III. iv. 215-17

Death, for Polonius, was a good career move.
Hamlet doesn’t stop there. He uses Polonius to get at Claudius,
with a wild and whirling cloud of dislocated words. After separating “the king” from “the body” he identifies them, “to show you
how a king may go a progress through the guts of a beggar.” Then
Claudius gets to the point—“Where is Polonius?”—and Hamlet
answers,
In heaven. Send thither to see. If your messenger find him
not there, seek him i’th’other place yourself. But if indeed
you find him not within this month, you shall nose him as
you go up the stairs into the lobby.
IV. iii. 33-7
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The “him” can’t find a stable home, in the body or the soul, when they
go their separate ways after death. Hamlet plays with Polonius’s body
too, the way he plays with the word for it. He hides it on the stairs, a
midway location, neither up nor down. Hiding it provokes the interrogation scene, which gives him another opening to insult Claudius.
It also turns out to be a joke—a physical pun: it makes the others
chase after Polonius’s body the way they and Polonius have been chasing after Hamlet’s mystery. To complete this mad poetic justice, they
could find the body where Polonius was found so often in life: behind
an arras.
If Hamlet, in his “madness”, knows that “a king may go a
progress through the guts of a beggar”, his tone has changed, his
madness dissipated, by the time he envisions Alexander “stopping
a bung-hole”. He’s come through the serious, bone-aching recognition of death, to a new, slightly manic, “curious considering”. He
seems to be saying the same thing he said to Claudius, but this
time he’s saying it to himself. Rank means nothing because it collapses in death. If Hamlet, by focusing on that thought, could convince himself that rank is meaningless, and thereby remove the
patriotic barrier to killing Claudius, he would at the same time
make all of life so meaningless that there would be no reason left
to kill him. Yet as Hamlet’s actions show, his curious considering
can’t take all the meaning out of that upward border of rank. After
having looked as closely at death as philosophy can look, and brushing off nobility as a joke—“the noble dust of Alexander”—he’s
silenced by the entrance of the court. He’s fascinated by the solemn fact that a high-ranking corpse has been deprived of its rites
for the crime of suicide. His own contemplation of suicide suggests one source of his fascination: this could have been him, and
he cares about how he will be treated, and remembered, after he
dies.
When he does come to die, Hamlet takes care for his reputation,
and for the future of Denmark. He stops Horatio from following
him, the way he made Claudius “Follow my mother”:
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O God, Horatio, what a wounded name,
Things standing thus unknown, shall I leave behind me.
If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart,
Absent thee from felicity awhile,
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain
To tell my story.
V. ii. 349-54

Horatio’s heroic “felicity”, the “antique Roman” impulse to follow
his master, gives way to a patriotic and Christian response, once
Hamlet is dead: “Good night, sweet prince,/And flights of angels
sing thee to thy rest.” Then Fortinbras arrives, to supply “The soldier’s
music and the rite of war”, heroically rounding out Hamlet’s complicated life.
Somewhere at its bedrock, Hamlet’s anger in this play seems
directed at the way time keeps moving on. The dead are forgotten;
loyalties shift. The living admire who’s up now, which seems to
mean even true love was never true all the way through. The player
king gives voice to this disillusionment, which Hamlet both angrily
shares and desperately resists, but he does it with a gentle cynicism
that sounds reassuring, even loving:
This world is not for aye, nor ’tis not strange
That even our loves should with our fortunes change,
For ’tis a question left us yet to prove,
Whether love lead fortune or else fortune love.
III. ii. 195-8

What’s “not strange” is natural. The player king’s attitude toward
the decay of faith by death and fortune subliminally comforts Hamlet, and helps him grow up. It encourages him to submit to a natural necessity, which prepares the way for the revival of faith in his
later submission to providence.
Like the player king, the gravedigger subliminally plays on
Hamlet’s mind with his digging song, in the voice of a corpse:
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But age with his stealing steps
Hath claw’d me in his clutch,
And hath shipp’d me intil the land,
As if I had never been such.
V. i. 70-73

True to his comic character, the gravedigger gets the song wrong.
He mixes up his metaphors, and loses the rhyme: “stealing steps”
should be “stealing hand”. But with “stealing steps”, that image of
stealthy progress, Shakespeare uses the gravedigger’s mistake to
improve the song. In its roughness, it bites more sharply than the
more polished rhyme. Hamlet’s mad pun to Polonius, on walking
“out of the air” “Into my grave”, comes back, after his sea voyage,
in this acidly comic image of a voyage “intil the land”. Though
Hamlet hardly seems to notice it, the song sums up everything he’s
about to discover about death, as if for the first time.
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SOVEREIGN REASON
1. It has made me mad
What a long, strange play Hamlet is. More than any other play
of Shakespeare’s, or just about any other play before the twentieth
century, it leaves you, at the end, not really quite sure what has
happened. Shakespeare interweaves a feeling of relentlessly onrushing
action, a constant tension about where things are going next, with
the hero’s dragged-out, ever-renewed, but always mysteriously unexplained, delay. As confusing as this onrushing delay is the swirling flow and ebb of Hamlet’s supposedly pretended madness. When
he tells Ophelia, “It has made me mad”, is that true? Is he mad?
In 1996, C-SPAN broadcast a mock trial of Hamlet, held at
Boston University and presided over by Justice Anthony Kennedy
of the Supreme Court. The trial did not directly debate whether
Hamlet was guilty or innocent of murder; it focused instead on the
narrower question of whether he was mad when he killed Polonius.
A full house at the university’s Huntington Theatre watched while
teams of high-powered lawyers examined and cross-examined two
psychiatrists, one testifying for the prosecution that Hamlet was
not mad, the other, for the defense, that he was. Then a jury of 15
distinguished citizens, whose deliberations were also broadcast,
returned a split verdict. Five jurors voted that Hamlet was insane at
the time of the killing, and ten voted that he was not.
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The psychiatrist who testified for the defense diagnosed Hamlet as suffering from “bipolar illness type one”—what used to be
called manic depression. As characteristic of Hamlet’s manic phase,
the doctor cited, among other symptoms, his manic talkativeness,
especially his “incredibly intrusive sexual conversation with Ophelia”
before and during the Mousetrap play. His depressive phase came
out in Hamlet’s melancholy thoughts of suicide, and his angry selfaccusations, as in the “rogue and peasant slave” soliloquy. Even
those jurors who voted that Hamlet was mad were not all convinced, by this testimony, that he was mad through the whole play;
but they did think that at least at that one moment, when he killed
Polonius, he could not be called entirely sane.
The psychiatrist for the prosecution, Alan Stone, who argued
for Hamlet’s sanity, also cited specific evidence from the play. But
he later gave another, wider argument for finding Hamlet sane:
I think Shakespeare did not think that Hamlet was insane.
And I think it would be a tragedy to this great play to say we
now understand it: Hamlet was a madman, and that’s what
all these wonderful soliloquies, that’s what all this great
philosophizing, that’s what all these great puns are about—
it’s a man out of control because his manic disorder has
taken over. That, it seems to me, would be a great tragedy.

While I agree with Dr. Stone, I also, in a way, have to agree
with the jury. Something about Hamlet’s state of mind seems to
stay stubbornly ambiguous. Doubts about his sanity, at some moments in the play, cannot quite be wiped out. Feeling those doubts,
I have to wonder where they come from, and what keeps them
from being put to rest. And how can these doubts about Hamlet’s
sanity, and our bewilderment about his “antic disposition”, affect
the way we understand and experience the play?
Trying to talk about Hamlet’s madness leads into confusion at
the very beginning, because it now sounds so old-fashioned to call
insanity “madness”. Ever since the English started to speak English,
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and maybe before that, the word “mad” has meant, among other
things, literally insane. But in the last century, especially the last
few decades, that meaning has begun to die out. Today if you use
“mad” that way, especially in America, you’re probably trying to be
funny, or maybe romantic—“mad about you”. To use it more seriously makes you sound out of date, or affectedly “British”—though
the word is getting old-fashioned in Britain too. Like “mad”, the
word “crazy” has also lost most of its serious weight—it doesn’t
really mean crazy any more. Some modern mental health professionals even refuse to say “insane”. They’ve gradually taught themselves, and us, to say “mentally ill”, or else something even more
clinical-sounding, like “manic-depressive”, “schizophrenic” or “psychotic”—and those words too have come under professional fire.
Maybe they’ll fade away entirely, and not far in the future we’ll be
talking about “serotonin deficit”, or “chromosome lesion”. I wonder
how that would influence the study, and the writing, of literature.
“Mad” may be losing its ability to mean mentally ill because
it’s tainted by its ancient unscientific history, suspiciously imbued
with the vague and slippery meanings of our ordinary everyday
language—and Shakespeare’s. It comes to us dragging a weight of
old, fearful connotations and prejudices, which we, led by our
medical community, are now trying to tame, partly by using terms
that at least sound more objective and scientific. Psychiatrists, whose
definitions can have serious legal force, have to do the best they can
to draw clear lines between “mad” as crazy and “mad” as angry—or
as “wild and crazy”, like the “whoreson mad rogue” Yorick. I think
Shakespeare, in this play, most of the time is pushing the other way.
He wants to make us feel how close those meanings are to each
other, to see the fuzziness of the lines that divide madness from its
neighboring states of mind, like rage, melancholy or antic wit. Vagueness and slipperiness, and fearfulness, cannot be scientifically superseded—not here. They’re part of what Hamlet is all about.
Not all is vagueness though. Tentative and fuzzy as the line
between what’s mad and what’s sane has to be, it still has to be
drawn somewhere, both in Hamlet and in life. There may be more
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than one way to draw that line in Hamlet, but to be faithful to the
play you would have to draw it so that Ophelia really does cross it,
but so that we can’t quite be sure if, or when, Hamlet does. If he
does cross over, he just dips his toe into real madness and then
jerks back into sanity—or does he? In this investigation the audience should have an advantage over the other detectives, because
we know about Hamlet’s plan to pretend to be mad, “To put an
antic disposition on”; but in spite of that inside information, sometimes we temporarily forget, and wonder what’s really going on
here. To make the picture even cloudier, we can also feel the pressures on him, like the command to revenge, that may be driving
him mad. There are times when Hamlet acts so crazy it’s hard to
believe, at least for a moment, that he’s really still sane. With Ophelia,
on the other hand, we never feel any doubt. When she goes mad,
she goes far beyond the point of no return.
A few psychiatrically-minded critics, starting from about the
time when psychiatry began, have examined Hamlet, in their imaginary consulting rooms, and given him a clinical diagnosis, like
manic-depressive. It’s true that he does swing both high and low,
from “Yes, by heaven!” to “I have of late . . . lost all my mirth,” and
back to “Now could I drink hot blood”. But even though it’s possible that manic depression in Shakespeare’s time, and maybe in
Shakespeare himself, helped inspire him in writing Hamlet, a diagnosis like manic depression still feels, to me, like a comfortable
way of explaining too little and too much. By giving Hamlet’s personal condition so much more weight than his social situation, by
making his “illness” the dominant cause of his behavior, I think this
diagnosis misrepresents the way we actually respond to him and to
the play. Calling Hamlet manic-depressive, or to be more up to
date, “bipolar”, makes it sound as if Shakespeare was writing a
clinical study of mental illness, following Hamlet’s ups and downs
detachedly, on the medical chart of his cycle. The problem with
this approach—the literary “tragedy”, as Dr. Stone put it, of calling
Hamlet simply mad—is that the more you allow yourself to see
Hamlet as the prisoner of an illness, the less energy you have to
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spend wondering about how his mind is working. You can pigeonhole Hamlet as a madman without stopping to think very hard
about how a rational person, like yourself—or somewhat like yourself—could be driven to the point of insanity by the maddening
situation in which Hamlet is trapped. The more you call him mad,
or manic-depressive, the more you imply that a perfectly sane, or
rational, or calm person in his situation would have no problem
deciding what to do and then doing it—as Malcolm, having confirmed Macduff ’s honesty, marches calmly off to overthrow
Macbeth.
For Shakespeare, madness was caused by pain, and by something
like moral pain: an overwhelming rage, guilt or despair about
someone’s blameable acts—sometimes someone else’s acts,
sometimes the character’s own—combined with rage, guilt and
despair at not being able to set the situation right. That grinding
collision of their psyches with sin seems to be what makes the mad
characters in his plays go mad. If the pathway along which Hamlet
is driven mad, or almost mad, when he’s commanded to take revenge
for his father’s murder, cannot be fully understood, and can be
wrongly understood, somewhere, between the mystery and the
misunderstanding, there is something there to be understood. Lady
Macbeth goes mad because her “heart is sorely charged.” For Hamlet,
a diagnosis of manic depression does not go to the heart. It allows
us to avoid imaginatively coming to grips with the forces that make
Hamlet mad—or push him so close to the edge of madness.

2. Hamlet’s transformation
Shakespeare imagined these sorely charged hearts with the help
of an Elizabethan language that was different from ours, though not
too different. By using the word “mad” in a way that’s close to
Shakespeare’s, I’m slipping back a little in time. But if it sounds
anachronistic, so would trying to diagnose Hamlet as if he were a
modern mental patient. This play can help remind us, among other
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things, that even with all our psychiatric jargon, and psychotropic
drugs, it’s still possible that we don’t understand a whole lot more
about madness, or the sore charging of the heart, than Shakespeare
did. Four hundred years ago, Shakespeare created this character
who fakes being mad, if he only fakes it, so convincingly that sophisticated psychiatrists today have diagnosed him as mentally ill.
One way or another, Shakespeare had to know something about
insanity.
Though we don’t normally say “mad” when we mean insane
any more, for Shakespeare anger and insanity were still bonded
together by that common word. For him, its meaning was closer to
“insanity” than mere “anger”, while for us the balance has shifted
the other way. It’s shifted so far the other way that our newer, more
clinical vocabulary obscures the connection between anger and insanity. If you listen to one of the mentally ill who wander muttering
through the streets, you may hear an angry diatribe against the husband or mother or boss who did them wrong. This play shows
Hamlet coming closest to madness through anger: rage pushes him
to the edge of insanity. Ranting, almost frothing, at Gertrude in her
closet, he suddenly gets cut off by what she sees as a mad hallucination of a ghost. Hamlet may convince her, for the moment, that he’s
not mad after all, but she knows he hasn’t lost his practically insane
rage at Claudius; and she also believes that he saw, and spoke to,
someone, or something, that wasn’t there. Does she really believe
he’s “Mad as the sea and wind”, or doesn’t she? Maybe she doesn’t
know. When rage gets close to the border of insanity it can be hard,
even for psychiatrists, to tell them apart.
Later in the play, when Hamlet comes back from his interrupted voyage to England, the tide has begun to flow the other way.
Shakespeare, I think, no longer wants us to wonder as we did before whether Hamlet is mad, or pretending to be mad, but to feel in
him, along with a few traces of his old disposition, a new calmness,
sanity, and maturity. The other characters may feel something of
this calmness in him too, while at the same time, moreso than the
audience, they are still being led to feel uncertain about the true
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state of his mind. When Hamlet, shortly after his return, explodes
into a “towering passion” at Ophelia’s grave, Gertrude tries to excuse him to Laertes by explaining that his outburst was “mere madness”—a madness that erupts in sudden fits and then quickly subsides. Then in the next scene Hamlet, by talking so rationally to
Horatio, reassures us, though not the rest of the court, that his wild
behavior at Ophelia’s grave, and maybe in her grave, wasn’t a fit of
madness after all, or another part of his antic act, but just a powerful burst of anger—“a towering passion”; and that his recovery now,
a few minutes later, is not a swing in a manic-depressive cycle but
only a more or less normal calming down. For a change, Shakespeare
is working to distinguish madness from anger. After a moment of
doubt, he’s showing that the old “mad” Hamlet is no longer with
us. Then Gertrude, now again treating Hamlet as if he were perfectly sane, sends him the sensible suggestion that he “use some
gentle entertainment to Laertes” before they start the fencing match.
Hamlet, in his calmer mood, sees the wisdom of her advice, and
follows it by gently explaining to Laertes that he used to be mad,
but isn’t any more—or at least not right now.
The question of whether Hamlet is mad arises out of what is
presented in the beginning, and maybe all the way to the end, as an
act. Whether he’s ever really mad or not, Hamlet’s antic disposition, his sporadic pretense of being insane, subject to unpredictable
fits of madness, flows like a plot-propelling current through the
play. The king and queen send for Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to
help investigate the cause of “Hamlet’s transformation”. Polonius
puts it down to frustrated love, and sets up the two eavesdropping
scenes to test his theory. Claudius agrees to see the Mousetrap play
in the hope that “these delights” will help cure Hamlet. After he
then walks out in the middle, which the court must think is due to
Hamlet’s madly rude behavior, Gertrude calls Hamlet to her closet
to “show his grief ”, where he kills Polonius “in madness”. Sent
away, ostensibly to cure him, he comes back in a calmer mood,
then erupts into a “towering passion” at Ophelia’s grave, a passion
Gertrude explains as “mere madness”. He excuses himself to Laertes
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for killing Polonius by claiming his madness did the deed, that he is
innocent by reason of temporary insanity. Then finally he kills the
king in another towering rage, and dies, leaving Horatio to calm
the state “while men’s minds are wild”. The question of insanity—
of whether Hamlet is mad, and if he is, why, and if he isn’t, why is
he acting as if he is—goes to the heart of the play.
Madness, real, put on or mistakenly diagnosed, plays a pivotal
role in at least three of Shakespeare’s tragedies. But though Edgar
pretends to be mad, and Lear and Lady Macbeth really do go over
the edge, no character teeters so close to the edge, for so long, as
Hamlet. Shakespeare keeps opening and reopening the question of
what true madness is and how it might be caused, dangling the
possible answer just tantalizingly out of reach. Who’s really there,
inside Hamlet? A madman? If you say that, it won’t be enough. Just
saying that it’s impossible to understand Hamlet because he’s crazy,
or easy to understand him because he’s manic-depressive, is a little
like saying that he doesn’t take revenge right away because the play
has to have five acts. It doesn’t get down to the real sources of
dramatic tension. This play powerfully demonstrates that when the
young prince of Denmark goes mad, or seems to go mad, it’s only
human nature, in the court and in the audience both, to wonder
why, and to keep looking deeper into Hamlet’s mind and heart, to
try to understand, from the inside, the cause of his transformation.

3. An antic disposition
Madness drives the plot of Hamlet not because Claudius commits a secret murder, but because Hamlet responds to that secret by
inventing another secret: a secret sanity behind a mask of madness.
Laertes, by contrast, reacts to what he thinks was his own father’s
murder by leading a mob to the castle yelling “Laertes shall be
king.” His attack vividly raises a question that Hamlet has already
been asking: why didn’t Hamlet do the same thing himself? All
Laertes needs to spur him into leading this revolt is a rumor. He
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thinks the king had his father killed. On the strength of that false
rumor he gathers what seems like the whole population into a wild
mob, breaks down the doors and takes the king prisoner. The mob
doesn’t worry very much about proving Claudius guilty before he’s
condemned.
That Laertes so easily succeeds in his revolt, until Claudius
talks him out of it, shows, among other things, what a tinderbox
Denmark is. The high anxiety about the invasion and the ghost, the
something “rotten in the state of Denmark” that Marcellus smelled
out, could have been brought back in to explain why the people are
so primed to explode, but Shakespeare doesn’t bring them back.
The invasion has been headed off and forgotten long ago. The
ghost has been gone almost as long, for everyone except Hamlet.
This revolt erupts out of nowhere to show that it can happen anywhere, any time. It could just as easily have happened in Norway
too, if Fortinbras had unleashed his band of “lawless resolutes”. In
Shakespeare, order is always fragile, and precious, and nothing can
be nobler in the mind of one of his heroes than to safeguard the
always-threatened “sanity and health” of the whole state. Laertes’
revolt feels like an outbreak of insanity in the state. To the messenger who announces them, the mob surges toward Elsinore with the
anarchic and irresistible force of the sea:
Save yourself, my lord.
The ocean, overpeering of his list,
Eats not the flats with more impetuous haste
Than young Laertes, in a riotous head,
O’erbears your officers. The rabble call him lord,
And, as the world were now but to begin,
Antiquity forgot, custom not known—
The ratifiers and props of every word—
They cry, ‘Choose we! Laertes shall be king.’
IV. v. 98-106
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By making Laertes and Hamlet both sons whose fathers have
been killed, as Laertes at first believes, by the king, Shakespeare
reminds us that Hamlet could have raised his own mob, and led
them to the castle yelling “Hamlet shall be king!”; but he didn’t.
Shakespeare deepens this awareness, of what Hamlet does not do,
with some further echoes of the distant Fortinbras, the third member of the play’s youthful triumvirate, who begins a revolt to revenge his father, and reclaim his lands, and then is peacefully dissuaded by his uncle the king. Like Fortinbras, Hamlet is also a
prince, and a prince who has just been named heir to the throne.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern call attention to his rank with their
plausible theory that Hamlet has been driven mad by frustrated
ambition. Laertes, unlike Hamlet and Fortinbras, remains, more
than almost anyone else in the play, a purely private person. His
only visible ambitions, at least until very close to the end, are to
protect his sister’s reputation, to become the best fencer in Paris,
and to take revenge for his father’s death. The cry of the mob
notwithstanding, he never shows any interest at all in becoming
king. Not only does Hamlet have, at least privately, as good a reason as Laertes to attack Claudius, but that cry of the mob, which
doesn’t quite fit Laertes, would fit Hamlet. Hamlet, not Laertes, is
the logical candidate for usurper. The dangers of taking on that
role don’t faze the enraged Laertes, who has never thought much
about them; but they must eat away at the heart and mind of the
dutiful young Prince Hamlet.
So much of this amazingly powerful and intricate plot grows
out of searching for the cause of Hamlet’s madness because Hamlet
reacts to his father’s murder not by storming the castle but by forming a plan to pretend to be mad. In the next scene after he announces that plan, an “affrighted” Ophelia reports Hamlet’s “mad”
invasion of her closet; and one scene later Polonius gives the king
and queen his proud explanation of Hamlet’s “lunacy”—a condition they’ve already begun to investigate by sending for Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern. Somewhere in the background, between the
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scenes, Hamlet has succeeded in getting the whole court to believe
that something has gone drastically wrong with his mind.
By the time he wanders onstage “reading on a book”, and goes
into his mad act with Polonius, the plot, offstage, has already thickened. Everyone at court believes Hamlet is either mad or on the
brink of madness, and the detectives are busy searching for the
reason why. Instead of giving them, or us, a clear solution to this
mystery, Shakespeare has left room for both the characters and the
audience to feel some doubt about what’s really going on with Hamlet. Actors and directors can channel that doubt in their own ways,
without violating the spirit of the play. Polonius can believe that
Hamlet is mad, and at the same time he can wonder, with a weaker
or stronger shade of suspicion, how much method this madness
conceals. Hamlet can feel Polonius’s suspicion, and play against
it—or not. And Hamlet himself, who has to be a sane man pretending he’s gone mad, also has to be a man whose pretense is slipping,
or has already slipped, uncomfortably close to the real thing. The
actors can choose from a spectrum of interpretations, without going to extremes. They can overdo it by making Hamlet either too
sane or too mad, or by making Polonius either too naive or too
suspicious.
Mark Rylance’s Hamlet of the early 1990s made the mistake, I
would say, of pushing Hamlet too far into real madness. To explain
why he had gone so mad, or at least so hysterical—until he was
quivering on the floor in his pajamas—it tried to play up his
overwhelming anger and disgust at his mother’s remarriage to
Claudius. The trouble is, to make that feel like enough to drive
him that crazy you have to add to his understandable feelings a
pathological cause, like manic depression. This production, I think,
was trying to suggest the even more popular Freudian motivation.
As originally outlined by Freud, and later spelled out in more
detail by Ernest Jones, the Freudian diagnosis finds the root of
Hamlet’s madness in his unresolved Oedipus complex: a guilty desire to marry his mother and kill his father, which forces him,
maddeningly, against his conscious will, to identify with Claudius.
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According to Jones, Hamlet identifies with Claudius so intensely,
in his unconscious, that he can’t bring himself to kill him. If he did,
it would be like killing himself—and the Everlasting has fixed his
canon ’gainst self-slaughter. Since it’s very difficult to suggest that
Hamlet really wanted to kill his father, a desire that hardly anything in the play can be stretched far enough even to hint at, the
other half of the Oedipus complex, a jealous love for his mother,
has to do all the work of suggesting the whole thing. Hamlet’s angry
ranting about his mother’s lust gives directors an opening to explore
the theory that what he really wants is not to shut off her lust but to
exploit it himself.
After this theory became popular, a bed began to appear in
Gertrude’s closet, so that she and Hamlet could writhe around on
it, demonstrating the Freudian position. Call me repressed, as the
Freudians will, but to me, on the evidence of the play, the Freudian
scheme won’t stand up firmly enough to penetrate to the heart of
Hamlet’s madness. It’s true that Hamlet wants to pull his mother
away from Claudius, and somehow back to himself; and something
in him also rebels against the ghost’s heroic authority. But even so,
as far as I can see, the lust of his “flaming youth” is for Ophelia, not
for Gertrude; and he wants to kill Claudius, not his father. A Hamlet driven so extremely mad by his inflamed Oedipus complex ends
up feeling wimpy: he collapses into madness like a wet noodle.
As Paul Cantor points out, psychoanalytic explanations of Hamlet see him as suffering from a universal condition. According to
them everyone, or at least every man, must “deal” with the Oedipus
complex. What sets Hamlet apart is his failure to resolve the complex successfully. In the psychoanalytic view, he is not a tragic hero
but a tragic failure, and the play is the record of his failure (Cantor
24). I think Cantor’s right: that doesn’t really feel like the truth
about this play. A Hamlet where Hamlet is not somehow a hero is
not really Hamlet. We don’t simply pity the poor, self-deluded,
Oedipally unresolved prince, driven crazy by seeing himself in the
mirror of Claudius. When he’s made to seem so extremely mad,
pity for him mingles with a feeling of observing his pitiful madness
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from the outside. To bring out the play’s real dramatic power, Hamlet
in his “madness”—which may be a put-on—has to show some kind
of strength, some kind of superiority: the will, and the talent, to
fool the whole court into believing that he’s mad. When Mark
Rylance played the role again, at the New Globe in London, in
2000, his Hamlet still showed a wild, antic madness—standing on
a table and crushing grapes over himself—but this time slightly
toned down from the earlier production. His “antic disposition”
was very entertaining, at times even clownish. It was still mysterious, but not quite as lugubrious as before. He seemed to be a sensitive, nerve-wracked young man, driven to madness, or close to
madness, by his whole situation, more than by any particularly
Oedipal difficulties with his mother. The second production seemed
to me truer to the play. To be more than a pitiful victim of the
Oedipus complex—to become a convincing tragic hero—Hamlet
has to keep his antic disposition under some kind of control.
Yet he can’t come across as being in complete control of himself either. He’s got to be deeply upset, really enraged—to feel himself being pushed beyond his own act, to the thin edge of madness.
Sometimes, when his antic disposition gets almost out of control,
the madness of anger and the madness of insanity can hardly be
disentangled: “It has made me mad.” Even when Hamlet goes into
his act with cool deliberation—“I must be idle”—and demonstrates
his madness with stabs of antic wit, there is something so wild and
crazy and amazing about the leaps he makes—“Excellent, i’faith, of
the chameleon’s dish. I eat the air, promise-crammed”—that these
manic flights seem to come from a source deeper than the “idle”
act: a madness in Hamlet’s method. His antic wit slides closer to
the border of madness because no one he talks to except the
gravedigger shows any real wit at all. Hamlet’s wild and whirling
words would sound tamer, closer to normal, civilized repartee, if
Shakespeare had given him a Beatrice or a Portia to supply the
comebacks. Instead all he gets is Claudius’s “These words are not
mine”, or Ophelia’s “You are naught, you are naught.” It’s part of
his tragedy that Hamlet speaks a language so exclusively his own.
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The pressure of suppressed rage has been building up in Hamlet ever since his father’s death and his mother’s remarriage. Before
he meets the ghost, his wit already carries an angry charge, in punning lines like “A little more than kin, and less than kind”, or “Not
so, my lord, I am too much in the sun.” Then his contempt for
seeming—“I know not ‘seems’”—gives way, almost the moment he
hears the secret of the murder, to a flamboyant pretense of madness. Being “mad” allows Hamlet to flout the well-learned rules of
duty and good manners which at first kept his anger so painfully
bottled up: “But break, my heart, for I must hold my tongue.” The
antic disposition, whatever else it does, gives him an excuse to let
loose his tongue, to let it wag madly and rudely against the detectives, and the authorities, who are digging for the root of his affliction. He doesn’t carry it to the point where they’d have him locked
up; as wild and impudent as he gets, he always stays close to the
border of deniability: “they do but jest—poison in jest.” But however careful he may try to be, letting your anger off its civilized
leash is one way to let slip the dogs of madness.
This mysterious and powerful character, the antic Hamlet, appears for the first time almost as soon as the ghost vanishes. The
Hamlet who calls “Hillo, ho, ho, boy. Come, bird, come” sounds
like he’s already testing the waters; and then come the “wild and
whirling words” and the “wondrous strange” swearing to silence
that almost convince Horatio Hamlet has already gone mad. Even
in those first moments after the ghost tells him the secret of the
murder, Hamlet knows that he may, “hereafter”, “think meet/To
put an antic disposition on”. It occurs to him that if he suddenly
does this, and starts acting strangely in front of the court, his friends
may explain his transformation by telling everyone about the ghost,
and how it left him so disturbed. Maybe he feels the threat of that
disturbance like a rising internal pressure: a fear that he won’t be
able to go on acting completely sane, that “wild and whirling words”
may burst out of him. But when he tells his friends that there will
be method in that “madness”, I think at least in part we have to
believe him. He swears them to silence, and he specifically tries to
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make sure that if he ever seems to have gone mad, no one else,
besides them, will connect his madness with the ghost.
Why he might “put an antic disposition on” Hamlet never explains; so as Shakespeare must have anticipated, we can’t help wondering. Hamlet’s “madness” gets so tightly woven into the fabric of
the play that a motiveless antic disposition just will not make it.
We want to know what Hamlet has in mind. Then why doesn’t
Shakespeare reveal that secret? I imagine the answer must be that
he wanted to make us wonder about it, and to look for an answer
on our own. Shakespeare sets up a chain of clues, and then sits
back and watches the detectives go to work.

4. Deep plots
The original seed of Hamlet was a medieval legend about a
Danish prince named Amleth. Saxo Grammaticus, the Saxon who
wrote Latin, wrote it down around 1200. It was published in Paris
in 1514, and then rewritten in French by François de Belleforest in
the mid-1500s. Probably in the late 1580s, an unknown playwright
based a play on the story, a now-vanished play known to scholars as
the Ur-Hamlet, which Shakespeare probably took as his starting
point for Hamlet.
In both versions of the old story, everyone at the court, including Amleth, knows that Amleth’s uncle killed his father. Therefore
everyone expects Amleth to take revenge; and Amleth, who himself
badly wants to take revenge, is only afraid that his uncle will kill
him first, in a pre-emptive strike. So to head off that strike, until he
can find a chance to make his own strike, he pretends he’s gone mad,
and that his madness has turned him into a harmless simpleton—
which is roughly what the name Amleth means. Though his uncle
suspects he might be faking it, and tries a few tricks to unmask him,
Amleth always stays one jump ahead of the detectives. Even when his
uncle finally sends him to England, with two messengers carrying a
letter asking the king to put him to death, Amleth, as he does in
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Shakespeare’s version, steals the letter and rewrites it, so the messengers are put to death instead. In the story, though, he doesn’t sail home
with the pirates, but goes on to England along with the messengers.
He even has the chutzpah to throw into the forged letter another
provision asking the king to let him marry his daughter—which the
king does. Then Amleth goes back to Denmark, drops the mad act,
kills his uncle, along with most of the courtiers, makes a speech to the
people in which he justifies killing the tyrant, and becomes king himself—or local head man (more a baron than a king).
What’s wrong with this story? For one thing, I haven’t explained
how Amleth’s uncle could kill his brother, so that everyone knew
he had done it, and then peacefully take his place. Succession by
simple murder was not an approved method even in medieval Denmark. In the story, especially in the later version, Amleth’s uncle
succeeds by lying to the people. He tells them that Amleth’s father
was just about to murder his own wife, Geruth—a woman greatly
beloved by all—when he, the brother, jumped in between them
and killed her husband before he could kill her. Geruth, who is
secretly having an affair with the brother, supports his story. So the
public mind—though not Amleth’s mind—is set at ease, and Amleth’s
uncle peacefully becomes the new ruler.
I doubt if that story would have played very well in Elizabethan
England. By that time the kingship, or queenship, had evolved into
a position of high public dignity and reverence—of divine right—
far beyond its stature in medieval Denmark. The idea that a king
would just pull out his sword and try to skewer his wife might have
worked as old-fashioned melodrama, but it couldn’t have seemed
very realistic to a London audience in 1600. They knew very well
that a real king would at least put on a public show of respectability, by finding an excuse to have his wife beheaded. Even in the
unlikely event that he did try to murder her, it still wouldn’t justify
killing the king. So because the times were changing, the author of
the Ur-Hamlet probably felt he needed to revise the old story, though
all that’s left of his play is a stray remark or two from people who
saw it. One made fun of the way the ghost cried “like an oysterwife,
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Hamlet, revenge!” That shows there was a ghost, as there wasn’t in
the original story. Was the ghost put in only to spur Hamlet on to
take his revenge? Or did the playwright, who as Harold Bloom
argues may have been Shakespeare himself, also change the plot by
making the murder into a secret, which the ghost reveals only to
Hamlet? Making the murder a secret would solve the credibility
problem of a story about a “wife-stabbing” king and his known
killer, who succeeds to the throne without a murmur of public
protest. If Shakespeare invented that new twist in the plot, he probably still showed Hamlet pretending to be mad, since the story
does, and so does Hamlet. But if he changed the king’s killing by
his brother from a publicly known, though misrepresented, fact
into a secret, which Hamlet secretly discovers, how did he then
explain why Hamlet still puts on his mad act? Or did he?
Some critics have felt that Hamlet’s antic disposition is only a
confusing holdover from the old Danish legend—something
Shakespeare left in by mistake. Maybe he didn’t fully understand,
or maybe he forgot, that if the murder is a secret then Hamlet has
no more reason to pretend to be mad. All he has to do to protect
himself from Claudius is keep his knowledge of the secret a secret.
At first, Shakespeare seems to be tailoring the rest of the story to
fit this crucial alteration in the plot. Claudius, who thinks Hamlet
knows nothing about the murder, shows no visible intention, at
the beginning, of killing him; instead he names him heir to the
throne. When the ghost then reveals the secret of the murder to
Hamlet, even if Hamlet understandably wanted to keep that secret
a secret, and also wanted to keep the ghost a secret, why should
he, on top of all that, pretend to be mad? Yet in spite of this newly
opened gap in the story’s logic, Shakespeare not only leaves the
pretended madness in, he makes it a hugely important part of the
play. He makes it vital not only to the plot but to the personality of
the hero, by writing long stretches of “mad” dialogue for Hamlet
that it’s hard to imagine Shakespeare, or anyone else, could have
written years before, in the Ur-Hamlet. Writing that antic dialogue,
which so subtly shifts Hamlet along the spectrum from mad to
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sane and back again, took tremendous dramatic skill. Hamlet’s
madness is no mistake, no overlooked leftover from another play:
it’s a driving force, a central theme, of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. It
cries out for an explanation.
It’s true that there’s something very mysterious going on here.
Mystery, the whispering that surrounds and penetrates human life
like fog, permeates Hamlet, both the character and the play, more
perhaps than any other character, or play, of Shakespeare’s. You
can’t solve the mystery, in this case, by losing touch with the mysteriousness. If you do, you take Polonius for your model. But mystery, like madness, comes in layers of relative clarity and confusion. Without making it seem either too clear or too confused, I
think a layer in this play can be uncovered, like a layer in an archaeological dig, where Shakespeare plants a trail of clues to the
mystery of Hamlet’s madness, a trail that leads, if not to a single,
definitive solution, at least a step beyond simple bewilderment.
Here, as I see it, is the outline of that trail.
To begin with what may be the most obvious clue, now that
the original murder has been made into a secret, if Hamlet kills
Claudius he’ll create a problem for himself that he didn’t have to
face in the old story: he won’t be able to give the people any acceptable reason why he killed the king. He can’t tell them he killed
Claudius because Claudius killed his father, when as far as anybody
else knows, old King Hamlet was bitten by a snake. The heroic Hamlet wouldn’t worry about the public reaction any more than the ghost
does; he thinks his duty is just to walk up to the king, pull out his
sword and stab him to death. But to the patriotic Hamlet, the dutiful
Prince of Denmark, the solution can’t be that simple. Without any
objective evidence that a crime has even been committed, he can’t
bring himself to act out this heroic scene of pure revenge. He can’t tell
everyone he killed the king because a ghost told him to do it. Even if
he had ironclad proof, this modern, Renaissance Hamlet would hesitate to take revenge on the king. He might also hesitate to reveal his
proof to the public, considering that it could cause Denmark to collapse into chaos. But if the patriotic Hamlet can’t openly take revenge,
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as the ghost demands, there might still be one way he could kill
Claudius and then excuse himself to the people: when he killed him,
he was mad. Not guilty by reason of insanity. Hamlet puts on the antic
disposition to establish his alibi for killing the king.
If Hamlet is pretending to be mad to give himself an alibi for
killing the king, he seems to have established that alibi even before
he appears onstage in his new “madness”. By the time Ophelia
reports his “mad” visit to her closet, Claudius has already sent for
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to help him investigate the cause of
Hamlet’s “transformation”. Yet having established his alibi, Hamlet
still doesn’t act, and he says he doesn’t know why. As his revenge
drifts slowly out of his grasp, Hamlet gets more and more mad at
himself, the way he’s already mad at the world. If he could take the
straight heroic course, like Laertes storming the castle, he would
let his revenging rage run free, and break down the doors, ready to
drink hot blood. But the patriotic Hamlet always stands in the path
of that revolt, because he can never forget that if he acted like
Laertes he might let loose another kind of madness: a breakdown
in the state: anarchy: social chaos—an eruption of that reservoir of
popular anger that’s always bubbling in the streets, waiting to be
tapped into by a charismatic rebel leader.
The messenger who brings the warning of Laertes’ rebellion seconds before he bursts in on Claudius gives an eloquent description of
this fury, in his speech about how “young Laertes, in a riotous head,/
O’erbears your officers.” That “riotous head” refers to Laertes as the
head of a rioting mob; but the pun it makes, on his riotous state of
mind, linking rage, madness and chaos in the state, echoes Hamlet’s
earlier description of his own head as a “distracted globe.” Images of
the mob as the ocean “eating” the flats, of Hamlet “Mad as the sea and
wind”, of the madness that threatens his “sovereignty of reason” where
the cliff “beetles o’er his base into the sea”, and the state falling into
chaos “while men’s minds are wild”: all the interwoven dangers of
order, rational government—sovereign reason—failing in the individual and in the state make a running contrapuntal theme in the play.
The state is threatened with disorder because the heir to the throne
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may be insane. That danger comes close to being realized when Hamlet kills Polonius in a “lawless fit”. Laertes, warning Ophelia to beware of Hamlet, tells her a prince is bound to consider “that body/
Whereof he is the head.” His high position makes him responsible
for “The sanity and health of this whole state.” It’s true that the
Folio says “sanctity” instead of “sanity”, and the quarto says “safty”;
but I think the play’s web of images linking madness in one man
with madness in the state shows that Shakespeare wanted to drive
this point home, and though it may not have been quite legible in
the manuscript, I think he probably did write “sanity”.
If killing a king would threaten the sanity and health of the
whole state, the act of assassination would be not only the cause of
a chaotic madness in the state but also mad in itself, because for a
prince, above all, to cause, even to risk, chaos in the state is a crazy
thing to do. In his patriotic mind, Hamlet has to know that it’s
madness to kill a king at all, let alone for personal revenge. No
heroic justification could make regicide patriotically reasonable.
From a patriotic point of view this whole plot, to disguise revenge
as insanity and kill the king, is madness. Even being driven to contemplate so insane an act might go a long way toward driving a
dutiful young prince mad. And yet the plot may have grown out of
a patriotic hope, even if it’s a vain one: that if he took revenge on
Claudius, the threat of chaos—madness—in the state might possibly be headed off if he could kill him and then reassure the people
that he was mad then but had now again become sane.
Shakespeare makes Hamlet a character whose unacknowledged
thoughts have to be filled in, or at least felt, by the audience. One way
he hints at what might be going on inside Hamlet’s mind is with this
web of images associating madness and anarchy, which hangs suspended, like a gossamer arras, between Hamlet and his revenge. As
when Hamlet’s faith in a merciful Christian God persuades him to
hold back from killing Claudius, for fear that the praying Claudius
will be sent to heaven, there’s a potential irony in his patriotic scruples
too. The patriotic thought that killing the king would be madness,
besides inhibiting Hamlet’s revenge, may be one route by which the
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thought of pretending to be mad, as an excuse for killing the king,
entered Hamlet’s mind: “Kill the king? Madness! . . . I have it!”
Pretending to be mad, kill the king, and then recover, may have seemed
at first, when his mind was groping wildly for a way out, like the
only imaginable way to kill the king without bringing down the
state, without causing the tower of Ilium to collapse in flames.
I believe Hamlet really does start out with this deep plot in
mind. One question I can’t quite answer, though, is in what layer of
his mind the plot takes shape. He seems, to me, to be laying the
groundwork for an insanity defense, but without being either completely conscious, or completely unconscious, that that’s what he’s
doing. It may be that, as usual, Hamlet can’t sort out his mixed
feelings, and mixed thoughts, about what he is or isn’t trying to
do—about who’s really there, at his heart. Part of him wants to be
heroic, and kill the king; another part keeps desperately seeking
some justification, or at least some excuse, or at least a fig leaf, to
cover the naked act.
The thought that he might go mad doesn’t pop into Hamlet’s
head out of nowhere. After he asks the three witnesses to keep
quiet about having seen the ghost, and then hints—“Foul deeds will
rise”—at what his prophetic soul later finds out to be true, who
knows what Hamlet might be thinking, what potential course of
action he might be pondering, during those slow hours while he
waits for his midnight appointment on the platform? As he waits in
the nipping air with Horatio, he speculates about men who are
subject to the “o’ergrowth of some complexion,/Oft breaking down
the pales and forts of reason”. It sounds like Hamlet feels some
vulnerability to madness, especially in the dangerous situation now
looming in his mind’s eye. Then the ghost sparks his fear of “thoughts
beyond the reaches of our souls”, which may help prompt Horatio’s
answering fear, with its first open warning about madness, as he
tries to stop Hamlet from following the ghost alone, to “a more
removed ground”:
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What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord,
Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff
That beetles o’er his base into the sea,
And there assume some other horrible form
Which might deprive your sovereignty of reason
And draw you into madness? Think of it.
The very place puts toys of desperation,
Without more motive, into every brain
That looks so many fathoms to the sea
And hears it roar beneath.
Ham.

It waves me still.
Go on, I’ll follow thee.
I. iv. 69-79

They try to hold him back but he shakes them off and follows.
Marcellus thinks Hamlet is already going mad: “He waxes desperate with imagination.”
The ghost’s secret throws Hamlet into a frenzy, though a frenzy
with an odd streak of speculative logic: “O all you host of heaven!
O earth! What else?/And shall I couple hell? O fie!” His appeal to
three powers that might not fight on the same side foreshadows
Hamlet’s moral disintegration. Heaven and earth suggest the third
term, hell, which with inevitable logic rounds out the trinity. He’s
afraid he might collapse: “my sinews, grow not instant old,/But
bear me stiffly up.” Madness is just over the border. Will he
remember the ghost?
Remember thee?
Ay, thou poor ghost, whiles memory holds a seat
In this distracted globe.
I. v. 95-7

When Horatio and Marcellus catch up with him he’s already
trying on his antic mask: “Hillo, ho, ho, boy. Come, bird, come.”
He confuses them with “wild and whirling words”, and then, backed
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by the underground ghost, demands they swear three times to be
silent. On the third swearing he warns them to know nothing about
him or the ghost, no matter how mad he might sometimes appear:
never, so help you mercy,
How strange or odd some’er I bear myself—
As I perchance hereafter shall think meet
To put an antic disposition on—
That you, at such time seeing me, never shall,
With arms encumber’d thus, or this head-shake,
Or by pronouncing of some doubtful phrase,
As ‘Well, we know’, or ‘We could and if we would’,
Or ‘If we list to speak’, or ‘There be and if they might’,
Or such ambiguous giving out, to note
That you know aught of me—this do swear,
So grace and mercy at your most need help you.
I. v. 177-88

Right in the middle of this intense dramatic scene the tightrope-walking Shakespeare injects a little flurry of humor, a humor
Hamlet himself hardly notices. Like a lawyer trying to sew up every loophole in a contract, Hamlet all of a sudden expands on the
solemn oath he’s demanding by pausing to demonstrate some courtly
techniques of giving away a secret. As when he later parodies Osric,
Hamlet shows by his assured mimicry of secret-revealing that he
knows all too well how it’s done—not because he does it himself,
but because he’s overdosed on the sight of it at this habitually faithless court. His disgusted but entertaining knowledge of the world
gives the audience a little shiver of comic relief, as Hamlet tries, to
the limit of his imagination, to seal off all the possible leaks in
advance. The question is why.
Hamlet never tells these three bewildered men, or the audience, why he’s so worried about keeping the ghost a secret. He
might want to keep Claudius from finding out that he’s met with a
ghost who looks like his father. Maybe he thinks it would put him
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on guard. Maybe he’s afraid of being interrogated about what the
ghost said. Except that, potentially good reasons though they are,
these explanations are never remotely suggested. Instead, Hamlet
ties the secrecy about the ghost to the new, and mystifying, secret of
the antic disposition.
At this stage I doubt if the audience worries very much about
that still undeveloped, oddly named antic disposition. Things move
too fast to focus right away on the missing details of Hamlet’s plan.
On the first two swearings the only secret is the ghost. The antic
disposition doesn’t come in until the end. Puzzled as we are, we
accept the swearing to secrecy, for the moment, because the ghost’s
revelation is so terrible, and because Hamlet is so understandably
upset by it. We feel, vaguely, that all this swearing, and especially
the antic disposition, must somehow be part of a plan to take revenge, but that Hamlet still needs some time to work out exactly
what he’s going to do. He might “perchance” put an antic disposition on, but he’s not sure yet. Then when he does put it on, he still
doesn’t answer the question why, even though that question, after
having slipped in almost subliminally, keeps coming up over and
over again. As we gradually start to wonder about what Hamlet is
doing, we have to form our own theory, not only about what his
purpose might be, but also about why we have to form our own
theory about it: why he never explains it. With all of his soliloquies, and all his chances to tell Horatio, onstage, what’s going on,
he never mentions a single reason for pretending to be mad.
As we follow Shakespeare’s trail of clues, looking for an explanation of why Hamlet doesn’t explain, it might help to ask, what would
happen if he did? Suppose that in his soliloquy after the ghost disappears, Hamlet said something like, “I have it! I will pretend to be
mad, and kill the king in one of my fits. Then I’ll apologize, say I’m
all right now, and be crowned king. And so everybody will live happily ever after—except Claudius.” Aside from the style, what would
be wrong with Hamlet making a speech like that? Shakespeare had
already written one he could have used as a model for it: the soliloquy
where Prince Hal explains that his wildness is a mask, put on so that
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when he emerges from the youthful clouds his adult sun will seem to
shine the brighter for having been obscured.
The problem is, if Hamlet did make that speech, which one of
his inner selves would be making it? It couldn’t be the heroic Hamlet, the single-minded revenger. That Hamlet would never worry
about keeping peace in the state, or saving his own life, or being
crowned king, or living happily ever after. True heroic honor and
revenge don’t need any secret plots. Like old Hamlet fighting to the
death with Fortinbras, or Laertes leaping to revenge his father, true
heroes do their heroic deeds proudly and gloriously in public. Judging by what he says, all Hamlet wants to do is live up to his ideal,
and his father’s ideal, of the heroic man of honor. Nothing scares
him more than the thought that he might be failing to take revenge
because he’s too weak and cowardly—but he can never be sure that
weakness and cowardice are the real reasons, or the only reasons,
behind his delay. He says he’s mystified; he can’t understand why
he’s taking so long to take revenge, when he has cause and will and
strength and means to just do it. Hamlet barely acknowledges the
inhibiting moral forces that pull against his heroic impulse to revenge: his patriotic and Christian scruples. From the ghost’s point
of view all Hamlet has to do is walk up to Claudius, pull out his
sword, say “Thus diest thou”, and run him through. Whatever happens after that, happens. If Hamlet dies, he dies a hero’s death. If
the state collapses into chaos it collapses into chaos. When it comes
to Claudius the ghost doesn’t care about anything beyond the pure
act of revenge. Hamlet, trying to push down his upwelling doubts,
can’t admit to himself, out loud, that his father might be wrong:
that he, Hamlet, might not be able to do the right thing just by
being purely and wholeheartedly heroic. In forming his deep plot,
to establish his alibi of insanity, Hamlet is trying to negotiate his
way out of this conflict, with a quiet compromise that he hopes can
satisfy both his heroic and his non-heroic selves. He wants to take
revenge, and he wants to anticipate, and counteract, the drawbacks
of taking revenge. Here on earth, at least, he wants to have his cake
and eat it too.
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At the surface of his mind Hamlet doesn’t want to admit that
he’s doing anything but taking simple, heroic revenge—or failing to
take it. And yet he can say that he might put an antic disposition on,
and then put one on. Does that mean his deep plot is conscious, or
can it still be somehow unconscious? Or does it hover in some gray
area in between? Like the gray area where Hamlet’s wavering doubt
tells him the ghost might be a devil in disguise; or the gray area
where Claudius feels the pain of his guilt, and the fear of God, and
intermittently wants to repent; or the gray area where Gertrude, for
a moment, sees those black and grained spots in her soul, or where
she believes Hamlet is, and is not, mad—or where he himself feels
mad and not mad; or where he really is mad and not mad. On the
surface, where Hamlet sees things only in black and white, he can’t
admit that he needs any excuse; he knows his heroic duty is to cast
out all thought of public explanations, or damnation, and get on
with the job. He can go as far as wondering if some mysterious,
hidden motive might be restraining him without his full knowledge. What he can’t do, and stay faithful to the ghost, is take another motive openly into account, by explicitly plotting to keep his
revenge a secret, and thereby preserve both himself and the order of
Denmark.
Hamlet may also have another reason why he can’t explain
what he’s doing, aside from not wanting to acknowledge all of his
motives. If he spelled out the plot any further he’d be forced to
examine it more closely, and if he did that, could he really believe
it would work? Suppose it did. Suppose it worked perfectly: he
killed Claudius, excused himself by saying he’d been mad, and then
was peacefully crowned king. He would still have killed the king,
which would do a lot more damage to Denmark’s reputation, and
his own, than the decadent revelling, the draughts of Rhenish, the
upspring reels, that Hamlet in his puritanical mood so stringently
despises. He despises them because they corrupt the reputation of
Denmark, just as a particular man’s reputation can be corrupted by,
among other things, the “o’ergrowth of some complexion,/Oft breaking down the pales and forts of reason”. In this case, the stain on
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that particular man would end up staining the whole state, if not
opening it up to a fort-breaking invasion. If everyone believed him,
when he said he’d killed the king because he was mad, they would
have to wonder when he might go mad again—a very rough thing
for a country to have to worry about. On the other hand, if they
thought he was lying, they’d have to believe that he really killed
Claudius to steal the throne. So their king would be either an unstable madman or a sane assassin and usurper. If the people weren’t
sure which side to believe, they might end up thinking, like
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern—a pretty good sample group—that
if he was mad he was driven mad by ambition, and so Hamlet,
known as the mad usurper, would have achieved the worst of both
possible worlds.
Killing a king, at least a king who’s not an openly outrageous
tyrant, is a no-win proposition in Shakespeare, no matter how you
try to dress it up. But if Hamlet were to admit that to himself,
straight out—to face up to the true horror of killing a king, even
this king—how could he ever take revenge, except by abandoning
all hope for the future? If he could stop worrying about killing the
king, and also forget about being an honest, upstanding hero, he
could just imitate Claudius, and dispose of him with a vial of
hebenon in the garden; but that would be too ignoble to contemplate—though it may be dreamed of in the figure of the nephewpoisoner Lucianus. By putting on his antic disposition Hamlet is
surreptitiously trying to grasp a last, wispy hope of escaping, with
the nobleness of his mind intact, when deep down he knows there
really is no hope. His mind twists and turns to avoid looking that
truth in the face. This is why, I believe, the plan to pretend to be
mad, and kill the king, which can’t live in the open air, where both
its non-heroic motives and its moral and political flaws would make
it unacceptable to all three of Hamlet’s ideal selves, has to swim
just below the surface of his conscious mind. Maybe Hamlet hopes
he can fool even himself—push himself so far into the antic disposition that after he kills Claudius he can get himself to believe that
he really did, for a crucial moment, go mad. In this way, by staying
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half-hidden, his plot can secretly pretend to satisfy, at the same
time, both the heroic and the patriotic Hamlet—and even the Christian Hamlet, if he can somehow persuade himself that God too will
be fooled by his excuse of madness. That’s why, although now and
then a shadow glides by, or a fin breaks the surface, the whole
streamlined body of Hamlet’s deep plot remains submerged.
I call it a plot because I think that’s what Hamlet calls it. When
he tells Horatio how at sea he turned the tables on Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, how he forged the fake commission in “rashness”,
almost by instinct—“Or I could make a prologue to my brains,/
They had begun the play”—Hamlet extracts the moral that “Our
indiscretion sometimes serves us well/When our deep plots do
pall.” It’s a general precept, and for Hamlet a piece of hard-earned
wisdom, a wisdom notably different from the advice Polonius offered Laertes. But as general and proverbial as it sounds, would
Shakespeare have given Hamlet that particular phrase if he didn’t
mean Hamlet to have in mind, somewhere in his mind, a deep
plot, and a deep plot which had palled, to which those words could
covertly refer? His other plots, to show Claudius the Mousetrap
play, or to blow Rosencrantz and Guildenstern at the moon, don’t
pall—they succeed. And if his revenge itself can be called a plot, it
isn’t really a deep one—except in one way. Hamlet did form a deep
plot in the prayer scene, to send Claudius’s soul to hell. That could be
the other one of his “deep plots”. But the plot to use madness to excuse
killing the king is the only plot that really palls, and the one whose
long background planning would most naturally contrast with “indiscretion”. Discovering that he has succeeded at last by being thoughtlessly indiscreet, by spontaneously reacting to the pressure of the moment, may be one reason Hamlet comes home from his voyage a
changed man. After he gets back to Denmark he never puts on the old
antic act again, not even in his graveside fight with Laertes, or his
mockery of Osric. In the end he waits patiently for the event, knowing
that it must come, instead of actively plotting to bring it about.
Beyond his artistic motives, Shakespeare may have wanted to
keep Hamlet’s deep plot under the surface for another reason, one
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that comes closer to home. In 1600, could a playwright in London
have created a hero who openly conceives of such a clever plan to
kill a king and to get away with it? In Julius Caesar, Brutus kills
Caesar, but he admits it in public, and gives reasons to justify himself that have nothing to do with personal revenge. Besides, unlike
Claudius, Caesar is not only comfortably ancient and historical,
he’s also not a king, any more than Brutus is exactly a hero. If
Shakespeare had made Hamlet’s plan explicit, it might have been
thought, in some quarters, to encourage real assassins. The assassination of a realistically presented king can be a dangerous subject
even when the plot fails. Early in 1601, the Earl of Essex paid
Shakespeare’s company to put on a performance of Richard II, in
which a historical king is deposed, and later killed, to try to get the
public fired up for his own attempted overthrow of Elizabeth. After
he was arrested, the actors were interrogated to see if they had been
involved in the revolt, but were found innocent. In an atmosphere
as dangerous as late-Elizabethan London’s, a playwright was wise to
think twice about the secret plots of his characters.
If Shakespeare had to keep Hamlet’s deep plot hidden for political reasons, he made that political necessity into an artistic virtue. What Shakespeare has to hide, Hamlet has to hide too, even
from himself. The need to tread lightly allows Shakespeare, or
forces him, to reach for something under the surface, to suggest, by
the vagueness of the plot, a submerged movement of thought and
feeling inside Hamlet: his mystery, his internal unknown. “Subconscious” and “unconscious” are modern words. I’m not sure what
words, beyond “mystery”, Shakespeare would have used to describe
the source, or the nature, of these partly concealed, partly revealed,
thoughts and feelings. Maybe “thoughts beyond the reaches of our
souls”. Maybe Hamlet is partly “Divided from [him]self and [his]
fair judgment”. Macbeth might be expressing Hamlet’s ambiguous
state of mind when he says “To know my deed, ’twere best not
know myself.” Or maybe Hamlet has done what Polonius refused
to do, and “given [his] heart a winking, mute and dumb.” Maybe
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the safest thing to call this plot is just deep: it’s one more halfhidden aspect of the deepest character literature had ever seen.

5. Mad for thy love?
Aside from those early wild and whirling words, Shakespeare
doesn’t show the scene where Hamlet puts on his antic disposition
for the first time. That happens offstage, and how it happens is
never even reported. Between the end of the first act and the beginning of the second, though the audience has seen no “madness” in
Hamlet beyond his reaction to the ghost, the whole court, responding to events we never see or hear anything about, has already absorbed the idea that Hamlet is “transformed”. Our awareness of the
situation comes on slowly, because Polonius and Ophelia seem so
surprised by Hamlet’s “love-mad” behavior in her closet. Just as
Reynaldo leaves, Ophelia bursts in on her father with the first picture of Hamlet mad, and for us the detecting games begin. From
what they say he might never have acted this way before. Then in
the next scene we find out the other detectives are already in full
cry on the trail of the cause.
While Polonius was dispatching Reynaldo to open a parallel
investigation of Laertes, and the youthful flash and outbreak of his
fiery mind, it turns out the king and queen were sending for
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to help them investigate Hamlet.
Hamlet doesn’t appear onstage in his “madness” until after Polonius
already believes he’s discovered its cause. As he shows when he
speaks to the king and queen, Polonius thinks he’s found the solution
to a puzzle they’ve all been struggling with for some time—a solution,
incidentally, that may mean his daughter can marry the prince. By
Act II, Hamlet’s “madness” is a pre-existing condition. If Hamlet
had never said anything about putting on an “antic disposition” we
would have trouble figuring out what was going on. We can only
catch up with the rest of the detectives, and follow these speedy
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events, because we remember, on hearing about his madness, that
Hamlet has got something up his sleeve.
In all the rest of the play Hamlet’s madness comes mainly out
of his mouth, in the form of rage, melancholy or antic wit; but in
the first scene of him acting mad, as reported by Ophelia, he does
it all with costuming and pantomime. Both his crazed appearance,
with soiled and down-gyved stockings, and his mad behavior, from
grabbing and despairingly contemplating Ophelia to slowly exiting
with his eyes bent backward, in a long goodbye, agree perfectly with
the theory that leaps to Ophelia’s and Polonius’s minds: Hamlet, suddenly cut off from Ophelia, has gone mad with frustrated love.
After this scene, Ophelia, offstage, gives her father a letter which
he takes, with his explanation, to the king and queen. The letter
doesn’t sound quite mad, though it does sound a little strange. It’s
like a soundtrack for that silent scene in her closet. Hamlet seems
to say that he loves Ophelia, and then he says goodbye—an ambiguous goodbye: “Adieu”, followed by a declaration of lifelong
faith. He seems to be hinting that his life may not be long-lived.
Ambiguity runs through the whole letter, starting with the “vile”
salutation to the “most beautified” Ophelia, and then moving into
the tangled pun on “doubt”:
Doubt that the stars are fire,
Doubt that the sun doth move,
Doubt truth to be a liar,
But never doubt I love.
II. ii. 115-18

In Hamlet’s little poem, that pivotal word, in the last line, can’t
make up its mind what to mean. It sways back and forth between
the two previous meanings the poem has given it: “doubt” and “suspect”—or between meaning that Hamlet loves Ophelia and that he
does not. His early confidence in his feelings—“I have that within
which passes show”—is breaking down: the words “never doubt I
love”, romantic as they might sound by themselves, can’t sound so
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reassuring at the end of this poem. The poem has set up an ambiguity that makes that last line raise the doubt it ostensibly denies.
Does Hamlet really love her, or not love her, or does he know? But
when she dies his doubt dies with her: “I lov’d Ophelia.”
The letter sounds, if not mad, at least disturbed. Polonius pushes
his case, and proposes a little play-scene, in which he and Claudius
will spy, “lawfully”, on Hamlet and Ophelia. Then, just as Claudius
agrees to this plan, another opening for investigation arises, pat,
when Hamlet enters, “reading on a book.” Polonius shoos away the
court and moves in to angle for the truth.
Now finally Shakespeare lets the audience see for ourselves the
transformed Hamlet, who has got the whole court so worried they’ve
all turned into detectives. Speaking for the first time in his mad
vein, Hamlet needles Polonius about being old, and about having a
daughter he should keep locked up—“Let her not walk i’th’ sun”—
to guard her against the free-floating lust of this dishonest world. It
would give that advice a sharper ironic edge if Hamlet believed,
correctly, that Polonius had already done what Hamlet is warning
him to do: ordered Ophelia to shut the door in his face. This
exchange reflects, or refracts, the forces of youthful love and the
barriers against it that come into play whenever a father stands
between his virginal daughter and her would-be lover—or wouldbe seducer—though usually the rejected suitor is not a prince. With
a few changes their conversation could fit into a comedy, where
Hamlet would vent his rebellious anger at the interfering father,
and then use some ingenious stratagem to defeat him. The details
of their dialogue are complex, but overall, by “harping on my
daughter”, Hamlet confirms Polonius’s theory about the cause of
his madness.
If that’s what he’s trying to do, he does a great job. The antic
act is convincingly mad, though with enough suspicious “method
in’t” to keep Polonius guessing, to mock his self-professed detection
skills. Shakespeare complicates the question for the audience as
well as for the characters: because Hamlet really has been cut off
from Ophelia, the frustration he feels, according to Polonius’s theory,
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is so plausible it could be real. Hamlet’s disgust at his mother’s
betrayal, and his own awakening lust, make him even more confused about Ophelia. Does he love her, or does he just lust after
her? Who knows? “To be honest is to be one man picked out of ten
thousand.” How could a young man in love pry those feelings apart?
The question reminds me of a spy novel, where an American agent,
who has just fallen in love with a Russian woman, is told she’s a spy
and then ordered to pretend to fall in love with her. Hamlet pretends he’s being driven mad by frustrated love, or lust, when he is
actually being driven mad by frustrated love, and lust—among other
things. His antic disposition, which he at first thought was only an
act, ends up confusing him as much as it does the audience. He
can’t figure out who’s really there.
It’s hard to be sure exactly how much of Hamlet’s crazy dialogue is supposed to be evidence of his pretended madness, or the
leading edge of real madness, or just his wit crossed with his anger
and frustration. He shows enough sanity, in his talks with Horatio,
and his angry though sane soliloquies, to make the audience see
him as saner than the other characters can, who see him acting
more consistently mad. At the same time, we also know more than
they do about the ghost’s command to revenge, and Hamlet’s frustration at his delay. We can feel how in this situation he could
really go mad. It’s hard to say, complacently, either that he’s just
pretending—because we know about his plan to pretend—or that
he’s being driven mad—because we know about his maddening
predicament. We follow the detectives’ efforts with some sympathetic interest, because we too are mystified, while feeling a little
superior to them, because we know these things about Hamlet that
they don’t know. It’s as if we’re watching, with one good eye, a
group of blind characters chasing after Hamlet’s mystery, which
still has a mystery for us that knowing his secrets—the murder, the
antic disposition and the painful delay—does not solve. By the end,
when his madness fades away, we may forget how confused we
were. But thinking back, we have to wonder, what really was happening there?
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Beyond pretending to be mad, and maybe slipping a little further
than just pretending, Hamlet might also seem to be purposely
implanting in Polonius the idea that his madness has been caused
by his frustrated desire for Ophelia’s love. The threat of lust—
which pervades the world like sunlight—comes through in the
warning, “Conception is a blessing, but as your daughter may
conceive—friend, look to’t.” Hamlet’s “mad” warning about lust
expresses both his real lust and at the same time his disgust with
lust. It combines the veiled image of himself as a seducer with the
none-too-veiled image of Ophelia’s body as a “good kissing carrion”.
But this warning about seduction from the suspected seducer, which
in another play might be simple sarcasm, comes with a twist, an
antic edge that makes it seem like madness. Hamlet “madly”
transmutes his frustrated love into the boundless lust he thinks
Polonius suspects him of. But madness seems to Polonius a reaction
too extreme to be caused by frustrated lust.
Polonius remembers himself as a young man, when he was
both a lover and a seducer. Though lust makes the blood burn, and
lends the tongue lying vows, love can bring on a madness, as it did
in him, “very near this.” Literature too, like life, offers countless
precedents for lovers cut off from the beloved going mad, or nearmad, along a spectrum that runs from mooning to lunacy: “The
lunatic, the lover, and the poet/Are of imagination all compact”.
The pangs of disprized love therefore immediately, and understandably, strike both Polonius and Ophelia as the probable cause of
Hamlet’s madness. It’s so easy to see why they would jump to that
conclusion, even aside from its raising the possibility of a royal
marriage, that I get the feeling their doing so may be one step in
Hamlet’s underlying plan. In both the reported scene in Ophelia’s
closet, and this first onstage appearance in his antic role, Hamlet
acts as if that’s exactly the explanation he’s trying to promote—
though we feel that even while he’s acting, he’s also, at the same
time, expressing his real frustration. It’s both painful and convenient for him that if he wants the detectives to think he’s being
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driven mad by frustrated love all he has to do is slightly exaggerate
his real feelings.
If Hamlet has formed an underlying, deep plot to establish his
alibi of madness and then kill the king, it’s a very helpful coincidence that Ophelia, just at that moment, breaks up with him. Her
suddenly treating him like a seducer, and shutting the door in his
face, makes him aware of his lustful desire for her, of the lust in his
heart that he shares with his “sinful” mother. That terrible accusation, which he suddenly feels could have some truth in it, threatens
his love from two directions: he seems to be losing Ophelia, and at
the same time losing confidence in the truth of his love: does he
truly love her, or not? Is his love only lust? Symbolically, and emotionally, cutting Hamlet off from Ophelia cuts him off from his
own purity, and mires him in the faithlessness of this decadent
world. For a young man as vulnerable to madness as Hamlet, that
might be all it takes to push him over the edge.
If Ophelia’s “unkindness” isn’t enough to drive Hamlet mad, in
a cooler part of his mind he must realize that to most of the world
it will seem like enough. Being suddenly cut off from his love is
conventionally a very plausible reason for a young man to go mad.
Polonius, that great repository of common wisdom, almost went
love-mad himself: “And truly in my youth I suffered much extremity for love, very near this.” If Hamlet could become known not
just as a madman, but as a man who has gone mad because of
frustrated love, that would make his deep plot as good as it could
get. It would keep him from being known as the mad usurper: he
wouldn’t have killed the king, in the public mind, because he was
driven mad by ambition. Instead, people could think that being cut
off from his love made him lash out madly at a father-figure, killing
the king as an accidental substitute for Polonius. Frustrated love
would also give him a motive for his madness that could make his
madness curable. If he could get Ophelia back, and marry her, he
could be cured, and everyone could believe he would stay cured.
This idea, that Hamlet, in some part of his mind, is trying to establish his alibi not just of madness but of love-madness, is only an
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interpretation. He never directly says that that’s what he’s trying to
do. But as far as I can see, his actions fit the interpretation like a glove.

6. Let your own discretion be your tutor
This theory about Hamlet’s alibi of madness raises a question:
having established his alibi, why doesn’t Hamlet take advantage of
it right away and do the deed? In his first mad scene onstage, with
Polonius, just when the audience is beginning to wonder about his
delay, a deeper awareness of delay may have already started to frustrate Hamlet himself. As he walks slowly out of Ophelia’s closet,
with his eyes bent backward on his would-be lover, and the hopeful
past he’s leaving behind, Hamlet, having secured his reputation as a
madman, could be heading for his rendezvous with Claudius. That
seems to be the idea behind this long adieu. He is stepping into a
danger zone, a blank future, taking on a mission from which he
may never return. Yet the next time he comes onstage he’s doing
something that’s the opposite of action: “reading on a book.”
In this moment, for the first time, Hamlet seems to have entered
a phase of retreat, of unneccessary delay—and consequently of sour
depression. He’s in a very bad mood, and he’s got death on his
mind. To the question how he is he answers “Well, God a mercy”,
as if his life were hanging by a thin thread. It may be more than
coincidence that this line also brings in the image of the merciful
God who opposes revenge. Hamlet’s subliminal reluctance to take
revenge—his belief in the Christian God—has helped to produce
his delay, and therefore to keep him in good health. Then as quickly
as if the thought were already in his mind he answers Polonius’s
“Will you walk out of the air?” with “Into my grave?” Taking “air”
as a pun on “heir”, to stop acting like the patriotically inhibited
heir to the throne, and take revenge, would threaten him with
death—but I think that may be considering too curiously. Sometimes
the air is only the air. Hamlet’s preoccupation with death, which he
knows may be just around the corner, and with the question of
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whether he will choose to walk in that direction, and why he hasn’t
yet, gives this line enough dramatic force, not to mention wit, without
adding the extra pun. Finally, when Polonius offers to take his leave,
Hamlet sticks to his theme: “You cannot, sir, take from me anything
that I will not more willingly part withal—except my life, except
my life, except my life.” Then having said, apparently, though an
odd double negative confuses the issue, that he’s willing to give up
his life, he goes on melancholically moping.
With Rosencrantz and Guildenstern his antic act modulates
into a gentler melancholy, that feels a little exaggerated and at the
same time sincere. How much is he expressing his true feeling that
“Denmark’s a prison”, and man “this quintessence of dust”, and
how much is he trying to reinforce his reputation as a man whose
mind has gone mysteriously awry? Where does his friendliness toward Rosencrantz and Guildenstern shade into suspicion—at the
very beginning, or later? Or does it waver?
Hamlet moves through this long scene in an antic but depressive mood, only slightly lightened by the arrival of the players, a
mood that marks the end of the first phase of his delay. When at
some layer of his mind he sets in motion his deep plot, the first step
in it gives him an excuse to delay, because he has to put off taking
revenge until he can establish his alibi of madness; but by the time
he comes onstage “mad” his alibi seems already to have been accepted by the whole court: everyone knows that Hamlet has been
mysteriously “transformed”. Yet he still does not act. Why not? He
can’t find the answer. He’s bitter. He’s depressed. He’s now coasting: stretching out his role as a madman even though he’s already
convinced everyone that he’s mad. Then providentially the players
arrive—just the thing, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern think, to cheer
Hamlet up. And they do—but for a secret reason. Suddenly discovering a way to test whether the ghost was telling the truth, Hamlet
unexpectedly finds within himself a doubt about the ghost he never
noticed before, a doubt which now requires that this test be made.
It’s a challenge Hamlet can’t resist: the ghost against Claudius. He’ll
test them both at once with the Mousetrap play. Putting this plan
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into action will take some more time: another justifiable delay.
And so phase two begins.
Many people have felt, as Hamlet gives his famous advice to
the players, that they’re listening to the voice of Shakespeare himself. They hear in this speech the wise, exacting but exasperated
actor-writer-director of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, speaking
through Hamlet to the very actors who are playing the players to
whom Hamlet is directing his theatrically sage advice. Another
school of thought has heard a more satiric tone in this advice, with
Hamlet as the satirist’s target. They’ve felt that Shakespeare is exposing Hamlet as a prissy amateur, a would-be director trying to
tell these professional players how to do their jobs. Instead of drinking
in his directorial wisdom, they are patiently, as servants and subjects, bearing with him with bemused tolerance. As far as I can tell,
the truth is somewhere in between.
In exhorting the players to avoid overdoing it, and also to avoid
underdoing it, Hamlet’s advice may be as wise as any other advice
that calls for balance and moderation. As comforting and sensible
as it sounds, though, it shows the common weakness of any general
advice, including Polonius’s to Laertes: if the people you’re telling
not to overdo it don’t know what overdoing it means, how is your
advice going to help them? And if they already know, why are you
telling them in the first place? The wise advisers in this play always
end up falling back on something like, “to thine own self be true,”
or “let your own discretion be your tutor.” But this easy proof that
their general advice is futile can itself be overdone. Sometimes just
being reminded to ask yourself certain questions can help focus
your mind where it needs to be focused. Hamlet doesn’t quite confine himself to general advice either. At one point he gives a physical demonstration of overdoing it: “do not saw the air too much
with your hand, thus”.
When Hamlet tells the players to show true passion, but not to
overdo it, he might be speaking to himself. He can’t admit to himself, straight out, that he’s trying to follow the advice he’s giving the
players: to balance between riding the wave of revenging rage—if
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he can catch the wave—and restraining that forward rush with some
thoughtful discretion; but that’s the losing game Hamlet is playing.
He seems to feel that there are two directions in which he can go
wrong, and he wants to keep to the middle way, but his balance is
a little shaky. His manner in this scene reverts to that of a mildly
foppish dilettante—“O reform it altogether”: an amateur, but a
sharp-eyed amateur, with an educated interest in the theater and an
aristocratic confidence in his judgment. With his delay now again
sanctioned, in one way, by the need to play out this phase of the
plot—to wait for the test of the Mousetrap play—the heroic tug-ofwar inside Hamlet temporarily relaxes. It’s still there, reflected
obliquely in the double thrust of his advice, except that for now the
passage of time has stopped pressing on him quite as urgently as it
did before he thought of using the Mousetrap play to test Claudius
and the ghost. In the interim, as he waits to see how the test will
come out, we’re given a glimpse of the somewhat less interesting
man Hamlet might have become in a more peaceful world.
He ends his advice by telling the players to let no clown speak
more than is set down for him, and detract from the progress of the
play, to get cheap laughs from the spectators. That kind of wanton
interference “shows a pitiful ambition in the fool that uses it.” If
this can be heard as another bit of advice Hamlet gives himself, it
turns out to be another bit of advice he fails to take. As the players
are trying to get on with the play, a clownish member of the audience, who has his own secret role in the production, interrupts the
show so bumptiously that when the king walks out everyone, except for three people, must feel that Hamlet’s villainous behavior
has spoiled the occasion. Hamlet, meanwhile, thinks his ambition,
to prove Claudius guilty, has been achieved. Having finally got the
proof he needed, he’s ready, really ready this time, to take revenge,
or so he says: “Now could I drink hot blood”. The confirmation of
the ghost, giving Hamlet another go-ahead for revenge, marks the
end of his second justified delay. First he waited to establish his
madness, then he waited to establish Claudius’s guilt. Now, having
established both, he should act.
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Then, characteristically, what happens next calls his renewed
resolve into question. Even before he finishes his short soliloquy,
which starts by reaffirming, in suspiciously florid language, his determination to take revenge, Hamlet again interrupts his momentum, with that restraining word, “Soft”: “Soft, now to my mother.”
His mind moves from his readiness to take revenge, at last, to
Gertrude, who has asked him to come speak with her in her closet.
Abruptly, Hamlet shifts to another tone, and a thought opposed to
bloodthirsty revenge. He tells himself to keep his revenging passion
under control, and avoid hurting Gertrude:
Let me be cruel, not unnatural.
I will speak daggers to her, but use none.
My tongue and soul in this be hypocrites:
How in my words somever she be shent,
To give them seals never my soul consent.
III. ii. 386-90

Softness, not hardness; only words, not deeds. The heroic ideal
gives opposing commands for Claudius and for Gertrude. Both
those commands do follow heroic logic, since Gertrude is the mother
he has sworn not to harm; but they seem to belong to two different
moods, and Hamlet’s abrupt swing from one mood to the other
helps confuse both himself and the audience. How can you wish
for a hypocritical soul? He reminds himself that his duty is to spare
this guilty person because of her position—as his mother. If she
were another woman, and equally guilty, he could, so he may think,
kill her along with Claudius. As his father warned him, with “Taint
not thy mind”, he can’t simply punish the guilty as they deserve to
be punished; instead, he has to favor Gertrude because of her personal connection to him. To the purely just man, sparing the guilty
because of their personal connections is a sign of corruption, as
even the gravediggers know: “Will you ha’ the truth an’t? If this had
not been a gentlewoman, she should have been buried out o’ Christian burial.” Hamlet’s underlying confusion comes through in the
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structure of his speech. He starts the soliloquy ready to move from
words to deeds, and ends it with a vow, or a prayer, to restrain
himself from deeds and stick to words.
In the next scene too, the prayer scene, a thrust in one direction, toward killing Claudius, gets immediately counteracted by a
thrust in the opposite direction, toward sparing him, all in the
guise of heroic consistency. The prayer scene repeats, in a concentrated form, the pattern of Hamlet’s other delays: a resolution to
kill, followed by a thoughtful pause, and then by a delay to allow
for a better plan, to avoid the drawbacks of immediate action. His
introduction to the player’s speech followed the same pattern, in
an even shorter form. First the raging false start: “The rugged
Pyrrhus, like th’Hyrcanian beast”; then the pause: “’Tis not so. It
begins with Pyrrhus—”; then the reawakened rage, but this time
camouflaged—“Black as his purpose”—and hidden: “when he lay
couched in the ominous horse”. That’s the Trojan horse: the locus
classicus of a secret plot.
Though all of these shifts supposedly make sense, on the surface, there’s still something confusing about them. Hamlet’s confusion gets expressed in his angry, bitter depression, that deepens as
his first delay, to establish his madness, stretches out, mystifyingly,
even after he’s convinced everyone that he’s mad. Then when he
comes up with a second justification for delaying—because he has
to wait for the Mousetrap play to test Claudius’s guilt—he gives his
“To be, or not to be” soliloquy, and bitterly abuses Ophelia, and
himself, in the nunnery scene. I think he’s still angry, despite the
justification for his delay, because of his underlying awareness that
even a justified delay can only be justified with non-heroic reasons:
fear for his life, concern for the state, a doubt about the ghost and
faith in a Christian God. Whatever justification may in one part of
his mind ease the pain of Hamlet’s delay, his heroic timeclock keeps
on ticking. In the background, he still feels the ghost looking angrily over his shoulder. While he waits for the Mousetrap play to
start, a hint that his plan to test the ghost is a sham leaks through:
his “all but one—shall live” makes Claudius guilty, and condemns
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him to die, even while Hamlet is supposedly waiting to find out the
verdict. Underneath all Hamlet’s half-hidden plans, under the upand-down rhythm of justified, unjustified and then rejustified delay, a constant sense of heroic failure drums in his mind like a
death march.

7. A rat!
Characters in Shakespeare can show they’ve gone mad by suddenly jumping between opposite moods, with no rational bridge
between them. As his madness rises, King Lear jumps without explanation from his angry rant—“O! O! ’tis foul!”—to “No, I will
be the pattern of all patience; I will say nothing.” When Hamlet
abruptly shifts from deeds to words, or from killing to sparing,
those sudden jumps show how easily he could go mad. Even when
a shaky bridge of heroic rationalization connects his moods, the
connecting thought trails behind the jump. The audience has to
struggle to follow along, wondering if we’re missing something.
These abruptly shifting moods and directions, with the explanations lagging behind, mark Hamlet’s style through the whole play:
“About, my brains!” The doubt and not-doubt of the ghost ends
with a cloudy explanation, in the play that will catch the conscience
of the king. The love and not-love for Ophelia, in the nunnery
scene, doesn’t get any explanation at all, which helps make Hamlet,
in that scene, seem closer to the edge. His swings from high to low
to high, from mania to depression and back, which have triggered
the manic-depressive diagnosis, indicate, in Shakespeare, a more
generalized tendency toward madness.
Despite all these dizzying shifts of his quick sail, Hamlet’s only
full-scale madman’s leap from one extreme to the other happens in
the closet scene—and then only in Gertrude’s mind:
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Ham. A king of shreds and patches—
Enter Ghost.
Save me and hover o’er me with your wings,
You heavenly guards! What would your gracious figure?
Queen. Alas, he’s mad.
III. iv. 103-6

At this moment, more than anywhere else in the play, Hamlet takes
the Shakespearean madman’s unexplained leap from above to below, from power to impotence, from enraged disgust with Claudius
to quivering fear of the ghost. He calls for heavenly protection, and
then addresses his father as “your gracious figure”, as if he were
addressing a Christian king. He’s trying to shield himself from the
direct blast of heroic condemnation.
Shakespeare would be showing Hamlet as mad at this moment
if it weren’t for the ghost. Because we see it too we see the reason
for the leap, and don’t quite believe Hamlet is really mad; but because Gertrude doesn’t see it she thinks he is. Yet because she sees
nothing at all we have to wonder ourselves. The audience shares a
secret with Hamlet that has to make us feel a little uncomfortable.
No one else has ever failed to see the ghost. Gertrude’s not seeing it
puts its existence slightly in doubt; and that doubt draws us slightly,
for a moment, into Hamlet’s madness.
He goes further into his mad vein by speaking to someone who
isn’t there—as far as Gertrude can see—the way the mad Lear speaks
to a joint stool, or Macbeth to the ghost of Banquo. Here the double
view of Hamlet—the madness the whole court sees, and the sanity
which is our secret—comes close to breaking apart, until we’re not
sure which way to go. Hamlet’s leap from self-righteous outrage to
pitiful failure repeats in a nutshell his movement from resolution to
delay, with a suddenness and intensity that Gertrude has to see as
madness. The audience can’t be completely sure that Hamlet is
sane; the anchor line goes slack; we drift; a doubt about the ghost
creeps in; until at last, reassuring us along with Gertrude, Hamlet
winds down into a mercifully sane speech: “My pulse as yours doth
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temperately keep time,/And makes as healthful music.” The climax has passed; Hamlet will never come this close to the edge
again.
The antic witty jabs at Claudius in the interrogation scene,
about a king going a progress through the guts of a beggar, are wild,
but not too surprising. It’s nothing new for Hamlet to needle Claudius
through the screen of his antic mask. Though Hamlet is about to
be sent to England, he acts as if he and Claudius are now closing in
on each other: they’ve become all but declared enemies, each hiding, not quite successfully, a secret sword pointed at the other’s
heart. In this scene the old antic Hamlet says goodbye to Claudius,
and to the play. He never returns. From here on, Hamlet’s plan to
put on an antic disposition, which has driven the plot from the first
act, fades mysteriously away. Why does it disappear?
Part of the answer has to hinge on the killing of Polonius. It
happens in a sudden, shocking moment:
Ham.

Come, come, and sit you down, you shall not budge.
You go not till I set you up a glass
Where you may see the inmost part of you.

Queen. What wilt thou do? Thou wilt not murder me?
Help, ho!
Pol.

[behind the arras] What ho! Help!

Ham.

How now? A rat! Dead for a ducat, dead.
[Thrusts his rapier through the arras.]

Pol.

[behind] O, I am slain.

Queen. O me, what hast thou done?
Ham.

Nay, I know not.
Is it the king?
III. iv. 17-26

Gertrude, whether or not she completely believes it, tells Claudius
that, as Claudius sums it up, “Hamlet in madness hath Polonius
slain.” When Claudius says, “It had been so with us had we been
there”, he’s right.
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In this moment, when he stabs through the arras and kills
Polonius, Hamlet, except for having got the wrong victim, finally
carries out his deep plot. Having painstakingly established his reputation for being mad, and then, after another delay, confirmed the
truth of the ghost, he now, in a “mad” fit, calling “A rat!” stabs the
detective he thinks is the king—who caught in the act of secret
spying should go straight to hell. That arras gives Hamlet an unexpected bonus: he doesn’t have to kill the king out in the open,
shielded from the reality of his deed only by his supposed madness;
he just has to stab blindly, not knowing who’s there. The arras,
which keeps Hamlet from seeing what he’s doing, acts like a metaphor for his fake madness, for his plot, for his alibi: the thin screen
of “madness” that separates Hamlet from guilt, from the direct act
of regicide. His deep plot could not have worked out any more
perfectly than this—except that he’s killed the wrong man.
Now, in the aftermath, his deed ripples through the court, and
through the world, in a way that parallels the outcome he had been
imagining, and shows why thinking too precisely on that outcome
has always made him hesitate.
In the first shock, just as Hamlet surreptitiously planned, the
explanation goes out that he has killed someone—unfortunately
the wrong man—“in madness”. But now, instead of recovering and
being crowned king, he is “sent into England.” As he had been
afraid it would, the act of “revenge” releases demons. It sets in
motion a secret plot against his own life, and then almost plunges
Denmark into chaos when Laertes leads his wild mob to the castle
and takes the king prisoner. Then the two demons join forces.
Having calmed Laertes, and failed once to kill Hamlet, Claudius
comes up with another idea, this time reinforced with a backup
plan. He veils his real motive with the superficially plausible, but
deeply impossible, claim that he’s preserving the state by helping
Laertes plot his secret revenge. The revenging son takes revenge
on the revenging son, by means of a secret plot for which “no wind
of blame shall breathe”. Hamlet’s deep plot, to take revenge and
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escape the blame, has inspired its mirror image. One killing will
now be answered by another, as the cycle of revenge rolls on.

8. If this did blast in proof
Hamlet’s usual cycle, which moves from a resolution to take
revenge, to a secret plot to insure a safer revenge, and then, as his
delay stretches out, to a bitter, angry depression, plays itself out for
the last time after he kills Polonius. But now the pattern becomes
more complicated, because in killing Polonius Hamlet combines
action and delay. The action marks the beginning of the end: “This
bad begins, and worse remains behind.”
When he enters Gertrude’s closet, having confirmed Claudius’s
guilt, Hamlet’s next step should be either more bitter depression at
the stretching out of his delay, or a new resolution to act. It turns
out, by accident, to be both. The bitterness comes out in his anger
at his mother, which can also be heard as veiled anger at himself,
and then suddenly, in the midst of that mood, he acts. In near
hysteria he stabs through the arras, hoping to hit the king. It’s the
climax of Hamlet’s deep plot, and then, as it turns out, the anticlimax. That anticlimax, of killing Polonius, seems, for the time being, to deplete Hamlet’s revenging energy. Hardly interrupted by
the killing, he falls back into his rant against Gertrude’s lust, as if
she had plenty of time to repent and reform before Claudius would
be in danger of dying. Nevertheless Hamlet has struck very close to
Claudius, who feels the whiff and wind of this blow. First Hamlet’s
angry mourning, then his madness, then his overheard “all but one—
shall live”, then the play scene, then his killing of Polonius: the
pressure has been ratcheting up notch by notch, and this act, to
Claudius, is the last straw. Meanwhile, from Hamlet’s side, once
his “perfect” opportunity has passed, and his revenge ended in an
anticlimax, he can’t seem to recapture the mood, any more than he
can duplicate the situation with the right man.
A clue to what happens here may come later, from Claudius.
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When he gets the bewildering news that Hamlet has come back
from his voyage to England and death, Claudius goes to work on
another plan to kill him. The second plan, unlike the first, is reinforced by a backup plan, “If this did blast in proof.” Hamlet’s first
plan, the alibi of madness, culminates, and blasts in proof—it palls—
when he kills the wrong man, as Claudius’s original plan also ends
up killing the wrong men. Now Hamlet will have to use his carefully prepared alibi to excuse himself to Laertes. Maybe his madness can excuse only one killing. People can understand how he
could kill in madness and then recover; but that will only work
once. To have any value as an excuse, madness has to be an aberration, not a chronic danger. So with his first plan blasted, and no
backup plan in place, Hamlet needs time to think about what to do
next. After his antic farewell to his “dear mother” the king—and
we may remember that he has sworn not to hurt his mother—he
gives another angry and depressed soliloquy on his renewed failure
to act: “How all occasions do inform against me,/And spur my dull
revenge.” He ends that soliloquy with a fresh but slightly ambiguous and confusing resolve: “My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing
worth.” Then he sails for England.
The doubt about how to explain his revenge gave rise to the
alibi of madness; the doubt about the ghost ostensibly produced the
Mousetrap play; the doubt about sending Claudius to hell supposedly
convinced Hamlet to wait for the right moment. The doubt about
all these doubts—the constant heroic accusation of delay—feeds
into an underlying anger at himself that almost draws him into
madness. Those complicated rhythms of resolution and delay now
become even more superimposed. Hamlet leaves for England both
depressed by his lack of action, the way he’s now delaying beyond
any conscious justification, and again, at the same time, resolving
to act. Then, like a fusion bomb, he explodes: he executes
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern by forging the commission that causes
their death. That act gives Hamlet another occasion for delay—a
new “interim”—and at the same time moves him a step closer to
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killing Claudius: it makes further action, after the interim,
inevitable.
While the interim before Claudius finds out about Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern gives Hamlet another chance to rest, this time he
can rest with his mind unclouded by the bitterness of an underlying
feeling of failure. He realizes that he has achieved action spontaneously, without the long background planning of any deep plot. With
that prologue-free act the weight of heroic failure slips off his shoulders. Having tasted blood, first accidentally, with Polonius, and
then spontaneously but intentionally, by sending Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern to death, Hamlet has ended his old, depressing delay.
He has gone out into the world and done heroic deeds of fighting
and killing on the bounding main. With those deeds he has set the
wheels of inevitable action turning, which allows him to pause one
last time, without bitterness, and almost, though not quite, in perfect
conscience. This time, in place of his old depression, he feels a strange,
“womanly” foreboding, which he feels free, and able, to ignore.

9. Let my disclaiming free me
When Hamlet comes back to Denmark from his aborted voyage, he enters by way of the graveyard, where his troubles will soon
come to their end. The gravedigger mentions the prince, and Hamlet seizes the opportunity to do some opinion polling, to find out
how his plot is playing out in the public mind. Is his alibi of madness holding up as an excuse? And does the public understand that
he was driven mad by disprized love?
Ham.

. . . Why was he sent into England?

Grave. Why, because a was mad. A shall recover his wits
there. Or if a do not, ’tis no great matter there.
Ham.

Why?

Grave. ’Twill not be seen in him there. There the men are
as mad as he.
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Ham.

How came he mad?

Grave. Very strangely, they say.
Ham.

How ‘strangely’?

Grave. Faith, e’en with losing his wits.
Ham.

Upon what ground?

Grave. Why, here in Denmark.
V. i. 145-156

Why, why, why? Hamlet’s quest for a publicly accepted explanation
hits a wall. All his work to establish a motive has gone for nothing:
“for to define true madness,/What is’t but to be nothing else but
mad?” Too bad: if disprized love could have been accepted by the
public as the cause of his madness, it’s a cause that would have had
nothing political about it, and also a cause which, as Polonius knew,
could have been removed, giving hope for Hamlet’s recovery. It’s
the best explanation Hamlet could imagine. But all that careful
groundwork proves too subtle for the average man-in-the-graveyard
to comprehend. Not to mention for the audience. Though the
gravedigger knows that Hamlet might recover—“A shall recover
his wits there”—or might not—the word “mad” gets tossed around
so freely in this scene—applied to Hamlet, to Englishmen, to the
gravedigger and to Yorick—that we have to feel how impossible it
is to pin down a clinical diagnosis of madness so rational and precise that the patient can then be rationally and precisely cured.
Suspicions will always remain. With its projected excuse of madness, and under that its more subtle excuse of love-madness, Hamlet’s
killing of Polonius becomes an experiment, which shows him, in a
glass darkly, how his deep plot to kill Claudius might have worked
out, if Claudius had been where Polonius was. The love-madness
diagnosis he was angling for dispersed by the gravedigger like smoke
in the wind, Hamlet finally gives up on it, and turns his attention
from the public mind to the “whoreson dead body.”
An echo of his old antic disposition comes through in Hamlet’s
considering death “too curiously”. But who wouldn’t have a few
curious thoughts, if they’d just seen the skull of a friend from their
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childhood dug out of the ground? Hamlet’s mood seems familiar
and yet subtly changed. His encounter with real death, though it
makes his bones ache, does not feel angry, or antic, or even very
melancholy—who could stay melancholy in the company of that
gravedigger? Hamlet’s recollected love for Yorick, the master of the
revels, tempers his old puritanical distaste for the “manner” of revelling to which he was born. The old theme of the faithlessness of
woman, which reappears in the line “let her paint an inch thick, to
this favour she must come”, now no longer emphasizes the lady’s
wanton seductive enticements, but instead their ultimate uselessness. It may even allow her a twinge of pity. The dead politician,
who would “circumvent God”, and the lawyer whose cleverness
will never fool death, may reflect the internal collapse of Hamlet’s
politic and lawyerly plot to kill Claudius and escape the guilt.
The king going a progress through the guts of a beggar was an
insult to Claudius; the dust of Alexander stopping a beer barrel
shares in that levelling impulse, with Hamlet again trying to take
the meaning out of royalty so he can kill the king. The difference,
this time, is that his considering also seems more personal, part of
a more real confrontation with death. The recycled Alexander doesn’t
quite sound like Claudius. As the prototypical young conquering
hero, he seems to have more in common with Hamlet. To me
Hamlet’s curious considering about Alexander, and his rhyme about
Caesar stopping a hole to keep the wind away, instead of being part
of his old antic mood, feel more like a movement of his mind
toward the coming moment of truth, and its consequences. He and
Claudius—Alexander and Caesar—are heading for their union in
death. Hamlet’s awe at death’s finality takes on a liberated feeling in
the morbid gaiety of his little verse.
The verse is hardly out of his mouth when his train of thought
gets suddenly deflected, and then amplified, by the shock of Ophelia’s
death, which leads into the fight with Laertes at her grave. Death
keeps getting closer and more real. This clash of two combative young
men, which hinges on their true love for one who is dead, recalls how
Hamlet challenged the sincerity of his mother’s grief for his father
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with his speech about the inner truth of his own grief: “I have that
within which passes show”. He hasn’t had this kind of confidence in
his feelings for a long time—though Ophelia does seem to get lost in
the shuffle. Hamlet’s wounded outrage reveals an edge of exultation in
his newfound power. His mock ranting at Laertes, to prove his grief,
looks at first like the old madness, as Gertrude quickly explains to the
court. But the audience can hear true love in it too, along with a
perplexed feeling of being hurt by Laertes. Hamlet isn’t mad, in the
old way, so much as he’s angry—a feeling confirmed in the next scene,
when he tells Horatio he regrets having gotten so out of control. We
see he’s not a madman slipping down from his mad fit into a depressive state, as Gertrude predicted, but a man who was simply angry,
who now understands the reason why he was angry, and is going
through a normal calming down.
The way he talks to Horatio tells us Hamlet wasn’t mad, or
pretending to be mad, however angry he was, but it doesn’t tell
Laertes. Hamlet’s “towering passion” at Ophelia’s grave serves an
important dramatic purpose: it gives Laertes personally, for the
first and only time, a glimpse of Hamlet acting “mad”—even as we,
who know more than Laertes, are coming to feel that Hamlet’s mad
act has been left behind. If all Laertes knew about Hamlet’s madness came from offstage hearsay, Hamlet’s insanity defense, his claim
that he was mad when he killed Polonius, would lose some crucial
moral and dramatic weight. It would make it harder to believe that
Laertes could be even partly sincere in accepting Hamlet’s excuse,
or in saying that it’s almost against his conscience to kill Hamlet—
or to believe that the two of them could finally be reconciled. When
Hamlet excuses himself for killing Laertes’ father, Laertes can’t plausibly, let alone sincerely, accept his excuse on other people’s sayso.
He’s got to see for himself that it’s true.
In this scene Shakespeare again is walking a dramatic tightrope.
Laertes has to see what he thinks is the mad Hamlet, while the
audience not only does feel, but must feel, that Hamlet is no longer
acting mad. If we saw the same old “mad” Hamlet come back who
has just been so urgently sent away, it would point up the fact that
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Claudius takes no public action to control him. This inconvenient
fact escapes notice, in the last act, because Shakespeare beautifully
distracts the audience, with the graveyard scene, the fight at the
grave, and the looming plot to kill Hamlet, and also by making us
feel this overall calming of Hamlet’s mood. It does seem, even if
we don’t quite think about it consciously, that the sea voyage, in a
mysterious way, has cured him.
Hamlet’s disclaimer to Laertes extends the aftermath of his
intended plot against Claudius in this parallel world of reality. The
accidental experiment set in motion by Polonius’s death suggests,
by what happens when the plot fails, what might have happened if
it had succeeded. Hamlet’s alibi for killing the king was ready and
waiting. The perfect opportunity arose, and he grabbed it—or
thought he did. Now he excuses himself for killing Polonius by
saying that his madness did the deed, exactly as he had hoped to
excuse himself for killing the king. His “gentle entertainment” to
Laertes comes in the form of an apology—or, as it turns out, a plea
of not guilty by reason of insanity. Hamlet presents his excuse in
language so public and formal it would not be out of place if he
were standing on a stage beside the body of a dead king: “This
presence knows . . . I am punished with a sore distraction./What I
have done . . . I here proclaim was madness . . . in this audience,/
Let my disclaiming . . . Free me . . . .” Except that having killed the
wrong man, Hamlet may be somewhat more sincere, in defending
himself to Laertes, than he would have been in explaining to the
public how his madness, and not his true self, had killed Claudius.
Even with our inside knowledge of his plan “To put an antic
disposition on”, having witnessed Hamlet’s killing of Polonius it’s
hard to feel that his insanity defense is nothing but a simple,
straightforward lie. If he was faking madness at the moment of the
killing, he was also really, hysterically, enraged. In stabbing through
the arras Hamlet may think, or hope, he’s killing the king, but he
doesn’t know; and there’s something mad, not calculated, about
that blind stab in the dark. Whatever method Hamlet’s madness
conceals, killing Polonius was not the “purpos’d evil” he had in
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mind. Despite his callous flippancy about this “foolish prating
knave”, and the way he exits lugging off Polonius’s “guts”, Hamlet
also really does feel sorry that he killed him: “For this same lord/I
do repent”.
Laertes responds to Hamlet’s insanity defense in a way that
suggests how the public might have reacted if Hamlet had given the
same excuse for killing Claudius: he both believes Hamlet and
does not believe him. His own secret revenge plot has built up too
much momentum by now for him to pull back in time to stop it; so
despite his claim to accept, for the moment, Hamlet’s excuse, and
his friendship—“I do receive your offer’d love like love/And will
not wrong it”—he goes ahead and kills him. His pact with the king
spurs him on even beyond his own desire for revenge, and so does
his youthful competitive urge to beat Hamlet in the fencing match.
Stung by Claudius’s putdown, when he says he doesn’t think Laertes
will touch Hamlet, Laertes stabs him in a sneak attack, partly in
anger that he’s losing the game. Whatever their source, the forces
that unite to kill Hamlet get focused on that poisoned sword’s point
by his killing of Polonius. Killing a man’s father, like killing a king,
releases demons. Reason may try to recapture them, but demons,
once they’ve escaped, are hard to put back in the cage.

10. Divided from herself and her fair judgment
Hamlet’s plot to kill the king and then excuse himself, and say
he was mad, gets played out, like a shadow play, with Polonius in
the role of the assassinated Caesar. As Hamlet was afraid it would,
the assassination causes chaos in the state, very briefly, by sparking
Laertes’ revolt, though Claudius, supposedly acting like a wise and
just king, quickly tames that eruption. He persuades Laertes to
calm down, and find out the truth about what happened to his
father—a movement that mirrors Hamlet’s search for objective evidence of his own father’s murder. At the same time the killing
causes another kind of chaos, in Ophelia’s mind. As Laertes calms
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down, and agrees to investigate his father’s killing with the help of
his “wisest friends”, he moves toward the middle, toward Hamlet,
who wavers between these two extremes, unable to go all the way
into either one: the revenging attack of Laertes, or Ophelia’s real
descent into madness.
Knowing as much as we do about Hamlet and Claudius, the
audience may tend to forget how completely Shakespeare separates
the main plot from the subplot. Most of the characters, but particularly those in the subplot—the Polonius family—know only a small
part of what’s going on. Ophelia, like her brother and father, knows
nothing at all about Claudius’s secret murder or Hamlet’s delayed
revenge. As far as she can see, this tragedy is the story of a young
prince in love, who when he gets cut off from Ophelia for being a
suspected seducer, goes mad and kills her obstructing father. Ophelia
was only obeying orders when she shut the door on Hamlet, but
she’s distraught about what happened, and must feel guilty herself,
because she refused his offered love.
As Kenneth Branagh directs the nunnery scene, Hamlet while
he’s talking to Ophelia hears a noise that alerts him to the eavesdroppers. He asks Ophelia “Where’s your father?” and she answers,
“At home, my lord”—but he knows she’s lying. That lie touches off
Hamlet’s enraged search behind the mirrored doors, which shows
Ophelia how “mad” he is. Kate Winslet beautifully brings out
Ophelia’s reluctance to lie, which suggests that her guilt about lying
to Hamlet—outwardly siding with the authorities against him, as
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern did—may contribute to her going
mad. Since in the movie Hamlet and Ophelia have already been to
bed together, Branagh would have trouble suggesting Hamlet’s disgust with his own lust, or making the un-innocent Ophelia feel
guilty for arousing it—the way Frances Barber showed her feeling
guilty as she rebuttoned the neck of her dress. Both potential sources
of Ophelia’s sense of guilt—her arousing Hamlet’s lust and her betraying him—help make it easier to understand how she could go
mad. Both motivations could be combined. But I can’t confidently
believe that Shakespeare intended either of these sources of guilt to
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help drive Ophelia mad. She may feel guilty enough just for being,
as she thinks, the cause of Hamlet’s “love-madness”.
Love and lust, desire and the fear of desire, loyalty and guilt,
grief and anger get mixed up in Ophelia the way they get mixed up
in Hamlet. Ophelia feels deep grief for Hamlet’s madness, for her
father’s death and hurried burial, and because she knows that Laertes
is bound to take revenge. Should she be loyal to her father, and
encourage that revenge? Or should she, especially knowing what
she knows about why he was killed, beg her brother to forgive
Hamlet? And then what would she do, accept Hamlet’s excuse,
believe he was cured, and marry her father’s killer? Like Hamlet,
she can find no way out. Ophelia goes mad not just from “Conceit
upon her father”, as Claudius explains it, but because of who killed
him, and why. Her mind is torn apart, along the faultlines of her
conflicting loves and loyalties; she’s “Divided from herself and her
fair judgment”—or maybe her judgments are divided among
themselves, and her mind along with them. Writing Ophelia’s mad
dialogue to make her show some of Hamlet’s antic wildness, but in
a way that goes clearly over the edge, into full-scale madness—and
yet a madness with method in it, a method that unconsciously reveals
the emotional forces tearing her mind apart—took talent.
At the start of the mad scene, Gertrude says she won’t see
Ophelia; so the two gentlemen, one of whom is Horatio, have to
persuade her to let Ophelia come in. Gertrude is afraid to see her
because of her own guilt. To protect Hamlet, to excuse his killing
of Polonius, Gertrude promoted the story of Hamlet’s madness,
which she may only half believe, and she must feel guiltily glad
when he escapes the great axe of retribution by being sent to England.
By witnessing the killing, and then conspiring with the killer to
cover it up, Gertrude plays a role in Polonius’s death that parallels
the role Hamlet suspected her of playing in the death of his father.
Ophelia now approaches like the ghost of the accusing Hamlet.
Just before Ophelia enters, she makes her first mad appearance
offstage, in the gentleman’s description, the way Hamlet first appeared mad in Ophelia’s report of the episode in her closet. Both
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gentlemen, working together, persuade Gertrude to change her mind,
and admit Ophelia. They do it first with a Christian argument—
“Her mood will needs be pitied”—and then with a patriotic one:
“she may strew/Dangerous conjectures in ill-breeding minds.” This
patriotic speaker is Horatio, who at the end of the play, trying again
to counteract “Dangerous conjectures”, moves to tell Hamlet’s story
to the world, “while men’s minds are wild”, to calm them down
and help keep the state under orderly control.
Gertrude, trying to keep her guilty fear under control, gives in
and admits Ophelia. She enters, according to the first quarto, “with
her hair down, playing on a lute.” Ellen Terry, rehearsing the role
opposite Henry Irving in 1878, told Irving her plans for the costume:
“In the last scene I wear a transparent, black dress.”
Henry did not wag an eyelid.
. . . The next day Lacy [an emissary from Irving] came up
to me:
“You didn’t really mean that you are going to wear black in
the mad scene?”
“Yes, I did. Why not?”
“Why not! My God! Madam, there must be only one black
figure in this play, and that’s Hamlet!”
Terry 170-71

On hearing this, Terry says, “I did feel a fool”—and she switches
to white. But a century later, Frances Barber mentions casually that
she wore black in her mad scene, as if no one would have thought
of objecting; and this decision, which so upset Irving, seems in
1984 a restrained retreat from “Nicola Padgett’s erotically agonised
Ophelia, wearing black from the beginning” in 1974 (Trewin 160).
To me a black dress in the mad scene makes a good dramatic
match with Hamlet’s “suits of solemn black” in mourning for his father. What Irving didn’t see is that Ophelia’s mad scene holds Ophelia
up as a mirror of Hamlet. Shakespeare distorts that mirror enough to
show, along with the reflection of Hamlet’s mind, that Ophelia really
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has crossed the border into madness. J.C. Trewin says that for a long
time actors and directors shrank from crossing that border. Ophelia’s
madness used to be played in a much more genteel, controlled way
than it usually is today. Trewin says, “It would be a shock when, in
our post-war theatre, Ophelia began to go genuinely mad. . . . More
actresses were thinking independently, searching for new ways to express a set-piece that for so long seemed to have been grafted on to the
play, not a terrifying part of the narrative” (126).
Though it might be too obvious, dressing Laertes in red in this
scene would be one way to bring out the contrast between the
revenger and the madwoman: the two halves of Hamlet: the extremes of blood and tears he’s torn between. Claudius, as he tries to
calm Laertes down, could be dressed in royal blue—or maybe,
ironically, in white.
Ophelia’s mad dialogue, and her songs, as Harold Jenkins says,
express her jumbled feelings about both her father and Hamlet.
When Claudius interprets it all as “Conceit upon her father”, he
alerts the audience, with his obvious oversimplification, that the
truth goes deeper than that. At the beginning of the play, Claudius
also tried to explain Hamlet’s “unmanly grief ” as an overreaction to
his father’s death, when Hamlet was grieving about more than his
death. Polonius’s “obscure funeral” gives Ophelia, like Hamlet, something beyond her father’s death to mourn for. Like Hamlet, she
shows a suppressed anger that he “to the grave did not go/With
true-love showers.” She also feels the oncoming revenge moving
toward Hamlet: “My brother shall know of it”—a revenge about
which she must feel hopelessly ambivalent. She speaks with a flippant disrespect for the authorities, a disrespect licensed, like
Hamlet’s, by her madness, and hands out flowers that slyly suggest
the sins of their recipients. She departs saying “Good night, ladies,
good night. Sweet ladies, good night, good night”, as Hamlet left
his mother saying repeated goodnights; and also as he left Claudius
saying, “Farewell, dear mother”: madly, but methodically, refusing
to acknowledge men.
Ophelia in her madness expands on the themes that Hamlet thrust
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upon her so obsessively in the two scenes they shared, the nunnery
scene and the play scene. She mixes together images of faithful love
and faithless lust. Hamlet harangued her with his theory that beauty
corrupted honesty, and now beauty, and maybe sweetness too, have
become, to the mad Ophelia, synonyms for faithlessness. Her first
line to Gertrude, “Where is the beauteous majesty of Denmark?” is an
insult. With these words Ophelia—or maybe not Ophelia, but her
madness—ironically accuses Gertrude of the frailty and faithlessness
that Hamlet has been accusing her of from the beginning. If “beauteous” just meant beauteous, the line would be what it satirizes: a piece
of courtly flattery. The irony helps make it sound mad: a sane Ophelia
would not insult the queen.
When Gertrude then asks, “How now, Ophelia?” Ophelia picks
up on “How”—and may turn it into “How know”:
How should I your true love know
From another one?
By his cockle hat and staff
And his sandal shoon.
IV. v. 23-6

The first two lines respond to an unheard question: a woman searching for her lover has asked someone if they’ve seen him, and now in
reply they ask for a description, which she gives in the last two
lines. Her lover was dressed as a pilgrim, which is enough to make
the identification:
He is dead and gone, lady.
He is dead and gone.
At his head a grass-green turf,
At his heels a stone.
IV. v. 29-32

What once was a simple song becomes confusing when Ophelia
sings it. We listen and botch the words up fit to our own thoughts,
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searching for clues with the rest of the detectives. When the song
opens with a lover, it seems to be about Hamlet, who could also be
seen as the pure young pilgrim. The image of a lover going as a
pilgrim to the shrine of his love was a poetic cliché. But then it
moves on to someone “dead and gone”, who sounds like Polonius—
though Hamlet is gone too, and Ophelia may think of him as dead,
or as good as dead, to her. Father and lover, in her mind, are both
permanently gone.
The whole court knows that “Hamlet in madness hath Polonius
slain”, and that now he’s “mad and sent into England.” The news
may not have reached Laertes, who is hiding out, but Ophelia must
have heard it all. She can’t have gone mad only because of Polonius’s
death, or even because of his unceremonious burial—any more
than Hamlet, however disturbed he was by his father’s death and
speedy burial, went “mad” at that stage. Ophelia’s madness would
lose dramatic force, and credibility, if we didn’t feel it was caused
by the fact that her father has been killed by her would-be lover. If
she didn’t know that, would she go mad? And if she can’t take revenge on Hamlet herself, couldn’t even if she wanted to, she knows
that her brother will.
Ophelia’s mind disintegrates not only because Hamlet killed
her father, but because she can’t help believing that he killed him
because of her: driven mad by frustrated love. Hamlet tried to use
his “love-madness” as an excuse to kill the king, but instead he
killed the man Ophelia would have expected her love-mad lover to
kill: the father who stood in his way. As an audience in the theater,
we don’t follow this train of inferences very consciously. We may
feel, in Ophelia’s madness, a suggestion of what Hamlet has only
narrowly escaped; and feel also the powerful and tragic effect on
Ophelia of a killing that Hamlet at the time seemed to take so
lightly. When mighty opposites clash, the little people, even those
most loved by the mighty contenders, can be destroyed. But I think
a deeper and more detailed mirroring of Hamlet and Ophelia can
still be expressed on the stage, and that Shakespeare wanted to
suggest that resemblance.
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To recognize how they mirror each other we have to keep in
mind, and maybe somehow be reminded, that Ophelia can only see
herself as a young woman in love with the prince, who acts as if
he’s in love with her, until, driven to madness by her apparent
refusal, he kills her obstructing father, which must bring on her
brother’s revenge. Her feelings about her lover and her father are
hopelessly mixed. Trapped in this cauldron of irreconcilable
emotions she can find no way out but to go mad and die.
Like Hamlet, Ophelia responds to her father’s death by falling
into a madness that still shows signs of method. In Hamlet the
method mostly outweighs the madness; in Ophelia, the madness,
with its more devious methods, has taken over. The method in her
madness shows in the way Ophelia, mad as she is, can still prick
the consciences of Gertrude and Claudius with her little needling
stabs at the truth, those angry but indirect arrows shot across the
boundaries of sanity and decorum.
Singing two more verses of what sounds like the same song,
Ophelia goes on with this lament of a woman whose lover—or is it
her father?—has died, recalling sadly, and angrily, that his flowerlarded body “ . . . bewept to the ground did not go/With true-love
showers.” The insistent “not” brings out the bitterness of an
unmourned death, and ties the “hugger-mugger” burial of Polonius
to the death of King Hamlet, who also, as Hamlet believes, went to
his grave with no “true-love showers.” The words “true love”, in
both the first and last lines, reveal the shadow of a doubt. “How
should I your true love know/From another one?” may also mean,
on first hearing, “How should I your true love know/From another
kind?” Or, “How can I tell if your love is true?” Going bewept to
the ground with no true love showers may not only mean dying in
a foreign land, with your true love far away—as in the song—but
dying at home, and going bewept to the ground with false love
showers. In Ophelia’s mouth this sad song acquires a note of doubt
about whether the surviving lover’s love was false or true.
As the song ends, Claudius tries to speak to her: “How do you,
pretty lady?” and Ophelia takes “pretty lady” as an insult—like
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“beauteous majesty”—the same way she treats the next “Pretty
Ophelia” as “an oath”. (While “By Cock”, according to Ophelia, is
not an oath.) She acts as if calling her pretty is a backhanded way of
calling her dishonest, and responds in a tone that echoes Hamlet’s
insulting antic flippancy:
Well, good dild you. They say the owl was a baker’s daughter. Lord, we know what we are, but know not what we may
be. God be at your table.
IV. v. 42-4

Polonius, when he first meets the mad Hamlet, asks him how he’s
doing. Hamlet answers “Well, God a mercy”, and then starts talking crazily about Polonius as a fishmonger, who should guard his
daughter against lust. Ophelia, answering the same question, says
she’s well and then talks crazily about a baker’s daughter, who in
the old story was turned into an owl for refusing to fulfill the pure
desire of Jesus for bread. With “what we may be” she wonders
about the consequences of sin, melding an Ovidian image of bodily
metamorphosis with the Christian fear of damnation. She’s echoing
Hamlet’s fear of damnation, along with his antic remarks on the
transformations of age and death: the king’s progress through the
guts of a beggar, the diet of worms, Alexander stopping a bunghole,
and the lady who, “let her paint an inch thick, to this favour she
must come.” We know not what we may be in the future, transformed into an owl, in hell, or merely in the ground.
Her “good dild you”, a contraction of “God yield you”—or
reward you—has more than a double meaning. It could mean, “God
requite you for your part in my father’s unmourned death.” But the
impression of flippant disrespect is reinforced by the way it brings
in the sound “dild”, as in “dildo”, a close relative of “By Cock, they
are to blame”, inserting an obscene hint into that purportedly respectful line. Her later “By Cock” also helps confirm the suggestive
potential of “his cockle hat and staff ”. Actors and directors can
express the discord inside Ophelia by playing with these double
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entendres, letting the pilgrim’s badges of purity insinuate the opposite of purity, mixing purity and impurity together, the way love and
lust, beauty and dishonesty, intertwine in Ophelia’s mind. Those
two “opposites”, love and lust, get mixed up in her songs along with
those other two opposites, her father and her lover. When after the
first verse Gertrude asks, “Alas, sweet lady, what imports this song?”
Ophelia, who may take “sweet lady” as another insult, tells Gertrude
to shut up and listen—“Say you? Nay, pray you mark.” Her songs
show Gertrude pictures of two men, a lover and a father; but the
pictures get confused.
Both the songs Ophelia sings in her first mad scene, or the first
part of her mad scene, start with the hope of finding a true lover
and end in despair. One song sums up the theme in that youthfully
hopeful “grass-green turf ” that comes barely before “At his heels a
stone.” Moving from head to heels, from green turf to stone, this
image shows youth and death encapsulated, like Beckett’s “We give
birth astride a grave.”
Through Ophelia’s jumbled images, the sudden unripe end of
life connects with the sudden souring of true love when it’s infected
with lust, or with the suspicion of lust. Her madly mixed feelings
revolve around an unanswered question: which is the real sin, the
lust or the suspicion?
The baker’s daughter who refused Jesus bread and was turned
into an owl echoes Ophelia’s shutting out of Hamlet. The woman’s
identity as a daughter recalls her father’s part in the act—and her
primary identity as a dutiful daughter; but Ophelia still feels, in her
derangement, guilty for obeying Polonius’s command, and driving Hamlet mad. He may not have been a seducer, as Polonius warned, but a
true lover, whose desire was as innocent as Jesus’s hunger for bread.
When Claudius says her madness is all “Conceit upon her father”,
Ophelia tells him, “Lets have no words of this but when they ask you
what it means, say you this”—and sings her Valentine song. Like Hamlet
at the Mousetrap play, Ophelia puts down Claudius’s glib explanation
of what her madness “means” by singing another song, this one unmistakably about a would-be lover, who turns out to be a seducer.
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In her Valentine song the maid doesn’t turn her lover away.
She’s the one who goes begging, or offering, at the young man’s
window. He doesn’t refuse her but opens the door and takes what’s
offered. Then having got what he wanted he breaks his faith, the
way her two advisers, Polonius and Laertes, warned Ophelia that
Hamlet might break his. She sucked the honey of his music vows—
the holy vows of heaven—and her Valentine turned out to be an
arrant knave. Ophelia, unlike the maid, took the advice of her
father and brother, the co-stewards of her virtue, which was supposed to save her from succumbing to a seducer’s lust; but instead it
may have kept her from finding her true love—and driven Hamlet
mad. Was Ophelia right or wrong to refuse him? Was Hamlet Jesus,
the pure pilgrim, whom she wronged by shutting her door, or was
he the faithless Valentine? The first view of Hamlet and the second,
the lover and the seducer, can no longer be disentangled. The two
scenarios keep crazily morphing into each other, replaying like bad
dreams in her fragmented mind.
In her first goodbye, Ophelia plays the royal role, ordering
“Come, my coach” like a fairy-tale princess. It’s as if she’s married
Hamlet in secret, and become his queen, when she is really “I of
ladies most deject and wretched”, and she’s going not up but down.
“Good night, ladies,” besides echoing Hamlet’s repeated goodnights
to his mother after he killed Polonius, erases the men who are
standing in front of her. She may be turning her world, wishfully,
into a gentle, non-heroic place of sweet ladies only; but it’s the
ladies, and that old, innocent sweetness, that are really disappearing, as sweetness turns into an insult, and the men move into their
end game. With “Good night, ladies,” she’s saying good night to
womanly gentleness, to Gertrude, and to herself, who will soon be
not a lady but something unknown. Foreshadowing her death, she
orders her coach to take her away.
Ophelia’s exit clears the way for Laertes’ entrance at the head of
his oceanic mob. The scene abruptly shifts to the opposite reaction, the male reaction, the heroic reaction, to a father’s death: not
madness in the mind but madness in the state; not derangement,
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but revenge. Gertrude and Claudius work together to keep Laertes’
rage under control. Claudius, asking the right questions for the
wrong reasons, persuades Laertes to delay until he can investigate
his father’s death, and make sure he’s taking revenge on the right
man. Then Ophelia comes back in, inflaming Laertes’ rage again,
and again Claudius calms him down, and gets him to think more
precisely on the event. In this long scene, madness alternates with
rage, which erupts in wild vows and then finds prudent reasons for
delaying revenge. Very soon that prudent rage will disguise its revenge with a secret plot. Hamlet’s mind keeps operating on stage
even while Hamlet is somewhere at sea.
When Ophelia comes in the second time, the way Hamlet says
goodbye and then comes back, she’s carrying flowers—in some productions imaginary ones—as if this were a wedding or a festival. Like
Perdita in The Winter’s Tale, when she plays “Flora peering in April’s
front,” Ophelia might be entering as the rose of May, a symbol of
youth, hope and love. But here the celebration has gone sour. Flowers
also go with funerals, and Ophelia turns hers into images of loss by
handing out flowers of faithlessness and rue. I think the rue and the
daisy probably go together, and are handed to Gertrude, because she is
the one Ophelia would most naturally associate herself with, by giving herself some rue too. Fennel and columbines, standing for flattery
and cuckoldry, seem like a more impersonal and dismissive gift, and
one better suited to the king. When she gives flowers of thoughts and
remembrance to Laertes, his naive response gives that gift an ironic
twist. He sees her turning hell “to favour and to prettiness”, unaware
that to Ophelia favor and prettiness have mutated into hellish badges
of dishonest lust. She’s trapped in a hell where “Pretty Ophelia” has
become an oath, and “beauteous majesty” an insult. His sentimental
“Thoughts and remembrance fitted” distantly recalls that other remembrance Hamlet vowed to the ghost, a remembrance mysteriously
interrupted by thinking too precisely on the event. For thoughts and
remembrance to go together means revenge.
There’s no way to be sure, even of how the line should read,
but it seems at least plausible to think of Ophelia giving her
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instruction, “You must sing A-down a-down” to Claudius and
Gertrude, demanding a lament for Polonius. Then she moves on to
give Laertes his part, “and you Call him a-down-a”, which may be
a musical version of Laertes calling Hamlet down in revenge. “O,
how the wheel becomes it!” beyond being about the refrain of a
song, could then also, underneath that, refer to the wheel of retribution coming inevitably around. I may be stretching it already, but
to go even further, her next line could be a mad recognition of
Laertes, as if, in another distorted mirror, he were a fantasy version
of Hamlet: “It is the false steward that stole his master’s daughter.”
I don’t mean to say that Ophelia has incestuous fantasies about her
brother, but that with both Hamlet and Laertes some vow of faith,
some assumed stewardship, has been called into question. Laertes
may partly stand, in her imagination, for what he and Hamlet share:
the potentially faithless nature of passionate young men. At the
same time, this image might also link Laertes with Polonius, that
other would-be steward of her virtue, a role she ironically recalled
before in the line, “And so I thank you for your good counsel.” Her
brother’s and father’s collective stewardship of Ophelia, their counsel to beware of that daughter-thief Hamlet, must be, in her mind,
what originally set in motion this unstoppable wheel of death and
revenge.
As she hands out the last of her flowers, with “I would give you
some violets, but they withered all when my father died”, Ophelia
tacks on a false happy ending: “They say a made a good end.” It’s
part of the horror of his death that Polonius, like Hamlet’s father,
died unshriven, and must now be in hell. Then she abruptly jumps
to a song about the happy beginning of love, “For bonny sweet
Robin is all my joy.” She sings only one line: it’s the false start of a
false hope. This sudden jump from death to love, father to lover,
and then back to her last death song, is her final and most extreme
leaping between opposites, the climax of Ophelia’s madness; it may
even include, in the deep background, her last leap from death to
the hope of a happy ending for the soul. With her last words, praying
for “all Christian souls”, Ophelia prays for her father, for Hamlet
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and for herself. And to this note of Christian mercy Laertes responds,
“Do you see this, O God?”, calling to God for vengeance. He misses
the point of her prayer; but the most ironic vengeance comes at her
funeral, when Ophelia’s death, with its rumored cause—seeking
her own salvation—leads an ignorant public, and a merciless priest,
to throw doubt on her right to a Christian burial.
No character in Hamlet shows more Christianity, or more filial piety—or more bawdiness—than Ophelia. Until she goes mad,
she dutifully obeys her father, even to the point of cutting Hamlet
off, with a self-effacing perfection that has to contribute to her
going mad. The sexual thoughts, feelings and desires that she’s
smothered in her piety break out in her Valentine song. The song
isn’t just bawdy; it’s a moral tale, that uses sexual images to expose
and denounce an unfaithful seducer—what the men in her life,
including Hamlet, warned her Hamlet might be.
Ophelia’s song sounds mad partly because it’s so explicit, even
blasphemous: “Young men will do’t if they come to’t—/By Cock,
they are to blame.” The modest, pious, sane Ophelia could never
have sung those words in public, and probably not in private. I
don’t believe she and Hamlet went to bed together, as in Branagh’s
movie, or Shakespeare would have shown better evidence for it
than her mad bawdiness. Besides, lovers in his plays don’t usually
go to bed together unless they’re at least secretly married. Madness
gives her a freedom to release thoughts that in her right mind she
would have tried to hide. Hamlet’s “madness” gives him some of
that same freedom to let loose his tongue—and also to let loose his
lust for revenge, by mistakenly killing Polonius. Ophelia’s last words,
though, come back to Christianity with a prayer for mercy. Her
prayer may sound more deeply truthful because it comes from the
other side of her mad freedom, where it’s no longer prescribed by
duty. She sings, and speaks, this prayer, whether she knows it or
not, to murderous and revengeful men, which makes it, at this
moment, seem that much more mad: “God a mercy on his soul./
And of all Christian souls. God buy you.” Then, hanging sexual
love-garlands on the willow, she falls into “the weeping brook”,
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and chanting “snatches of old lauds,” sinks down “To muddy death.”
Her death scene sums up what her madness suggested: that she was
driven mad by an irreconcilable conflict of love and duty. That the
“crownet weeds”, symbolizing love, and the “old lauds”, suggesting
piety, somehow go together, at the end, gives a feeling of mysterious reconciliation, in madness and death, of what she could not
reconcile in life.

The gravedigger, who thinks that Ophelia drowned herself,
feels the injustice of her being buried in sacred ground: “Is she to
be buried in Christian burial, when she wilfully seeks her own
salvation?” The beautiful irony in that phrase, “wilfully seeks her
own salvation”, brings out a paradox of Christian belief. A pious
Christian, trying faithfully to live according to God’s word, could
be said to “wilfully seek her own salvation”. Yet “will”, and “wilfully”, carried for Shakespeare a strong suggestion of sexual lust.
His own self-image may have been complicated, in a mind always
playing with words, because he saw “grace and rude will” as opposites, and his name was Will. Two sonnets, 135 and 136, play with
this conceit: “Make but my name thy love, and love that still,/And
then thou lov’st me,—for my name is Will.” Wilfullness involves a
lust that perversely resists civilizing influences, like parental advice, with an ungracious rudeness, a self-will that goes against piety
and obedience. As the gravedigger uses it, “wilfully” brings to mind
a spoiled child, who can’t wait, in humble readiness, for the proper
time but wilfully demands salvation now. Since the point of Christian virtue is to endure with patience “the whips and scorns of
time” to earn the rewards of heaven in eternity, it’s wilful disobedience to jump the gun and try to leap at will into heaven by killing
yourself. If you could live virtuously, kill yourself and go directly to
heaven, suicide, in the Christian world, might kill more people
than the plague. If what you seek is salvation, in the next life, why
not kill yourself to get there? The reason that won’t work is that
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God has “fix’d/His canon ’gainst self-slaughter”, and warned that to
“seek salvation” by killing yourself won’t get you into heaven. Just
the opposite. So a Christian could not wilfully seek her own salvation by killing herself. Because we supposedly know all this, the
gravedigger’s phrase, in its garbled thought, helps make one thing clear:
the sin it refers to, suicide, was not wilfully committed by Ophelia.
The gravedigger and his friend think that “the truth an’t” is that
“If this had not been a gentlewoman, she should have been buried
out o’ Christian burial.” The “churlish priest” agrees:
Her death was doubtful;
And but that great command o’ersways the order,
She should in ground unsanctified been lodg’d
Till the last trumpet . . . .
V. i. 220-23

It’s all too much for Ophelia-lovers, like Laertes and the audience,
to take. For the gentle, pious Ophelia to be slandered this way
hurts. It’s hard to do anything but hope and believe that Laertes will
be proved right when he tells the priest “A minist’ring angel shall
my sister be/When thou liest howling.” When calumny pulls down
the earthly reputations of the virtuous, the last hope for justice lies
in God.
Ophelia’s burial brings home the crucial difference between
her public reputation and the true inner state of her soul. Ophelia,
as the audience knows, was mad, and cannot be held responsible
for drowning herself. At the same time, Shakespeare makes the
gravedigger, at least, sympathetic. Ignorant as he is of Ophelia, he’s
right about the favoritism routinely shown by “the crowner”, representing the king, to his fellow gentlefolk. The churlish priest, on
the other hand, shows an unforgiveable lack of pity, unforgiveable
especially in a priest. Beyond his professed piety, he should also
know and understand, better than the gravedigger, that Ophelia
was mad. Even so, the excuse of madness always does seem a little
doubtful, even when, as with Ophelia, it’s most true. The true
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moral state of the mad, not to mention the sane, is very difficult to
judge. Madness is madness because we don’t understand it. We
only know it, we think, when we see it.
Ophelia’s death can’t help seeming “doubtful” to those who,
unlike the audience, have not seen her madness at first hand. The
priest, whatever “doubt” he may feel about her death, becomes
terrible in his pitilessness, not only because of the “shards, flints
and pebbles” he wants to throw down on poor Ophelia, but because of his lack of doubt that he’s right: his terrible certainty that
she, the fair and gentle Ophelia, should be buried in shamefully
unsanctified ground. That he represents the official line of the church
shows how far the church can be from knowing the moral truth
about a person’s life. Nevertheless, despite that ignorance, it still
has the earthly power to judge Ophelia. Even “great authority” cannot drag more than these “maimed rites” out of the churlish priest’s
unforgiving order. Hamlet was right when he told Ophelia that she
“shalt not escape calumny”. This painfully “maimed” burial suggests what will happen to Hamlet’s own reputation if, even in “madness”, he commits the far more serious, public crime of regicide.
Ophelia’s funeral acts as a warning that even fully genuine madness may not be accepted by the public as an adequate excuse
for crime. It shows how a perfectly innocent person can have
her earthly reputation destroyed, can leave behind a very
“wounded name”, when she really deserved to be pitied, not condemned.

11. When they ask you what it means
All the method I’ve been trying to bring out in the true madness
of Ophelia, and the put-on madness of Hamlet, may not have been
put there consciously, or even unconsciously, by Shakespeare. I
may be wrong about many things; but even when I’m right, not all
of what is there can easily be expressed in performing the play.
Some of these thoughts might give actors hints about motivations
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they could use, even if to the audience those motivations would
never be more than hints. To see the difficulty, try making “the
beauteous majesty of Denmark” sound like an insult—though not
quite a conscious insult. It’s an insult because being beautiful now,
in Ophelia’s madness, has become for her, as she was taught by
Hamlet, a sure sign of dishonesty. To fit Ophelia’s character, that
line, beyond accusing Gertrude of complicity in Polonius’s death,
would have to express, somehow, Ophelia’s disillusionment and
despair at coming to share Hamlet’s mad belief that beauty cannot
be faithful and honorable. That’s one reason this beautiful young
girl goes mad.
It can be very hard to bring out, onstage, meanings that have
waited to be uncovered in slow reading and long thought. The way
that problem arises, with this play, shows the at least double face of
Hamlet. If like most people who have seen the play you don’t see
Hamlet putting on madness to establish his alibi for revenge, for
example, then what do you see? Does his madness then seem
unintelligible, a dramatic flaw, an artistic mistake? Even if the actors
were trying to show you Hamlet’s deep plot to take secret revenge,
would they succeed? If they did, the shifting nature of that submerged
plot would leave his madness still mysterious, partly real and partly
put on, though with a mystery different from the older mystery,
when his deep plot would never have entered the actor’s, or the
audience’s, minds. Some productions have tried to suggest other
motives, like the Freudian solution. Others have left it probably
about the way most audiences, and readers, have found it. They
experience this play as the story of a young man driven almost mad
by his secret, and his assigned task, who puts on his mad act for
reasons not very clear, but possibly to disguise his rage, to confuse
the opposition, and to relieve some of the pressure bursting out
from inside him. Not being able to channel his emotion into
immediate revenge, because he’s naturally a hesitant sort of person,
he has to find some other way to let it out, to let his tongue loose to
wag. It may be that most of the audience will not recognize any
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more motivation than that even in a production that’s carefully
designed to suggest the deep plot outlined here.
So is everything I’ve said more or less worthless—or at least
meager? I’d prefer to think of it as suggestive. Stretching down from
what can be brought to the surface of the play are murkier and
murkier depths, waiting to be penetrated by the light of creative
acting and directing, a light that will never reach all the way to the
bottom, and goes wrong when it thinks it does. One purpose of this
kind of investigation is to show whatever swims below the surface
that may, however slightly, make its influence felt in the dramatic
currents visible and audible on the stage. Considering that the plot
I’ve described never fully surfaces in Hamlet’s conscious mind, maybe
that’s the way the audience ought to experience it too.

12. Mighty opposites
When Laertes and Claudius reappear, having completed their
inquest into Polonius’s death, the revenging spirit in Laertes has
been rekindled, but tempered with a new calculation. I think the
audience only becomes vaguely aware of how the elaborate conspiracy in which Laertes now joins Claudius reflects the complexity of Hamlet’s revenging side. Laertes attacks like the ideal heroic
Hamlet, and is then slowed down and turned toward secrecy by
Claudius. Between Laertes and Claudius revenge and caution conspire, as they do in Hamlet, to create a secret plot to take revenge
and make it look like an accident. Claudius persuades Laertes to
keep the revenge a secret, and accomplish it by the unheroic trick
of an envenomed and unbated sword—a sword to be thrust, we
might say, through an arras of carefully contrived deception. To
keep Laertes fired up he asks him the painful question Hamlet can’t
stop asking himself: did he really love his father, or is he “a face
without a heart?” And when Laertes asks Claudius why he has not
acted against Hamlet, Claudius’s answer recapitulates most of
the motives for delaying revenge that Hamlet does not want to
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acknowledge in himself: to spare Gertrude, to avoid chaos in the
state and to save his own skin. Together the two of them now hatch
their secret revenge plot, designed to avoid any “wind of blame”—
even from Gertrude. And just at the moment when they figuratively, and maybe literally, shake hands to seal the bargain, “A cry
within” gives the first sign that Ophelia has been drowned.
Ophelia’s death scene, as Gertrude beautifully describes it, brings
into a sad harmony the themes of her life. The tree of lost love, the
willow, shows its hoar leaves in the glassy stream, mirroring in that
frosty underside the thought of winter in spring, the white poll of
her father, and her own approaching premature death. The garlands she clambers to hang on the willow, like the “long purples,/
That liberal shepherds give a grosser name,/But our cold maids do
dead men’s fingers call them”, again express, like the flowers in her
mad scene, Ophelia’s jumbled thoughts and feelings. Those sexual,
deathly flowers that cold maids, with a prudishness critically emphasized by Gertrude, won’t give their grosser name, allude both to
her father’s death and to the virginal shying away from sex that
marks both Hamlet and Ophelia as immature. At the same time, in
their grosser aspect, they express the burgeoning desire frustrated
by her father’s prohibition, by Hamlet’s disgust with lust, and now
by death.
Hamlet, unlike Ophelia, comes of age before he dies. He gets
over that disgust with lust, symbolized by the “faithlessness” of
woman, and emerges where he can say, with no more contradictions, “I lov’d Ophelia.” It’s too late; he reaches maturity only to
die; but Ophelia doesn’t get there at all. She takes the path of no
resistance, of insanity, and floats downstream on the yielding water, “as one native and indued unto that element.” “Incapable of her
own distress”, she dies singing pious “lauds”, hymns praising God,
while she drifts, “mermaidlike”—recalling Hamlet’s image of the
praying nymph—until that fantasy of being at home in the water
culminates in “muddy death.” Laertes’ opposing fantasy of heroic
action, cleansed of doubting thoughts, like Lamord, “incorps’d and
demi-natur’d with the brave beast”, gives way for a minute, against
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his will, to brotherly, natural tears. But he still feels alien to this
womanly wateriness. Through his tears he strains to get back to his
own native element, fire:
Too much of water hast thou, poor Ophelia,
And therefore I forbid my tears. But yet
It is our trick; nature her custom holds,
Let shame say what it will. [Weeps] When these are gone,
The woman will be out. Adieu, my lord.
I have a speech of fire that fain would blaze
But that this folly douts it.
IV. vii. 184-9

His speech of fire comes at her grave, and ignites Hamlet’s towering competitive passion. From that bitter clash, in the course of one
last scene, Shakespeare brings Laertes and Hamlet full circle, to
their final reconciliation. Though Laertes’ impulse toward revenge
can’t be deflected in time to save their lives, at the end Shakespeare
allows these two young men to die in mutual forgiveness and brotherly love.
On one side Ophelia’s descent into madness and death, and on
the other Laertes’ wild charge toward revenge, transmuted by
Claudius into a secret plot for which “no wind of blame shall
breathe”, mark the boundaries that close Hamlet in on either side.
Unable to respond to her father’s death heroically, like a man, Ophelia
takes the only path open to her, and suffers the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune. That suffering leads to a doubtful death, which
in the public mind, at least, threatens her with damnation for selfslaughter. But to go the other way threatens the same thing, as
Laertes says: “I dare damnation.” Hamlet takes a zigzag course
down the middle. With Polonius, behind the arras, he almost
achieves revenge; but in stabbing the wrong man, the flame of his
deep plot is quenched.
Caught between blood and tears, fire and water, with madness
pulling one way and his conscious, heroic will the other, Hamlet in
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provident rashness, on the open sea, finally manages to act. By
sending Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to death, he sets the wheels
in motion that make future action impossible to avoid. The sea,
unlike the weeping brook, is a kind of water compatible with fire.
It’s a symbol of chaos, of a space unbordered, outside the rules,
where Hamlet, wrapped in his sea-scarf, can penetrate the official
packet like a rapist—“had my desire”—forge the fatal commission,
make a deal with the pirates, and return like a man reborn, naked
and alone. As Laertes and his mob surge to the castle like the ocean
eating the flats with impetuous haste, Hamlet at night, outside the
twelve mile limit, seals the forged commission with his father’s
signet, symbolically transforming himself with that irrevocable act
of rebellion into the rightful king, Hamlet the Dane. Having finally
made his move, he’s free to calm down, to put off his antic disposition and seriously contemplate life, and death, one last time. He
can now believe that when the moment comes he’s ready to do
what he’s got to do. His madness evaporates; the themes of his life
reappear, but now transfigured, grounded in reality. Just in time, or
maybe just too late, Hamlet is finally getting his act together.
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MIRACULOUS ORGAN
1. To set it right
The last act opens with the opening of a grave, which will soon
be Ophelia’s grave, except that “rest her soul, she’s dead.” The
dead, to speak, as Hamlet says, “by the card”, can possess nothing,
not even their old identity as a man or a woman. Wherever they
came from, whatever heights they reached while they lived, here,
to the gravedigger, they’ve shrunk to “your whoreson dead body.” In
its decay and death, as well as its lust, the body compares unfavorably with the soul. Hamlet the young idealist, disgusted with the
body’s deficiencies, which he sees dragging the souls around him
down into decadence, wishes that his young, “too too solid flesh
would melt”, and release him from the prison of this soul-sullying
life. But God’s command against self-slaughter condemns him to
serve out his term.
Hamlet both wants to die and resists dying. His bones “ache”
at the thought of all rank and distinction collapsing in death, even
as he enjoys contemplating the collapse of unmerited pride. If death
makes kings equivalent to beggars, a pleasing thought when the
king is Claudius, death will also make Hamlet and Claudius equivalent. Or it will if you don’t consider the afterlife. The afterlife,
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both in heaven and on earth—in the form of memory, of undying
fame—presents a different picture, when Hamet comes to think of
it. His heroic, patriotic and Christian ideals refuse to die, even in
the face of meaningless death. The signature image of Hamlet, a
man holding a skull in his hand—an image of the fragility and
futility of life—gets counterbalanced by Hamlet’s ever-reviving efforts to do something with his life that will give it meaning: to set
the time right.
In the graveyard scene Hamlet gets down very close to the
physical fact of death, with a light touch rubbing our noses in it. He
alternates between fear and disgust and philosophical, even mocking detachment: “Quite chop-fallen?” The dramatic blend, the seamless ebb and flow of these contradictory impressions, seems to me
unique. Some other character in literature may as concentratedly
contain all the multitudes of our moods and thoughts about death,
and life, but I don’t know who it is.
Shakespeare may concentrate those contradictory multitudes
more in the last act of Hamlet than anywhere else. Here is where
the clashing ideals that have pulled Hamlet apart through the whole
play somehow mysteriously come together. Tragic as the end of
this play is, loading the stage with dead bodies, it still also feels like
a reconciliation, as if the time, with great pain, finally has been set
right—or as right, at this time, as it can be set.

2. Let be
In the last act, after he comes back from his voyage, Hamlet
seems subtly like a changed man. He seems somehow more mature
than he did before. For one thing, he makes more serious contact
with the reality of death. Even as he does that, though, he still
shows signs of youth. His curious considering about Alexander and
Caesar sounds a little sophomoric, along with the way he lords it
over the lords, lawyer and lady who so comically “seek out assurance” in position, possessions and paint. Yet in a way all of us
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remain young, like Hamlet, as long as we’re alive, because we can
still be surprised by these too-familiar thoughts.
Hamlet shows his youth again in the graveside fight with Laertes,
in the combative energy of his mocking rhetoric, and the way he
proclaims his greater love for Ophelia: “I lov’d Ophelia. Forty thousand brothers/Could not with all their quantity of love/Make up
my sum.” What’s missing here is the “I lov’d you not” part. Hamlet
now seems to know where he stands, or stood. What happened to
his disgust with lust? It’s lust that makes the lover’s love greater
than a brother’s love. You might say Hamlet is bragging about his
lust. He seems to have accepted lust as a part of his love, not a fatal
contamination that makes his love untrue. Even his old puritanical
disgust with drinking and dissipation gets softened, in this scene,
by his love for Yorick, the master of the revels.
Hamlet’s old rage at Claudius comes through again when he
tells Horatio the story of his voyage. The difference, this time, is
that he can tell Horatio how his rage turned into action, a “rash”
action that still involved the cool, precise “writing fair” of the forged
commission. That act, which makes confronting Claudius inevitable, frees Hamlet from his old, guilty sense of delay. For once he
has acted like a hero—yet also not like an old-fashioned hero. He
has finally acted against Claudius, and executed Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, by forging a commission in the decadent style of
Claudius’s court: “As love between them like the palm might flourish”. Once he thought it was “A baseness to write fair”, but here
that refined, courtly skill does him “yeoman’s service.” Like a new
kind of hero, Hamlet fights back with the very overcivilized skills
of the court he hates. Then comes the sea-fight, which gives his
story an old-fashioned, heroic flourish—before he loses the fight,
and makes his pact with the pirates. That uniting of “Hamlet the
Dane” with the pirates foreshadows the fusion of clashing forces in
the last act.
When he makes his breakthrough, from being immobilized
like “the mutines in the bilboes” to stealing the commission, “my
fears forgetting manners”, Hamlet gives the credit to a providential
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“rashness”. One moment he’s trapped in some intense inner struggle,
feeling like a mutineer in chains; the next moment he has somehow
acted, without first deciding to act. The act just explodes out of his
inner struggle: the mutineers break their chains and come charging
silently up on deck. While before he saw his failure as a mysterious
failure of his will, his sudden success on board ship comes just as
mysteriously from something beyond his will. It seems to come
both from the divinity that shapes his ends and from himself, who
rough-hews them. When he forges the new commission, that act
comes first of all from his “brains”: “Or I could make a prologue to
my brains,/They had begun the play”. Hamlet the spectator stands
apart and observes himself acting. Maybe providence shapes the
end of that play. It’s “I” who devises and writes fair the commission, but with a sense that this “I” involves something more than
the conscious will of Hamlet alone.
The sense of a new maturity in the still-young Hamlet of the
last act seems to grow from this recognition of an ordering force
beyond his control. Having acted against Claudius, through
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, Hamlet drops the antic disposition,
and the angry self-accusations, and contemplates life and death in a
slightly, but significantly, calmer mood. On one side he sees death
with a new clarity as the common end of all striving, and contriving, while on the other side he sees providence, and his own “brains”,
working toward the meaningful end of setting the time right. Both
recognitions involve a letting-go, or a letting-be. With some action
now inevitable, Hamlet lets himself float freely on that stream of
inevitability, confident now that through some kind of providential
“rashness” he will spontaneously play his part when the time comes.

3. I lov’d Ophelia
When he hears Laertes blame him for Ophelia’s death, and
grandiloquently proclaim his love for his sister, Hamlet jumps in
with his challenge: a proud, angry, youthful challenge to a duel.
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The weapons are words—“I’ll rant as well as thou”—and crazy
deeds of derring-do, to prove his greater love: “Woo’t weep, woo’t
fight, woo’t fast, woo’t tear thyself,/Woo’t drink up eisel, eat a crocodile? . . . Be buried quick with her and so will I.” It brings back the
old romances of chivalry, with the proud young knights jousting for
their lady’s hand, while it makes fun of the nuttiness of it all, like
that book being written about the same time in Spain, Don Quixote.
Dramatically, right now, Hamlet needs a good public rant. He
jumps in with “This is I,/Hamlet the Dane”, as if he has already
taken over as king. Those words sound like they should be directed
at Claudius, but they come as part of his angry outburst at Laertes.
That outburst, and their fight, discharges the tension that somehow
had to be released, after Hamlet got back from his voyage, when he
and Claudius met again for the first time. Laertes, whose cause
mirrors Hamlet’s, but who’s linked with Claudius in their secret
plot, stands between the two mighty opposites. Like his father before him, he acts as a substitute target to take the brunt of Hamlet’s
anger, putting off a direct confrontation with Claudius until the
end.
At the same time, Hamlet’s love-rant at Ophelia’s grave answers, and replaces, his anti-love rant in the nunnery scene. His
passionate declaration of love posthumously sets him right with
Ophelia, while it gives Laertes a glimpse of his “mad” side, to
support Hamlet’s later apology for killing Polonius. By letting Hamlet express his love for Ophelia, and emotionally close out his relationship with her, this explosion leaves him free to finish his business with Laertes, and then with Claudius.
It might feel better if Hamlet were to say a few words of sad,
regretful grief—as opposed to angry, competitive grief—for Ophelia.
But from here on he seems to have forgotten all about her. I think
we accept this dropping of Ophelia both because of the way the
play quickly moves forward, into its end-game, and because of the
way we’ve already been allowed to feel grief for Ophelia through
Laertes and Gertrude. Gertrude’s speech about Ophelia’s death, and
her final, flower-strewing eulogy—“Sweets to the sweet. Farewell”—
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counterbalance Laertes’ anger, and discharge most of our feelings
about Ophelia’s death by the time Hamlet finds out that she’s dead.
I think this is why I’d read or seen the play many times before it
occurred to me that a fencing match might not be the most appropriate event, so soon after Ophelia’s funeral. Talk about not mourning long enough! But maybe there’s an echo here of the funeral
games of the Greeks. In any case, the mighty opposites have to get
on with their business.

4. I am justly kill’d with mine own treachery
Laertes comes into the last scene, he still believes, as a revenger
determined to take secret revenge on Hamlet. Claudius has persuaded him to keep his revenge a secret, supposedly to avoid hurting Gertrude—any more than necessary—and causing chaos in the
state. But though Laertes comes to the fencing match intent on
killing Hamlet, his revenge may already have started to be subtly
undermined in the scene before, in the graveyard.
At Ophelia’s grave, Hamlet fights with Laertes, rhetorically
and physically, on the “theme” that “I lov’d Ophelia.” Even to the
enraged Laertes, that love can’t sound like a bad thing. Then Hamlet,
speaking like a “mighty opposite”, who’s forgotten about the death
of Polonius, says to Laertes, “What is the reason that you use me
thus?/I lov’d you ever.” Odd words to hear from a man who has
killed your father. Hamlet’s love, for both Ophelia and Laertes,
might already be starting to turn Laertes around. He has no lines at
the end of the scene, no response to Claudius’s “We’ll put the matter
to the present push.”
When Claudius says, “Good Gertrude, set some watch over
your son”, he seems to want to get Gertrude out of the way, so she
won’t overhear what he says to Laertes. Laertes may begin to wonder, again, about the secrecy of this revenge. Claudius reminds
him of his loss by pointing to Ophelia’s grave—“This grave shall
have a living monument”—when Hamlet has just said that he loved
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Ophelia. Something doesn’t add up. Laertes’ revenge should, according to Claudius, “have no bounds” and yet be kept a secret.
The “living monument” will be known only to the two of them.
To the world, Laertes will be a man whose father was killed, who
led a revolt to get his revenge, and then quieted down and played a
genteel fencing match with his father’s killer, who then accidentally died, from an unbated sword—or maybe from a heart attack.
It’s hard to see how Laertes’ heroic soul could take “due content”
from all this secrecy. By the time he says to Hamlet, in effect,
“Thus diest thou”, that revelation comes with a completely different thrust than he originally intended.
It’s hard to see, as well, how this “very noble youth” could help
being touched by Hamlet’s love. This prince’s love comes at Laertes
even more irresistibly in the last scene, in Hamlet’s apology for
killing Polonius:
Was’t Hamlet wrong’d Laertes? Never Hamlet . . .
Let my disclaiming from a purpos’d evil
Free me so far in your most generous thoughts
That I have shot my arrow o’er the house
And hurt my brother.

Laertes answers by making a subtle distinction:
I am satisfied in nature,
Whose motive in this case should stir me most
To my revenge; but in my terms of honour
I stand aloof, and will no reconcilement
Till by some elder masters of known honour
I have a voice and precedent of peace
To keep my name ungor’d. But till that time
I do receive your offer’d love like love
And will not wrong it.

Hamlet takes this at face value, and returns Laertes’ love:
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I embrace it freely,
And will this brother’s wager frankly play.—
Give us the foils.
V. ii. 229-50

When Laertes first came charging at Claudius to take his revenge, Claudius stopped him by saying he was not responsible for
Polonius’s death. Laertes said he wanted revenge on “None but his
enemies.” Then Hamlet tells him that he was not responsible for
Polonius’s death either. It was “His madness” that killed him: “His
madness is poor Hamlet’s enemy.” Meanwhile, Claudius has persuaded Laertes that “he which hath your noble father slain/Pursu’d
my life.” From both sides, Laertes gets the message that Hamlet’s
“disclaiming from a purpos’d evil” is true—though for different
reasons. Different as they are, they also reinforce each other, because a wild attempt to kill the king, that ends up killing the wrong
man, for which Hamlet is said to be “mad and sent into England”,
does suggest a madness underlying whatever conscious intention
may have gone awry. A further, subtle influence on Laertes, encouraging him to accept Hamlet’s excuse, may be that if madness could
not excuse outwardly sinful actions, Ophelia would be damned.
Overall, I think we get the impression that Hamlet has given an
explanation for his act that must, somewhere inside him, seem
plausible to Laertes, and combined it with a brotherly love he must
find hard to resist. But if Laertes leans toward believing Hamlet,
the momentum of his revenge, and his secret plot, with Claudius
there watching over him, can’t instantly yield to the reasonableness
of Hamlet’s excuse.
Laertes’ “acceptance” of Hamlet’s apology gives directors and
actors a problem. Though enraged by his father’s death and his
sister’s madness, Laertes has to be “a very noble youth”, who comes
at the end to see the injustice of what he’s done, and to exchange
forgiveness with Hamlet. “I do receive your offer’d love like love/
And will not wrong it” makes him sound like a very sleazy liar. His
lie is “justified”—it fits his character—because of his rage, and
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because of the secret plot he’s conspiring in with the king. Yet because of who he is, and where he very soon comes out, I think we
have to feel some tension in Laertes. He has to be somehow touched
by Hamlet’s apology, and disgusted by his own lie.
As Laertes “accepts” Hamlet’s excuse he reveals that tension in
him, it seems to me, by the way he so artfully, and artificially,
divides “nature” from “honour”. Maybe there’s a distant echo here
of how “discretion fought with nature” in Claudius’s opening speech
in the first act. If Hamlet gives Laertes his cue for dividing “nature”
and “honour”, by saying “What I have done/That might your nature, honour, and exception/Roughly awake, I here proclaim was
madness”, the superfluous word, “exception”, I think shows that
Hamlet means not to divide the terms but to lump them together—
another doubling, or in this case tripling, of synonyms. If one ought
to stand out, it should be, as Laertes says, “nature”, “Whose motive
in this case should stir me most to my revenge”. For Laertes instead
to give primacy not just to “honour” but, more legalistically, to “my
terms of honour” seems to get things backwards. It hints at something insincere in this reconciliation. He’s presenting himself as a
revenger who worries over legal niceties when his blood cools—
when his nature no longer responds to the primal call to revenge.
The young revenger who so heedlessly attacked the castle like “the
ocean, overpeering of his list”, sounds less than convincing when
he now defers to “some elder masters of known honour”. Yet Hamlet, who doesn’t know as much about Laertes as the audience does,
believes his promise.
Deferring to “some elder masters of known honour” sounds
like an appeal to a court. It would be a heroic court, concerned
with “honour”, but the idea of a calm appeal to the disinterested
judgment of “elder masters” has outwardly almost the same form as
a trial of Hamlet for the killing of Polonius. The patriotic ideal
would insist on that trial, but no one mentions it now, even as a
possibility. Maybe Hamlet feels the trial has been made unnecessary by his plea of insanity, and that the aggrieved party, Laertes,
has accepted his plea and declined to press charges. Yet Laertes still
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says he needs some kind of trial before a court of “elder masters”.
That gesture toward the patriotic ideal, in the demand for a further
investigation of the case, justifies a delay to find out the truth, the
way the investigation by the “wisest friends” superseded Laertes’
original impulse to revenge. On the surface, in pardoning Hamlet,
Laertes turns from immediate personal revenge toward something
more like objective, measured justice. In effect, he agrees to a trial,
and lets Hamlet out on bail until the trial can be held. This need to
wait for a formal investigation of the truth, and a judgment of quasipatriotic justice, strikes both Hamlet and the court as a believable
reason for Laertes to defer his revenge.
Another hint of Laertes’ insincerity may come from the selfish,
and pompous, tone of his talk about “my” honor and keeping “my
name ungor’d”. The way he leaves out any mention of his father and
sister, and speaks only of himself, makes him sound almost as if he’s
talking about a falling out at tennis. The calmness of blood which
Laertes professes to feel, after Hamlet’s apology, fits only too well
with his new self-centeredness. Since a reference to Polonius or Ophelia
now might be distracting, Laertes’ self-centeredness serves the dramatic purpose of moving the plot ahead, while at the same time it
hints at an emptiness at the heart of his “acceptance”.
His conclusion, “I do receive your offer’d love like love,/And
will not wrong it”, sounds so good that it may, in spite of himself,
touch Laertes’ own heart. It must be hard for a very noble youth to
speak those words and not mean them. In the BBC video, Laertes’
eyes flick away from Hamlet at that moment: he can’t look Hamlet
in the eye because he knows he’s lying and he’s ashamed of himself.
Earlier in the speech, also, he deliberately emphasizes the words
“will no reconcilement”, speaking them slowly and forcefully, as if
secretly warning Hamlet to beware of his unreconciled attack.
Meanwhile, in mid-speech, Claudius goes up to Laertes and grasps
his shoulder, as if to approve of his making peace with Hamlet, but
really because he feels Laertes starting to be ashamed of all this
lying, and he wants to buck him up, and remind him of the plot he’s
committed to.
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To make Laertes’ conversion at the end more plausible, actors
and directors can show how his inner tension—his difficulty in
lying to Hamlet and treacherously killing him—becomes visible
under the hypocritical surface. His underlying honesty breaks the
surface when he says “it is almost against my conscience”, and then
when he suddenly converts to seeing himself as “justly kill’d with
mine own treachery.” The problem is how, on stage, to move him
through that transformation. Laertes has to show the seed of his
change of heart starting to grow inside him while he’s still consciously
focused on killing Hamlet.
Hamlet’s reply to Laertes’ “acceptance” of his apology—“I embrace it freely,/And will this brothers’ wager frankly play”—must
aggravate Laertes’ knowledge of his own ignoble, and unheroic,
deceit. Then as they select the foils, Hamlet, relaxing into the role
of courtly gentleman fencer, says, “I’ll be your foil, Laertes. In
mine ignorance/Your skill shall like a star i’th’darkest night/Stick
fiery off indeed.” Laertes angrily answers, “You mock me, sir”, and
Hamlet denies it: “No, by this hand.” Is that true? Was Hamlet
mocking Laertes or not, and what gesture does he make when he
says “No, by this hand”? The BBC Hamlet, Derek Jacobi, holds
out an open hand as if to show there’s nothing hidden in it. Kenneth
Branagh holds his hand up in swearing position, a little limply, as if
to say, “by this dearly loved right hand.” Is there an element of
mockery in whatever gesture Hamlet makes? It’s hard to be sure.
Hamlet’s words sound mocking because they’re so elaborate.
That “star i’th’darkest night” sounds like the flattering court-talk
Hamlet so mercilessly mocked in Osric. Maybe Shakespeare wanted
Hamlet to give Laertes a ceremonious but good-humored and gentlemanly compliment, lightly making a pun on “foil” more or less for
the sake of the pun. His compliment could be meant as brotherly
teasing, which could be taken as serious mockery only by someone
whose nerves were already rubbed raw. Hamlet’s denial could be a
denial that he seriously meant to offend Laertes, who so surprisingly takes offense. This exchange sets up the loose and happy
Hamlet as a foil for the tense and touchy Laertes, who’s as much on
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edge about his secret plot as Hamlet used to be about his. Laertes
may subliminally want to take offense, to seize on any excuse to
reignite his dying anger at Hamlet.
Maybe the most direct effect of this little exchange is to remind
the audience that we’re looking at two competitive young men,
who take their fencing skills very seriously. If Claudius was lying
when he told Laertes how his reputation “Did Hamlet so envenom
with his envy/That he could nothing do but wish and beg/Your
sudden coming o’er to play with you”, he wasn’t far from the truth.
The missing energy of real combat, denied to these young noblemen
in a time of peace, gets channelled into a fencing match that interests
them so intensely they can’t spare a thought for Polonius—or for
Ophelia, barely cold in her grave.
The chip on his shoulder Laertes exposes with this bumptious
retort may suggest the uncomfortable pressure his guilt is putting
on his conscience. His anger here helps prepare the audience for
his later anger at Hamlet’s more truly mocking lines, “You do but
dally . . . I am afeard you make a wanton of me.” And right now,
this unexpected flareup of bad manners deepens our distrust of
Laertes, and helps explain the angry way, having just promised not
to wrong Hamlet’s love, he immediately tries to cheat. Hamlet
makes the first hit, and Laertes denies it:
Ham. One.
Laer. No.
Ham. Judgment.
Osr.

A hit, a very palpable hit.

Laer. Well, again.
V. ii. 279-83

Why does Laertes deny “a very palpable hit”? The answer seems
to be, out of pride. Some productions soften his denial by making
him somehow not really notice the hit, or by making it somehow
not really count. Branagh makes it hard to tell what happened,
with an ambiguous long shot of Laertes falling and Hamlet possibly
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hitting him after he’s down. Derek Jacobi, in the BBC video, comes
up with the most creative solution I’ve seen. When the match begins, but before Laertes thinks it’s seriously under way, Hamlet
suddenly knocks Laertes’ dagger out of his hand with a quick hard
swipe, that feels to Laertes like a surprise attack—a combination of
mocking and cheating. Then Laertes, thinking Hamlet is giving
him time out to pick up his dagger, bends down, and just then
Hamlet playfully taps him with his sword and says “One.” It’s very
ingenious, especially in the way it foreshadows Laertes’ later surprise attack on Hamlet, but I doubt if it’s what Shakespeare had in
mind.
Shakespeare, it seems to me, wanted to show Laertes caught
up in his competitive pride, a pride aggravated by the tension between his anger at Hamlet and his guilt for his own treachery.
Maybe, expecting to win easily, he’s also embarrassed when Hamlet beats him to the first hit. On the surface, this denial seems
irrelevant to the secret plot. It comes from Laertes the competitive
young fencer. But it combines with his reaction to the next hit to
show a direction of change, which parallels his direction of change
in the secret plot.
After making the second hit, Hamlet says, “Another hit. What
say you?” and Laertes answers, “I do confess’t.” By asking Laertes,
instead of the judges, Hamlet makes a personal connection with
him. Though Laertes has just tried to cheat, Hamlet asks him if he
agrees to the second hit, as if he relies on Laertes’ honesty. Laertes
answers “I do confess’t”, as if he were guilty—or as if not confessing it were an option. He refused to “confess” the first hit, but now
he comes around, and converts to repentant honesty. He moves
from lying to honesty, from concealing to confessing, in this small,
rhetorical way, while in a big way he makes the same movement by
concealing, and then confessing, his secret plot.
When Gertrude drinks from the poisoned cup, then offers it to
Hamlet and says, “Come, let me wipe thy face”, that face-wiping
gives Laertes a moment to say to Claudius, “My lord I’ll hit him
now.” Claudius’s reply, “I do not think it”, could be a deliberate
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insult, designed to revive Laertes’ anger, to juice him up so he’ll hit
Hamlet—or even if it’s not meant that way, Laertes could take it as
an insult. If it has that effect on him, Shakespeare also shows, in
Laertes’ aside, the undertow of feeling that’s simultaneously pulling
him the other way: “And yet it is almost against my conscience.”
And just then, Hamlet sticks in a needle of mockery sharper than
the one that angered Laertes before: “I am afeard you make a wanton of me.” Laertes could reply—“Say you so? Come on”—with an
anger that makes this part of the bout more intense, and adds to the
anger the frustration of failing: “Nothing neither way.” With his
anger, his honor, his aggressive combativeness in full flow, Laertes
jumps over the boundary of decorum and stabs the unready Hamlet: “Have at you now.” His flagging desire to go through with the
secret plot gets reinforced at the crucial moment by his desire to
win the match, and his anger at these apparent insults from Claudius
and Hamlet. If Laertes had more time to think about it, he probably wouldn’t kill Hamlet. After he’s stabbed with his own poisoned sword, his rage, dispersed by the knowledge that he’s about
to die, suddenly gives way to a clear vision of the truth: “I am justly
kill’d with mine own treachery.”
That Laertes, as soon as he knows he’s dying, can so quickly
see this truth, that a minute before was hidden from him, shows
how false things drop away at the moment of death. Courts give
greater weight to the testimony of the dying, which helps Laertes’
dying testimony, about Claudius’s tyranny, seal the case against him.
Laertes testifies that Claudius “is justly serv’d./It is a poison temper’d
by himself.” Laertes’ raging youthful energy of revenge, which was
channelled by Claudius into a questionable secret plot, gets transformed, at the end, into his affirmation of the justice of killing this
tyrant with his own poison. Then Laertes turns, at the very end, to
Christianity:
Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet.
Mine and my father’s death come not upon thee,
Nor thine on me.

Dies.
V. ii. 334-6
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In the space of two minutes, Laertes takes secret revenge, realizes
its injustice, testifies for the prosecution of Claudius, and asks to
be forgiven, by Hamlet and God. This “very noble youth” first sees
the nobler course in heroic revenge, then comes to see that true
nobility demands something else.

5. Wretched queen, adieu
In some productions, like Laurence Olivier’s film, Gertrude
drinks from the poisoned cup knowingly, trying to save Hamlet by
sacrificing herself. That she has the insight to realize, or suspect,
that the wine is poisoned makes Gertrude, in a way, a more interesting character, but a character different from the one Shakespeare
created. Hamlet’s line refusing the cup, which Olivier cuts, shows
that after Gertrude drinks from it she offers it to him, unaware that
it’s poisoned.
Why does Gertrude drink from that cup? The answer may have
to do with the way Claudius introduces it. Claudius, having promised
that “If Hamlet give the first or second hit” he’ll “drink to Hamlet’s
better breath”, steps forward after Hamlet gives the first hit to keep his
promise. He also promised, with decadent extravagance, to throw
into the cup “an union”—a pearl—“Richer than that which four successive kings/In Denmark’s crown have worn”. Throwing such a pearl,
outstripping Denmark’s crown, into a wine cup, as a prize in a fencing
match, brings back everything about Claudius’s drunken decadence
that Hamlet hated in the first act, though here Hamlet seems to take it
in stride. Claudius drinks, and then drops the promised pearl into the
cup. Most productions indicate that he has somehow coated that pearl
with poison. Though other scenarios are possible, the poisoned pearl,
with its decadent overtones, does seem like a method that Claudius
might use. He apparently drinks from the cup, drops the pearl into it,
and then offers the same cup, now poisoned, to Hamlet.
In conceiving this backup plan, to kill Hamlet with the drink if
Laertes can’t kill him with the sword, Claudius has forgotten one
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thing: Hamlet doesn’t share his own fondness for wine. Where
Claudius would have gratefully grabbed the cup and swigged from
it, Hamlet declines to drink: “I’ll play this bout first. Set it by
awhile.” Then Hamlet makes the second hit. Gertrude, and the
rest of the court, may now expect Claudius to drink to Hamlet’s
second hit as he did to the first. Uncharacteristically, surprisingly,
he fails to reach for the cup—so Gertrude picks it up herself. She
raises it in a toast, saying, “The queen carouses to thy fortune,
Hamlet”. She may emphasize “queen”, implying, “If the king will
not carouse to your fortune, the queen will.” The word “carouses”,
not quite appropriate to a queen—“fair, sober, wise”—also suggests that she’s consciously, if not ironically, taking on the king’s
role. She may be getting a little wild, happy in her hopeless hope
that things are working out after all. Hamlet, who seems unoffended
by his mother’s “carousing”, graciously accepts her tribute: “Good
madam.” Then Claudius gives his unaccountable command:
“Gertrude, do not drink.”
As Kenneth Branagh beautifully directs this scene, after Hamlet refuses the cup, Claudius continues to hold it. When Hamlet
makes the second hit, and he and Laertes pause to rest between
passes, Claudius is still holding the cup, though he makes no move
to drink. Then Gertrude comes up to him, and while he’s not paying attention takes it away from him—to his shock—and carries it
over to Hamlet, saying, “He’s fat and scant of breath.” She gives
him her handkerchief, and while she waits for him to wipe his face
she says, “The queen carouses to thy fortune, Hamlet”—not because Claudius has failed to drink, but because Gertrude feels happy
and proud of Hamlet. Claudius calls out loudly, in fear, “Gertrude!”
The camera zooms in on his face. Everyone is still. Then quietly,
pleadingly, he says, “do not drink.” Gertrude, startled by this trivial
and mystifying command, after he so urgently called her name,
gives a little laugh at the oddness of it, as she says, “I will, my lord,
I pray you pardon me.” She drinks, and Claudius watches desolated as he says, internally, “It is the poison’d cup. It is too late.”
When Laertes speaks to him he can hardly pay attention, and sinks
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into his chair. Gertrude comes happily back, with the cup in her
hand, and turning to sit down, staggers and looks sick as she feels
the first kick of the poison.
A little later, as Gertrude dies, Branagh leaves open the question of whether she knows the poison came from Claudius. A closeup
of Claudius looking at Gertrude, then one of Gertrude looking,
probably, at Claudius, with an intense stare—but we can’t quite be
sure. When she speaks her last words, “I am poison’d”, she sounds
so surprised, wondering rather than accusing, that we never know
if she knew.
In his film with Mel Gibson, Franco Zeffirelli very cleverly
shows Gertrude coming to realize what’s happening. Glenn Close,
as Gertrude, drinks the poison in complete innocence, and then
becomes aware of its effect slowly, as the fencing match goes on.
When she drinks, against Claudius’s order, Zeffirelli adds an interesting touch by showing Laertes, who knows why Claudius is trying to stop her, being shocked—a shock that may help move him
toward his conversion. After she drinks, Gertrude sits down again,
and then gradually begins to feel sick. As her pain gets worse she
suddenly realizes there was something in the wine. She stares at the
cup, horrified, then looks over at Claudius, who is watching her.
The instant she catches his eye he looks away, and she knows the
truth. The way Zeffirelli tells this little story, showing Gertrude’s
discovery, and the interplay between her and Claudius, would be
hard to duplicate on stage, because the audience would be concentrating on the fencing match. On film, though, it adds a subtle, and
powerful, undercurrent to the scene.
Each of these two versions brings out a different side of
Claudius, both of which I think Shakespeare saw as part of his
character. Branagh’s Claudius, Derek Jacobi, loves Gertrude dearly,
and has to control himself as, before anyone else knows—except
maybe Laertes—he secretly endures the death of the woman he
loves. His heart breaks, and he must hold his tongue. Alan Bates,
in Zeffirelli’s film, becomes canny and watchful when Gertrude
drinks the poison, concerned first of all to conceal his part in what’s
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about to happen. Shakespeare’s Claudius draws some sympathy from
the audience by trying to stop Gertrude, and saying “It is too late”
when she drinks; but then he loses sympathy by trying to hide the
truth, even in the moment of Gertrude’s death: “She swoons to see
them bleed.” The way Gertrude so emphatically contradicts him—
“No, no, the drink, the drink!”—sounds to me as if, having caught
on to Claudius’s scheme, she’s warning Hamlet not to drink.

6. Is thy union here?
When Gertrude, like the ghost before her, contradicts Claudius’s
story, and tells the truth about her poisoning, the interim finally
ends. Hamlet calls out, “O villainy! Ho! Let the door be lock’d./
Treachery! Seek it out.” Even in his rage, Hamlet doesn’t immediately turn to Claudius and stab him. He may not realize yet that
Claudius was behind the poison that killed his mother. Instead he
opens another investigation, which is quickly resolved by Laertes’
dying testimony. Laertes tells Hamlet that he too, along with his
mother and Laertes, has been poisoned, and that “the king’s to
blame.”
Now the conditions that stopped Hamlet from acting before,
the inhibitions that held him back, have all somehow fallen away.
He can’t fear death any more, because he’s already dying. To satisfy
the patriotic ideal, he has public proof that Claudius is a tyrant.
The proof is in the commission—though by itself it only proves an
intention that failed to be realized—and, more vitally, in the dying
testimony of Laertes, which directly proves Claudius guilty of
Hamlet’s and Gertrude’s deaths. This final, irrefutable proof of
tyranny solidifies Hamlet’s right to declare himself “Hamlet the
Dane” and take over as king. The execution of Claudius should
now be “perfect conscience”, even under the Christian ideal, which
gives kings the right to execute murderers on earth.
Meanwhile, what has happened to the heroic ideal—to the
ghost’s original command to “Revenge”? Aside from calling Claudius
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a “murd’rous, damned Dane”, Hamlet never mentions his father’s
death. With the proof that Claudius has killed Hamlet and Gertrude,
the word “murd’rous” doesn’t have to refer to his father at all. It
may remind the audience of the original murder for a moment, and
sew up that old hanging thread of the plot, but then we’re quickly
distracted. Hamlet goes on, “Drink off this potion. Is thy union
here?/Follow my mother.” His killing of Claudius seems, in the
end, to be motivated more directly by his mother’s death than by
his father’s. There’s an irony here, because Claudius may die for
killing Gertrude, when he didn’t intend to kill her, just as Hamlet,
in a way, dies for his unintentional killing of Polonius.
Finding out that his mother, like his father, has been secretly
poisoned, sparks Hamlet’s explosion of emotion: “O villainy!” This
emotion erupts before it can be directed openly at Claudius, since
Hamlet hasn’t heard from Laertes yet. He may sense that the moment for him to kill Claudius has come, but he responds not by
killing him but, even in his rage, by calling for an investigation:
“Seek it out.” Laertes answers, “It is here, Hamlet”, and gives his
evidence against Claudius.
With his dying testimony, Laertes opens a channel through
which Hamlet’s pent-up rage can at last, in perfect conscience, flow
directly toward Claudius. Hamlet now kills him with an exquisitely balanced combination of rage and conscious thought. He expresses his rage again with the exclamation, “The point envenom’d
too!”, and then turns to stab Claudius with what sounds, partly,
like the cool, logical completion of a syllogism: “Then, venom, to
thy work.”
The logic which completes that syllogism comes from two
sources. First, there’s the logic of venom fulfilling its natural purpose—“to thy work”—an impersonal logic that recalls Lucianus’s
“Thoughts black, hands apt, drugs fit, and time agreeing”. And
second, there’s the logic of justice: the judge—the king—in Hamlet
decrees that this murderer will die by the same poison he intended
for his victim. Shakespeare makes sure we know that Claudius dies
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from his own poison. After Hamlet stabs him, Claudius says, “O
yet defend me, friends. I am but hurt.” Productions that show Hamlet
savagely stabbing Claudius, in a way that would kill him even if the
sword were not poisoned, miss the point of those words. It’s not
Hamlet’s sword thrust, but his own poison, that kills Claudius.
Shakespeare even takes this thought a step further. After
Claudius says “I am but hurt”, Hamlet pours some of the poisoned
wine down his throat. While Laertes put the poison on the sword,
it was Claudius himself who poisoned the wine. He dies
involuntarily “carousing” with the wine he loved.
When Hamlet calls Claudius “thou incestuous, murd’rous, damned
Dane”, momentarily recalling his old anger at incest and murder, and
his plan to kill Claudius in the act of sinning, so he’ll be damned, he
moves immediately back to his mother: “Is thy union here?/Follow
my mother.” He can’t quite be thinking about Claudius following
Gertrude into hell, since he wouldn’t want to think of her going there.
He’s not cooly carrying out his resolution, in the prayer scene, to take
revenge by sending Claudius’s soul to hell, though he couldn’t have
caught him in a more sinful act. Instead he seems to be thinking, at
this moment, only about death. In the play on “union”, he again revives his old anger at the marriage, and with “Follow my mother”
finishes Claudius off, as he did with the sword, with what sounds like
a logical conclusion. Claudius seems to die more for marrying Gertrude,
and then killing her, than for killing Hamlet’s father.
Though Hamlet could be said to kill Claudius because Claudius
killed him, I don’t quite get that feeling from the play. Hamlet may
know he’s dying, because Laertes tells him, but in the adrenaline
rush of killing Claudius, I don’t feel he’s felt it yet. After the play’s
long preparation for Hamlet to take revenge for his father’s death,
he seems to take revenge at the end, as far as it can be called revenge,
for his mother’s death instead. All the deep background, of planning
and failing to take revenge, gets compressed into that one word,
“murd’rous”, while the actual death of Claudius seems, emotionally,
like Hamlet’s response to the death of his mother.
Up to now, Hamlet has never succeeded in finding an airtight,
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patriotically logical argument for killing Claudius, an argument
that would make regicide “perfect conscience”. He can’t find a perfect reason to justify regicide until he himself is killed. But Hamlet
doesn’t explicitly make that argument. Instead, he seems to kill
Claudius emotionally, in response to his mother’s death. His response feels all the more emotional because Claudius didn’t intend
to kill Gertrude. That fact detaches Hamlet’s emotion from the
kind of clear, logical reasoning which would hold up in court.
Logically, and legally, the justification for killing Claudius is that
he has killed Hamlet, the heir to the throne. Shakespeare puts that
logic into place before Claudius is killed, but doesn’t explicitly
bring it out until after he’s dead, when Hamlet says “I am dead,
Horatio.” Legally, Hamlet actually has to die to prove that Claudius
killed him.
In the killing of Claudius, Shakespeare follows the model he
set up in Hamlet’s killing of Polonius, and of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern. Despite the gathering of evidence that preceded each
of those acts—the test of the Mousetrap play, and the discovery of
the commission—Hamlet acts in each case with some kind of immediate, spontaneous “rashness”. He kills Polonius in a moment of
high emotion—sparked by his mother—that could be madness;
and he steals and rewrites the commission with providential “rashness”, somehow led by the independent action of his “brains”. The
fact that Hamlet has been killed provides the legal underpinning
for killing Claudius, while Gertrude’s death provides the emotional
spark that makes this killing feel something like an act of spontaneous revenge. If we might naturally think of Hamlet as taking revenge for his own death, Shakespeare deflects that thought, by
grounding Hamlet’s emotion of revenge in Gertrude’s death, while
leaving his own death to prove to the world the justice of killing
Claudius.
If there’s one thing that can excuse revenge, it’s immediate
emotion. Revenge feels less blameable when it’s instant, spontaneous, a crime of passion. Shakespeare uses Gertrude’s death to spark
Hamlet’s killing of Claudius, to give it an emotional energy of
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revenge that it can’t get, at this moment, from the old, and still
unproven, murder of his father. Yet because we know that Claudius
didn’t mean to kill Gertrude, we can’t entirely see Hamlet’s killing
of Claudius simply as revenge for her death. If Hamlet means it
that way, he’s making a mistake. Subliminally, Hamlet may share
our knowledge of Claudius’s innocence—of trying to kill Gertrude—
since he too heard Claudius tell Gertrude not to drink. By detaching Hamlet’s revenging emotion from a clear justification—by making his revenge for Gertrude both a mistake and, overall, not a
mistake—Shakespeare makes the element of revenge, in the killing of Claudius, ghostly. It’s both there and not there. We can feel,
vaguely, a satisfaction of the original revenging impulse, while at
the same time knowing that Hamlet is killing Claudius, as far as
the world is concerned, for his proven crimes—above all, for his
killing of Hamlet himself. Pure, calm, objective justice would take
too long, present too many problems, and fail to satisfy that old
need for revenge. Meanwhile, in the background, the imperfect
match between Hamlet’s intention and his act leaves open a space
for providence, for Hamlet to kill Claudius, in part, as heaven’s
unconscious “scourge and minister”. He kills him both mistakenly, as he killed Polonius—mistaken revenge for his mother displacing true revenge for his father—and justly, because Claudius
has killed Hamlet. At the end of Hamlet, Shakespeare mysteriously fuses revenge with justice.
Aside from proving Claudius guilty, a secondary reason that
Hamlet has to die is his unresolved killing of Polonius. Laertes
apparently accepts Hamlet’s excuse, in the end, and forgives him.
But if Hamlet lived, unless he wanted to bring the ghost into it, and
confuse matters more, he’d have to stick to his story that he killed
Polonius “in madness”. That wouldn’t be very good for Denmark’s
reputation, or for “The sanity and health of this whole state.” If
Hamlet were to explain that he went mad because he lost his love,
why then wouldn’t he have gone even madder when Ophelia died?
Both these patriotic problems, the lack of a proven crime for which
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to kill Claudius, and the queasy uncertainty of Polonius’s death, get
solved by the death of Hamlet.
Laertes kills Hamlet, at the end, because the momentum of his
revenging rage, his competitive anger, and his secret plot carries
him through the act despite his newfound misgivings. Then as soon
as he stabs Hamlet, they switch swords and Hamlet stabs him.
Having killed Hamlet, and knowing he’s been killed himself, Laertes
immediately realizes the justice of his own death, and the king’s. If
the forces that bring him to this sudden conversion could have
worked a little faster, Hamlet might have lived. Yet despite this
slight sense of fortuitousness, Hamlet’s death also seems tragically
necessary. He has to die, as he was born, to set the time right.
If Hamlet lived, the patriotic ideal would be unsatisfied. In the
end, Claudius has committed only one intended crime of which he
has been proven guilty: killing Hamlet. The commission, which
gave Hamlet proof of Claudius’s tyranny, only proved his intention
to commit murder. His attempt to murder his heir may prove he’s a
tyrant, but the attempt failed, and the “mad” Hamlet wouldn’t make
the best witness against him. Gertrude’s death, the emotional spark
for Hamlet’s killing of Claudius, though it’s caused by the poisoned
wine, is an accident; while his father’s death, a crime which can
never be proved a crime, seems mostly forgotten. Hamlet can feel
secure in acting like Hamlet the Dane, and legitimately executing
Claudius, only because he himself has already been killed. Even so,
he makes sure to kill Claudius only with his own poison. And even
then, after Gertrude and Laertes have given their dying testimony,
when Hamlet stabs Claudius “All” still cry “Treason!” The evidence will take some time to catch up with the emotions. Men’s
minds, and women’s too, go wild at the killing of a king. The force
behind that “Treason!”, the failure of “All” to absorb what they
have just seen and heard, shows the power of the patriotic ideal
that Hamlet has been struggling with through the whole play.
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7. The rest is silence
After he kills Claudius, Hamlet, just before he dies, still has
work to do. He has to secure the future of Denmark, and his own
reputation. They go together. To save Hamlet’s name, and set Denmark on a new and relatively stable footing, the world has to know
“How these things came about.”
Through the whole play, Shakespeare has prepared Horatio to
serve now as Hamlet’s spokesman, “To tell my story.” For a moment, Horatio threatens to shirk his patriotic, and Christian, duty
by killing himself: “I am more an antique Roman than a Dane./
Here’s yet some liquor left.” As in his earlier moment of emotional
extremity, when the ghost appeared, breaking through his Renaissance Christian skepticism and releasing a flood of Roman imagery
and superstition, now, at Hamlet’s death, the Roman in Horatio
erupts again. Flipping from Christianity to its heroic opposite, he
turns suicide from a Christian sin to a Roman virtue. Christianity
seems unable to express, maybe even to recognize, Horatio’s absolute personal love for Hamlet. This love, which tosses aside all
patriotic and Christian scruples, is the heroic mirror image of revenge. Absolute personal love and hate stand outside the patriotic
and Christian ideals.
Now Hamlet resolves this clash of ideals in Horatio. First he
makes a heroic-sounding appeal: “As th’art a man/Give me the cup.”
Then, still asking for personal loyalty, he subtly brings in Christianity and patriotism: “Let go, by Heaven I’ll ha’t./O God, Horatio,
what a wounded name,/Things standing thus unknown, shall I leave
behind me.” There’s something heroic both in his appeal to Horatio’s
love and in that care for the fate of his name, which combines with
a patriotic concern for the reputation of Denmark. Hamlet doesn’t
want the “wounded name” of a regicide. Horatio himself earlier
warned Gertrude that she should speak to the mad Ophelia because
“she may strew/Dangerous conjectures in ill-breeding minds.” Hamlet revives that concern, and brings Horatio around, at the end, by
aligning his personal love with his patriotic and Christian ideals.
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Now, just as Hamlet asks Horatio to “draw thy breath in pain/
To tell my story”—making living, rather than dying, the heroic
course—“A march afar off and shot within” signal the approach of
Fortinbras. Hamlet asks, “What warlike noise is this?” and Osric
answers:
Young Fortinbras, with conquest come from Poland,
To the ambassadors of England gives
This warlike volley.
V. ii. 355-7

Denmark is teetering on the brink of chaos. Then Hamlet solves
this problem too: “I do prophesy the election lights/On Fortinbras.
He has my dying voice.”
Some directors, including Kenneth Branagh, have taken this
“warlike volley” to suggest that Fortinbras comes as a conqueror, to
usurp the throne of Denmark. But I think that volley is only a
salute to the English ambassadors. When the ambassador comes in,
with Fortinbras, he simply goes about his business: “Where should
we have our thanks?” That Fortinbras enters, “with conquest come
from Poland”, accompanied by these warlike sounds, seems to me
a sign of his heroic strength. He has been tested, and tempered, in
battle, discharged his youthful aggressive energy in the proof of his
heroism, and with this victory won arrives ready, though not intending, to take over the throne of Denmark in a difficult time. He
arrives at this moment because he just happens to be passing by
Elsinore on his way back from Poland, as he passed it on his way
out. The volley does suggest real warlikeness in one way, though.
The sound of it, at this moment, reminds everyone of the threat of
disorder that hangs over the state. Denmark needs a strong hand at
the helm, a man who’ll restore the kingdom’s heroic, undecadent
strength—the kind of strength it used to have, under the rule of
Hamlet’s father.
In one crucial way, though, Fortinbras shows he’s different
from Hamlet’s father. When he was planning to attack Denmark
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unlawfully, like a heroically revenging son, he bowed to his uncle
the king, whom he could instead have overthrown, and chose the
patriotic course, of princely duty, over heroic revenge. His heroic
impulses were then channelled, lawfully, if a little questionably—
“a fantasy and trick of fame”—into war with Poland. Fortinbras
has subordinated the heroic ideal to the patriotic, while demonstrating that he has the heroism, not of a “lawless resolute”, but of
a law-abiding soldier. On the other hand, he has never shown any
particularly Christian qualities. When Horatio makes his final wish
for Hamlet, he combines personal love, and patriotism, with Christianity: “Good night, sweet prince,/And flights of angels sing thee
to thy rest.” That Christian note immediately fades into the sound
of the drum, which Horatio, for a moment, can’t quite place: “Why
does the drum come hither?”
The drum sounds both military—continuing the imagery of
Fortinbras as a soldier—and funereal. Fortinbras already knows
something about what’s happened: “Where is this sight?” He speaks
at first in a purely heroic vein—“O proud Death,/What feast is
toward in thine eternal cell”—but he adds a patriotic respect for
rank: “That thou so many princes at a shot/So bloodily hast struck?”
To Horatio’s suggestion that he “let me speak to th’yet unknowing
world/How these things came about”, he responds with measured
and appropriate speed: “Let us haste to hear it,/And call the noblest
to the audience.”
Now come the lines which may, more than any others, have
encouraged directors like Branagh to see Fortinbras as a usurper:
For me, with sorrow I embrace my fortune.
I have some rights of memory in this kingdom,
Which now to claim my vantage doth invite me.
V. ii. 393-5

Unlike Branagh, I don’t hear these lines as hypocritical. I’m willing
to allow Fortinbras a little sorrow, even if it’s the formally expressed
sorrow of a funeral. There may even be a hint of Christianity in his
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ability to pity the dead. More directly, he shows his patriotism,
once more, by appealing to the law, to “rights of memory”. Those
rights were inactive as long as Hamlet was alive, but when Fortinbras
says “now to claim my vantage doth invite me”, he’s speaking the
truth.
Horatio, inheriting Hamlet’s point of view, takes Fortinbras’s
side. Hamlet’s “dying voice” will now confirm Fortinbras’s “rights
of memory” to the throne, and thereby establish order in Denmark:
Of that I shall have also cause to speak,
And from his mouth whose voice will draw on more.
But let this same be presently perform’d
Even while men’s minds are wild, lest more mischance
On plots and errors happen.
V. ii. 396-400

If Fortinbras had come attacking the castle, as he does in Branagh’s
movie, his timing would be even better than it already is. Presumably, if Hamlet had still been alive when he arrived, Branagh’s
Fortinbras would have killed him.
Shakespeare’s Fortinbras orders what sounds like Hamlet’s
funeral, as he might wish his own funeral to be ordered:
Let four captains
Bear Hamlet like a soldier to the stage,
For he was likely, had he been put on,
To have prov’d most royal; and for his passage,
The soldier’s music and the rite of war
Speak loudly for him.
V. ii. 400-5

If we might be tempted to hear an irony in this soldierly treatment
of Hamlet, who never was a soldier, who felt he could never be the
man his father was, the irony gets drowned out by the way Hamlet
has proved his manhood, and his royalty, at the end. He proves
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himself a man, and a soldier, on this deceptive field of courtly
combat, by beating Laertes and finally killing Claudius. Then, inheriting the throne for a brief moment, he proves his royalty by
providing for “The sanity and health of this whole state” with the
dutiful act of naming Fortinbras his successor. The heroic image of
“this fell sergeant, Death” echoes in Fortinbras’s “O proud Death”,
connecting Hamlet and Fortinbras in a plain and soldierly view of
death as merely death.
A king, to succeed as a king, needs a soldier’s heroic strength.
Yet he also needs something more. The young man’s hunger to
prove his manhood in combat should have been satisfied by the
time he becomes king. The “sanity and health” of the state don’t
live by arms alone. Ruling also requires wisdom, the wisdom to see
that heroism can’t run wild but must be subordinated to the law.
Fortinbras shows he’s aware of the distance between these two related but separate spheres of action, combat and kingship, when he
says, “Such a sight as this/Becomes the field, but here shows much
amiss.” His final “Go, bid the soldiers shoot” orders both a salute
to Hamlet—“the rite of war”—and a sad signal, to the nation, of
the collapse whose story they now will assemble to hear. It answers
the peals of ordnance that Claudius ordered to celebrate each “jocund health that Denmark drinks today”. The guns this time will
be put to their right use. The decadence of Claudius’s court will
not continue under Fortinbras.
As for the further future, who knows? As the world moves
inexorably, if by fits and starts, away from its heroic past,
“th’impostume of much wealth and peace” may become a chronic
disease. We already know that Denmark is still Denmark, and
Norway still Norway. The apparent unification of the two nations,
under Fortinbras, if it ever took place, didn’t last.
When Fortinbras claims the crown, though he’s the best candidate still alive, the audience feels something more complicated than
pure relief. Hamlet solves the otherwise unresolvable problems of
the play by dying. Fortinbras shows a heroic but law-abiding strength
that will bring back some “sanity and health”, for the time being, to
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this decadent state. But Fortinbras, for all his heroic strength, and
his promise of a new order for Denmark, never shows the questing
mind and heart, the moral perplexity, the wit and the intricate guile
that make Hamlet so fascinating, while they add to the pain of his
struggle, and to our mixed feelings about him as a potential king.
When Hamlet dies, with that beautiful and mysterious line, “the
rest is silence”, he is lifted into another realm of contemplation.
His death allows us to set our mixed feelings aside, and remember
him with the deepening sense that this world may not be ready for
a king like Hamlet, but that, somewhere in our hearts and minds,
we wish it were. Without that wandering, wondering spirit, what
new world will this be?
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